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TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES OF LOGARITHMIC
MOTIVES OVER A FIELD
by
Federico Binda, Doosung Park & Paul Arne Østvær
Abstract. — In this work we develop a theory of motives for logarithmic schemes
over fields in the sense of Fontaine, Illusie, and Kato. Our construction is based
on the notion of finite log correspondences, the dividing Nisnevich topology on log
schemes, and the idea of parameterizing homotopies by ; the projective line with
respect to its compactifying logarithmic structure at infinity. Hodge cohomology
of log schemes is an example of an -invariant theory that is representable in the
category of logarithmic motives. This bears a resemblance to Voevodsky’s category
of motives and A1-invariant theories. Assuming resolution of singularities, we identify
the latter with the full subcategory comprised of A1-local objects in the category of
logarithmic motives. Palpable properties such as -homotopy invariance, Mayer-
Vietoris for coverings, and a symmetric monoidal structure witness the robustness of
the setup. Moreover, we show that logarithmic motives satisfy fundamental properties
such as a projective bundle theorem, a blow-up distinguished triangle, and a Gysin
distinguished triangle.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview. — Logarithmic structures and log geometry developed by Deligne,
Faltings, Fontaine, Illusie, Kato, Tsuji, and many others [71] can be thought of as
an enlargement of algebraic geometry. Having its origin in the theory of logarithmic
differentials, log schemes make precise the notion of schemes with a boundary and
have implications, inter alia, for moduli spaces, deformation theory, and p-adic Hodge
theory. The main purpose of this work is to build a theory of motives in the setting
of logarithmic algebraic geometry.
Depending on the point of view there are several desiderata for a theory of motives
of log schemes. For starters one should find a way to linearize log schemes such
that the values of standard cohomology theories, e.g., crystalline, de Rham-Witt, and
Hodge cohomology, occur as hom-groups in the same linear tensor category. One can
hope that log motives give rise to new invariants for logarithmic schemes, as well as
a better understanding of “old” invariants for usual schemes. For sanity checks one
should have available various realization functors for log motives and their regulator
maps. By equipping schemes with trivial log structures one should be able to recover
motives in the sense of algebraic geometry. Finally, an advanced understanding of
the basic properties should involve the formalism of six operations. In this work
we begin this exploration by constructing the triangulated category of effective log
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motives logDMeff(k,Λ), extending Voevodsky’s category DMeff(k,Λ), where Λ is a
commutative unital ring.
There have been a number of constructions of triangulated categories of motives in
algebraic geometry, including Levine [58] and Voevodsky [84], which together with
motivic homotopy theory have led to Voevodsky’s spectacular proofs of the Milnor
and Bloch-Kato conjectures [85], [88]. The fact that homotopies are parametrized by
the affine line restricts the theory to A1-homotopy invariant phenomena. Since there
are many nontrivial e´tale Z/p-coverings of the affine line, where p is the characteristic
of the base field k, this restriction limits the reach of the theory. Indeed, the derived
category DMe´t(k,Z/p) of e´tale motives with mod-p coefficients is trivial [4].
In Voevodsky’s construction of motivic categories, one of the first problems is to
find an algebraic avatar for the unit interval [0, 1] ⊂ R in topology. In our approach
to log motives we encounter the same problem. One option is to proceed with the
affine line A1 equipped with the trivial log structure, see [42], [72]. There is, however,
another less obvious choice: in the log geometric setting it is natural to compactify
the affine line, i.e., replace it by the projective line P1 pointed at infinity, denoted by
 = (P1, {∞}). A priori this is not a unit interval in the traditional sense since the
multiplication map on A1 extends only to a rational map
P1 × P1 99K P1.
This pronounced difference is also noticeable in the theory of algebraic cycles with
moduli conditions [12].
Let us write lSm/k for the category of fine and saturated log schemes that are log
smooth and separated over a fixed field k equipped with the trivial log structure. To
carry out our constructions we turn lSm/k into a Grothendieck site by means of the
dividing Nisnevich topology. The coverings in this topology arise from distinguished
squares of different origins: dividing squares, typically involving a log blow-up or
the star subdivision of a monoid, and strict Nisnevich squares, an adaption of the
Nisnevich topology to log geometry. Conceptually one can view the strict Nisnevich
coverings as a witness for the scheme-theoretic data and the dividing coverings as a
witness for the log structures. The properties of these topologies are used throughout
in the proofs of our results.
Another fundamental ingredient in the theory of log motives is the notion of finite
log correspondences in lSm/k. With this in hand we define the additive category
lCor/k of finite log correspondences over k, having the same objects as lSm/k and
with morphisms given by finite log correspondences. There is a faithful embedding
lSm/k →֒ lCor/k induced by taking the graph of morphisms in lSm/k. Passing to the
underlying schemes yields a functor to the category Cor/k of finite correspondences
defined by Suslin-Voevodsky [89]. Moreover, the compositions in lCor/k and Cor/k
are compatible in the obvious sense.
Let Λ be a commutative unital ring. A presheaf of Λ-modules with log transfers
on lSm/k is a contravariant additive functor from lCor/k to Λ-modules. By the
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linear setup every presheaf equipped with log transfers determines “wrong way” maps
between Λ-modules parametrized by finite log correspndences. As in the case of usual
schemes, the structure sheaf O and the sheaf of global units O× are basic examples
of presheaves with log transfers. For any log scheme (X,MX) in lSm/k the group
completion Mgp is also a presheaf with log transfers.
Definition 1.1.1. — Suppose Z = n1Z1+ · · ·+ nrZr is an effective Cartier divisor
on a scheme X over k. Let Ii be the invertible sheaf of ideals defining niZi for each
irreducible component Zi. Then (X,Z) is an fs log scheme over k whose log structure
is given by the Deligne-Faltings structure [71, §III.1.7] associated to the inclusions
Ii → OX , i = 1, . . . , r. In particular, for the projective line, we set
(1.1.1)  := (P1, {∞}) ∈ lSm/k.
For most part of this paper we use the multiplicity one case n1 = · · · = nr = 1. In
this case the log structure of (X,Z) is the compactifying log structure [71, §III.1.6]
associated to the open immersion X − Z → X .
Example 1.1.2. — Following Definition 1.1.1 in the case of a normal strict crossing
divisor, we set

n
= ((P1)n,∞× P1 × · · · × P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
+P1 ×∞× P1 × · · · × P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
+P1 × · · · × P1 ×∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
).
This is the nth self product of  for the standard monoidal structure on lSm/k. The
notation means that on (P1)n we consider the strict normal crossing divisor given by
setting the coordinate zi =∞ for i = 1, . . . n.
We note there are canonically defined morphisms
(A1, ∅)→ → (P1, ∅)
between distinctly different objects in lSm/k. We emphasize that  has a nontrivial
log structure.
The triangulated category of effective log motives of k with Λ-coefficients
logDMeff(k,Λ)
is obtained from the category of chain complexes of presheaves with log transfers
on lSm/k by imposing descent with respect to all dividing Nisnevich coverings, and
homotopy invariance with respect to . To every fs log scheme X ∈ lSm/k we can
associate the motive
M(X) ∈ logDMeff(k,Λ).
This construction is our main object of study in this work.
Notwithstanding the technicalities, the next four statements are straightforward
consequences of the construction of logDMeff(k,Λ).
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– (Monoidal structure) For every X,Y ∈ lSm/k there is a naturally induced
isomorphism of log motives
M(X × Y ) ≃M(X)⊗M(Y ).
– (Homotopy invariance) For every X ∈ lSm/k there is a naturally induced iso-
morphism of log motives
M(X ×) ≃M(X).
– (Mayer-Vietoris) For every strict Nisnevich distinguished square in lSm/k
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
there is a naturally induced homotopy cartesian square of log motives
M(Y ′) M(Y )
M(X ′) M(X).
– (Log modification) Every log modification f : Y → X of fs log schemes log
smooth over k in the sense of Kato [49] induces an isomorphism of log motives
M(f) : M(Y ) ≃M(X).
To an fs log scheme X ∈ lSm/k and a vector bundle ξ : E → X we associate the
Thom motive
MThX(E) ∈ logDM
eff(k,Λ)
via the blow up of E along its 0-section. We refer to Definitions 5.2.7, 7.1.2, and
7.4.3 for precise statements. The construction of Thom motives turns out to be an
important one for several reasons. One should note that the Betti realization of the
log motivic Thom space of ξ : E → X is homotopy equivalent to the quotient of the
unit disk bundle by the unit sphere bundle for the Betti realization of ξ : E → X . In
the presence of a Euclidean metric the latter is one formulation of Thom spaces in
topology.
We employ motivic Thom spaces of log vector bundles to show a Gysin isomorphism
in Theorem 7.5.4. A closely related result is the Gysin triangle for strict normal
crossing divisors.
– (Gysin triangle) Suppose Z,Z1, . . . , Zr are smooth divisors forming a strict nor-
mal crossing divisor on X ∈ lSm/k, and set Y := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr). Let E be
the exceptional divisor of the blow-up BZY of Y along Z, and let NZY denote
the normal bundle of Z in Y . Then there is a distinguished triangle
M(BZY,E)→M(Y )→MTh(NZY )→M(BZY,E)[1]
of log motives in logDMeff(k,Λ).
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In Theorem 7.3.3 we show the following blow-up exact triangle.
– (Blow-up triangle) Let X be a smooth scheme over k, and let X ′ be the blow-up
of X along a smooth center Z. Then there is a distinguished triangle
M(Z ×X X
′)→M(X ′)⊕M(Z)→M(X)→M(Z ×X X
′)[1]
of log motives in logDMeff(k,Λ).
In A1-homotopy theory, the affine space An can be viewed as a disk. Similarly, 
in Definition 1.1.1 and more generally 
n
in Example 1.1.2 can be viewed as a disk
in our setting. For our purposes, however, it is also natural to consider the pair of
projective spaces (Pn,Pn−1), where Pn−1 is considered as a hyperplane in Pn.
In Proposition 7.3.1 we prove the following fundamental invariance for log motives.
– ((Pn,Pn−1)-invariance) For every X ∈ lSm/k there is a naturally induced iso-
morphism of log motives
M(X × (Pn,Pn−1)) ≃M(X).
Following the convention in [84] we set
Λ(0) :=M(Spec(k)) = Λ,
and define the Tate object Λ(1) to be the shifted cone
Λ(1) :=M(Spec(k)
i0→ P1)[−2]
in logDMeff(k,Λ). Here i0 : Spec(k) → P1 is the 0-section, and both schemes are
equipped with a trivial log structure. Moreover, for n ∈ N, we form the derived tensor
product
Λ(n) := Λ(1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Λ(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
.
More generally, the nth Tate twist of an object M ∈ logDMeff(k,Λ) is defined as
M(n) :=M ⊗ Λ(n).
In Theorem 8.3.5 we conclude a projective bundle theorem for the projectivization
of log vector bundles. We refer the reader to Definition 7.6.3 for the precise meaning
of resolution of singularities over fields as in [56].
– (Projective bundle theorem) Assume that k admits resolution of singularities.
Let E be a log vector bundle of rank n+1 over X ∈ lSm/k. In logDMeff(k,Λ)
there is a canonical isomorphism
M(P(E)) ≃
n⊕
i=0
M(X)(i)[2i].
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As a consequence of the projective bundle theorem we can relate Thom motives to
Tate twists via the Thom isomorphism, see Theorem 8.3.7.
– (Thom isomorphism) Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let E
be a log vector bundle of rank n over X ∈ lSm/k. In logDMeff(k,Λ) there is
a canonical isomorphism
MTh(E) ≃M(X)(n)[2n].
Associated to any log structure on a scheme there is a corresponding notion of a
boundary enabling us to think about log schemes as being analogous to manifolds
with boundaries. In our setting, the boundary corresponds to an effective Cartier
divisor on the underlying scheme.
Definition 1.1.3. — For an fs log scheme X over k, let ∂X denote the set of points
of X with a nontrivial log structure. That is, x ∈ ∂X if the stalk MX,x of the
characteristic monoid
MX :=MX/M
∗
X
at x ∈ X is nontrivial.
We note that ∂X is a closed subset of X according to [71, Proposition III.1.2.8] so
that X−∂X is an open subscheme of X . If X ∈ lSm/k, then X−∂X is smooth over
k and ∂X is an effective Cartier divisor on X . The following fundamental admissible
blow-up property telling us how the motive of X depends on the boundary ∂X is
shown in Theorem 7.6.7.
– (Admissible blow-ups) Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let
f : Y → X be a proper morphism of fs log schemes that are log smooth over k.
If the naturally induced morphism
Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X
is an isomorphism of k-schemes, then there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Y )→M(X)
of log motives in logDMeff(k,Λ).
In Section 8 we compare logDMeff(k,Λ) with Voevodsky’s triangulated category
of effective motives DMeff(k,Λ) introduced in [84] and reviewed in [32]. For proper
smooth schemes we are able to identify certain hom objects in logDMeff(k,Λ) and
DMeff(k,Λ). More precisely, Theorem 8.2.11 shows the following useful comparison
result.
– (Comparison with Voevodsky’s derived category of effective motives) Assume
that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X and Y be fs log schemes that
are log smooth over k. If X is proper over k, then for every i ∈ Z there is a
naturally induced isomorphism of abelian groups
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],M(X − ∂X)).
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As an immediate application we can identify the endomorphism ring of the unit
object in logDMeff(k,Λ) with the coefficients
(1.1.2) HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(Λ(0),Λ(0)) ≃ Λ.
Assuming k admits resolution of singularities we show there is an adjoint functor
pair
ω♯ : logDM
eff(k,Λ)⇄ DMeff(k,Λ) : Rω∗.
Theorem 8.2.13 shows that the right adjoint functor Rω∗ is fully faithful. However,
as witnessed by the sheaf of logarithmic differentials Ωi/k, the functor Rω
∗ is not
essentially surjective.
While DMeff(k,Λ) admits a fully faithful embedding into logDMeff(k,Λ), the
latter also contains interesting invariants that are not A1-invariant. This is one way
of justifying our choice of  as the preferred unit interval in logDMeff(k,Λ).
To identify the essential image of Rω∗ we follow [84] and declare that
F ∈ logDMeff(k,Λ)
is A1-local if for every X ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z the projection X × A1 → X induces an
isomorphism of abelian groups
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X)[i],F)→ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X × A
1)[i],F).
Theorem 8.2.16 shows that every A1-local effective log motive is in the essential image
of Rω∗. That is, Voevodsky’s category of derived motives DMeff(k,Λ) is equivalent
to the A1-localization of logDMeff(k,Λ).
Let logDMeffprop(k,Λ) be the smallest triangulated subcategory of logDM
eff(k,Λ)
that is closed under small sums and contains every motive M(X), where X ∈ lSm/k
is proper as a scheme over Spec(k). We identity logDMeffprop(k,Λ) with the essential
image of Rω∗ under the assumption that k admits resolution of singularities. This
shows there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
(1.1.3) logDMeffprop(k,Λ) ≃ DM
eff(k,Λ),
which gives another log geometric description of Voevodsky’s category DMeff(k,Λ).
Note that the equivalence (1.1.3) does not hold with integral coefficients if we replace
the dividing Nisnevich topology with its e´tale counterpart. See Remark 5.3.6 and
1.3.2 below for a discussion about this.
1.2. Outline of the paper. — In what follows we give a more detailed overview
of our work.
1.2.1. Correspondences on logarithmic schemes. — In Section 2 we introduce the
notion of finite log correspondences. Our approach is fairly classical: informally, an
elementary finite log correspondence Z from X to Y (smooth log schemes over k) is
the datum of an elementary finite correspondence in the sense of Suslin-Voevodsky
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between the underlying subschemes X and Y that is equipped with the minimal log
structure necessary to ensure the projection Z → X is a strict morphism. However,
to get a morphism to the product X × Y in the category of log schemes we require
the existence of a morphism from the normalization ZN to Y as part of the data.
The said condition on the normalization of an elementary finite log correspondence is
reminiscent of the modulus condition on correspondences discussed in [46]. We work
with the normalizations in order to establish a well-defined associative composition
of finite log correspondences and turn lCor/k into a category. In turn, this requires
a certain amount of technicalities involving solid log schemes; a notion with strong
permanence inherited from X and Y by the log structure on the normalization ZN
of the elementary finite log correspondence. We refer the reader to Section 2 (more
specifically Definition 2.1.1) for details.
1.2.2. cd structures on log schemes and sheaves with log transfers. — Suppose X is a
log scheme with log structure given by an open immersion j : U → X corresponding to
the complement of an effective Cartier divisor ∂X . Then the motive of X is expected
to help us understand the cohomology of U . To achieve this we need to impose a
suitable invariance of the motives under the choice of the “compactification” X . The
solution we offer involves the notion of a dividing cover, i.e., a surjective proper log
e´tale monomorphisms f : Y → X (see Definition 3.1.4 and [73]).
Intuitively, we can think of such morphisms as blow-ups with centre in the boundary
∂X . We also consider strict Nisnevich covers, i.e., Nisnevich covers coming from the
underlying schemes, These two types of coverings conspire into a cd-structure in the
sense of [86], and we call the associated topology the dividing Nisnevich topology. As
discussed in Section 3, the dividing Nisnevich cd-structure is not bounded. For this
reason we need to generalise Voevodsky’s results to quasi-bounded density structures,
which is the main technical notion of the section (see Definition 3.3.22). Theorem
3.4.6 proves that for any quasi-bounded, regular and complete cd structures on a
category C the associated cohomology groups vanish above the density dimension of
any object. Corollary 3.4.11 allows us to define a suitable descent structure in the
sense of [17].
In Section 4 we study how finite log correspondences relate to topologies. Our
main findings can be summarized in the following combination of Proposition 4.2.12,
Proposition 4.5.4, Proposition 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.5.7 (see below for a reminder on
Kummer e´tale maps).
Theorem 1.2.1. — Let t be one of the following topologies on lSm/k: strict or
dividing Nisnevich, strict or dividing e´tale, Kummer e´tale, or log e´tale.
(i) The topology t is compatible with log transfers on lSm/k.
(ii) The category Shvltrt (k,Λ) is a Grothendieck abelian category.
(iii) For every complex of t-sheaves F with log transfers and for every X ∈ lSm/k,
there is a canonical isomorphism
HomD(Shvltrt (k,Λ))(a
∗
tΛltr(X),F [i]) ≃ H
i
t(X,F).
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The dividing topology on lSm/k is not subcanonical (like the h-topology on Sm/k).
However, sections of the sheafification of the representable presheaf a∗tΛltr(X) of any
X (here t is one of the dividing topologies on lSm/k) can be described in terms of
algebraic cycles. To that end, we introduce the notion of dividing log correspondences
between fs log schemes in Definition 4.6.1, which up to log modifications can be viewed
as finite log correspondences in the sense of Definition 2.1.1. In fact, it turns out that
the resulting categories of sheaves are equivalent, see Proposition 4.6.6.
Dividing log correspondences allow us to further restrict the class of log schemes
that is needed to build logDMeff(k,Λ). For t = dNis, de´t, le´t, the results in Section
4.7 give an equivalence of categories
(1.2.1) ι∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ)
≃
−→ Shvltrt (SmlSm/k,Λ).
Here ι : SmlSm/k →֒ lSm/k is the full subcategory of lSm/k consisting of fs log
schemes of the form (X, ∂X), where X is smooth over k and ∂X is a strict normal
crossing divisor on X (see Lemma A.5.10). This gives a way of computing dividing
cohomology groups, see Theorem 5.1.8.
Theorem 1.2.2. — Let F be a bounded below complex of strict Nisnevich
(resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer e´tale) sheaves on SmlSm/k. Then for every
X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
HisNis(Y,F)
(resp. Hide´t(X, a
∗
de´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
Hise´t(Y,F),
resp. Hile´t(X, a
∗
le´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
Hike´t(Y,F)).
We remark that the equivalence (1.2.1) provides a canonical extension to lSm/k
of any sheaf with log transfers a priori defined on SmlSm/k.
1.2.3. Motivic categories and properties of motives. — Defining logDMeff(k,Λ) is
straightforward at this point. The local objects for the -descent model structure are
precisely the complexes of strictly -invariant t-sheaves with log transfer (especially
for t = dNis), and the properties established in Sections 3-5 automatically give the
first set of axioms (-invariance, Mayer-Vietoris, log modification invariance). We
present next a leitfaden for the less transparent properties.
First we extend the log modification invariance of motives to blow-ups along smooth
centres contained in ∂X . This is the content of Section 7.2, and it is required for the
following reason. Like any other smooth curve, the affine line A1 affords a unique com-
pactification to an object in lSm/k, namely . In higher dimensions this construction
is no longer canonical. For example, in dimension 2, the product A1 × A1 = A2 can
be compactified to  ×  = 
2
, or to (P2,P1), where the P1 is viewed as a line at
infinity.
The construction of logDMeff(k,Λ) makes the first choice automatically con-
tractible, but from the construction it is unclear what happens to (P2,P1). Inspired
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by the properties of log differentials observed in [12, §6.2], see also Section 9.2, it is
reasonable to expect that (P2,P1) is contractible too. In order to compare 
2
and
(P2,P1), we consider the blow-up X of P2 at a point contained in its boundary, P1.
This latter object can more easily be compared with the blow-up of P1×P1 at the point
(∞,∞). The map X → P2, however, is not a log modification. Our crucial obser-
vation is that a combination of Mayer-Vietoris, -invariance, and dividing-invariance
properties are in fact enough to establish that this map is in fact an equivalence in
logDMeff(k,Λ). See Theorem 7.2.10 and Theorem 7.3.3 for precise statements. A
key point of the proof is to deal with the case of surfaces, see Proposition 7.2.5. This
finally allow us to prove the (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance property of motives and also the
blow-up formula in Proposition 7.3.1 and Theorem 7.3.3, respectively.
Section 7.4 discusses Thom motives, i.e., the motives of Thom spaces of vector bun-
dles E in the logarithmic setting. To get the correct homotopy type, the definition we
use involves the blow-up of E along the zero section (and it is therefore quite different
from the corresponding notion in Voevodsky’s category). The key technical result
here is Proposition 7.4.15, in which we show the existence of a canonical isomorphism
MThX1(E1)⊗MThX2(E2)→MThX1×SX2(E1 ×S E2).
for vector bundles Ei on Xi. This part is quite involved in the log setting compared
to the A1-invariant setting.
Having Thom motives at our disposal, we finally prove the Gysin isomorphism and
the existence of Gysin triangles in Theorem 7.5.4. Assuming resolution of singularities,
we show an even finer invariance under admissible blow-ups in Section 7.6. The latter
is used in our comparison with Voevodsky’s category of motives, from which we deduce
the projective bundle formula in Theorem 8.3.5 as well as the Thom isomorphism
Theorem 8.3.7.
In Section 6 we review the construction of a Sing functor, inspired by the Suslin
complex, for a symmetric monoidal category A equipped with a weak interval object
I. This seemingly detour is necessary since  is not an interval in the sense of [64]
for lCor/k: the graph of the multiplication map µ : A1 × A1 → A1 does not extend
to an admissible correspondence in our sense.
Our solution, see also [9, §4], is to enlarge the category using calculus of fractions
A[T−1] for a suitable class of maps T in order to include the multiplication for I, build
the singular functor there, and then restrict back to the original category. Applied
to the category of chain complexes C(Pshltr(k)), the said construction produces a
-local object, albeit not very computationally-friendly. Nevertheless, it plays a key
role in the comparison between logDMeff(k,Λ) and DMeff(k,Λ), see Propositions
8.2.3 and 8.2.4.
By ignoring transfer structures altogether, we present a simpler construction
logDAeff(k,Λ) that is a direct analogue of Ayoub’s DAeff(k,Λ) (see [3] or [4] for a
short overview). However, making use of correspondences allow us to prove much
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stronger results including the comparison with Voevodsky’s DMeff(k,Λ) and the
existence of Gysin triangles.
1.2.4. Applications: Hodge sheaves and cyclic homology. — Prototype examples of
objects that are not available in Voevodsky’s derived category of motives are the
additive group scheme Ga and the differentials Ω
i
−/k (or their absolute counterpart).
We show in Section 9 that this problem disappears in the log setting (see Corollary
9.2.8, Theorem 9.6.4).
Theorem 1.2.3. — Suppose k is a perfect field and X ∈ lSm/k. Let t be one of
the topologies on log schemes in Theorem 1.2.1 or the Zariski topology. Then the
assignment
X 7→ ΩjX/k
extends to a t-sheaf with log transfers. Moreover, for every i, j, n ≥ 0, there is an
isomorphism
Hit(X × (P
n,Pn−1),ΩjX×(Pn,Pn−1)) ≃ H
i
t(X,Ω
j
X).
In particular, the sheaves Ωj−/k are strictly -invariant t-sheaves with log transfers.
The transfer structure is obtained by extending to the logarithmic setting the
work of Ru¨lling-Chatzistamatiou [15]. By extending from SmlSm/k to lSm/k via
Construction 5.4.3, we conclude there exists a natural isomorphism
(1.2.2) HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j
−/k[i]) ≃ H
i
Zar(X,Ω
j
X/k).
The fact that Hodge cohomology is representable in logDMeff(k,Λ) can be seen as a
refinement of the representability of de Rham cohomology in Voevodsky’s DMeff(k),
see [57].
When the characteristic of the base field k is zero, combining (1.2.2) with the
Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem yields an isomorphism for every X ∈ Sm/k
HCn(X) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Q)(M(X),
⊕
p∈Z
Ω≤2p−/k[2p− n]).
This shows representability of cyclic homology in logDMeff(k,Q), see Section 9.7, an
example of a non-A1-invariant theory on Sm/k and thus out of reach ofDMeff(k). We
plan to address the question of representing the cohomology of Hodge-Witt sheaves
in characteristic p > 0 in a later work.
1.2.5. Appendices. — Besides reminding the reader of some necessary background
material in log geometry, the main aim of Appendix A is to minimize confusion in
other chapters. Appendix A should be consulted if the reader is in doubt about
notation or the precise form of basic log geometric notions. Appendix B gives a
concise introduction to model structures on chain complexes, and thereby introduces
notation employed elsewhere in the text.
1.3. Outlook and future developments. — We conclude the introduction with
some remarks and conjectures that put our theory in a broader framework.
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1.3.1. Relationship with reciprocity sheaves. — The idea of extending Voevodsky’s
framework in order to encompass non-A1-invariant phenomena has been investigated
by many authors in the past decade, starting with the work of Bloch-Esnault [14],
[13] on additive Chow groups and Chow groups with modulus.
The theory of reciprocity sheaves by Kahn-Saito-Yamazaki [48], and the closely
related theory of modulus sheaves by Kahn-Miyazaki-Saito-Yamazaki [46], [47], has
provided a unified framework for both A1-invariant objects as well as interesting non-
A1-invariant ones. The category RSCNis of (Nisnevich) reciprocity sheaves is a full
subcategory of ShvtrNis(k,Z) that contains HINis, i.e., A
1-invariant Nisnevich sheaves
with transfers but also the additive group scheme Ga, the sheaf of absolute Ka¨hler
differentials Ωi, and the de Rham-Witt sheaves WmΩ
i. The connection between
RSCNis and our theory has recently been provided by Saito [77].
Theorem 1.3.1 (Saito). — There exists a fully faithful exact functor
Log : RSCNis → Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Z)
such that Log(F ) is strictly -invariant for every F ∈ RSCNis. Moreover, for each
X ∈ Sm/k, there is a natural isomorphism
HiNis(X,FX) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Log(F )[i]).
This shows that Nisnevich cohomology of reciprocity sheaves is representable in
logDMeff(k,Λ), giving log motivic interpretations (at least for reduced modulus) of
properties such as the Gysin exact sequence, the projective bundle formula, the blow-
up formula, and the (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance of the cohomology of reciprocity sheaves
provided in [11]. This applies, for example, to some of the results on Hodge cohomol-
ogy discussed in Section 9, like (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance or the existence of a pushforward,
that can be seen, at least for X ∈ SmlSm/k, as a consequence of Theorem 1.3.1 and
of the corresponding formulas in [11]. This result is an important step in connecting
the theory of motives with modulus to logarithmic motives.
1.3.2. Conjectures and speculations. — Suppose that Λ is an N -torsion ring, where
N > 0 is coprime to the exponential characteristic of the ground field k. Voevodsky
proved the following version of Suslin’s rigidity theorem for the small e´tale site of k,
see [60, Theorem 9.35].
Theorem 1.3.2. — The morphism of sites π : ke´t → (Sm/k)e´t induces an equiva-
lence
π♯ : D(ke´t,Λ)→ DM
eff
e´t (k,Λ).
There are many other instances of rigidity theorems comparing small and big e´tale
sites in the motivic context. See [5] for DAe´t(S,Λ), [18] for motives with transfer,
and [7] for the rigid analytic setting.
Recall that a morphism of fs log schemes f : X → Y is called Kummer e´tale if it is
exact and log e´tale, see Proposition A.8.4. A typical example is given by A1k → A
1
k,
t 7→ tn, where n ≥ 1 and (n, char(k)) = 1. Here A1k is endowed with the log structure
given by the origin, written AN = Spec(k[N]) in the following. Proposition 8.5.6 shows
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that every locally constant log e´tale sheaf on lSm/k, see Definition 8.5.1, admits a
unique transfer structure. This allow us to define a functor
(1.3.1) η♯ : D(Shv(ke´t,Λ))→ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ),
which is easily seen to be fully faithful. On the right-hand side we consider the log
e´tale topology, i.e., the smallest Grothendieck topology finer than the Kummer e´tale
topology and the dividing topology (on the left-hand side there are no non-trivial
dividing covers on the small site, so it makes no difference). Conjecture 8.5.8 is an
analogue of the Suslin-Voevodsky rigidity theorem.
Conjecture 1.3.3. — The functor (1.3.1) is an equivalence.
More generally, if Λ is a torsion ring of exponent invertible in k, we expect that
the functors
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ)← logDM
eff
de´t,prop(k,Λ)→ DM
eff
e´t (k,Λ),
are equivalences (and similarly in the log e´tale topology, see Conjecture 8.6.3). This
expectation is justified by the fact that examples of strictly -invariant complexes of
sheaves that are not strictly A1-invariant, such as Ωi− and WmΩ
i
−, are nullified under
our assumption on Λ. This is similar in spirit to [10, Theorem 3.5] and [63].
Let us discuss the case when the ground field k has positive characteristic p > 0.
Then the category DMe´t(k,Z) of e´tale motives has trivial p-torsion and is in fact
a Z[1/p]-linear category. On the other hand, the e´tale (or Lichtenbaum) motivic
cohomology groups with Z/pr-coefficients are not A1-invariant, so they cannot be
hom-groups in one of Voevodsky’s categories.
Currently there is no interpretation of the category of integral e´tale motivic com-
plexes in terms of algebraic cycles. Milne-Ramachandran [61] proposed a construction
of DMgme´t (k,Z) as a dg-pullback of DMe´t(k,Z[1/p]) and D
b
c(R), the derived category
of coherent complexes of graded modules over the Raynaud ring R, along the rigid
realisation functor. The category of e´tale log motives constructed in this work can
be a candidate for a cycle-theoretic incarnation of Milne-Ramachandran’s category
DMgme´t (k,Z). To support this belief, note that logDM
eff
de´t,prop(k,Z/p
r) is nontrivial
because Z/p 6≃ 0, while its A1-invariant counterpart is trivial because of the Artin-
Schreier sequence. It would be interesting to compare logDMeffde´t,prop(k,Z/p
r) with
Dbc(R,Z/p
r) via a log-crystalline realisation functor.
1.4. Notations and terminology. — Every log scheme in this paper is equipped
with a Zariski log structure unless otherwise stated. Recall that for every fs log scheme
X with an e´tale log structure, there exists a log blow-up Y → X such that Y has a
Zariski log structure thanks to work by Niziol [68, Theorem 5.10]. Since motives are
invariant under log blow-ups, this shows that the restriction to fs log schemes with
Zariski log structures is no loss of generality.
Throughout the paper we employ the following notation (see the Index for a more
comprehensive list).
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k (perfect) field
Sm/S category of smooth and separated schemes of finite type over
a scheme S
lSm/S category of log smooth and separated fs log schemes of finite
type over an fs log scheme S
lSch/S category of separated fs log schemes of finite type over an fs
log scheme S
lCor/k category of finite log correspondences over k
SmlSm/S the full subcategory of lSm/S consisting of X such that X is
smooth over S
Λ commutative unital ring
Λ-Mod category of Λ-modules
A abelian category
C(A) category of unbounded chain complexes of A
K(A) C(A) modulo chain homotopy equivalences
D(A) derived category of A
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2. Finite logarithmic correspondences
2.1. Definition of finite log correspondences. — In this section we introduce
the notion of finite log correspondences relative to any base field k equipped with
its trivial log structure. (1) This is an adaptation to the log setting of the original
definition of finite correspondences due to Suslin and Voevodsky [89], [60]. As for
usual schemes, one can intuitively regard finite log correspondences as multivalued
functions, but there are some subtleties arising involving the log structure. Building
on this concept we turn lSm/k into an additive category lCor/k of finite log corre-
spondences over k. The objects of lCor/k are fine and saturated log schemes that are
log smooth over k, i.e., the same objects as in lSm/k. As morphisms we take the free
abelian group generated by elementary log correspondences (see [60, Lecture 1]).
If X ∈ lSm/k we write X for the corresponding underlying scheme.
Definition 2.1.1. — For X,Y ∈ lSm/k, an elementary log correspondence Z from
X to Y consists of
(i) an integral closed subscheme Z of X × Y that is finite and surjective over a
connected component of X, and
(ii) a morphism ZN → Y of fs log schemes, where ZN denotes the fs log scheme
whose underlying scheme is the normalization of Z and whose log structure is
induced by the one on X . More precisely, if p : ZN → X denotes the induced
scheme morphism, then the log structure MZN is given as p
∗
logMX .
A finite log correspondence from X to Y is a formal sum ΣniZi of elementary log
correspondences Zi from X to Y . Let lCork(X,Y ) denote the free abelian group of
finite log correspondences from X to Y .
The above definitions coincide with the ones in [89] and [60] when X and Y have
trivial log structures. We shall omit the subscript k and write lCor(X,Y ) when no
confusion seems likely to arise. Note that if X = ∐i∈IXi is a decomposition into
connected components, then there is a direct sum decomposition
lCor(X,Y ) =
⊕
i∈I
lCor(Xi, Y ).
Remark 2.1.2. — (i) With reference to Definition 2.1.1, let p : ZN → X and
q : ZN → Y denote the induced scheme morphisms. Then condition (ii) is
equivalent to the existence of a morphism of log structures
q∗logMY → p
∗
logMX
on the underlying scheme ZN (see Definition A.2.4). Indeed, to give a morphism
ZN → Y , we only need to specify a morphism q∗logMY →MZN . We have that
MZN = p
∗
logMX .
1. An alternate notion of finite correspondences between log schemes, free of any normalization
constraints, was considered by K. Ru¨lling in [76]. We thank him for sharing his note with us.
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(ii) Our notion of an elementary log correspondence involves considering a log struc-
ture on the normalization of the underling elementary correspondence between
the underling schemes. The reason for this extra complication will be explained
below, in the construction of compositions of finite log correspondences.
(iii) Let V ∈ lCor(X,Y ) be an elementary log correspondence. Then condition (ii) in
Definition 2.1.1 implies the inclusion V ∩ ((X−∂X)×Y ) ⊂ V ∩ (X× (Y \∂Y )).
(iv) Suppose F/k is a finite separable field extension. Then for every U ∈ lSm/F ,
we have U ×k Y ≃ U ×F YF , where YF := Spec(F )×kX . Hence there is a base
change isomorphism
lCork(U,X) ≃ lCorF (U,XF ).
Example 2.1.3. — (1) Suppose X has a trivial log structure. Then ZN has a
trivial log structure, and ZN → Y factors through Y − ∂Y . Hence there is an
isomorphism of abelian groups
lCor(X,Y ) ≃ Cor(X,Y − ∂Y ).
In particular, lCor(Spec(k), Y ) can be identified with the group of 0-cycles on
the open complement Y − ∂Y .
(2) If Y has trivial log structure, then the condition (ii) is automatically satisfied.
It follows that lCor(X,Y ) ≃ Cor(X,Y ). In particular, lCor(X, Spec(k)) is the
free group generated by the irreducible components of X .
(3) By combining (1) and (2) we see that if X and Y have trivial log structures,
then lCor(X,Y ) ≃ Cor(X,Y ).
(4) Let i : Z → X × Y be a closed immersion of fs log schemes, i.e., Z is a closed
subscheme of X × Y and the induced homomorphism i∗log(MX×Y ) → MZ is
surjective. In addition, assume that Z is strict (i.e., p∗log(MX) ≃MZ , where p
is the projection from X × Y onto X), finite, and surjective over a component
of X . Then the induced morphism Z → Y gives rise to a morphism ZN → Y .
Hence we can consider Z as a finite log correspondence from X to Y .
The reader might object that our definition of log correspondence is too restrictive
since we require the underlying subscheme Z of any elementary log correspondence
to be finite over X (and not, for example, only over X − ∂X , cf. [46]). This will
be “corrected” thanks to the introduction of a suitable topology on log schemes, the
dividing topology. By sheafifying the representable presheaf lCor(−, X) with respect
to the dividing topology, we are able to consider correspondences that are finite over
X − ∂X and become finite globally after a suitable log modification. This will be
discussed in Section 4.6.
2.2. Solid log schemes. — For the notion of finite log correspondences to have
any meaning, we need to define a sensible composition of finite log correspondences
V ∈ lCor(X,Y ) and W ∈ lCor(Y, Z), where X,Y, Z ∈ lSm/k. To that end it turns
out that we need to construct log structures on normalizations of cycles on X × Z.
This can be achieved using cycles on X × Y ×Z provided that X , Y , and Z are solid
log schemes, as defined below.
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Definition 2.2.1. — Let X be a coherent log scheme over k. We say that X is
solid if for any point x ∈ X , the induced map
Spec(OX,x)→ Spec(MX,x)
is surjective.
According to [71, Proposition III.1.10.8] this definition of solidness is equivalent to
the one given in [71, Definition III.1.10.1(2)].
Lemma 2.2.2. — Let f : Y → X be a strict open morphism of coherent log schemes.
If X is solid, then Y is solid.
Proof. — Consider the induced commutative diagram
Spec(OY,y) Spec(MY,y)
Spec(OX,x) Spec(MX,x)
of topological spaces where y ∈ Y is a point and x := f(y). The lower horizontal arrow
is surjective since X is solid. The left vertical arrow is surjective by [27, IV.1.10.3]
since f is open. Moreover, the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism since f is strict.
Thus the upper horizontal arrow is surjective.
Lemma 2.2.3. — Let X and Y be log schemes, and let g : X → Y be a morphism of
schemes. If the log structure homomorphisms αX :MX → OX and αY :MY → OY
are injective, then there is at most one morphism f : X → Y of log schemes such that
f = g.
Proof. — Such a morphism f consists of f : X → Y and a commutative diagram
MY f∗MX
OY f∗OX
αY
f♭
f
∗
αX
f♯
of sheaves of monoids on X . The vertical arrows are injective by assumption. Thus
there are at most one possible f ♭ if f = g.
Lemma 2.2.4. — Let θ : P → Q be an exact homomorphism of integral monoids.
If θgp is an isomorphism, then θ is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Since θ is exact, the induced monoid homomorphism P → P gp ×Qgp Q is
an isomorphism. Thus θ is an isomorphism since θgp is an isomorphism.
Lemma 2.2.5. — Suppose that X is a solid fs log scheme. Then the log structure
homomorphism αX :MX → OX is injective.
Proof. — Assume for contradiction that αX is not injective. Then there exists a point
x of X such that αX,x :MX,x → OX,x is not injective. We choose different elements
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p and p′ of MX,x such that αX,x(p) = αX,x(p′). Let P be the submonoid of M
gp
X,x
generated by MX,x, p− p′, and p′ − p. Note that αX,x factors through P .
Since X is solid, the induced map Spec(OX,x) → Spec(MX,x) is surjective. Thus
the induced map Spec(P ) → Spec(MX,x) is surjective. Then by [71, Proposition
I.4.2.2], the inclusion MX,x → P is exact, which is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.2.4.
This contradicts the assumption that p and p′ are different elements.
Lemma 2.2.6. — Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0. If an element x of the
multiplicative group of units K∗ has order r, then p does not divide r.
Proof. — If r = pr′, then (xr
′
− 1)p = 0 and hence xr
′
= 1. This contradicts the
assumption that x has order r.
Lemma 2.2.7. — Let X be a fs log scheme log smooth over k. Then X is solid.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X has a neat fs
chart f : X → AP at a point x ∈ X such that f is smooth by [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1]
and Lemma 2.2.6. Then f is an open dominant morphism. Let F be a face of P , and
let Y be the corresponding strict closed subscheme of AP . Then f(X)∩ Y is a dense
open subset of Y , so the image of f contains the generic point y of Y .
The prime ideal P−F of P is equal to g(y) for the induced map g : AP → Spec(P ).
Since y is also in the image of f , P − F is in the image of the composite gf . This
shows that gf is surjective.
Lemma 2.2.8. — Let X be a fs log scheme log smooth over k. Then X is normal.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X has a fs chart
f : X → AP such that f is e´tale by [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1]. Since AP is normal by
[71, Proposition I.3.4.1(2)], X is normal due to [27, IV.11.3.13].
Lemma 2.2.9. — Let f : X → Y be a finite and surjective morphism of fs log
schemes. If Y is log smooth over k, then X is solid.
Proof. — According to Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.7, it suffices to show that f is an open
morphism. Note that f is equidimensional by assumption. Since Y is normal by
Lemma 2.2.8, f is universally open by Chevalley’s criterion ([27, IV.14.4.4]).
Lemma 2.2.10. — Let X be a fs log scheme with a neat fs chart P → OX at a
point x ∈ X. Then MX ≃ O∗X ⊕ P as sheaves of monoids.
Proof. — Consider the exact sequence of sheaves of monoids
0→ O∗X →MX →MX → 0.
By assumption, MX ≃ P , and the homomorphism MX → MX admits a section
P →MX .
Lemma 2.2.11. — Let f : X → Y be finite dominant morphism of integral schemes,
and let αY : MY → OY be a fs log structure on Y . Assume that αY is injective. If
Y is normal, then the unit of the adjunction
MY → f
log
∗ f
∗
logMY
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is an isomorphism.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on Y , so we may assume that Y is an affine
scheme Spec(B) and that MY ≃ B∗ ⊕ P by Lemma 2.2.10. Since f is a dominant
affine morphism, f = Spec(g) for some injective homomorphism g : B → A of rings.
We only need to show that the induced commutative diagram
(2.2.1)
P ⊕B∗ B
P ⊕A∗ A
g
of monoids is cartesian.
To that end, let (p, a) be an element of P ⊕ A∗ such that pa ∈ B. Since αY is
injective we see that p 6= 0 in B. Thus a, a−1 ∈ Frac(B), and hence a, a−1 ∈ B since
B is normal and f is finite. We conclude that a ∈ B∗ and the assertion follows.
Example 2.2.12. — Let us give an example showing that the conclusion in Lemma
2.2.11 is false when Y is non-normal. We set X = Spec(A), Y = Spec(B), where
B := k[x, y]/(y2 − x3)(x−1) and A := k[t](t2−1).
Set f = Spec(g), where g : B → A is the inclusion mapping x to t2 and y to t3.
Let α : N⊕B∗ → B be the log structure mapping (n, f) to xnf . Then x(1+ t) is in
the image of the induced homomorphism N⊕A∗ → A. But since x(1+ t) = x+y ∈ B
and 1 + t /∈ B∗, the diagram (2.2.1) of monoids is not cartesian.
2.3. Compositions of finite log correspondences. — Using the observations in
Section 2.2 we are now ready to define the composition of finite log correspondences.
We begin with the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.3.1. — Let X and Y be fs log schemes log smooth over k, and suppose
that Z is a closed subscheme of X × Y . Then there exists at most one elementary log
correspondence from X to Y whose underlying scheme is Z.
Proof. — Let ZN be the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme is the normalization
ZN of Z. We equip it with the log structure induced from X via the canonical map
ZN → Z → X , as in Definition 2.1.1 (ii). Let q : ZN → Y be the induced morphism
of schemes. We need to show that there is at most one morphism r : ZN → Y of fs
log schemes such that r = q. Lemma 2.2.7 shows that Y is solid. Since ZN is finite
over X , we see that ZN is solid on account of Lemma 2.2.9. To conclude we apply
Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.5.
Lemma 2.3.2. — Let X and Y be fs log schemes log smooth over k. Then the
homomorphism
(−)◦ : lCor(X,Y )→ Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y )
of abelian groups mapping V ∈ lCor(X,Y ) to V ◦ := V − ∂V is injective.
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Proof. — We may assume X and Y are integral. Let
V = n1V1 + · · ·+ nrVr ∈ lCor(X,Y )
be a finite log correspondence with r > 0 where ni 6= 0 for every i and the Vi’s are
distinct. If V − ∂V = 0, then Vi − ∂Vi = Vj − ∂Vj for some i 6= j. Since the closures
of Vi − ∂Vi and Vj − ∂Vj in X × Y are equal to Vi and Vj respectively, we have that
Vi = Vj . By uniqueness, Lemma 2.3.1 implies Vi = Vj . Since this contradicts our
assumption, we conclude that V − ∂V 6= 0.
Lemma 2.3.3. — For every X,Y, Z ∈ lSm/k and finite log correspondences α ∈
lCor(X,Y ), β ∈ lCor(Y, Z), there exists a well-defined composition β◦α ∈ lCor(X,Z).
The assignment
(α, β) 7→ β ◦ α
is associative. Under the morphism (−)◦ of Lemma 2.3.2, the composite β ◦α is sent
to the corresponding composite of finite correspondences.
Proof. — We may assume α = [V ] and β = [W ] are elementary log correspondences.
In that case we can form the finite correspondences
V − ∂V ∈ Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) and W − ∂W ∈ Cor(Y − ∂Y, Z − ∂Z).
The intersection product
(V − ∂V × Z) · (X ×W − ∂W )
can be expressed as a formal sum
n1U1 + · · ·+ nrUr
of reduced cycles in X − ∂X × Y − ∂Y × Z − ∂Z. Let Ti be the closure of Ui in
X × Y × Z. By Remark 2.1.2 (iv), the irreducible components of
(V × Z) ∩ (X ×W )
are precisely the closures of the irreducible components of
(V − ∂V × Z − ∂Z) ∩ (X − ∂X ×W − ∂W ).
We claim that Ti is finite and surjective over a component of X. To that end we
may assume X , Y , and Z are irreducible. Since Y is an fs log scheme, log smooth over
k, Y is normal by Lemma 2.2.8. Thus by [60, Lemma 1.6], Ti is finite and surjective
over V , and so Ti is finite and surjective over X . In particular, we can consider
[W ] ◦ [V ] =
r∑
i=1
nip∗[Ti],
where p : X × Y × Z → X × Z is the projection, and
p∗[Ti] = [k(Ti) : k(p(Ti))] · p(Ti) =: di · p(Ti)
is the corresponding pushforward. Note that p(Ti) is finite and surjective over a
component of X by [60, Lemma 1.4]. It remains to verify that p(Ti) is admissible in
the sense of Definition 2.1.1, which is a condition on the log structure.
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To simplify our notation, we write Ri for the image p(Ti) in X×Z. Let RNi denote
the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme is the normalization of Ri and whose log
structure is induced by X . There is an induced commutative diagram of schemes
V N ×WN
V N RNi W
N
X Y Z.
r1 r2
r3
p1
q1
p2 q2
p3 q3
By Remark 2.1.2 (i), part (ii) in Definition 2.1.1 of elementary log correspondences is
tantamount to the existence of structure morphisms
α12 : (q1)
∗
logMY → (p1)
∗
logMX and α23 : (q3)
∗
logMZ → (p3)
∗
logMY .
The composite morphism α123 given by
(q3r3)
∗
logMZ
α23−→ (p3r3)
∗
logMY
∼
−→ (q1r1)
∗
logMY
α12−→ (p1r1)
∗
logMX
can be rewritten as
α123 : (q2r2)
∗
logMZ → (p2r2)
∗
logMX .
Since RN is finite and surjective over a component of X, and X is log smooth over k
by assumption, RN is solid by Lemma 2.2.9. Thus by Lemma 2.2.5, the log structure
map αRNi is injective. Since Ri
N is normal we apply Lemma 2.2.11 to deduce there
exists a unique morphism
α13 : (q2)
∗
logMZ → (p2)
∗
logMX
of log structures on RNi such that (r2)
∗
logα13 = α123. Thus the pair (R
N
i , α13) forms
an elementary log correspondence Ri from X to Z.
Owing to the above we obtain the finite log correspondence
[W ] ◦ [V ] :=
r∑
i=1
nidi[Ri] ∈ lCor(X,Z).
By construction, there is a commutative diagram
(2.3.1)
lCor(Y, Z)× lCor(X,Y ) lCor(X,Z)
Cor(Y − ∂Y, Z − ∂Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) Cor(X − ∂X,Z − ∂Z)
(−)◦(−)
(−)◦(−)
where the vertical morphisms are induced by the homomorphism (−)◦ in Lemma
2.3.2. Since the vertical morphisms are injective by Lemma 2.3.2, the associative law
for the composition follows from the case of finite correspondences (for references see
[60, Lecture 1]).
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For every X ∈ lSm/k, the identity idX ∈ lCor(X,Y ) is the finite log correspon-
dence associated with the diagonal embedding X → X ×X .
Lemma 2.3.4. — For every X,Y ∈ lSm/k and finite log correspondence α ∈
lCor(X,Y ) we have that
idY ◦ α = α = α ◦ idX .
Proof. — Owing to Lemma 2.3.2 we reduce to the case when X = X − ∂X and
Y = Y −∂Y , i.e., X and Y are usual schemes and we are done by [60, Lecture 1].
Definition 2.3.5. — Let lCor/k denote the category with objects lSm/k and with
morphisms given by finite log correspondences between fs log schemes log smooth
over k. Composition of morphisms are defined in Lemma 2.3.3. This is an additive
category with zero object ∅ (the empty log scheme) and coproduct ∐ (disjoint union).
Remark 2.3.6. — (i) For X,Y, Z ∈ SmlSm/k, the composition
Cor(Y,X)× Cor(Z, Y )→ Cor(X,Z)
in [60, §1] coincides with the above composition.
(ii) If f : X → Y is a morphism in lSm/k, its graph Γf defines an element of
lCor(X,Y ). Note that X is normal by Lemma 2.2.8, and Γf is isomorphic to X
via the projection morphism.
(iii) If W ∈ lCor(Y, Z) is an elementary log correspondence, then W ◦Γf is obtained
by the compositions
X ×Y W → X ×Y (Y × Z) ≃ X × Z, (W
N ×Y X)
N →WN ×Y X → X × Z.
(iv) If V ∈ lCor(U,X) is an elementary log correspondence, then Γf ◦ V is obtained
by the compositions
V → U ×X → U × Y , V N → U ×X → U × Y.
Definition 2.3.7. — For X,Y ∈ SmlSm/k, there is a canonical homomorphism
(−) : lCor(X,Y )→ Cor(X,Y )
mapping any elementary log correspondence V to the elementary correspondence V .
This homomorphism is well defined, since the underlying closed subscheme V of an
elementary log correspondence V is finite and surjective over (a component of) X by
Definition 2.1.1(i).
Lemma 2.3.8. — For X,Y, Z ∈ SmlSm/k, there is a commutative diagram
lCor(Y, Z)× lCor(X,Y ) lCor(X,Z)
Cor(Y , Z)× Cor(X,Y ) Cor(X,Z).
(−)◦(−)
(−)◦(−) (−)
(−)◦(−)
Proof. — Let u : X−∂X → X and v : Y −∂Y → Y be the structure open immersion.
Since Cor(−, Z) is an e´tale sheaf by [60, Lemma 6.2],
(−) ◦ Γu : Cor(X,Z)→ Cor(X − ∂X,Z)
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is injective. Hence it suffices to check the commutativity of
lCor(Y, Z)× lCor(X,Y ) lCor(X,Z)
Cor(Y , Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y ) Cor(X − ∂X,Z).
(−)◦(−)
(−)×((−)◦Γu) (−)◦Γu
(−)◦(−)
Due to the commutativity of
lCor(Y, Z)× lCor(X,Y ) Cor(Y − ∂Y, Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y )
Cor(Y , Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y ) Cor(X − ∂X,Z),
(−)×((−)◦Γu)
((−)◦Γv)×(−)
◦
(−)◦(−)
(−)◦(−)
it suffices to check the commutativity of
lCor(Y, Z)× lCor(X,Y ) lCor(X,Z)
Cor(Y − ∂Y, Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) Cor(X − ∂X,Z).
(−)◦(−)
((−)◦Γv)×(−)
◦ (−)◦Γu
(−)◦(−)
Since the left (resp. right) vertical morphism factors through
Cor(Y − ∂Y, Z − ∂Z)× Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) (resp. Cor(X − ∂X,Z − ∂Z)),
we are done by the commutativity of (2.3.1).
We conclude this section by defining the monoidal structure on lCor/k.
Definition 2.3.9. — The tensor product of X,Y ∈ lCor /k is given by the fiber
product of fs log schemes
X ⊗ Y := X ×k Y.
If V is an elementary log correspondence from X to X ′ and W is an elementary log
correspondence from Y to Y ′, then V ×kW defines an elementary log correspondence
from X ⊗ Y to X ′ ⊗ Y ′. The tensor product defines a symmetric monoidal structure
on lCor/k.
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3. Topologies on fine saturated logarithmic schemes
We want our construction of motives for fs log schemes to depend on intrinsic local
data for logarithmic structures. To achieve this we need to provide an appropriate
Grothendieck topology on our ground category categories lSm/S and lSch/S, where
throughout this section S is a finite dimensional noetherian base fs log scheme. To
establish the basic desiderata for log motives we are basically forced to consider a
suitable version of the Nisnevich topology for logarithmic schemes called the strict
Nisnevich topology. We also introduce a new topology in lSch/S which we call the
dividing topology. The coverings in the dividing topology include log modifications
in the sense of F. Kato [49]. The dividing topology arise from a cd-structure in the
sense of Voevodsky [86] called the dividing cd-structure.
The general theory of cd-structures was developed by Voevodsky [86]. Suppose
that S is a scheme. Basic examples are the Zariski and Nisnevich topologies on
Sm/S, the cdh-topology on Sch/S, and their generalizations to algebraic stacks. To
prove basic properties about the induced topology, it suffices to check whether a
given cd-structure is bounded, complete, and regular. Unfortunately, the dividing
cd-structure does not satisfy the boundedness condition, but instead we consider the
weaker condition of being quasi-bounded. For this reason we revisit Voevodsky’s work
in [86] to ensure that the set-up applies to fs log schemes.
3.1. cd-structures on fs log schemes. — Recall the following definition from
[86].
Definition 3.1.1 ([86, Definition 2.1]). — A cd-structure P on a category C with
an initial object is a collection of commutative squares in C
(3.1.1) Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′
g′
f
g
that are stable under isomorphisms. The squares in the collection P are called
the distinguished squares of P . The topology tP associated with P is the smallest
Grothendieck topology such that Y ∐X ′ is a covering sieve ofX for every distinguished
square Q in P , and the empty family is a covering sieve of the initial object.
Definition 3.1.2 ([86, Definitions 2.2, 2.3]). — Let P be a cd-structure on a cat-
egory C with an initial object. The class SP of simple covers is the smallest class of
families of morphisms {Ui → X}i∈I satisfying the following two conditions.
(i) Any isomorphism is in SP .
(ii) For any distinguished square of the form (3.1.1), if {p′i : X
′
i → X
′}i∈I and
{qj : Yj → Y }j∈J are in SP , then {g ◦ p′i}i∈I ∪ {f ◦ qj}j∈J is in SP .
We say that P is complete if any covering sieve admits a refinement by a simple cover.
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Definition 3.1.3 ([86, Definitions 2.10]). — Let P be a cd-structure on a category
C with an initial object. Let L(T ) denote the tP -sheaf associated with the presheaf
represented by T ∈ C. We say that P is regular if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) For any distinguished square Q of the form (3.1.1), Q is cartesian, g is a
monomorphism.
(ii) The morphism of tP -sheaves
∆ ∐ (L(g′)×L(g) L(g
′)) : L(Y ) ∐ (L(Y ′)×L(X′) L(Y
′))→ L(Y )×L(X) L(Y )
is an epimorphism.
Definition 3.1.4 ([73]). — A cartesian square of fs log schemes
(3.1.2) Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′
g′
f
g
is called a
(i) Zariski distinguished square if f and g are open immersions.
(ii) strict Nisnevich distinguished square if f is strict e´tale, g is an open immersion,
and f induces an isomorphism
f−1(X − g(X ′))
∼
→ X − g(X ′)
with respect to the reduced scheme structures.
(iii) dividing distinguished square if Y ′ = X ′ = ∅ and f is a surjective proper log
e´tale monomorphism. See §A.6 for properties of log e´tale morphisms and §A.11
for properties of log e´tale monomorphisms. According to Proposition A.11.9,
this condition is equivalent to asking that f be a log modification in the sense
of F. Kato.
Associated to the collection of Zariski distinguished squares (resp. strict Nisnevich
distinguished squares, resp. dividing distinguished squares) we have the correspond-
ing Zariski cd-structure (resp. strict Nisnevich cd-structure, resp. the dividing cd-
structure). These cd-structures give rise to the Zariski topology, strict Nisnevich
topology, and dividing topology on lSch/S, respectively. We let Zar (resp. sNis,
resp. div) be shorthand for the Zariski topology (resp. strict Nisnevich topology, resp.
dividing topology).
The dividing Zariski cd-structure (resp. dividing Nisnevich cd-structure) is the
union of the Zariski (resp. strict Nisnevich) and the dividing cd-structures. We refer
to the associated topology as the dividing Zariski topology (resp. dividing Nisnevich
topology). We let dZar (resp. dNis) be shorthand for the dividing Zariski topology
(resp. dividing Nisnevich topology).
Definition 3.1.5. — The strict e´tale topology (resp. Kummer e´tale topology, resp.
log e´tale topology) on lSch/S is the smallest Grothendieck topology generated by
strict e´tale covers (resp. Kummer e´tale covers, resp. log e´tale covers) in lSch/S. The
dividing e´tale topology on lSch/S is the smallest Grothendieck topology finer than
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the strict e´tale topology and the dividing topology. We let se´t (resp. ke´t, le´t, de´t) be
shorthand for the strict e´tale topology (resp. Kummer e´tale topology, resp. log e´tale
topology, resp. dividing e´tale topology).
We note that none of these e´tale topologies are associated with a cd-structure.
The log e´tale topology is the smallest Grothendieck topology that is finer than the
Kummer e´tale topology and the dividing topology, see also [44, §9.1] whose proof
appears in [66, Proposition 3.9].
Example 3.1.6. — Every Nisnevich distinguished square of usual schemes is also a
strict Nisnevich distinguished square. If the square Q in (3.1.2) is a strict Nisnevich
distinguished square, then the square
Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′
g′
f
g
is a Nisnevich distinguished square of usual schemes since the morphisms f and g in
(3.1.2) are strict. We also note that Q is a pullback of Q, i.e.,
Y ≃ Y ×X X, Y
′ ≃ Y ′ ×X X, X
′ ≃ X ′ ×X X.
Remark 3.1.7. — (1) Suppose f : Y → X is a surjective proper log e´tale
monomorphism. Theorem A.6.2 shows that Zariski locally on X and Y , the
restriction
f−1(X − ∂X)→ X − ∂X
has a chart θ : P → Q, where P = 0 is trivial and Q is finite. Thus f−1(X−∂X)
has a trivial log structure, since Q = 0, so that Y − ∂Y = f−1(X − ∂X) and
the induced morphism Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X is surjective. The latter morphism
is an isomorphism since surjective proper e´tale monomorphisms of schemes are
isomorphisms according to [27, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1].
(2) For cdh-distinguished squares of schemes [87, Section 2], the schemes Y ′ and
X ′ in (3.1.2) can be nonempty. Thus the dNis-structure is not a direct analogue
of the cdh-structure [86].
(3) We choose the terminology “dividing” because morphisms of fs log schemes in-
duced by subdivisons of fans in toric geometry are surjective proper log e´tale
monomorphisms. For a proof we refer to Proposition A.11.9 and Example
A.11.8.
(4) A presheaf F is a dividing sheaf if and only if for every log modification Y → X
the induced homomorphism F(X)→ F(Y ) is an isomorphism.
3.2. Cohomology on big and small sites. — If the base scheme S has trivial
log structure and F is an e´tale sheaf of Λ-modules on Sm/S, then there are two
equivalent ways of defining the cohomology group Hi(X,F) for any integer i ≥ 0,
namely
HomD(Shve´t(Xe´t,Λ))(Λ(X),F|Xe´t [i]) and HomD(Shve´t(Sm/S,Λ))(Λ(X),F [i]).
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In this section we generalize the above comparison to the topologies we consider on
lSm/k. As an application we shall discuss compact objects in the corresponding
categories of sheaves.
Definition 3.2.1. — A morphism of fs log schemes Y → X is a dividing Nisnevich
(resp. dividing e´tale) morphism if it is contained in the smallest class of morphisms
containing log modifications and strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale) morphisms and
closed under compositions.
Definition 3.2.2. — If X is an fs log scheme, let XsNis (resp. Xse´t, Xke´t, XdNis,
Xde´t, Xle´t) denote the full subcategory of lSch/X consisting of fs log schemes strict
Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, Kummer e´tale, dividing Nisnevich, dividing e´tale, log
e´tale) over X .
Note that these classes of morphisms are closed under compositions and pullbacks.
Due to Lemma A.11.2 for every log e´tale morphism Z → Y of fs log schemes, the
diagonal morphism Z → Z ×Y Z is an open immersion. Thus all these categories
have finite limits.
Lemma 3.2.3. — If X is an fs log scheme, every morphism in XsNis (resp. Xse´t,
Xke´t, XdNis, Xde´t, Xle´t) is strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, Kummer e´tale, dividing
Nisnevich, dividing e´tale, log e´tale).
Proof. — We focus on the dividing Nisnevich case since the proofs are similar. Let
P denote the class of dividing Nisnevich morphisms. Suppose that g : Z → Y and
f : Y → X be morphisms of fs log schemes such that f, fg ∈ P. We claim that
g ∈ P. There exists a commutative diagram
Z Z ×X Y Y
Y Y ×X Y Y,
Γ
g
q
g×id id
∆ p
where p and q are the second projections, ∆ is the diagonal morphism, and the left
square is cartesian. Since f is log e´tale, as noted above ∆ ∈ P. It follows that
Γ, q ∈ P because P is closed under pullbacks. This shows that g = q ◦ Γ ∈ P.
Let t be one of the following topologies on lSm/S:
t = sNis, se´t, dNis, de´t, ke´t, and le´t.
We have an inclusion functor
η : Xt → lSm/S
sending Y ∈ Xt to Y . We regard lSm/S as a site for the topology t. Since Xt
has fiber products and the functor η commutes with fiber products, [2, Proposition
III.1.6] shows that η is a continuous functor of sites. If Y ∈ Xt, then every t-covering
{Ui → Y }i∈I in lSm/S has a refinement in Xt, so η is a cocontinuous functor of sites.
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Then [2, Sections IV.4.7, IV.4.9] gives adjoint functors
(3.2.1) Shvt(Xt,Λ) Shvt(lSm/S,Λ),
η♯
η∗
η∗
where η∗ is the restriction functor, η♯ is left adjoint to η
∗, and η∗ is right adjoint to
η∗. Note that η∗ is exact.
There are naturally induced adjoint functors
(3.2.2) η♯ : C(Shvt(Xt,Λ))⇄ C(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ)) : η
∗.
We impose the descent model structures on both categories, see Proposition B.1.4. By
virtue of Example B.1.7 an object F in C(Shvt(Xt,Λ)) (resp. C(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ)))
is fibrant if for every t-hypercover Y → Y in Xt (resp. lSm/S) there is a natural
quasi-isomorphism
(3.2.3) F(Y )
≃
−→ TotπF(Y ).
Moreover, a morphism F → G in C(Shvt(Xt,Λ)) (resp. C(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ))) is a
fibration if it is a degreewise epimorphism and its kernel is fibrant. If Y ∈ Xt, then
every t-hypercovering of Y in lSm/S is again a t-hypercovering in Xt. Moreover, since
η∗ is exact, η∗ commutes with Totπ. Hence from the description of fibrant objects
(3.2.3) we deduce that η∗ preserves fibrant objects. Use again the fact that η∗ is exact
to deduce that η∗ preserves fibrations and trivial fibraions. Thus (3.2.2) is a Quillen
adjunction. By passing to homotopy categories we obtain the adjoint functors
(3.2.4) Lη♯ : D(Shvt(Xt,Λ))⇄ D(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ)) : Rη
∗.
Since η∗ is exact, Rη∗ ≃ η∗.
Proposition 3.2.4. — With t is as above, for every complex of t-sheaves F there
is a canonical isomorphism
Hom
D(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(a∗tΛ(X), η
∗F)
≃
−→ HomD(Shvt(Xt,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X),F).
Proof. — Since a∗tΛ(X) is cofibrant there is an isomorphism
Lη♯a
∗
tΛ(X) ≃ a
∗
tΛ(X).
To conclude we use the adjunction (3.2.4).
Proposition 3.2.5. — With t is as above, suppose that X is a noetherian fs log
scheme. Then the topos Shvt(Xt) is coherent.
Proof. — Since Xt has fiber products, owing to [2, Proposition VI.2.1] it suffices to
show that every object of Xt is quasi-compact. The log e´tale topology is finer than t,
and Xt is a full subcategory of Xle´t. Hence it remains to show that every object of
Xle´t is quasi-compact. For this we refer to [66, Proposition 3.14(1)].
Definition 3.2.6. — Let C be a category with a topology τ . We say that C has
finite τ-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coefficients if for every fixed X ∈ C,
there exists an integer N such that for every F ∈ Shvτ (C,Λ) and integer i > N we
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have the vanishing
Hiτ (X,F) = 0.
Proposition 3.2.7. — With t as above, suppose that S is noetherian and lSm/S has
finite t-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coefficients. Then for every X ∈ lSm/S
the functor
HomD(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X),−) : D(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ))→ Λ-Mod
commutes with small sums. In particular, the category
D(Shvt(lSm/S,Λ)
is compactly generated.
Proof. — By virtue of Proposition 3.2.4, it suffices to show that the functor
HomD(Shvt(Xt,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X),−) : D(Shvt(Xt,Λ))→ Λ-Mod
commutes with small sums. By assumption Shvt(Xt,Λ) has finite t-cohomological
dimension for Λ-linear coefficients, and Xt is coherent due to Proposition 3.2.5. Then
apply [18, Proposition 1.9] to conclude.
3.3. Dividing density structure. — In addition to completeness and regularity,
Voevodsky [86] also introduced the notion of a bounded cd-structure. In tandem,
these properties ensure the associated topology has finite cohomological dimension.
The standard density structure, introduced in [87], is used to demonstrate that certain
cd-structures are bounded, including the Nisnevich cd-structure.
For fs log schemes, we need to deal with certain non-bounded cd-structures due to
the abundance of proper log e´tale monomorphisms (such morphisms are typically not
isomorphisms). In effect, we introduce the notion of a quasi-bounded cd-structure,
see Definition 3.3.22, and modify the standard density structure so that it fits our
situation, see Definition 3.3.4. Moreover, we extend B.G. functors to simplicial objects
in order to deduce a finite cohomological dimension result.
Definition 3.3.1 ([86, Definition 2.20]). — A density structure on a category C
with an initial object is the data of Dd(X) for d ∈ N and X ∈ C, where Dd(X) is a
family of morphisms with codomain X satisfying the following properties.
(i) (∅ → X) ∈ D0(X).
(ii) Dd(X) contains all isomorphisms.
(iii) Dd+1(X) ⊂ Dd(X).
(iv) If v : V → U is in Dd(U) and u : U → X is in Dd(X), then u ◦ v is in Dd(X).
We often write U ∈ Dd(X) instead of (U → X) ∈ Dd(X) for short.
Definition 3.3.2. — A density structure D∗ on C is locally of finite dimension
with respect to a topology t on C if for any X ∈ C, there exists a natural number
n ∈ N such that for any f : Y → X in Dn+1(X), there exists a finite t-covering sieve
{fi : Yi → X}i∈I such that f = ∐i∈Ifi. The smallest such n is called the dimension
of X with respect to D∗.
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Remark 3.3.3. — A density structure is locally of finite dimension with respect
to the trivial topology if and only if it is locally of finite dimension in the sense of
[86, Definition 2.20]. Indeed, according to [86, Definition 2.20], a density structure is
locally of finite dimension if for any X , there exists n ∈ N such that any element of
Dn+1(X) is an isomorphism.
In the following definition we slightly modify the standard density structure on a
finite dimensional scheme introduced by Voevodsky [87, p. 1401]. Recall that distinct
points x0, . . . , xd in X form an increasing sequence if xi+1 is a generalization of xi for
every i, i.e., the point xi is in the closure of {si+1}.
Definition 3.3.4. — Let Dd(X) denote the family of finite disjoint unions
U = ∐iUi → X
of open immersions such that for any point x ∈ X that is not in the image, there is
an increasing sequence x = x0, . . . , xd of length d in X . Note that D∗ is a density
structure.
For a finite dimensional fs log scheme X , as in [73], we set
Dd(X) := Dd(X).
Remark 3.3.5. — In [87, Section 2, p. 1401], only open immersions (and not finite
disjoint unions of open immersions) are considered for the standard density structure.
Our slight weakening of the original conditions allows us to relate the dividing density
structure defined in Definition 3.3.18 to the standard density structure.
Lemma 3.3.6. — Let X be a finite dimensional scheme, and let d ∈ N.
(1) If U ∈ Dd(X) and V is an open subscheme of X, then U ×X V ∈ Dd(V ).
(2) Let U → X be a finite disjoint union of open immersions mapping to X, and
let {Vi → X}i∈I be an open cover of X. Then U ×X Vi ∈ Dd(Vi) for every i if
and only if U ∈ Dd(X).
(3) If U, V ∈ Dd(X), then U ×X V ∈ Dd(X).
Proof. — Parts (1) and (3) are shown in [87, Lemmas 2.4, 2.5]. Let us prove (2).
If U ∈ Dd(X), then U ×X Vi ∈ Dd(Vi) for any i by (1). Conversely, assume that
U×XVi ∈ Dd(Vi) for every i. Let x0 be a point ofX that is not in the image of U → X .
Choose i such that x0 ∈ Vi. Then there exists an increasing sequence x0, . . . , xd of
Vi, which is also an increasing sequence of X . It follows that U ∈ Dd(X).
Definition 3.3.7. — Let X be a finite dimensional noetherian fs log scheme. For
d ∈ N, we denote by Ddivd (X) the family U = ∐iUi → X of finite disjoint unions
of log e´tale monomorphisms to X with the following property: For any log e´tale
monomorphism V → X such that the projection U ×X V → V is a finite disjoint
union schemes {Vi} with open immersions Vi → V , then U ×X V ∈ Dd(V ).
Remark 3.3.8. — Any finite disjoint union U → X of log e´tale monomorphisms is
in Ddiv0 (X).
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In the following series of lemmas we study basic properties of Ddivd . In particular,
we will show that Ddivd is a density structure.
Lemma 3.3.9. — Let f : Y → X be a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism of
finite dimensional noetherian fs log schemes. Then Y ∈ Ddivd (X) for all d ∈ N.
Proof. — Let V → X be a log e´tale monomorphism such that the projection p :
Y ×X V → V is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to V . By Proposition
A.11.6, p is surjective. Thus Y ×X V ∈ Dd(V ) and Y ∈ Ddivd (X) for all d ∈ N.
Remark 3.3.10. — If X has trivial log structure, then every proper log e´tale
monomorphism is an isomorphism, see Remark 3.1.7(1). Thus, in this case, the
density structure Ddivd (X) agrees with the standard one.
Let us review the structure of affine toric varieties that will be used in the proof
of Lemma 3.3.11. Suppose P is an fs monoid. Recall from [71, §I.3.3] that for every
face F of P there is a naturally induced closed immersion
AF = Spec(Z[F ]) ≃ Spec(Z[P ]/Z[P − F ])→ AP .
There is also a naturally induced open immersion
A∗F := Spec(Z[F
gp])→ AF .
The family {A∗F } indexed by all the faces F of P forms a stratification of AP , see
[71, Proposition I.3.3.4]. Moreover, since Spec(Z[P ]/Z[P −F ]) is naturally identified
with AF , the points of A
∗
F are exactly identified with the points x of AP such that
MAP ,x is naturally given by P/F . Suppose that θ : P → Q is a homomorphism of fs
monoids. This induces a natural morphism
Aθ : AQ → AP .
For every face G of Q, we have that
(3.3.1) Aθ(AG) ≃ Aθ−1(G).
Lemma 3.3.11. — Suppose f : Y → X be a log e´tale monomorphism of finite
dimensional noetherian fs log schemes. For x ∈ X, let y be a generic point of f−1(x),
and let z ∈ Y be a generalization of y. Then z is a generic point of f−1(f(z)).
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on Y and X . Thus by Remark A.5.8(2),
we may assume that X has a neat chart P at x. This means that P is sharp and
MX,x ≃ P . Moreover, by Lemma A.11.3, we may assume that f has an fs chart
θ : P → Q such that θgp is an isomorphism and the induced morphism
Y → X ×AP AQ
is an open immersion. By Remark A.5.8(1), we may assume that Q is an exact chart
at the point y. This means that MY,y ≃ Q, but we do not require that Q is sharp.
We may assume Y ≃ X ×AP AQ since the question is Zariski local on Y .
Next, we claim that the induced homomorphism
θ : P → Q
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is Q-surjective, i.e., θ ⊗ Q is surjective. Arguing by contradiction, assume that it
is not. Let G1, G2, . . . , Gr be all the faces of Q such that θ
−1(Gi) = 0. Then the
corresponding faces G1, . . . , Gr in Q are all the faces of Q such that θ−1(Gi) = 0.
The implication (6)⇒(1) in [71, Proposition I.4.3.9] means that r ≥ 2. From (3.3.1)
we have that
(3.3.2) {0} ×AP AQ ≃ AG1 ∪ · · · ∪AGr .
Let κ(−) denote the residue field at some point, and set Di := AGi × Spec(κ(x)) for
simplicity. Then from (3.3.2) we have that
f−1(x) ≃ D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dr.
Since MY,y ≃ Q, it follows that y is contained in D1. The isomorphism
D2 ≃ Spec(κ(x)[G2]),
shows that D2 is irreducible. We have reached a contradiction since D1 ( D2 and y
is a generic point of f−1(x).
Let z′ be a generalization of z in f−1(f(z)). Consider the projection
p : X ×AP AQ → AQ,
and let Q/G (resp. Q/G′) be the log structure on z (resp. z′) where G (resp. G′) is a
face of Q. Note that G′ ⊂ G. Since f(z) = f(z′) we have
θ
−1
(G) = θ
−1
(G′).
By the implication (1)⇒(2) in [71, Proposition I.4.3.9] it follows that G = G′. Set
u := f(z) = f(z′), and let w be the generic point of AG with image t in AP . Then
z, z′ ∈ Spec(κ(u)⊗κ(t) κ(w)).
Thus z = z′, so any generalization of z in f−1(f(z)) is equal to z. This implies that
z is a generic point of f−1(f(z)).
Lemma 3.3.12. — Let f : Y → X be a surjective log e´tale monomorphism of finite
dimensional noetherian fs log schemes, and let j : U → X be a finite disjoint union
of open immersions to X. If U ×X Y ∈ Dd(Y ), then U ∈ Dd(X).
Proof. — Suppose x ∈ X is not in the image of j. Since f is surjective, we can choose
a generic point y0 of f
−1(x0) and an increasing sequence y0, . . . , yd of Y . Then f(yi)
is a generic point of f−1(f(yi)) according to Lemma 3.3.11. Thus f(y0), . . . , f(yd) is
an increasing sequence of X . It follows that U ∈ Dd(X).
Lemma 3.3.13. — Let X be a finite dimensional noetherian fs log scheme, and let
d ∈ N. Then for every U ∈ Ddivd (X) and log e´tale monomorphism V → X, we have
U ×X V ∈ Ddivd (V ).
Proof. — Let W → V be a log e´tale monomorphism such that the projection U ×X
W → W is a finite disjoint union of open immersions. Since U ∈ Ddivd (X) and the
composition W → X is a log e´tale monomorphism, we have
(U ×X V )×V W = U ×X W ∈ Dd(W ).
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This shows that U ×X V ∈ Ddivd (V ).
Lemma 3.3.14. — Let Y → X be a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism of
finite dimensional noetheorian fs log schemes, and let U → X be a finite disjoint
union of log e´tale monomorphisms to X. Then U ∈ Ddivd (X) if and only if U ×X Y ∈
Ddivd (Y ).
Proof. — If U ∈ Ddivd (X), then U ×X Y ∈ D
div
d (Y ) by Lemma 3.3.13. Conversely,
assume that U ×X Y ∈ Ddivd (Y ). Let V → X be a log e´tale monomorphism such that
the projection U ×X V → V is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to V . Then
U ×X V ×X Y ∈ Dd(V ×X Y ),
and the projection V ×X Y → V is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism by
Proposition A.11.6. Thus U ×X V ∈ Dd(V ) by Lemma 3.3.12, so U ∈ Ddivd (X).
Lemma 3.3.15. — Let X be a finite dimensional noetherian fs log scheme, and let
d ∈ N.
(1) Let U → X be a finite disjoint union of log e´tale monomorphisms to X, and let
{Vi → X}i∈I be an open cover of X. Then U ×X Vi ∈ Ddivd (Vi) for any i if and
only if U ∈ Ddivd (X).
(2) If U, V ∈ Ddivd (X), then U ×X V ∈ D
div
d (X).
Proof. — (1) If U ∈ Ddivd (X), then U ×X Vi ∈ D
div
d (Vi) for any i. Conversely, assume
that U ×X Vi ∈ Ddivd (Vi) for any i. Let W → X be a log e´tale monomorphism such
that the projection U ×XW → W is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to W .
Then
Vi ×X U ×X W ∈ Dd(Vi ×X W ),
and hence U ×X W ∈ Dd(W ) by Lemma 3.3.6(3). This shows that U ∈ Ddivd (X).
(2) The question is Zariski local on X by (1), so we may assume that X has an fs
chart P . By Proposition A.11.5 there is a subdivision of fans Σ→ Spec(P ) such that
the pullbacks
U ×AP AΣ → X ×AP AΣ, V ×AP AΣ → X ×AP AΣ
are disjoint unions of open immersions to X ×AP AΣ. By Lemma 3.3.14,
U ×AP AΣ, V ×AP AΣ ∈ D
div
d (X ×AP AΣ),
and we are reduced to showing that
U ×S V ×AP AΣ ∈ D
div
d (X ×AP AΣ).
We may replace X by X ×AP AΣ, and assume that U and V are disjoint union of
open subschemes of X . Let W → X be a log e´tale monomorphism. Then
U ×X W,V ×X W ∈ Dd(W )
and hence U ×X V ×X W ∈ Dd(W ) by Lemma 3.3.6(3). This finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.16. — If v : V → U is in Ddivd (U) and u : U → X is in D
div
d (X), then
the composite v ◦ u : V → X is in Ddivd (X).
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Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X by Lemma 3.3.15(1), so we may assume
that X has an fs chart P . By Proposition A.11.5, there is a surjective proper log e´tale
monomorphism Y → X such that the projections U ×X Y → Y and V ×X Y → Y are
finite disjoint unions of open immersions to Y . Then the pullback V ×X Y → U ×X Y
is also a finite disjoint union of open immersions to U ×X Y . By Lemma 3.3.14,
U ×X Y ∈ D
div
d (Y ) and V ×X Y ∈ D
div
d (U ×X Y ).
We are reduced to showing that V ×X Y ∈ Ddivd (Y ) again by Lemma 3.3.14. To that
end, we may replace (X,U, V ) by (Y, U ×X Y, V ×X Y ) and assume that u and v are
disjoint unions of open immersions to X .
Let W → X be a log e´tale monomorphism such that the projection U ×XW →W
is a finite disjoint union of open immersions. Then U ×XW ∈ Dd(W ) and V ×XW ∈
Dd(U ×X W ), so V ×X W ∈ Dd(W ) since D∗ is a density structure. Thus we have
V ∈ Ddivd (X).
Here is a summary of the previous lemmas.
Theorem 3.3.17. — Let X be a finite dimensional noetherian fs log scheme. Then
we have the following properties.
(1) If U → X is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism, then U ∈ Ddivd (X)
for all d ∈ N.
(2) Let Y → X be a log e´tale monomorphism. If U ∈ Ddivd (X), then U ×X V ∈
Ddivd (V ).
(3) Let Y → X be a dividing Zariski cover. Then U ∈ Ddivd (X) if and only if
U ×X Y ∈ Ddivd (Y ).
(4) If U, V ∈ Ddivd (X), then U ×X V ∈ D
div
d (X).
(5) If v : V → U is in Ddivd (U) and u : U → X is in D
div
d (X), then v ◦ u is in
Ddivd (X).
Definition 3.3.18. — The density structure Ddiv∗ on lSm/S and lSch/S estab-
lished in Lemma 3.3.16 is called the dividing density structure.
Lemma 3.3.19. — Let X be a finite dimensional noetherian fs log scheme with an
fs chart P , and let U → X be a finite disjoint union of log e´tale monomorphisms to
X. If U ×X V ∈ Dd(V ) for any surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism V → X
such that the projection U ×X V → V is a finite disjoint union of open immersions
to V , then U ∈ Ddivd (X).
Proof. — Let W → X be a log e´tale monomorphism such that the projection
U ×X W →W
is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to W . By Proposition A.11.5, there is a
surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism V → X such that
W ×X V → V and U ×X V → V
is an open immersion and a finite disjoint union of open immersions to V , respectively.
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Consider the commutative diagram with the evident projection morphisms
U ×X W U ×X W ×X V U ×X V
W W ×X V V.
By assumption we have U ×X V ∈ Dd(V ). Lemma 3.3.6(1) implies that
U ×X W ×X V ∈ Dd(W ×X V )
since W ×X V is an open subscheme of V . Thus by Lemma 3.3.12,
U ×X W ∈ Dd(W )
since the projection W ×X V →W is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism by
Proposition A.11.6. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.20. — Let f : Y → X be a strict Nisnevich morphism of finite di-
mensional noetherian fs log schemes. Assume that X has an fs chart P . Then for
every d ∈ N and Y0 ∈ Ddivd (Y ), there exists X0 ∈ D
div
d (X) such that the projection
X0 ×X Y → Y factors through Y0.
Proof. — By definition Y0 → Y is a disjoint union of log e´tale monomorphisms.
Proposition A.11.5 says that there exists a subdivision of fans Σ → Spec(P ) such
that the induced morphism
Y0 ×AP AΣ → Y ×AP AΣ
is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to Y ×AP AΣ. Now by Lemma 3.3.14,
Y0 ×AP AΣ ∈ D
div
d (Y ×AP AΣ). Hence replacing Y0 by Y0 ×AP AΣ, we may assume
Y0 ≃ Y0 ×AP AΣ.
Then the morphism Y0 → Y ×AP AΣ is a finite disjoint union of open immersions.
It suffices to construct X0 ∈ Ddivd (X ×AP AΣ) since then X0 ∈ D
div
d (X) by Lemma
3.3.14. We may replace X by X ×AP AΣ and assume Y0 is a finite disjoint union of
open subschemes of Y .
Set
X0 := X − cl(f(Y − Im(Y0 → Y )),
where cl(−) denotes the closure. The construction in the proof of [87, Lemma 2.9]
shows that X0 ∈ Dd(X). Let V → X be a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism.
Since V is proper over X we have
X0 ×X V = V − cl(fV (Y ×X V − Im((Y0 ×X V )→ (Y ×X V )))),
where fV : Y ×X V → V is the projection. Thus again using the proof of [87, Lemma
2.9], X0 ×X V ∈ Dd(V ), and X0 ∈ Ddivd (X) by Lemma 3.3.19.
Definition 3.3.21 ([86, Definition 2.21]). — Let P be a cd-structure on a category
C with an initial object, and let D∗ be a density structure on C. A distinguished
square Q of the form (3.1.1) is called reducing with respect to D∗ if for all d ∈ N+,
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Y0 ∈ Dd(Y ), X ′0 ∈ Dd(X
′), and Y ′0 ∈ Dd−1(Y
′) there is a distinguished square
Q1 =
Y ′1 Y1
X ′1 X1
together a morphism Q1 → Q satisfying the following properties.
(i) The morphism X1 → X ∈ Dd(X).
(ii) The morphism Y1 → Y (resp. X ′1 → X
′, resp. Y ′1 → Y
′) factors through Y0
(resp. X ′0, resp. Y
′
0).
We say that a distinguished square Q′ is a refinement of Q if there is a morphism
Q′ → Q that is an isomorphism between the lower right corners.
Definition 3.3.22. — Let P be a cd-structure on a category C with an initial
object, and let D∗ be a density structure on C. Consider the following conditions.
(i) Any distinguished square in P has a refinement that is reducing with respect to
D∗.
(ii) D∗ is locally of finite dimension with respect to the topology associated with P .
If P satisfies (i) (resp. (i) and (ii)), we say that P is reducing ([86, Definition 2.22])
(resp. quasi-bounded) with respect to D∗.
Remark 3.3.23. — A cd-structure P is bounded with respect to D∗ in the sense
of [86, Definition 2.22] if and only if P is reducing with respect to D∗ and D∗ is
locally of finite dimension with respect to the trivial topology. The reason why we
consider quasi-bounded cd-structures is that Ddiv∗ is not bounded. Indeed, if Y → X
is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism, then Y ∈ Ddivd (X) for any d ∈ N
by Lemma 3.3.13. Thus for any d ∈ N, Ddivd (X) can contain morphisms other than
isomorphisms in general, so Ddiv∗ is not bounded.
Lemma 3.3.24. — Let Y → X be a log e´tale morphism in lSm/k. Then dimY ≤
dimX.
Proof. — Since X and Y are in lSm/k, X − ∂X and Y − ∂Y are dense in X and Y .
To conclude observe that dim(Y − ∂X) ≤ dim(X − ∂X).
Example 3.3.25. — Let Σ be the star subdivision of the dual of N2. If
X := {(0, 0)} ×A2 AN2 and Y = {(0, 0)} ×A2 AΣ,
then the naturally induced morphism Y → X is log e´tale, but dimY = 2 and dimX =
1.
Proposition 3.3.26. — The dividing density structures on lSm/S and lSch/S are
locally of finite dimension with respect to the dividing Nisnevich topology.
Proof. — Suppose X is an n-dimensional noetherian fs log scheme. Let f : U → X
be any finite disjoint union of log e´tale monomorphisms to X . We need to show that
there exists an integer m ≥ 0 such that U ∈ Ddivm (X) implies that f is a dividing
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Nisnevich cover. Let r be the maximum rank ofM
gp
X,x, where x ranges over all points
of X . Since X is an fs log scheme, the rank ofM
gp
X,x is a locally finite function on X .
Thus r is a finite number since X is quasi-compact. In order to conclude, it suffices
to show that U ∈ Ddivr+d+1(X) implies that f is a dividing Zariski cover. This is a
Zariski local question on X , so that we may assume X has an fs chart P that is exact
at a point of X , see Remark A.5.8(1). By definition we have rankP gp ≤ r.
Proposition A.11.5 shows there exists a subdivision of fans Σ→ Spec(P ) such that
the pullback
f ′ : U ×AP AΣ → X ×AP AΣ
is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to X ×AP AΣ. For every point x ∈ AP ,
the fiber of x under AΣ → AP has dimension ≤ r. Thus we get that
dim(X ×AP AΣ) ≤ r + n.
It follows that f ′ is surjective because
U ×AP AΣ ∈ Dr+n+1(X ×AP AΣ).
In [87, p. 1401], it is shown that the dimension with respect to the standard density
structure is equal to the Krull dimension. Thus f ′ is a Zariski cover. The projection
X ×AP AΣ → X is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism. In conclusion, f
admits a refinement by a dividing Zariski cover, i.e., f is a dividing Zariski cover.
Remark 3.3.27. — The above proof shows that the dimension of X with respect
to Ddiv∗ is less than or equal to the maximum possible dimension of X ×AP AΣ. If
X is log smooth over k, we see that the dimension of X with respect to Ddiv∗ is ≤ n
since dimX ×AP AΣ ≤ n due to Lemma 3.3.24.
Proposition 3.3.28. — The strict Nisnevich cd-structures on lSm/S and lSch/S
are quasi-bounded with respect to the dividing density structure.
Proof. — By Proposition 3.3.26 it remains to show the strict Nisnevich cd-structure
is reducing with respect to the dividing density structure. Let
Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
g′
f ′ f
g
be a strict Nisnevich distinguished square of finite dimensional noetherian fs log
schemes, where f is strict e´tale, g is an open immersion, and f induces an isomorphism
f−1(X − g(X ′))
∼
→ X − g(X ′)
with respect to the reduced scheme structures. We will show that Q is reducing.
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For elements X ′0 ∈ D
div
d (X
′), Y0 ∈ Ddivd (Y ), and Y
′
0 ∈ D
div
d−1(Y
′) we need to
construct X1 ∈ D
div
d (X) and a strict Nisnevich distinguished square
Q1 =
Y ′1 Y1
X ′1 X1
together with a morphism Q1 → Q that coincides with X1 → X on the lower right
corner such that Y1 → Y (resp. X ′1 → X
′, resp. Y ′1 → Y
′) factors through Y0 (resp.
X0, resp. Y0). By appealing to Lemma 3.3.15(1) it suffices to construct X1 Zariski
locally on X . Hence we may assume that X has an fs chart P .
Owing to Lemma 3.3.20 we can choose V,W ∈ Ddivd (X) such that the projections
V ×X Y → Y and W ×X X
′ → X ′
factors through Y0 and X
′
0, respectively. Take X0 := V ×X W , which is again in
Ddivd (X) by Lemma 3.3.15(2). Then the projections
X0 ×X Y → Y and X0 ×X X
′ → X ′
again factors through Y0 and X
′
0, respectively. It suffices to construct X1 ∈ D
div
d (X0)
with the required property since then X1 ∈ Ddivd (X) by Lemma 3.3.16. Hence we
may replace X by X0 and assume that X
′ = X ′0 and Y = Y0.
By Proposition A.11.5, there exists a subdivision of fans Σ → Spec(P ) such that
the pullback
Y ′0 ×AP AΣ → Y
′ ×AP AΣ
is a finite disjoint union of open immersions to Y ′×AP AΣ. By Lemma 3.3.14 we have
Y ′0 ×AP AΣ ∈ D
div
d−1(Y
′ ×AP AΣ).
This reduces the claim to constructing X1 ∈ Ddivd (X ×AP AΣ) with the required
property since then X1 ∈ Ddivd (X) again by Lemma 3.3.14. To that end we may
replace X by X ×AP AΣ, and hence assume that Y
′
0 is a finite disjoint union of open
subschemes of Y0.
The construction in the proof of [87, Proposition 2.10] shows that
X1 := X − ((X −X
′) ∩ cl(gf ′(Y ′ − Y ′0))) ∈ Dd(X),
and the induced square
Y ′0 g
′(Y ′0 )
X ′ X1
is a strict Nisnevich distinguished square.
Now let V → X be a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism. Then
Y ′0 ×X V ∈ Dd−1(V ),
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and
X1 ×X V = V − (V −X
′ ×X V ) ∩ cl(gV f
′
V (Y
′ ×X V − Y
′
0 ×X V )),
where f ′v : Y
′ ×X V → X ′ ×X V and gv : X ′ ×X V → V are the pullbacks since V
is proper over X . Thus X1 ×X V ∈ Dd(X) as in the above paragraph, and therefore
X1 ∈ Ddivd (X) by Lemma 3.3.19.
Proposition 3.3.29. — The dividing cd-structures on lSm/S and lSch/S are quasi-
bounded with respect to the dividing density structure.
Proof. — Let f : Y → X be a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism, and let
Y0 ∈ Ddivd (Y ). Then Y0 ∈ D
div
d (X) by Lemma 3.3.16, and
Y0 ×X Y ≃ Y0 ×Y ×(Y ×X Y ) ≃ Y0
since f is a monomorphism. Then
Q1 =
∅ Y0
∅ Y0
id
gives the desired distinguished square in Definition 3.3.21.
Proposition 3.3.30. — The strict Nisnevich, dividing, and dividing Nisnevich cd-
structures on lSm/S and lSch/S are complete, regular, and quasi-bounded with re-
spect to the dividing density structure.
Proof. — These cd-structures are complete by [86, Lemma 2.5]. By Propositions
3.3.28 and 3.3.29, the strict Nisnevich cd-structure and the dividing cd-structure are
quasi-bounded with respect to the dividing density structure. The union of two cd-
structures that are quasi-bounded with respect to the same density structure is again
a quasi-bounded cd-structure as in [86, Lemma 2.24]. Thus the dividing Nisnevich
cd-structure is also quasi-bounded with respect to the dividing density structure.
A square is a strict Nisnevich distinguished square if and only if every morphism in
the square is strict and the square of underlying schemes is a Nisnevich distinguished
square. Therefore the strict Nisnevich cd-structure is regular since the Nisnevich cd-
structure is regular by [87, Lemma 2.14]. The dividing cd-structure is regular since
if f : Y → X is a log modification, then f is a monomorphism, so the diagonal
morphism Y → Y ×X Y is an isomorphism. Thus the dividing Nisnevich cd-structure
is regular by [86, Lemma 2.12]
3.4. Flasque simplicial presheaves. — In this section we generalize Voevodsky’s
[86, Lemma 3.5] to complete, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structures. As an appli-
cation, we discuss a bounded descent structure on sheaves of abelian groups.
Definition 3.4.1. — A morphism f : Y → X in a category C is squareable (2)
if for every morphism X ′ → X the fiber product Y ×X X ′ is representable. If f is
2. Some authors opted for the French expression quarrable from SGA 4.
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squareable, then let Cˇ(Y/X) (or Cˇ(Y ) when no confusion seems likely to arise) denote
the corresponding Cˇech nerve
Cˇ(Y/X) := (· · ·−→−→
−→
Y ×X Y ⇒ X) .
Let Cˇ(f) denote the morphism Cˇ(Y ) → X induced by the structure morphisms
Y ×X · · · ×X Y → Y .
Definition 3.4.2. — A cd-structure P in a category C with an initial object is
squareable if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) Every morphism from the initial object is an isomorphism.
(ii) For every distinguished square Q of the form (3.1.2) and morphism X ′ → X ,
the square Q×X X
′ is representable and belongs to P .
Note that any squareable cd-structure is complete by [86, Lemma 2.5]
Definition 3.4.3. — Let P be a cd-structure on a category C with an initial object.
A commutative square
(3.4.1) Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
of simplicial objects of C is called a level-wise distinguished square if the induced
square
Qn =
Y ′n Yn
X ′n Xn
is a distinguished square for any n ∈ N.
In the following we consider a variant of the notion of a B.G. functor introduced
in [86, Definition 3.1] Here B.G. is shorthand for Brown-Gersten.
Definition 3.4.4. — Let P be a squareable cd-structure on a category C with
an initial object. An extended B.G. functor on C with respect to P is a family of
contravariant functors {Tq}q∈Z from the category of simplicial objects in C to the
category of pointed sets together with pointed maps
∂Q : Tq+1(Y
′)→ Tq(X )
for any level-wise distinguished square Q of the form (3.4.1) subject to the following
conditions.
(i) The pointed maps ∂Q are natural with respect to the morphisms Q
′ → Q of
level-wise distinguished squares.
(ii) For any q ∈ Z and any level-wise distinguished square Q of the form (3.4.1),
the induced sequence of pointed sets
Tq+1(Y
′)
∂Q→ Tq(X )→ Tq(Y )× Tq(X
′)
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is exact.
(iii) For any tP -covering sieve {Ui → X}i∈I , the induced morphism
Tq(X)→ Tq(Cˇ(U))
is an isomorphism, where U = ∐i∈IUi.
In [86, Definition 3.1] only the conditions (i) and (ii) are needed in the definition of
B.G. functor. The reason why we introduce the condition (iii) is to take advantage
of extending {Tq}q∈Z to simplicial objects.
For any morphism f : Y → X , let f∗ : Tq(X)→ Tq(Y ) denote the induced pullback
morphism. Let D be a density structure on C. For d ∈ N and q ∈ Z, we consider the
following condition.
(Covd,q) For any X ∈ C and a ∈ Tq(X), there exists u : U → X in Dd(Y ) such that the
restriction of a in Cˇ(U) is trivial.
For every q ∈ Z, let atP Tq be the tP -sheaf on C associated with the presheaf
(X ∈ C) 7→ Tq(X).
Lemma 3.4.5. — Let P be a squareable and regular cd-structure reducing with re-
spect to a density structure D on a category C with an initial object, let {Tq}q∈Z be an
extended B.G. functor, and let d ∈ N and q ∈ Z. If atP Tq is trivial, then (Covd,q+1)
implies (Covd+1,q).
Proof. — Subject to a few changes we follow the proof of [86, Theorem 3.2]. By
forming refinements, we may assume that every distinguished square is reducing with
respect to a density structure D. Let a ∈ Tq(X), where X is an object of C.
Consider a distinguished square
(3.4.2) Q =
Y ′ Y
X ′ X.
f ′
g′
f
g
First, let us assume there exist morphisms v : Y0 → Y in Dd+1(Y ) and u′ : X ′0 → X
′
in Dd+1(X
′) such that a restructs trivially on Cˇ(Y0) and Cˇ(X
′
0). Since Q is reducing,
there exists a morphism Q1 → Q of distinguished triangles such that Y1 → Y (resp.
X ′1 → X
′) in the upper right (resp. lower left) corner factors through Y0 (resp. X
′
0),
and the morphism X1 → X in the lower right corner belongs to Dd+1(X). Then
a restricts trivially on Cˇ(Y1) and Cˇ(X
′
1). According to condition (ii) in Definition
3.4.4, there exists an element b ∈ Tq+1(Cˇ(Y ′1)) such that ∂Q(b) = a. By (Covd,q+1),
there exists an object Y ′2 ∈ Dd(Y
′
1) such that b restricts trivially on Cˇ(Y
′
1). Now Q1 is
reducing, so we have a morphismQ3 → Q1 of distinguished squares such that Y ′3 → Y
′
1
factors through Y ′2 and X3 ∈ Dd+1(X1). Note that b restricts trivially on Cˇ(Y
′
3), and
hence likewise for a and Cˇ(X3). Since X1 ∈ Dd+1(X) and X3 ∈ Dd+1(X1), we
deduce that X3 ∈ Dd+1(X), i.e., (Covd+1,q) is satisfied, which concludes the proof in
this special case.
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In the general case, since atP Tq is trivial, there exists a tP -covering sieve
F = {Vj → X}j∈J
such that a restricts trivially on Vj for all j ∈ J . Since P is complete, we may assume
the covering is a simple covering. By excluding the trivial cover we may assume
that F is formed by simple coverings of Y and X ′ for a distinguished square of the
form (3.4.2). If there exists morphisms v : Y0 → Y in Dd+1(Y ) and u′ : X ′0 → X
′
in Dd+1(X
′) such that a restricts trivially on Cˇ(Y0) and Cˇ(X
′
0), using the above
paragraph, there exists a morphism u : U → X in Dd(Y ) such that a restricts
trivially on Cˇ(U). Repeating this argument, we reduce to the case when F is the
trivial cover. Then clearly a is trivial, and we are done.
Theorem 3.4.6. — Let P be a squareable and regular cd-structure that is quasi-
bounded with respect to a density structure D∗ on a category C with an initial object,
and suppose F is a tP -sheaf of abelian groups. Then for any X ∈ C and n > dimDX,
the nth tP -cohomology group vanishes
HntP (X,F ) = 0.
Proof. — For any simplicial object X in C, set Tq(X ) := H
−q
tP (X ,F). There is a
canonical hypercohomology spectral sequence
Epq1 := H
q
tP (Xp,F)⇒ H
p+q
tP (X ,F).
Together with [86, Lemma 2.19] we deduce that {Tq}q∈Z satisfies the conditions (i)
and (ii) in Definition 3.4.4. For any finite tP -covering sieve {Ui → X}i∈I , the induced
morphism U → X forms a tP -covering sieve, where X := ∐i∈IUi. Let U denote
the Cˇech nerve associated with U → X . By cohomological descent we obtain an
isomorphism
H−qtP (X,F)→ H
−q
tP (U ,F).
That is, {Tq}q∈Z satisfies condition (iii) in Definition 3.4.4. Therefore {Tq}q∈Z is an
extended B.G. functor. Moreover, for every q < 0 we have
atP Tq = atPH
−q
tP = 0.
Since ∅ ∈ D0(X), we see that (Cov0,0) holds. Then by Lemma 3.4.5, (Covn,−n) holds
for any n ∈ N, i.e., there exists j : U → X in Dn(Y ) such that a ∈ Hn(X,F ) restricts
trivially on Cˇ(U). In the range n > dimDX , the morphism j is a tP -covering sieve.
Thus a is trivial owing to condition (iii) in Definition 3.4.4.
Theorem 3.4.7. — Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure
on a category C with an initial object, and let {Tq}q∈Z be an extended B.G. functor.
If atP Tq and Tq(∅) are trivial for any q, then Tq is trivial for any q.
Proof. — Since Tq(∅) is trivial for any q, we see that (Cov0,q) holds for all q. Applying
Lemma 3.4.5 we deduce that (Covd,q) holds for all d and q. Thus for all d, q, X ∈ C,
and a ∈ Tq(X), there exists a morphism u : U → X in Dd(Y ) such that a restricts
trivially on Cˇ(U). In the range d > dimD(X), we have u = ∐i∈Iui for some finite
tP -covering sieve {ui : Ui → X}i∈I . It follows that a is trivial owing to condition (iii)
in Definition 3.4.4.
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Definition 3.4.8 ([86, Definition 3.3]). — Let P be a cd-structure on a category
C with an initial object. A simplicial presheaf F on C is called flasque (with respect
to P ) if F (∅) is contractible and for any distinguished square Q, the square F (Q) is
homotopy cartesian.
Definition 3.4.9. — Let C be a category equipped with a topology t. A morphism
of simplicial presheaves f : F → F ′ is called a t-local equivalence if the following
conditions are satisfied.
(i) The map atπ0(F)→ atπ0(F ′) induced by f is an isomorphism.
(ii) The map atπn(F , x)→ atπn(F ′, f(x)) induced by f is an isomorphism for any
n ∈ N+, X ∈ C, and x ∈ F (X).
Note that pointwise weak equivalences are exactly local equivalences for the trivial
topology.
Lemma 3.4.10. — Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure
on a category C with an initial object. Then a morphism F → G of flasque simplicial
presheaves is a tP -local equivalence if and only if it is a pointwise weak equivalence.
Proof. — The if part is trivial, so assume that F → G is a tP -local equivalence. By
the first two paragraphs of the proof of [86, Lemma 3.5], we reduce to the case when
G = pt and F is a Kan simplicial presheaf. The fourth paragraph of the proof of
[86, Lemma 3.5] shows that F(pt) is nonempty. Choose an element x ∈ F(pt) and
consider the family of functors
Tq(X ) := πq(F(X ), x|X ),
where q ∈ Z and X is a simplicial object in C (by convention, π0(T, x) := π0(T ) and
πq(T, x) := 0 for any simplicial set T and x ∈ π0(T ) if q < 0). Since F is flasque,
Tq satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.4.4. By [86, Corollary 5.10], Tq
satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 3.4.4, i.e., Tq is an extended B.G. functor. Since
F → pt is a tP -local equivalence, atP Tq is trivial for any q. By Theorem 3.4.7 we
deduce Tq is trivial for all q since Tq(∅) is trivial for all q.
Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure on a category C
with an initial object, and let tP be the topology associated with P . For an object
T ∈ C let Λ(T ) be the representable presheaf of Λ-modules given by
Z 7→ Λ(T )(Z) := ΛHomC(Z, T ).
Let H′pre be the family of complexes of the form
(3.4.3) Λ(Y ′)→ Λ(Y )⊕ Λ(X ′)→ Λ(X)
induced by the distinguishes squares of P , as in (3.1.1).
Corollary 3.4.11. — Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure
on a category C with an initial object, and let tP be the topology associated with P .
Then a complex of presheaves of Λ-modules F is H′pre-flasque if and only if for every
X ∈ C and i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HomK(Psh(C,Λ))(Λ(X)[i],F) ≃ HomD(Shvt(C,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X)[i], a
∗
tF).
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Proof. — This follows by replacing [86, Lemma 3.5] with Lemma 3.4.10 and adapting
[86, Lemma 4.3] in the proof of [21, Theorem 3.7].
Lemma 3.4.12. — Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure
on a category C with an initial object. Then a morphism f : F → F ′ of H′pre-
flasque complexes of presheaves of Λ-modules is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if
a∗t f : a
∗
tF → a
∗
tF
′ is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. — If f is a quasi-isomorphism, then a∗t f is a quasi-isomorphism since the
sheafification functor a∗t is exact. Conversely, if a
∗
t f is a quasi-isomorphism, then
owing to Corollary 3.4.11 we have an isomorphism
HomK(Psh(C,Λ))(Λ(X)[i],F) ≃ HomK(Psh(C,Λ))(Λ(X)[i],F
′)
for every X ∈ C and i ∈ Z. This implies that f is a quasi-isomorphism.
Example 3.4.13. — Let P be a squareable, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-
structure on a category C with an initial object, and let tP be the topology associated
with P . Recall the collection G in Example B.1.7 and H′pre in (3.4.3). Let H
′ be the
family of complexes of the form
a∗tΛ(Y
′)→ a∗tΛ(Y )⊕ a
∗
tΛ(X
′)→ a∗tΛ(X)
induced by the distinguishes squares of P , as in (3.1.1). Suppose that the complex
of tP -sheaves F is H′-flasque. By adjunction this implies that at∗F is H′pre-flasque.
Owing to Corollary 3.4.11 we see that F is G-local. Thus (G,H′) is a bounded descent
structure because H′ consists of bounded complexes of objects that are finite sums of
objects of G. This is genuinely different from the descent structure (G,H) discussed
in Example B.1.7.
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4. Sheaves with logarithmic transfers
The following three fundamental results are due to Voevodsky [60, §6].
(1) The Nisnevich sheafification of a presheaf with transfers has a unique transfer
structure.
(2) The category of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers ShvtrNis(k,Λ) is a Grothendieck
abelian category.
(3) For F ∈ ShvtrNis(k,Λ) and X ∈ Sm/k there is a canonical isomorphism (see
below for the definition of Λtr)
ExtShvtrNis(k,Λ)(Λtr(X), F ) ≃ H
i
Nis(X,F).
In this section, we develop the log versions of (1)–(3), and show that the following
topologies are compatible with log transfers:
sNis, dNis, se´t, de´t, ke´t, and le´t.
4.1. Category of presheaves with log transfers. — Recall Λ is a commutative
unital ring. Having introduced lCor/k the next step is to study presheaves with log
transfers in the following sense.
Definition 4.1.1. — A presheaf of Λ-modules with log transfers is an additive
presheaf of Λ-modules on the category of finite log correspondences lCor/k. We
let Pshltr(k,Λ) denote the category of presheaves of Λ-modules with log transfers.
For X ∈ lSm/k, let Λltr(X) denote the representable presheaf of Λ-modules with log
transfers given by
Y 7→ Λltr(X)(Y ) := lCor(Y,X)⊗ Λ.
Remark 4.1.2. — Let F be a presheaf of Λ-modules with log transfers. For every
X,Y ∈ lSm/k, by additivity, there exists an induced paring
lCor(X,Y )⊗ F (Y )→ F (X).
This produces the ”wrong way” maps parametrized by finite log correspondences.
Example 4.1.3. — Every constant presheaf of Λ-modules on lSm/k has a canonical
log transfer structure.
Example 4.1.4. — The presheaves O and O∗ are two examples of presheaves with
transfers. Let us extend these to presheaves with log transfers. For X ∈ lSm/k, we
simply set
O(X) := O(X), O∗(X) := O∗(X).
Owing to Lemma 2.2.8, X is normal. For any strict finite surjective morphism V → X ,
as observed in [60, Example 2.4], there is a canonical trace map and a norm map
Tr : O(V )→ O(X), N : O∗(V )→ O∗(X).
If V is a finite log correspondence from X to Y ∈ lSm/k, we can define transfer maps
as the compositions
V ∗ : O(Y )→ O(V )
Tr
→ O(X), V ∗ : O∗(Y )→ O∗(V )
N
→ O∗(X)
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Let us check that these transfer maps are compatible with compositions of finite log
correspondences. Since X is reduced, we have the inclusions
O(X) ⊂ O(X − ∂X), O∗(X) ⊂ O∗(X − ∂X).
Thus for Z ∈ lSm/k and W ∈ lCor(Y, Z) to check that V ∗ ◦W ∗ = (W ◦ V )∗, owing
to Lemma 2.3.2, it suffices to check that
(V − ∂V )∗ ◦ (W − ∂W )∗ = ((W − ∂W ) ◦ (V − ∂V ))∗.
This is already observed in [60, Example 2.4]. Thus O and O∗ are both examples of
presheaves with log transfers.
Example 4.1.5. — LetMgp denote the presheaf of abelian groups on lSm/k given
by
Mgp(X) :=MgpX (X).
By [71, Theorem IV.3.5.1], X ∈ lSm/k is log regular. By [71, Theorem III.1.11.12],
the log structure on X is the compactifying log structure associated with the inclusion
X − ∂X → X . In particular, there is a canonical isomorphism
Mgp(X) ≃ O∗(X − ∂X).
For Y ∈ lSm/k and V ∈ lCor(X,Y ), we can now define a transfer map
V ∗ : Mgp(X)→Mgp(Y )
because there is a transfer map
(V − ∂V )∗ : O∗(X − ∂X)→ O∗(Y − ∂Y ).
As in the above paragraph, V ∗ is compatible with compositions of correspondences.
Thus Mgp is an example of a presheaf with log transfers.
Next we give Pshltr(k,Λ) the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal category
following the work of Day [23] in a general setting and [75] for presheaves with
transfers.
Definition 4.1.6. — The tensor product of two representable presheaves with log
transfers on lSm/k is defined by
Λltr(X)⊗ Λltr(Y ) := Λltr(X ×k Y ).
More generally, we define the tensor product of F,G ∈ Pshltr(k,Λ) by
F ⊗G := lim
−→
X,Y
Λltr(X)⊗ Λltr(X).
Here we write F and G as colimits of representable presheaves
F ≃ lim
−→
X
Λltr(X) and G ≃ lim−→
Y
Λltr(Y ),
This gives a symmetric monoidal structure on Pshltr(k,Λ).
The internal hom object HomPshltr(k,Λ)(F,G) is the presheaf with log transfers on
lSm/k defined by
X 7→ HomPshltr(k,Λ)(F,G)(X) := HomPshltr(k,Λ)(F ⊗ Λltr(X), G).
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The functor HomPshltr(k,Λ)(F,−) is right adjoint to (−)⊗ F .
Let f : X → Y be a morphism of fs log schemes log smooth over k. Then the
graph γf is a finite log correspondence from X to Y . To show this we may assume
X and Y are irreducible. Note that γf is a closed subscheme (see Definition A.5.11)
of X × Y . The morphism γf → X is an isomorphism. Thus γf is an elementary log
correspondence from X to Y by Example 2.1.3(4). If g : Y → Z is another morphism
of fs log schemes log smooth over k, then by construction γg ◦ γf = γg◦f . Thus there
is a faithful functor
(4.1.1) γ : lSm/k→ lCor/k
given by
X 7→ X, (f : X → Y ) 7→ γf .
Definition 4.1.7. — Let Pshlog(k,Λ) be the category of presheaves of Λ-modules
on lSm/k. For an fs log scheme X of finite type over k, we let Λ(X) be the presheaf
of Λ-modules on lSm/k given by
Y 7→ Λ(X)(Y ) := ΛHomlSm/k(Y,X).
The restriction (forgetting log transfer) functor
γ∗ : Pshltr(k,Λ)→ Pshlog(k,Λ)
is defined by γ∗F (X) := F (γ(X)) for F ∈ Pshltr(k,Λ) and X ∈ lSm/k.
According to [2, Proposition I.5.1] there exist adjoint functors
Pshlog(k,Λ) Pshltr(k,Λ).
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
By convention γ♯ is left adjoint to γ
∗ and γ∗ is left adjoint to γ∗. This sequence of
adjoint functors induces a similar sequence of adjoint functors for the categories of
chain complexes
C(Pshlog(k,Λ)) C(Pshltr(k,Λ)).
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
We shall use similar notations for the category Cor/k of finite correspondences over
the field k. Note that the functor γˆ∗ in [19, Definition 10.1.1] corresponds to our γ
∗.
Let Pshtr(k,Λ) denote the category of presheaves of Λ-modules with transfers. For
any smooth scheme X of finite type over k, the representable presheaf of Λ-modules
with transfers Λtr(X) on Sm/k is given by
Y 7→ Λtr(X)(Y ) := Cor(Y,X)⊗ Λ.
We write Psh(k,Λ) for the category of presheaves of Λ-modules on Sm/k. For any
smooth scheme X of finite type over k, we denote by Λ(X) the presheaf of Λ-modules
on Sm/k defined by
Y 7→ Λ(X)(Y ) := ΛHomSm/k(Y,X)).
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In this setting there is a faithful functor
γ : Sm/k→ Cor/k,
and corresponding sequences of adjoint functors
(4.1.2) Psh(k,Λ) Pshtr(k,Λ),
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
C(Psh(k,Λ)) C(Psh(k,Λ)).
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
Next we define functors between the categories of finite log correspondences and
finite correspondences.
Definition 4.1.8. — Let
ω : lCor/k → Cor/k
be the functor that sends an object X to X − ∂X and a morphism V ∈ lCor(X,Y )
to V − ∂V ∈ Cor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) for all X,Y ∈ lSm/k.
Conversely, let
λ : Cor/k → lCor/k
be the functor sending an object X to X ∈ lSm/k equipped with the trivial log
structure and a morphism V ∈ Cor(X,Y ) to V ∈ lCor(X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈ Sm/k,
see Example 2.1.3.
There are induced functors
ω∗ : Pshtr(k,Λ)→ Pshltr(k,Λ) and λ∗ : Pshltr(k,Λ)→ Pshtr(k,Λ)
given by ω∗F (X) := F (ω(X)) for F ∈ Pshtr(k,Λ) and X ∈ lSm/k and λ∗G(Y ) :=
G(λ(Y )) for G ∈ Pshltr(k,Λ) and Y ∈ Sm/k. Example 2.1.3(1) shows that λ∗ is left
adjoint to ω∗.
Again by [2, Proposition I.5.1] there exist adjoint functors
(4.1.3) Pshtr(k,Λ) Pshltr(k,Λ).
λ♯
λ∗≃ω♯
λ∗≃ω
∗
ω∗
Our convention for such diagrams is that λ♯ is left adjoint to λ
∗ ≃ ω♯, which is left
adjoint to λ∗ ≃ ω∗, which is left adjoint to ω∗. On chain complexes we use the same
notation for the induced adjoint functors
C(Pshtr(k,Λ)) C(Pshltr(k,Λ)).
λ♯
λ∗≃ω♯
λ∗≃ω
∗
ω∗
Definition 4.1.9. — Let
ω : lSm/k→ Sm/k
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be the functor that sends an object X to X − ∂X and a morphism f : X → Y to the
naturally induced morphism X − ∂X → Y − ∂Y for all X,Y ∈ lSm/k.
Conversely, let
λ : Sm/k→ lSm/k
be the functor sending X ∈ Sm/k to X equipped with the trivial log structure and a
morphism f : X → Y to itself for all X,Y ∈ Sm/k.
With these definitions there are associated adjoint functors
Psh(k,Λ) Pshlog(k,Λ),
λ♯
λ∗≃ω♯
λ∗≃ω
∗
ω∗
C(Psh(k,Λ)) C(Pshlog(k,Λ)),
λ♯
λ∗≃ω♯
λ∗≃ω
∗
ω∗
and a commutative diagram
lSm/k lCor/k
Sm/k Cor/k.
ω
γ
ω
γ
Definition 4.1.10. — Suppose f : Y → X is a morphism of fs log schemes log
smooth over k. Let Λltr(Y → X) (resp. Λ(Y → X)) denote the complex
Λltr(Y )
Λltr(f)
−→ Λltr(X) (resp. Λ(Y )
Λ(f)
−→ Λ(X)).
Suppose X is a simplicial fs log scheme over k. Let Λltr(X ) (resp. Λ(X )) denote
the complex associated with the simplicial object
i 7→ Λltr(Xi) (resp. i 7→ Λ(Xi))
under the Dold-Kan correspondence.
Similarly, when Y → X is a morphism of schemes smooth over k and X is a
simplicial scheme over k, we use the notations Λ(Y → X), Λtr(Y → X), Λ(X ), and
Λtr(X ).
4.2. Compatibility with log transfers. — In this section we shall discuss several
notions of compatibility with log transfers for topologies on log schemes. We proceed
by adapting to the log setting the analogous notions introduced by Cisinski-Deglise
in [19, Definition 10.3.2].
Definition 4.2.1. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k and Λ a commutative unital
ring. A presheaf F with log transfers is called a t-sheaf with log transfers if γ∗F ∈
Pshlog(k,Λ) is a t-sheaf. Here, γ∗F(X) := F(γ(X)) for X ∈ lSm/k. Let Shvltrt (k,Λ)
denote the category of t-sheaves with log transfers.
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Let Shvlogt (k,Λ) be the category of t-sheaves on lSm/k (without log transfers).
The t-sheafification functor a∗t and the forgetful functor at∗ form an adjoint functor
pair
a∗t : Psh
log(k,Λ)⇄ Shvlogt (k,Λ) : at∗.
By abuse of notation, let
at∗ : Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)→ Psh
ltr(k,Λ)
be the inclusion functor, and let
γ∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ)→ Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
be the restriction of the functor γ∗ : Pshltr(k,Λ)→ Pshlog(k,Λ). We note that
(4.2.1) γ∗at∗ ≃ at∗γ
∗.
For a topology t on Sm/k, let Shvtrt (k,Λ) be the category of t-sheaves on Sm/k
with transfers.
The notion of a topology on Sm/k being compatible with transfers was introduced
in [19, Definition 10.3.2]. We adapt this notion to our log setting.
Definition 4.2.2. — A topology t on lSm/k is compatible with log transfers if for
any t-hypercover X → X , the induced morphism
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X)
of complexes of presheaves is a quasi-isomorphism (see also Definition 4.1.10).
Following [19, Definition 10.3.5], we say that t ismildly compatible with log transfers
if γ∗at∗F is a t-sheaf with log transfers for any t-sheaf F . Recall that γ∗ is a right
adjoint of γ∗. There is a description of γ∗: For every presheaf G and X ∈ lSm/k,
γ∗G(X) = HomPshlog(k,Λ)(γ
∗Λltr(X),G).
Remark 4.2.3. — These notions are equivalent to each other if t is a topology
associated with a cd-structure, see Proposition 4.3.5.
Remark 4.2.4. — According to [19, 10.4.1], the Nisnevich topology on Sm/k is
compatible with transfers. One goal in this section is to generalize this to our log
setting, i.e., we will show that the strict Nisnevich topology on lSm/k is compatible
with log transfers.
Proposition 4.2.5. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k compatible with log transfers.
Then t is mildly compatible with log transfers.
Proof. — Let X → X be a Cˇech t-hypercover, and let F be a t-sheaf. To show that
γ∗at∗F is a t-sheaf, we need to show that the induced sequence of Λ-modules
0→ HomPshltr(k,Λ)(Λltr(X), γ∗at∗F)→HomPshltr(k,Λ)(Λltr(X0), γ∗at∗F)
→HomPshltr(k,Λ)(Λltr(X1), γ∗at∗F)
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is exact. This is equivalent to showing exactness of the sequence
0→ HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X),F)→HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X0),F)
→HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X1),F).
(4.2.2)
This follows since by assumption we have a quasi-isomorphism
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X).
Proposition 4.2.6. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with
log transfers. Then for any t-cover Y → X, the induced morphism of t-sheaves
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y )→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X) is an epimorphism.
Proof. — As in the proof of Proposition 4.2.5, this follows because the sequence
(4.2.2) is exact.
Proposition 4.2.7. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log
transfers. Then the functor
γ∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ)→ Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
admits a right adjoint γ∗ that commutes with at∗.
Proof. — Due to the assumption that t is mildly compatible with log transfers, by
abuse of notation we have the functor
γ∗ : Shv
log
t (k,Λ)→ Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ).
That is, the restriction of the functor γ∗ : Psh
log(k,Λ)→ Pshltr(k,Λ). We note that
the functors at∗ and γ∗ commute.
For F ∈ Shvltrt (k,Λ) and G ∈ Shv
log
t (k,Λ) it remains to note that there are natural
isomorphisms of Λ-modules
Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(γ∗F ,G)
≃HomPshlog(k,Λ)(at∗γ
∗F , at∗G) (since at∗ is fully faithful)
≃HomPshlog(k,Λ)(γ
∗at∗F , at∗G) (since γ
∗ commutes with at∗, see (4.2.1))
≃HomPshltr(k,Λ)(at∗F , γ∗at∗G)
≃HomPshltr(k,Λ)(at∗F , at∗γ∗G) (since γ∗ commutes with at∗)
≃HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(F , γ∗G) (since at∗ is fully faithful).
Let us prove an analogue of [60, Lemma 6.16].
Lemma 4.2.8. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k that is mildly compatible with log
transfers. Suppose that p : Y ′ → Y is a t-cover and f ∈ lCor(X,Y ) is a finite log
correspondence, where X,Y, Y ′ ∈ lSm/k. Then there exists a t-cover p′ : X ′ → X
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and a commutative diagram in lCor/k
(4.2.3)
X ′ Y ′
X Y.
p′
f ′
p
f
Proof. — By Proposition 4.2.6, the induced morphism
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y
′)→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y )
in Shvltrt (k,Λ) is an epimorphism. The implication (ii)⇒(i) in [2, Proposition II.5.1]
shows that X ×Λltr(Y ) Λltr(Y
′) → X is a covering sieve. From this we immediately
deduce the existence of p′ along with (4.2.3).
Using this lemma, we prove an analogue of [60, Theorem 6.17] as follows.
Lemma 4.2.9. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k that is mildly compatible with log
transfers. Then for every F ∈ Pshltr(k,Λ) there exists an object G ∈ Shvltrt (k,Λ)
together with a morphism u : F → at∗G in Psh
ltr(k,Λ) such that γ∗u is isomorphic
to the sheafification γ∗F → at∗a∗t γ
∗F . The pair (G, u) is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. — Let us first construct G ∈ Shvltrt (k,Λ). The unit F → γ∗at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F induces
a morphism
η : γ∗F → γ∗γ∗at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F
Here γ∗γ∗at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F is a t-sheaf because t is mildly compatible with log transfers.
Hence according to the universal property of the sheafification functor the latter
morphism admits a factorization
γ∗F → at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F
ψ
→ γ∗γ∗at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F
that is unique up to isomorphism. Next we consider the commutative diagram
γ∗F γ∗γ∗γ
∗F γ∗F
at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F γ∗γ∗at∗a∗t γ
∗F at∗a∗t γ
∗F .
ad
ad ad
ad′
ad
ψ ad′
Here ad (resp. ad′) is induced by a unit (resp. counit). Let ψ′ be the composition
of the lower horizontal morphisms. Since the composition of the upper horizontal
morphisms is the identity by the unit-counit identity, there is a commutative diagram
γ∗F
at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F at∗a∗t γ
∗F .
adad
ψ′
The diagram still commutes if we replace ψ′ by id. By the universal property of
sheafification the morphism
at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F → at∗a
∗
t γ
∗F
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making the above diagram commutative is unique, and we deduce ψ′ = id. It follows
that ψ is a monomorphism.
Let f ∈ lCor(X,Y ) be a finite log correspondence, where X,Y ∈ lSm/k, and set
G = a∗t γ
∗F . Then f and ψ induce a diagram of Λ-modules
G(Y ) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y ),G)
G(X) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X),G).
ψ(Y )
αf
ψ(X)
Since ψ is a monomorphism, to show the log transfer structure on γ∗αt∗G induces a
log transfer structure on G it suffices to show that
(4.2.4) Im(αf ◦ ψ(Y )) ⊂ Imψ(X).
For every a ∈ G(Y ) there exists an element b′ ∈ F(Y ′) for some t-cover q : Y ′ → Y
such that the images of a and b′ in G(Y ′) coincide with some a′ ∈ G(Y ′). According
to Lemma 4.2.8 there exists a t-cover p′ : X ′ → X with a commutative diagram in
lCor/k
(4.2.5)
X ′ Y ′
X Y.
p′
f ′
p
f
Then there is a diagram of Λ-modules
G(Y ′) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y
′),G)
G(X ′) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X
′),G).
ψ(Y ′)
αf′
ψ(X′)
Suppose that (αf ′ ◦ ψ(Y ′))(a′) = ψ(X ′)(d′) for some d′ ∈ G(X ′). The two images
of a′ in G(Y ′ ×Y Y ′) are equal since G is a sheaf. Thus the two images of ψ(X ′)(d′)
in Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X
′ ×X X ′),G) are equal. Since ψ is a monomorphism,
this implies that the two images of d′ in G(X ′ ×X X ′) are equal. Thus there exists
d ∈ G(X) whose image in G(X ′) is equal to d′ since G is a sheaf. Using the exactness
of (4.2.2) we see that
(αf ◦ ψ(Y ))(a) = ψ(X)(d).
Hence let us show that (αf ′ ◦ ψ(Y ′))(a′) = ψ(X ′)(d′) for some d′ ∈ G(X ′).
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The morphism η : γ∗F → γ∗γ∗at∗a∗t γ
∗F induces a commutative diagram of Λ-
modules
(4.2.6)
F(Y ′) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y
′),G)
F(X ′) Hom
Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
(a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X
′),G).
η(Y ′)
F(f ′) αf′
η(X′)
This implies that (αf ′ ◦ ψ(Y ′))(a′) = ψ(X ′)(d′) for some d′ ∈ G(X ′). We deduce the
claimed log transfer structure on G.
Since ψ is a monomorphism, combining the diagram (4.2.6) for f : X → Y together
with (4.2.4) we obtain a canonical commutative diagram of Λ-modules
F(Y ) G(Y )
F(X) G(X).
F(f) G(f)
Thus we obtain a morphism u : F → at∗G of presheaves with log transfers such that
γ∗u is isomorphic to the sheafification γ∗F → at∗a∗t γ
∗F .
For uniqueness, suppose G′ is a t-sheaf with log transfers that is equipped with a
morphism u′ : F → at∗G′ of presheaves with log transfers such that γ∗u′ is isomorphic
to the sheafification γ∗F → at∗a∗t γ
∗F . Since G and G′ agree on objects, it suffices
to check that G(f) = G′(f) for any f ∈ lCor(X,Y ) where X,Y ∈ lSm/k. Using the
commutative diagram (4.2.5), we see this question is t-local on X and Y . Hence after
shrinking Y we may assume that for any a ∈ G(Y ), there is an element b ∈ F(Y )
whose image in G(Y ) is equal to a. The morphisms u : F → at∗G and u′ : F → at∗G′
induce a commutative diagram of Λ-modules
G′(Y ) F(Y ) G(Y )
G′(X) F(X) G(X).
G′(f) F(f) G(f)
u′(X) u(X)
With the identification of G and G′ on objects, the homomorphisms u(X) and u′(X)
become equal. This allows us to conclude
G(f)(a) = u(X)(F(f)(b)) = u′(X)(F(f)(b)) = G′(f)(a).
Proposition 4.2.10. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log
transfers. Then the functor
at∗ : Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)→ Psh
ltr(k,Λ)
admits a left adjoint functor a∗t . Moreover, the functor a
∗
t is exact.
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Proof. — For F ∈ Pshltr(k,Λ) we define a∗tF : = H, where H ∈ Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ) is
constructed as in Lemma 4.2.9. The uniqueness part in Lemma 4.2.9 ensures that we
obtain a functor
a∗t : Psh
ltr(k,Λ)→ Shvltrt (k,Λ).
It remains to show a∗t is a left adjoint of at∗. Again, by uniqueness, the morphism
u : F → at∗H in Psh
ltr(k,Λ) constructed in Lemma 4.2.9 gives rise to a natural
transformation
id→ at∗a
∗
t .
For G ∈ Shvltrt (k,Λ), the uniqueness part also implies that there is an isomorphism
a∗tat∗G ≃ G.
By functoriality of this isomorphism we obtain a natural transformation
a∗tat∗ → id.
Owing to the uniqueness part in Lemma 4.2.9, the unit and counit triangle identities
follow from the corresponding identities for a∗t : Psh
log(k,Λ) → Shvlogt (k,Λ) and
at∗ : Shv
log
t (k,Λ)→ Psh
log(k,Λ).
Since a∗t is a left adjoint, a
∗
t is right exact. It remains to show that a
∗
t is left exact.
Let f : F → F ′ be a monomorphism of presheaves with log transfers. The functor γ∗
is exact since γ∗ has both left and right adjoints, and the functor
a∗t : Psh
log(k,Λ)→ Shvlogt (k,Λ)
is known to be exact. It follows that
a∗t γ
∗f : a∗t γ
∗F → a∗t γ
∗F ′
is a monomorphism of t-sheaves. Since a∗t commutes with γ
∗ by Proposition 4.2.7,
γ∗a∗t f : γ
∗a∗tF → γ
∗a∗tF
′
is a monomorphism of t-sheaves. Let G be a kernel of a∗t f : a
∗
tF → a
∗
tF
′. It follows
that γ∗G = 0. This means that G(X) = 0 for all X ∈ lSm/k, so G = 0. Thus a∗t f is
a monomorphism.
Proposition 4.2.11. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log
transfers. Then the functor
γ∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ)→ Shv
log
t (k,Λ)
admits a left adjoint functor γ♯.
Proof. — For F ∈ Shvlogt (k,Λ) and G ∈ Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ), we have isomorphisms
HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(a
∗
t γ♯at∗F ,G)
≃HomPshltr(k,Λ)(at∗F , γ
∗at∗G)
≃HomPshltr(k,Λ)(at∗F , at∗γ
∗G) (since γ∗ and at∗ commute)
≃HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(F , γ
∗G) (since at∗ is fully faithful).
By functoriality in F and G, it follows that a∗t γ♯at∗ is a left adjoint of γ
∗.
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We recall the definition of Grothendieck abelian category (see e.g., [80, Chapter
V] for details). An abelian category A is called a Grothendieck abelian category with
the following conditions.
(i) A admits small sums.
(ii) Filtered colimits of exact sequences in A is exact.
(iii) There is a generator of A, i.e., there is an element of G ∈ A such that the
functor HomA(G,−) : A → Set is faithful.
Proposition 4.2.12. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log
transfers. Then Shvltrt (k,Λ) is a Grothendieck abelian category.
Proof. — Let us check the above axioms of a Grothendieck abelian category. The
categories Pshltr(k,Λ) and Shvlogt (k,Λ) are Grothendieck abelian categories, and
γ∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ) → Shv
log
t (k,Λ) is exact since γ
∗ has both left and right adjoints.
Thus Shvltrt (k,Λ) is an abelian category, and we have (i) and (ii). Since by the
Yoneda lemma
HomShvltrt (k,Λ)(a
∗
tΛltr(X),F) ≃ HomPshltr(k,Λ)(Λltr(X),F) ≃ F(X),
the object
⊕
X∈lSm/k a
∗
tΛltr(X) is a generator of Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ). Thus we have (iii).
In conclusion, if t is a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log transfers,
there exist adjunctions between Grothendieck abelian categories
(4.2.7)
Pshlog(k,Λ) Pshltr(k,Λ)
Shvlogt (k,Λ) Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)
at∗a∗t
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
at∗a∗t
γ♯
γ∗
γ∗
such that the following properties hold:
(i) a∗t is left adjoint to the corresponding at∗
(ii) γ∗ is left (resp. right) adjoint to the corresponding γ∗ (resp. γ♯)
(iii) at∗γ∗ ≃ γ∗at∗
(iv) at∗γ
∗ ≃ γ∗at∗
Proposition 4.2.13. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k. Suppose that for every t-
cover f : Y → X the complex
(4.2.8) · · · → a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y ×X Y )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(Y )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X)→ 0
associated with the Cˇech nerve of f is acyclic. Then t is compatible with log transfers.
Proof. — Let p : X → X be a t-hypercover. To check that
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X)
is a quasi-isomorphism it suffices to check that
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Xi)→ · · · → a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X0)→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X)→ 0
is exact. Hence we may assume that X is a bounded t-hypercover of height n.
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To proceed we use the technique in the proof of [29, Proposition A4]. If n = 0,
then X is a Cˇech nerve, so we are done. Suppose that n > 0, and consider the
bounded t-hypercover
Y := coskn−1X
of height at most n − 1. By induction we have that a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y ) → a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X)
is a quasi-isomorphism. The Cˇech nerve of the canonical morphism X → Y is a
bisimplicial complex; let D denote its diagonal. Since (4.2.8) is acyclic for every
t-cover, there is a canonically induced quasi-isomorphism
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(D)→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(Y ).
In particular, a∗t γ
∗Λltr(D) → a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X) is a quasi-isomorphism. Since X is a
retract of D , see the proof of [29, Proposition A4], we deduce that
a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X )→ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
4.3. Derived categories of sheaves with log transfers. — For miscellaneous
facts about model structures on chain complexes we refer the reader to Appendix B.
Let t be a topology on lSm/k mildly compatible with log transfers. Passing to chain
complexes in (4.2.7) we obtain the diagram of adjoint functors
(4.3.1)
C(Pshlog(k,Λ)) C(Pshltr(k,Λ))
C(Shvlogt (k,Λ)) C(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)).
at∗a∗t
γ♯
γ∗
at∗a∗t
γ♯
γ∗
We refer to Example B.1.7 for the descent structures onPshlog(k,Λ) and Shvlogt (k,Λ).
The functors γ∗ in (4.2.7) are exact since they have both left and right adjoints. If the
topology t is compatible with log transfers, then for any t-hypercover X → X , the
cone of the morphism a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X )→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X) is quasi-isomorphic to 0. Thus by
Proposition B.1.10, we also obtain descent structures onPshltr(k,Λ) and Shvltrt (k,Λ),
and the (γ♯, γ
∗)’s are Quillen pairs with respect to the said descent model structures.
Note also that the a∗t ’s satisfy the conditions of Proposition B.1.9 due to exactness.
Owing to Propositions B.1.9 and B.1.10, the (a∗t , at∗)’s are Quillen pairs with respect
to the descent model structures.
Since γ∗ preserves quasi-isomorphisms and monomorphisms, the adjunctions
γ∗ : C(Pshltr(k,Λ))⇄ C(Pshlog(k,Λ)): γ∗,
γ∗ : C(Shvltrt (k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)): γ∗
are Quillen pairs with respect to the injective model structures, see Definition B.1.3 for
injective model structures. Thus we have an induced diagram of adjunctions between
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triangulated categories
(4.3.2)
D(Pshlog(k,Λ)) D(Pshltr(k,Λ))
D(Shvlogt (k,Λ)) D(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)),
Rat∗a
∗
t
Lγ♯
γ∗
Rγ∗
Rat∗a
∗
t
Lγ♯
γ∗
Rγ∗
where
(i) Lγ∗ ≃ γ∗ ≃ Rγ∗ since γ∗ is exact,
(ii) a∗t ≃ La
∗
t since a
∗
t is exact, see Proposition 4.2.10 for the log transfer case.
Suppose that W is an essentially small class of morphisms in lSm/k that is stable
by isomorphisms, products, and compositions. We considerW as classes of morphisms
of representable objects in Pshlog(k,Λ), Pshltr(k,Λ), Shvlogt (k,Λ), and Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ).
Note that a∗t preserves W because the object of Shv
log
t (k,Λ) (resp. Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))
representable by X ∈ lSm/k is a∗tΛ(X) (resp. a
∗
tΛltr(X)). The four adjunctions in
(4.3.1) are Quillen adjunctions with respect to the W-local descent model structures
furnished by Propositions B.1.11 and B.1.12. Thus we have the following induced
diagram of adjunctions between triangulated categories
(4.3.3)
DW(Psh
log(k,Λ)) DW(Psh
ltr(k,Λ))
DW(Shv
log
t (k,Λ)) DW(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)).
Rat∗a
∗
t
Lγ♯
Rγ∗
Rat∗a
∗
t
Lγ♯
Rγ∗
Here a∗t ≃ La
∗
t since a
∗
t is exact by Proposition 4.2.10 and a
∗
t preserves W .
Definition 4.3.1. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k, and let F be a complex of
t-sheaves with log transfers. For X ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z we define hypercohomology
groups by setting
Hit(X,F) := H
i
t(X, γ
∗F).
Proposition 4.3.2. — Let t be a topology on lSm/k compatible with log transfers.
Then for all X ∈ lSm/k and every complex F of t-sheaves with log transfers there is
a canonical isomorphism
HomD(Shvltrt (k,Λ))(a
∗
tΛltr(X),F [i]) ≃ H
i
t(X,F).
Proof. — The functor
Lγ♯ : D(Shv
log
t (k,Λ))→ D(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))
in (4.3.2) is left adjoint to
γ∗ : D(Shvltrt (k,Λ))→ D(Shv
log
t (k,Λ)).
Thus the group Hit(X,F) can be identified with
Hom
D(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(a∗tΛ(X), γ
∗F [i]) ≃ HomD(Shvltrt (k,Λ))(Lγ♯a
∗
tΛ(X),F [i]).
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The object a∗tΛ(X) is cofibrant, see Definition B.1.2. The functor a
∗
t commutes with
γ♯ due to (4.2.1). Thus we deduce
Lγ♯a
∗
tΛ(X) ≃ γ♯a
∗
tΛ(X) ≃ a
∗
t γ♯Λ(X) ≃ a
∗
tΛltr(X).
We will need the following lemma in our discussion of adjunctions.
Lemma 4.3.3. — Suppose F : C → D is a left and a right Quillen functor between
model categories. Then F preserves cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivlaences.
Proof. — For the convenience of the reader we shall outline a proof, see also the
discussion in [19, Remark 1.3.23]. By assumption, F preserves cofibrations, fibrations,
trivial cofibrations, and trivial fibrations. It remains to show that F preserves weak
equivalences. If f : X → Y be a weak equivalence in C we can choose a commutative
diagram
X ′ Y ′
X Y,
g′
f ′
g
f
where g and g′ are trivial fibrations and f ′ is a weak equivalence between cofibrant
objects. Then F (g) and F (g′) are weak equivalences. Ken Brown’s lemma implies
that F (f ′) is a weak equivalence. It follows that F (f) is also a weak equivalence.
Let t be a topology on lSm/k, and let t′ be the restriction of t to Sm/k. Then
the functor λ from Sm/k with the topology t′ to lSm/k with the topology t is a
continuous functor of sites. Thus we have an induced adjunction
λ♯ : Shvt′(k,Λ)⇄ Shv
log
t (k,Λ): λ
∗.
This induces an adjunction
λ♯ : Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)⇄ Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ): λ
∗.
Assume t is compatible with log transfers and t′ is compatible with transfers. By
appealing to Proposition B.1.9 we obtain a Quillen pair with respect to the descent
model structures
λ♯ : C(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)): λ
∗
since t′ is the restriction of t, for every t′-hypercover X → X we obtain a t-hypercover
λ(X )→ λ(X).
On the level of homotopy categories there is an induced adjunction
Lλ♯ : D(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ))⇄ D(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)): Rλ
∗.
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Assume that for any t-cover Y → X , the naturally induced morphism
ω(Y ) = Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X = ω(X)
is also a t-cover. Then ω is a continuous functor of sites from lSm/k with the topology
t to Sm/k with the topology t′. There are induced adjunctions
ω♯ : Shv
log
t (k,Λ)⇄ Shvt(k,Λ): ω
∗
and
(4.3.4) ω♯ : Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ)⇄ Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ): ω
∗.
By assumption ω maps any t-covers to t′-covers, and for any t-hypercover X → X ,
ω(X ) → ω(X) is a t′-hypercover. According to Proposition B.1.9 there is a Quillen
pair with respect to the descent model structures
ω♯ : C(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)): ω
∗.
We also note the induced adjunction
Lω♯ : D(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))⇄ D(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)): Rω
∗.
Since λ is left adjoint to ω, by Lemma 4.3.3 we deduce
Rλ∗ ≃ λ∗ ≃ ω♯ ≃ Lω♯.
In conclusion, there is a sequence of adjunctions
(4.3.5) D(Shvltrt (k,Λ)) D(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)).
Lλ♯
λ∗≃ω♯
Rω∗
As above, suppose W is an essentially small class of morphisms in lSm/k that is
stable by isomorphisms, products, and compositions. Then, by Proposition B.1.11,
we obtain a Quillen pair with respect to the W-local and ω(W)-local descent model
structures
ω♯ : C(Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)): ω
∗.
Thus we have the induced adjunction
(4.3.6) Lω♯ : DW (Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ))⇄ Dω(W)(Shv
tr
t′ (k,Λ)): Rω
∗,
and similarly for
Lω♯ : DW(Shv
log
t (k,Λ))⇄ Dω(W)(Shvt(k,Λ)): Rω
∗.
Lemma 4.3.4. — Let f : X → Y be a monomorphism of fs log schemes. Then the
naturally induced morphism of presheaves
Λltr(f) : Λltr(X)→ Λltr(Y )
is a monomorphism.
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Proof. — For T ∈ lSm/k, there is a naturally induced commutative diagram
lCor(T,X) lCor(T, Y )
Cor(T − ∂T,X − ∂X) Cor(T − ∂T, Y − ∂Y ).
We need to show that the upper horizontal homomorphism is injective. The induced
morphism X − ∂X → Y − ∂Y is also a monomorphism. Thus the lower horizontal
homomorphism is injective, see [60, Exercise 12.22]. The vertical homomorphisms
are injective due to Lemma 2.3.2, which finishes the proof.
Next we specialize to the setting of cd-structures.
Proposition 4.3.5. — Let P be a complete, quasi-bounded, and regular cd-structure
on lSm/k, and let t be the associated topology. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) t is compatible with log transfers.
(ii) t is mildly compatible with log transfers.
(iii) For any P -distinguished square in lSm/k of the form (3.1.1), the sequence
(4.3.7) 0→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y
′)→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(Y )⊕ a
∗
t γ
∗Λltr(X
′)→ a∗t γ
∗Λltr(X)→ 0
of t-sheaves with log transfers is exact.
Proof. — The implication (i)⇒(ii) is Proposition 4.2.5. Assuming condition (ii) the
induced sequence of t-sheaves
(4.3.8) 0→ a∗tΛ(Y
′)→ a∗tΛ(Y )⊕ a
∗
tΛ(X
′)→ a∗tΛ(X)→ 0
is exact by [86, Lemma 2.18]. Let us show that the following naturally induced
sequence of t-sheaves with log transfers is exact:
(4.3.9) 0→ γ♯a
∗
tΛ(Y
′)→ γ♯a
∗
tΛ(Y )⊕ γ♯a
∗
tΛ(X
′)→ γ♯a
∗
tΛ(X)→ 0.
Since γ♯ commutes with a
∗
t , this is equivalent to showing that the sequence
(4.3.10) 0→ a∗tΛltr(Y
′)→ a∗tΛltr(Y )⊕ a
∗
tΛltr(X
′)→ a∗tΛltr(X)→ 0
of t-sheaves with log transfers is exact. Since γ♯ is a left adjoint, γ♯ is right exact.
Thus (4.3.9) is exact at γ♯a
∗
tΛ(Y )⊕γ♯a
∗
tΛ(X
′) and γ♯a
∗
tΛ(X). Since P is regular, the
morphism Y ′ → Y is a monomorphism. Thus Λltr(Y ′)→ Λltr(Y ) is a monomorphism
owing to Lemma 4.3.4. This gives the exactness of (4.3.10) at a∗tΛltr(Y
′), i.e., (4.3.9)
and (4.3.10) are exact. We deduce that (4.3.7) is exact since since γ∗ commutes with
a∗t and γ
∗ is exact. This implies condition (iii).
Let us assume (iii) holds. To conclude (ii), we need to show that (4.2.2) is exact
when X → X is a Cˇech nerve associated with a t-cover T → X . Every t-cover has
a simple cover because P is complete, see [86, Definition 2.3]. Thus since t is the
topology associated with P , it suffices to consider the case when T → X is of the
form Y ∐X ′ → X . In this case our claim follows from the exactness of (4.3.7).
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Now assume (ii) and (iii) hold. It remains to show (i). We work with the descent
structure (G,H) (resp. (G,H′)) of Shvlogt (k,Λ) given in Example B.1.7 (resp. Example
3.4.13). Let G ∈ D(Shvltrt (k,Λ)) be an injective fibrant complex. Since the sequence
(4.3.9) is exact, we have
Hom
K(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(F ′, γ∗G) = 0
for all F ′ ∈ H′. Thus γ∗G is H′-flasque, i.e., γ∗G is G-fibrant. By Propositions
B.1.4(2) we see that γ∗G is H-flasque. Thus for all F ∈ H we have the vanishing
Hom
K(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(F, γ∗G) = 0.
Since G is an injective fibrant complex we also have
Hom
K(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(F, γ∗G) ≃ HomK(Shvltrt (k,Λ))(γ♯F,G) ≃ HomD(Shvltrt (k,Λ))(γ♯F,G).
Here G is an arbitrary injective fibrant complex. Hence γ♯F is quasi-isomorphic to 0
for all F ∈ H. This implies that condition (i) holds.
4.4. Structure of dividing Nisnevich covers. — In this section we shall study
dividing Nisnevich covers and the dividing Nisnevich sheafification functor. We also
discuss their e´tale versions.
Suppose that X is an excellent reduced noetherian scheme. In [82, Theorem 3.1.9]
it is shown that every h-cover f : Y → X of schemes admits a factorization of the
form
Y
g1
→ Y1
g2
→ Y2
g3
→ X,
where gi is a Zariski cover, g2 is a finite surjective morphism, and g3 is a proper
surjective birational morphism. This is one of the fundamental tools in the theory of
h-coverings.
We provide a result with a similar flavor for factorizations of dividing Nisnevich,
dividing e´tale, and log e´tale covers.
Proposition 4.4.1. — Let f : Y → X be a dividing Nisnevich (resp. dividing e´tale,
resp. log e´tale) cover of noetherian fs log schemes. Then there exists a log modification
h : X ′ → X such that the pullback
g : Y ×X X
′ → X ′
is a strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, resp. integral Kummer e´tale) cover.
In particular, f has a refinement of the form
(4.4.1) Y ×X X
′ g→ X ′
h
→ X,
where g is a strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, resp. integral log e´tale) cover and h
is a log modification.
Proof. — If f is log e´tale, see Theorem A.11.11. We focus the attention on the
dividing Nisnevich topology since the proofs are similar for the dividing Nisnevich
and dividing e´tale cases. First we reduce to the case when f has a refinement in the
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form
Y0
f0
→ Y ′0
f ′0→ · · ·
f ′n−2
→ Yn−1
fn−1
→ Y ′n−1
f ′n−1
→ Yn
fn
→ X,
where each fi is a strict Nisnevich cover and each f
′
i is a log modification. Owing to
Proposition A.11.18, there exists a log modification X ′ → X such that the pullback
Y ′n−1 ×X X
′ → Yn ×X X
′
of f ′n−1 is an isomorphism. In particular, the pullback
Yn−1 ×X X
′ → Yn ×X X
′
of the composition Yn−1 → X is a strict Nisnevich cover.
Replacing (4.4.1) by
Y ′0 ×X X
′ → · · · → Yn−1 ×X X
′ → X ′,
we can apply the above process since X ′ ∈ lSm/k. In this way we obtain a log
modification X ′′ → X such that the pullback
Y0 ×X X
′′ → X ′′
of the composition Y0 → X is a strict Nisnevich cover.
Recall from Definition A.11.13 that Xdiv denotes the category of log modifica-
tions over X ∈ lSm/k, and XSmdiv is the full subcategory of Xdiv consisting of log
modifications Y → X such that Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
Lemma 4.4.2. — Let F be a strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer
e´tale) sheaf on SmlSm/k. There is an isomorphism
a∗dNisF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y )
(resp. a∗de´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSm
div
F(Y ), resp. a∗le´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSm
div
F(Y )).
(4.4.2)
Proof. — We will only consider the strict Nisnevich case since the proofs are similar.
Let XdNis denote the small dividing Nisnevich site of X . Recall from [2, Remarque
II.3.3] that there is a functor LdNis such that a
∗
dNis = LdNis ◦ LdNis given by
LdNisF(X) ≃ colim
X′∈XdNis
Ker(F(X ′)
(+,−)
−→ F(X ′ ×X X
′)).
The notation is shorthand for the difference between the two morphisms induced by
the projections X ′ ×X X ′ −→ X ′.
By Proposition 4.4.1, for any dividing Nisnevich covering X ′ → X , there is a
refinement
Y ′
g
→ Y ′′
h
→ X
such that g is a strict Nisnevich cover and h is a log modification. Further we may
assume that Y ′′ ∈ SmlSm/k by applying Proposition A.10.2. Since
Y ′ ×X Y
′ ≃ Y ′ ×Y ′′ Y
′′ ×X Y
′′ ×Y ′′ Y
′ ≃ Y ′ ×Y ′′ Y
′,
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we have
Ker(F(Y ′)
(+,−)
−→ F(Y ′ ×X Y
′)) ≃ Ker(F(Y ′)
(+,−)
−→ F(Y ′ ×Y ′′ Y
′)) ≃ F(Y ′′)
because F is assumed to be a strict Nisnevich sheaf. This gives the identification
LdNisF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y ).
Let us show that LdNisF is a strict Nisnevich sheaf. For every strict Nisnevich
cover f : X ′ → X the naturally induced functor f∗ : XSmdiv → X
′Sm
div is cofinal owing
to Propositions A.11.16 and A.11.18. Thus to show that LdNisF is a strict Nisnevich
sheaf, it suffices to show there is an exact sequence
0→ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y )→ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y ×X X
′)→ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y ×X X
′ ×X X
′).
Owing to Proposition A.11.17 XSmdiv is a filtered category. Since filtered colimits
preserve exact sequences, it suffices to show there is an exact sequence
0→ F(Y )→ F(Y ×X X
′)→ F(Y ×X X
′ ×X X
′)
for all Y ∈ Xdiv. This follows from the assumption that F is a strict Nisnevich sheaf.
Applying the above to LdNisF we deduce the isomorphisms
a∗dNisF(X) ≃ colim
Z∈Y Smdiv
colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(X) ≃ colim
Z∈XSmdiv
F(X).
Lemma 4.4.3. — Let S be a noetherian fs log scheme, and let F be a strict Nisnevich
(resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer e´tale) sheaf on lSm/S. There is an isomorphim
a∗dNisF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y )
(resp. a∗de´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y ), resp. a∗le´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y )).
(4.4.3)
Proof. — The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 4.4.2 if we use Proposition A.11.15
instead of Proposition A.11.17.
For the definition of a log modification along a smooth center we refer to Definition
A.14.10.
Definition 4.4.4. — Let XSmdivsc be the full subcategory of X
Sm
div consisting of Y →
X that is isomorphic to a composition of log modifications along smooth center.
Corollary 4.4.5. — If X ∈ lSm/k, then the category XSmdivsc is cofinal in X
Sm
div .
Proof. — Immediate from Theorem A.14.12.
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Lemma 4.4.6. — Let F be a strict Nisnevich (resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer
e´tale) sheaf on SmlSm/k. There is an isomorphism
a∗dNisF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdivsc
F(Y )
(resp. a∗de´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSm
divsc
F(Y ), resp. a∗le´tF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSm
divsc
F(Y )).
Proof. — Immediate from Lemma 4.4.2 and Corollary 4.4.5.
4.5. Examples of topologies compatible with log transfers. — In this section,
we show that the strict Nisnevich, strict e´tale, Kummer e´tale, dividing Nisnevich,
dividing e´tale, and Kummer e´tale topologies are compatible with log transfers. We
refer to §3.1 for the definitions of these topologies. For the strict Nisnevich topology,
we use arguments similar to [60, Lemma 6.2, Proposition 6.12] originating in [84].
Proposition 4.5.1. — Let X be an fs log scheme log smooth over k. Then Λltr(X)
is a strict e´tale sheaf.
Proof. — For fs log schemes Y1 and Y2 log smooth over k we have
Λltr(X)(Y1 ∐ Y2) = Λltr(X)(Y1)⊕ Λltr(X)(Y2).
Thus it suffices to check that the sequence of Λ-modules
(4.5.1) 0→ Λltr(X)(Y )→ Λltr(X)(U)
(+,−)
−→ Λltr(X)(U ×Y U)
is exact for every strict e´tale cover p : U → Y .
There is an induced commutative diagram of Λ-modules
Λltr(X)(Y ) Λltr(X)(U)
Λltr(X − ∂X)(Y − ∂Y ) Λltr(X − ∂X)(U − ∂U).
By [60, Lemma 6.2], Λltr(X − ∂X) is an e´tale sheaf. Thus the lower horizontal
morphism is injective. By Lemma 2.3.2, the vertical morphisms are injective. Thus
the upper horizontal morphism is also injective.
It remains to show that the sequence (4.5.1) is exact at Λltr(X)(U). To that end
we consider the cartesian square of fs log schemes
(U − ∂U)× (X − ∂X) U ×X
(Y − ∂Y )× (X − ∂X) Y ×X.
Suppose W ∈ lCor(U,X) is a finite log correspondence with trivial image in
Λltr(X)(U ×Y U), and form the finite correspondence
W − ∂W ∈ Cor(U − ∂U,X − ∂X).
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Since Λltr(X − ∂X) is an e´tale sheaf, there exists a finite correspondence
V ′ ∈ Cor(Y − ∂Y,X − ∂X)
mapping to W − ∂W . We let V be the closure of V ′ in Y ×X.
Consider the induced morphism u : W → V ×Y U of closed subschemes of U ×X .
By construction its pullback to (U − ∂U)× (X − ∂X) is the isomorphism
W − ∂W → (V − ∂V )×(Y−∂Y ) (U − ∂U).
Since p : U → Y is strict e´tale and V − ∂V is dense in V , it follows that
(V − ∂V )×(Y−∂Y ) (U − ∂U)
is dense in V ×Y U . Moreover,W−∂W is dense inW because u is a closed immersion.
We note that V is finite over Y by [27, IV.2.7.1(xv)] since V ×Y U is finite over U
and p : U → Y is an e´tale cover. There is a naturally induced morphism v : W → V .
Since u is an isomorphism, v is a pullback of p, and hence v is e´tale.
Let V N be the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme is the normalization of V
and whose log structure is induced by Y . By [27, 11.3.13(ii)] the underlying fiber
product V N ×V W is normal since v is e´tale. Thus we have the cartesian square of
schemes
WN W
V N V .
v
The log transfer structure gives rise to a morphism r : WN → X of fs log schemes
over k. By assumption, the two composite morphisms in the diagram
WN ×U (U ×Y U)⇒W
N r→ X
coincide. Since p is strict e´tale there is a morphism V N → X of fs log schemes over k
such that the compositionWN → V N → X is equal to r, see [71, Corollary III.1.4.5].
The pair (V , V N → X) gives a finite log correspondence V from X to Y since V is
finite over Y , and the pullback of V to U is W .
Proposition 4.5.2. — Let t be one of the following topologies: strict Nisnevich,
strict e´tale, and Kummer e´tale topologies. For every t-cover f : U → X of fs log
schemes in lSm/k, the Cˇech complex
(4.5.2) · · · → a∗tΛltr(U ×X U)→ a
∗
tΛltr(U)→ a
∗
tΛltr(X)→ 0
is exact as a complex of t-sheaves.
Proof. — Arguing as in the proof of [60, Proposition 6.12] we check there is an exact
sequence of Λ-modules
(4.5.3) · · · → Λltr(U ×X U)(T )→ Λltr(U)(T )→ Λltr(X)(T )→ 0,
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where T is a hensel local scheme (resp. T is strictly local, resp. T is log strictly
local) if t = sNis (resp. t = se´t, resp. t = ke´t). Here Λltr(T )(T ) denotes the colimit
lim−→Λltr(X)(Ti) when T is a limit of fs log schemes Ti log smooth over k.
Let Z be a saturated log scheme over T such that Z quasi-finite over T . We denote
by L(Z/T ) the free abelian group generated by the pairs
(W,WN → Z),
where W is an irreducible component of Z that is finite and surjective over a compo-
nent of T , WN is the saturated log scheme whose underlying scheme is the normal-
ization of W and whose log structure is induced by T , and WN → Z is a morphism
of saturated log schemes. We note that L(Z/T ) is covariantly functorial on Z. Now
(4.5.3) is the colimit of the complexes of the form
· · · → L((ZU )
2
Z/T )→ L(ZU/T )→ L(Z/T )→ 0,
where
ZU := Z ×X U, (ZU )
n
Z := ZU ×Z · · · ×Z ZU︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,
and the colimit runs over all strict closed subschemes Z of T × X such that Z is
strict, finite, and surjective over T . Hence it suffices to check that the latter sequence
is exact.
Note that Z is henselian (resp. strictly henselian, resp. log strictly henselian) being
finite over the henselian (resp. strictly henselian, resp. log strictly henselian) saturated
log scheme T , see A.12.4 for the log strictly henselian case. Thus the strict Nisnevich
(resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer e´tale) cover ZU → Z splits, see Lemma A.12.6 for
the Kummer e´tale case. Letting s : Z → ZU be a splitting, the maps
L(s×Z id) : L((ZU )
n
Z)→ L((ZU )
n+1
Z )
furnish contracting homotopies, and the desired exactness follows.
Remark 4.5.3. — Combining Propositions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 we can remove a∗t in the
equation (4.5.2) if t = sNis or t = se´t.
Proposition 4.5.4. — The strict Nisnevich topology, the strict e´tale topology, and
the Kummer e´tale topology on lSm/k are compatible with log transfers.
Proof. — Follows from Propositions 4.2.13 and 4.5.2.
Lemma 4.5.5. — Let f : X ′ → X be a log modification in lSm/k. For every
Y ∈ lSm/k and finite log correspondence V ∈ lCor(Y,X), there exists a dividing
Zariski cover g : Y ′ → Y and a finite log correspondence W ∈ lCor(Y ′, X ′) fitting in
a commutative diagram
Y ′ X ′
Y X
g
W
f
V
in lCor/k.
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Proof. — The question is Zariski local on Y , so we may assume that Y has an fs
chart P . Let p : V N ×X X ′ → V N be the projection, and let q : V N → Y be the
structure morphism. By Lemma A.11.5, there is a subdivision of fans M → Spec(P )
such that the projection V N ×AP AM → V
N admits a factorization
V N ×AP AM → V
N ×X X
′ → V N .
Setting Y ′ := Y ×AP AM and V
′ := V ◦ u where u : Y ′ → Y denotes the projection,
the structure morphism v : V ′N → X factors through V N ×Y Y ′ ≃ V N ×AP AM , so
that v factors through V N ×X X ′. It follows that v factors through X ′.
Replacing Y by Y ′ and V by V ′, we may assume that the structure morphism
V N → X factors through X ′. In this case there is a commutative diagram of fs log
schemes
V N Y ×X ′ X ′
Y ×X X.
w
Since X ′ is proper over X , the morphism w is proper. Let W be the image of
V N → Y ×X ′,
which we consider as a closed subscheme of Y ×X ′ with the reduced scheme structure.
Then V N is the normalization of W since V N is the normalization of the image of
V N → Y ×X.
Thus w gives a correspondence W from Y to X ′ with image V in lCor(Y ′, X).
Lemma 4.5.6. — For every log modification f : Y → X in lSm/k the induced
morphism
a∗dNisγ
∗Λltr(Y )→ a
∗
dNisγ
∗Λltr(X)
of dividing Nisnevich sheaves is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Let T be a fs log scheme log smooth over k. In the commutative diagram
lCor(T, Y ) lCor(T,X)
Cor(T − ∂T, Y − ∂Y ) Cor(T − ∂T,X − ∂X)∼
the vertical morphisms are injections by Lemma 2.3.2, and the lower horizontal mor-
phism is an isomorphism since Y − ∂Y ≃ X − ∂X . Thus the upper horizontal
morphism is an injection. Hence Λltr(Y )→ Λltr(X) is a monomorphism, and likewise
for
a∗dNisγ
∗Λltr(Y )→ a
∗
dNisγ
∗Λltr(X)
since a∗dNis and γ
∗ are exact, see (4.2.7) and Proposition 4.2.10. To show that it is an
epimorphism, let V ∈ lCor(T,X) be a finite log correspondence. Due to Lemma 4.5.5
there exists a dividing Nisnevich cover g : T ′ → T and a finite log correspondence
W ∈ lCor(T ′, Y ) such that f ◦W = V ◦ g. This finishes the proof.
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Theorem 4.5.7. — The dividing Nisnevich topology, the dividing e´tale topology, and
the log e´tale topology on lSm/k are compatible with log transfers.
Proof. — We write the proof in the case of the log e´tale topology. Let f : Y → X be
a log e´tale cover. We need to show that the Cˇech complex
· · · → a∗le´tγ
∗Λltr(Y ×X Y )→ a
∗
le´tγ
∗Λltr(Y )→ a
∗
le´tγ
∗Λltr(X)→ 0
is exact, see Proposition 4.2.13. There exists a log modification X ′ → X such that
the pullback f ′ : Y ×X X ′ → X ′ of f is a Kummer e´tale cover owing to Proposition
4.4.1. Set Y ′ := Y ×X X
′. Then using Lemma 4.5.6, it suffices to show that the Cˇech
complex
· · · → a∗le´tγ
∗Λltr(Y
′ ×X′ Y
′)→ a∗le´tγ
∗Λltr(Y
′)→ a∗le´tγ
∗Λltr(X
′)→ 0
is exact. Since the sheafification functor a∗le´t is exact, we are done by Proposition
4.5.2.
4.6. Dividing log correspondences. — For X,Y ∈ lSm/k, we have used
lCor(X,Y ) to define dividing Nisnevich sheaves with log transfers. Since Λltr(Y ) is
not a dividing Nisnevich sheaf one cannot in general identify lCor(X,Y ) with
HomShvltrdNis(k,Λ)(a
∗
dNisΛltr(Y ), a
∗
dNisΛltr(X)).
However, it turns out that a∗dNisΛltr(Y )(X) can be described in terms of algebraic
cycles. To that end we introduce the notion of dividing log correspondences.
Definition 4.6.1. — For X,Y ∈ lSm/k, a dividing elementary log correspondence
Z from X to Y is an integral closed subscheme Z of X×Y that is finite and surjective
over a component of X together with a log modification X ′ → X and a morphism
u′ : Z ′N → X ′ × Y
satisfying the following properties:
(i) The image of the composition Z ′N
u′
→ X ′ × Y → X × Y is Z.
(ii) Z ′N is the normalization of Z ×X X ′.
(iii) The composition Z ′N
u′
→ X ′ × Y → X ′ is strict.
A dividing log correspondence from X to Y is a formal sum
∑
niZi of dividing
elementary log correspondences Zi from X to Y . Let lCor
div
k (X,Y ) denote the free
abelian group of dividing log correspondences from X to Y . When no confusion seems
likely to arise we shall omit the subscript k and write lCordiv(X,Y ).
Remark 4.6.2. — For X,Y ∈ lSm/k, a finite log correspondence Z ∈ lCor(X,Y )
is determined by Z − ∂Z ∈ lCor(X − ∂X, Y − ∂Y ) owing to Lemma 2.3.2. Thus Z is
determined by its underlying scheme Z. Hence we arrive at the following equivalent
definition: An elementary log correspondence Z from X to Y is an integral closed
subscheme Z of X × Y that is finite and surjective over a component of X together
with a morphism
u : ZN → X × Y
satisfying the following properties:
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(i) The image of u : ZN → X × Y is Z.
(ii) ZN is the normalization of Z.
(iii) The composition ZN
u
→ X × Y → X is strict.
In view of the latter description, we can interpret any dividing log correspondence as
a finite log correspondence after replacing X with a log modification of X .
Proposition 4.6.3. — For every X,Y ∈ lSm/k there are isomorphisms
lCordiv(X,Y )⊗ Λ ≃ a∗dNisΛltr(Y )(X) ≃ a
∗
de´tΛltr(Y )(X).
Proof. — With the description of elementary log correspondences in Remark 4.6.2,
this follows from Lemma 4.4.3.
Construction 4.6.4. — For X,Y, Z ∈ lSm/k, let us construct a composition for
dividing log correspondences
(4.6.1) ◦ : lCordiv(X,Y )× lCordiv(Y, Z)→ lCordiv(X,Z).
Owing to Proposition 4.6.3 and the Yoneda lemma we have
(4.6.2) lCordiv(X,Y ) ≃ HomShvltrdNis(k,Λ)(a
∗
dNisZltr(X), a
∗
dNisZltr(Y )).
We obtain (4.6.1) because we have compositions in ShvltrdNis(k,Z). Moreover, the
composition is associative, and for g ∈ lCor(X,Y ) we have
id ◦ f = f = f ◦ id.
Thus we can form a category lCordiv/k with the same objects as lSm/k and with
morphisms given by lCordiv(X,Y ).
Definition 4.6.5. — A presheaf of Λ-modules with dividing log transfers is an ad-
ditive presheaf of Λ-modules on the category lCordiv/k. We let Pshdltr(k,Λ) denote
the category of presheaves of Λ-modules with dividing log transfers.
A dividing Nisnevich sheaf of Λ-modules with dividing log transfers is a presheaf of
Λ-modules with dividing log transfers such that the restriction to lSm/k is a dividing
Nisnevich sheaf.
We let ShvdltrdNis(k,Λ) (resp. Shv
dltr
de´t (k,Λ)) denote the category of dividing Nis-
nevich (resp. dividing e´tale) sheaves of Λ-modules with dividing log transfers.
Proposition 4.6.6. — There are equivalences of categories
ShvdltrdNis(k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ),
Shvdltrde´t (k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ),
Shvdltrle´t (k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
le´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — We will only consider the dividing Nisnevich case since the proofs are sim-
ilar. It suffices to show that any F ∈ ShvltrdNis(k,Λ) admits a unique dividing log
transfer structure. For any X,Y ∈ lSm/k, owing to (4.6.2), we have that
HomShvltrdNis(k,Λ)(a
∗
dNisΛltr(X), a
∗
dNisΛltr(Y )) ≃ lCor
div(X,Y ).
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Thus for any V ∈ lCordiv(X,Y ) the Yoneda lemma furnishes a canonical transfer map
F(X) ≃HomShvltrdNis(k,Λ)(a
∗
dNisΛltr(X),F)
→HomShvltrdNis(k,Λ)(a
∗
dNisΛltr(Y ),F) ≃ F(Y ).
Thus there exists a dividing log transfer structure on F .
For uniqueness, suppose that G0 and G1 are two sheaves with dividing log transfers
whose restrictions to ShvltrdNis(k,Λ) are isomorphic to F . Since G0 and G1 agree on
objects, it suffices to show that G0(V ) = G1(V ) for every V ∈ lCor
div(X,Y ). Owing
to Proposition 4.6.3, there exists a dividing Nisnevich cover p : X ′ → X such that
V ′ := V ◦ u ∈ lCordiv(X ′, Y ) is an element in lCor(X ′, Y ). By the assumption that
F is the restriction of G0 and G1, we have an equality of homomorphisms
G0(V
′) = G1(V
′) : F(Y )→ F(X ′).
Since F is a dividing Nisnevich sheaf and X ′ → X is a dividing Nisnevich cover,
F(p) : F(X)→ F(X ′) is injective. Thus we can conclude G0(V ′) = G1(V ′).
Definition 4.6.7. — Let lCorSmlSm/k (resp. lCor
div
SmlSm/k) denote the full sub-
category of lCor/k (resp. lCordiv/k) consisting of all objects in SmlSm/k.
Lemma 4.6.8. — Let f : Y → X be a log modification in lSm/k. Then f is an
isomorphism in lCordiv/k.
Proof. — Consider the composition
Γtf : Y
Γf
−→ Y ×X → X × Y,
where Γf is the graph morphism and the second morphism switches the factors. The
induced pullback
Y ×X Y → (Y ×X X)× Y,
is isomorphic to the diagonal morphism Y → Y × Y . Thus Γtf is a dividing log
correspondence from X to Y , and it follows that f is invertible in lCordiv/k.
Remark 4.6.9. — Lemma 4.6.8 furnishes a class of non-finite morphisms in lSm/k
that become invertible in lCordiv/k, but not in lCor/k. Following the approach
to motives with modulus in [46], this suggests that we should invert every proper
birational morphism f : Y → X for which the naturally induced morphism
Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X
is an isomorphism. However, our strategy is different from [46]. Assuming resolution
of singularities, in Theorem 7.2.10 we show that the naturally induced morphism of
log motives
M(f) :M(Y )→M(X)
is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.6.10. — There is an equivalence of categories
lCordivSmlSm/k ≃ lCor
div/k.
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Proof. — Since lCordivSmlSm/k is a full subcategory of lCor
div/k, it remains to show
that any object X of lCordiv/k is isomorphic to an object of lCordivSmlSm/k. Owing to
Proposition A.10.2, there is a log modification f : Y → X such that Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
Then we are done since f is an isomorphism in lCordiv/k by Lemma 4.6.8.
4.7. Sheaves with log transfers on SmlSm/k. — There are many interesting
examples of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers, e.g., Gm and Ω
i. If F is a Nisnevich
sheaf with transfers on Sm/k, one may ask whether it extends to a dividing Nisnevich
sheaf with log transfers on lSm/k, such that F(X) makes sense for every X ∈ lSm/k.
In practice one can divide this problem into two steps. The first step is to define
F(X) for every X ∈ SmlSm/k. And the second step is to define F(X) for a general
X ∈ lSm/k. In this subsection we explain this second step.
Definition 4.7.1. — We set
Pshltr(SmlSm/k,Λ) := Psh(lCorSmlSm/k),
Pshdltr(SmlSm/k,Λ) := Psh(lCordivSmlSm/k).
For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, we let Shvltrt (SmlSm/k,Λ) (resp. Shv
dltr
t (SmlSm/k,Λ))
denote the full subcategory ofPshltr(SmlSm/k,Λ) (resp.Pshdltr(SmlSm/k,Λ)) con-
sisting of t-sheaves on SmlSm/k.
Lemma 4.7.2. — For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, there is an equivalence of categories
Shvt(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ Shv
log
t (k,Λ).
Proof. — We will only consider the dividing Nisnevich topology since the proofs are
similar. For any X ∈ lSm/k, there exists a log modification Y → X such that
Y ∈ SmlSm/k owing to Proposition A.10.2. We conclude using the implication
(i)⇒(ii) in [2, The´ore`me III.4.1].
Let ι denote the inclusion functor lCorSmlSm/k→ lCor/k. For t = dNis, de´t, and
le´t, we have functors
ι∗ : Pshdltr(k,Λ)→ Pshdltr(SmlSm/k,Λ)(4.7.1)
ι∗ : Shvltrt (k,Λ)→ Shv
ltr
t (SmlSm/k,Λ)(4.7.2)
mapping F to F ◦ ι. As in (4.1.1) there are faithful functors
γ : lSm/k→ lCordiv/k, γ : SmlSm/k→ lCordivSmlSm/k.
These induce functors
γ∗ : Pshdltr(k,Λ)→ Pshlog(k,Λ), γ∗ : Pshdltr(SmlSm/k,Λ)→ Psh(SmlSm/k,Λ)
mapping F to F ◦ γ.
Lemma 4.7.3. — For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, there is an equivalence of categories
Shvdltrt (SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ Shv
dltr
t (k,Λ).
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Proof. — We will only consider the dividing Nisnevich topology since the proofs are
similar. There is a commutative diagram
Pshdltr(k,Λ) Pshdltr(SmlSm/k,Λ)
Pshlog(k,Λ) Psh(SmlSm/k,Λ).
ι∗
γ∗ γ∗
The restriction functor ι∗ is an equivalence by Lemma 4.6.10. Hence it suffices to
show that for every F ∈ Pshdltr(k,Λ), γ∗(F) is a dividing Nisnevich sheaf if and only
if θ(γ∗(F)) is a dividing Nisnevich sheaf. This follows from Lemma 4.7.2.
Proposition 4.7.4. — For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, there is an equivalence of cate-
gories
Shvdltrt (SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
t (SmlSm/k,Λ).
Proof. — Parallel to the proof of Proposition 4.6.6.
Proposition 4.7.5. — For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, the functor in (4.7.2) is an
equivalence.
Proof. — Follows from Propositions 4.6.6, 4.7.4, and Lemma 4.7.3.
Thus the functor in (4.7.2) admits a left adjoint
ι♯ : Shv
ltr
t (SmlSm/k,Λ)→ Shv
ltr
t (k,Λ).
Lemma 4.7.6. — Let F be an object of Shvltrt (SmlSm/k,Λ), where t is one of
dNis, de´t, and le´t. For every X ∈ lSm/k we have that
ι♯F(X) ≃ colim
Y→X
F(Y ),
where the colimit runs over log modifications Y → X such that Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
Proof. — We only discuss the dividing Nisnvich topology since the proofs are parallel.
Since ι∗ is an equivalence by Proposition 4.7.5, we have ι∗ι♯F ≃ F , so that
ι♯F(Y ) ≃ F(Y )
for every Y ∈ SmlSm/k. Recall that XSmdiv is the full subcategory of Xdiv consisting
of Y → X such that Y ∈ SmlSm/k. According to Proposition A.11.16, XSmdiv is
cofinal in Xdiv, and hence
(4.7.3) colim
Y ∈Xdiv
ι♯F(Y ) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
ι♯F(Y ) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y ).
Since ι♯F(X) is a dividing Nisnevich sheaf, we deduce
(4.7.4) ι♯F(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
ι♯F(Y )
Combining (4.7.3) and (4.7.4) gives the assertion.
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5. Construction of triangulated categories of logarithmic motives
This section is dedicated to the construction and study of some basic properties
of our categories of log motivic sheaves. First we explain how the dividing Nisnevich
cohomology groups are related to the strict Nisnevich cohomology groups. Next we
construct the triangulated categories logDMeff(k,Λ) and logDAeff(k,Λ) of effective
log motives, with and without transfers, in the Nisnevich and e´tale topologies on log
schemes over k. There are two equivalent ways of constructing logDMeff(k,Λ), see
Section 5.4. One way is to use sheaves on lSm/k, and the other way is via sheaves
on SmlSm/k. The advantage of having the latter category at our disposal is that it
allows us to construct motivic sheaves that are, a priori, only defined and functorial
on log schemes for which the underlying scheme is smooth over k and with boundary
a normal crossing divisor. In Section 9 we use this trick to prove representability of
Hodge cohomology and cyclic homology.
5.1. Dividing Nisnevich cohomology groups. — A fundamental invariant of
the dividing Nisnevich topology is the corresponding sheaf cohomology theory. In
what follows we shall express the dividing Nisnevich cohomology groups in terms
of strict Nisnevich cohomology groups by promoting Subsection 4.4 to cohomology.
We also discuss the e´tale version of this result. As an application we discuss finite
cohomological dimension property for our various topologies.
Lemma 5.1.1. — Let S be a noetherian fs log scheme, and let F be a strict Nisnevich
(resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer e´tale) sheaf on lSm/S. If F is flabby, then a∗dNisF
(resp. a∗de´tF , resp. a
∗
le´tF) is flabby.
Proof. — We focus on the strict Nisnevich case since the proofs are similar. Owing to
the implication (b)⇒ (a) in [62, Proposition III.2.12] it suffices to show that for every
dividing Nisnevich cover p : U → X in lSm/k and integer i > 0, the corresponding
Cˇech cohomology group vanishes
Hi(a∗dNisF(U)) = 0.
Here U is the Cˇech nerve associated with U → X .
According to Proposition 4.4.1, there exists a log modification X ′ → X such that
the projection U ′ := U ×X X ′ → X ′ is a strict Nisnevich cover. Since a∗dNisF is a
complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves, there is an isomorphism
a∗dNisF(U) ≃ a
∗
dNisF(U ×X X
′).
Hence we can replace U → X by U ′ → X ′, so we reduce to the case when p is a strict
Nisnevich cover.
By Lemma 4.4.3 the complex a∗dNisF(U) is isomorphic to
colim
Y0∈Xdiv
F(Y0)→ colim
Y1∈Udiv
F(Y1)→ colim
Y2∈(U×XU)div
F(Y2)→ · · · .
Applying Corollary A.11.19 we see that the latter complex is isomorphic to
colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y )→ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y ×X U)→ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y ×X U ×X U)→ · · · .
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This is a filtered colimit according to Proposition A.11.15. Since every filtered colimit
in the category of Λ-modules is exact, it remains to check that Hi of the complex
F(Y )→ F(Y ×X U)→ F(Y ×X U ×X U)→ · · ·
is trivial for every Y ∈ Xdiv and i > 0. To conclude we use the implication (a)⇒ (b)
in [62, Proposition III.2.12] and the assumption that F is flabby.
Theorem 5.1.2. — Let S be a noetherian fs log scheme, and let F be a bounded
below complex of strict Nisnevich sheaves on lSm/S. Then for every X ∈ lSm/S and
i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
HisNis(Y,F)
(resp. Hide´t(X, a
∗
de´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
Hise´t(Y,F),
resp. Hile´t(X, a
∗
le´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
Hike´t(Y,F)).
Proof. — We only consider the strict Nisnevich case since the proofs are similar. We
can replace F by its injective resolution because the sheafification functor a∗dNis is
exact. In particular, F i is flabby for every integer i ∈ Z. Owing to Lemma 5.1.1 we
see that a∗dNisF
i is flabby. It follows that
HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ H
i(a∗dNisF(X)).
Due to Lemma 4.4.3 there is an isomorphism
a∗dNisF(X) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
F(Y ).
Since this colimit is filtered by Proposition A.11.15 and every filtered colimit in the
category of Λ-modules is exact, we deduce that
HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ colim
Y ∈Xdiv
Hi(F(Y )).
To conclude the proof we observe that
HisNis(Y,F) ≃ H
i(F(Y )).
Remark 5.1.3. — Suppose F is a torsion sheaf on the small log e´tale site Xle´t.
Then for every fs log scheme X with an fs chart, the isomorphism
Hile´t(X,F) ≃ H
i
ke´t(X,F)
is proven in [66, Proposition 5.4(2)].
Corollary 5.1.4. — The category lSm/k has finite sNis and dNis-cohomological
dimension for Λ-linear coefficients.
Proof. — For every X ∈ lSm/k and F ∈ ShvlogsNis(k,Λ), if i > dimX , then due to
[60, Example 12.2] we have the vanishing
HisNis(X,F) = H
i
Nis(X,F) = 0.
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If Y is a log modification over X , then dimY = dimX by Lemma 3.3.24. Thus we
have the vanishing
HisNis(Y,F) = 0.
Theorem 5.1.2 finishes the proof.
Lemma 5.1.5. — Let X be an fs log scheme. Suppose F is a sheaf of Q-modules on
the small strict e´tale site Xse´t. Then, for every integer i ≥ 0, there is an isomorphism
of cohomology groups
HisNis(X,F) ≃ H
i
se´t(X,F).
Proof. — Equivalently, we need to show there is an isomorphism
HiNis(X,F) ≃ H
i
e´t(X,F).
This is the content of [60, Proposition 14.23].
Lemma 5.1.6. — Let X be an fs log scheme. Suppose F is a sheaf of Q-modules
on the small Kummer e´tale site Xke´t. Then, for every integer i ≥ 0, there is an
isomorphism of cohomology groups
Hise´t(X,F) ≃ H
i
ke´t(X,F).
Proof. — Let ε∗ : Shv(Xke´t) → Shv(Xse´t) be the functor sending F to F|Xse´t . We
need to show that Riε∗F = 0 for every integer i > 0. Since Riε∗F is the strict e´tale
sheaf associated with the presheaf
(Y ∈ Xse´t) 7→ H
i
ke´t(Y,F),
it suffices to show the vanishing
Hike´t(X,F) = 0
for every i > 0 whenever X is strictly local. According to [65, Proposition 4.1],
see also [66, Proposition 1.2], the group Hike´t(X,F) is a torsion abelian group by
[90, Corollary 6.11.4]. Since F is a sheaf of Q-modules, this implies the desired
vanishing.
Corollary 5.1.7. — Let t be one of the following topologies on lSm/k:
se´t, de´t, ke´t, and le´t.
If k has finite e´t-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coefficients, then lSm/k has
finite t-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coeffieicnts.
Proof. — For any F ∈ Shvlogt (k,Λ), the kernel and cokernel of the natural morphism
F → F ⊗Q
are torsion sheaves. Hence we only need to deal with the two separate cases: Λ is a
torsion ring, and Q ⊂ Λ.
If Λ is a torsion ring, then lSm/k has finite se´t and ke´t-cohomological dimen-
sion for Λ-linear coefficients due to [2, Corollaries X.4.2, X.5.3] and [66, Theorem
7.2]. To show that lSm/k has finite de´t and le´t-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear
coefficients, apply Lemma 3.3.24 and Theorem 5.1.2.
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If Q ⊂ Λ, then Lemmas 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 show that lSm/k has finite se´t and
ke´t-cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coefficients since lSm/k has finite sNis-
cohomological dimension due to Corollary 5.1.4. Then apply Lemma 3.3.24 and The-
orem 5.1.2 again to finish the proof.
Theorem 5.1.8. — Let F be a bounded below complex of strict Nisnevich
(resp. strict e´tale, resp. Kummer e´tale) sheaves on SmlSm/k. Then for every
X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
HisNis(Y,F)
(resp. Hide´t(X, a
∗
de´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSm
div
Hise´t(Y,F),
resp. Hile´t(X, a
∗
le´tF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
Hike´t(Y,F)).
The same holds if we replace XSmdiv by X
Sm
divsc.
Proof. — The proof is parallel to that of Theorem 5.1.2 if we use Lemma 4.4.2 and
Proposition A.11.17 as replacements for Lemma 4.4.3 and Proposition A.11.15. To
show the claim for XSmdivsc use Corollary 4.4.5 and Lemma 4.4.6 instead.
5.2. Effective log motives. — Voevodsky’s category of effective motives
DMeff(k,Λ) (resp. effective motives without transfers DAeff(k,Λ)) is the homotopy
category with respect to the A1-local descent model structure on C(ShvtrNis(k,Λ))
(resp. C(ShvNis(k,Λ))). The motive M(X) of X ∈ Sm/k is defined as the object
Λtr(X) (resp. Λ(X)) in DM
eff(k,Λ) (resp. DAeff(k,Λ)). The category DMeff(k,Λ)
was initially constructed for bounded above complexes, see e.g., [60, Lecture 14]. The
generalization to unbounded complexes was carried out in [19, Definition 11.1.1].
By abuse of notation we let  be shorthand for the class of projectionsX×→ X ,
where X ∈ lSm/k. We also consider  as the corresponding classes of morphisms of
representable objects in ShvlogdNis(k,Λ) or Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ).
Definition 5.2.1. — The derived category of effective log motives
logDMeff(k,Λ)
is the homotopy category of C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)) with respect to the -local descent
model structure. The motive of X ∈ lSm/k is the object
M(X) := a∗dNisΛltr(X) ∈ logDM
eff(k,Λ).
Similarly, by abuse of notation, we write logDAeff(k,Λ) for the homotopy category
of C(ShvlogdNis(k,Λ)) with respect to the -local descent model structure and M(X)
for a∗dNisΛ(X).
By Proposition B.1.8, logDMeff(k,Λ) and logDAeff(k,Λ) are symmetric monoidal
triangulated categories such that for X,Y ∈ lSm/k, we have
M(X)⊗M(Y ) =M(X × Y ).
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For any dividing Nisnevich cover Y → X in lSm/k, we note that
Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X
is a Nisnevich cover in Sm/k. Moreover, we have that
ω() = A1.
Thus by (4.3.3) and (4.3.6), there are naturally induced adjunctions
Lγ♯ : logDA
eff(k,Λ)⇄ logDMeff(k,Λ) : Rγ∗,
and
(5.2.1) ω♯ : logDM
eff(k,Λ)⇄ DMeff(k,Λ) : Rω∗.
Similarly we have the naturally induced adjunctions
Lγ♯ : DA
eff(k,Λ)⇄ DMeff(k,Λ) : Rγ∗,
and
ω♯ : logDA
eff(k,Λ)⇄ DAeff(k,Λ) : Rω∗.
Further there is a diagram of adjunct functors
logDAeff(k,Λ) logDMeff(k,Λ)
DAeff(k,Λ) DMeff(k,Λ),
Rω∗ω♯
Lγ♯
Rγ∗
Rω∗ω♯
Lγ♯
Rγ∗
where Lγ♯ commutes with ω♯.
Definition 5.2.2. — A complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves F is strictly -
invariant if for every fs log scheme X log smooth over k and integer i ∈ Z, the
projection X ×→ X induces an isomorphism on sheaf cohomology groups
HidNis(X,F)→ H
i
dNis(X ×,F).
By definition of -local model structure, a complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves
F is fibrant with respect to the -local descent model structure if and only if F is
fibrant with respect to the local model structure and F is strictly -invariant.
Proposition 5.2.3. — Let F be a strictly -invariant complex of dividing Nisnevich
sheaves with log transfers. Then, for every fs log scheme X log smooth over k and
integer i ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),F [i]) ≃ H
i
dNis(X,F).
Similar statement holds for strictly -invariant complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves
F and logDAeff(k,Λ).
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Proof. — We focus on logDMeff(k,Λ) since the proofs are similar. We may assume
that F is a fibrant object inC(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)) with respect to the descent model struc-
ture given in §4.3. By Proposition B.1.8(1), F is a fibrant object in C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure. Thus we have
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),F [i]) ≃ HomD(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))(a
∗
dNisΛltr(X),F [i]).
Proposition 4.3.2 finishes the proof.
Lemma 5.2.4. — Let {Fi}i∈I be a set of strictly -invariant complexes of dividing
Nisnevich sheaves. Then
⊕
i∈I Fi is strictly -invariant too. The same holds for
strictly -invariant complexes of dividing e´tale or log e´tale sheaves if k has finite
e´tale cohomological dimension for Λ-linear coefficients.
Proof. — We first treat the dividing Nisnevich case. Due to Corollary 5.1.4 and
Proposition 3.2.7 for every X ∈ lSm/k we have isomorphisms
HidNis(X,
⊕
i∈I
F) ≃
⊕
i∈I
HidNis(X,F),
HidNis(X ×,
⊕
i∈I
F) ≃
⊕
i∈I
HidNis(X ×,F).
Combining these isomorphisms finishes the proof. For the dividing e´tale and log e´tale
cases, apply Corollary 5.1.7 instead.
Proposition 5.2.5. — The effective log motives M(X)[n] indexed by X ∈ lSm/k
and n ∈ Z form a set of compact generators for the categories logDAeff(k,Λ) and
logDMeff(k,Λ).
Proof. — We focus on logDMeff(k,Λ) since the proofs are similar. Let {Fi}i∈I be a
set of strictly -invariant dividing Nisnevich complexes of sheaves with log transfers.
Then
⊕
i∈I Fi is strictly -invariant too by Lemma 5.2.4. Owing to Proposition 5.2.3
we have
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),
⊕
i∈I
Fi[n]) ≃ HomD(ShvlogdNis(k,Λ))
(a∗dNisΛ(X),
⊕
i∈I
Fi[n]),⊕
i∈I
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Fi[n]) ≃
⊕
i∈I
Hom
D(ShvlogdNis(k,Λ))
(a∗dNisΛ(X),Fi[n]).
Proposition 3.2.7 and Corollary 5.1.4 finish the proof.
Remark 5.2.6. — Similarly, the objectsM(X)[n], where X ∈ Sm/k and n ∈ Z, are
compact in DMeff(k,Λ) (resp. DAeff(k,Λ)). The same objects generate DMeff(k,Λ)
(resp. DAeff(k,Λ)) by the above or [19, Theorem 11.1.13] (resp. [19, Proposition
5.2.38]).
Definition 5.2.7. — If f : Y → X is a morphism in lSm/k, let
M(Y
f
→ X)
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be the cone in logDMeff(k,Λ) associated with the complex
a∗dNisΛltr(Y )→ a
∗
dNisΛltr(X)
in C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)). We use the same notation for the object in logDA
eff(k,Λ)
associated with the complex a∗dNisΛ(Y )→ a
∗
dNisΛ(X) in C(Shv
log
dNis(k,Λ)).
For a simplicial objectX in lSm/k, letM(X ) denote the object in logDMeff(k,Λ)
associated with Λltr(X ) in C(Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ)) We use the same notation for the object
in logDAeff(k,Λ) associated with Λ(X ) in C(ShvlogdNis(k,Λ)).
Definition 5.2.8. — We denote by
logDMeffprop(k,Λ)
the smallest triangulated subcategory of logDMeff(k,Λ) that is closed under small
sums and shifts, and contains M(X), where X ∈ lSm/k and its underlying scheme
X is proper over Spec(k).
Remark 5.2.9. — We are interested in logDMeffprop(k,Λ) because for a proper log
smooth X , the log motive M(X) is practically an object in DMeff(k,Λ). Indeed, if
k admits resolution of singularities, Theorem 8.2.17 shows there is an equivalence of
triangulated categories
logDMeffprop(k,Λ) ≃ DM
eff(k,Λ).
Moreover, we note that the corresponding statement is false in the e´tale topology, see
Remark 5.3.6.
Proposition 5.2.10. — (1) For every strict Nisnevich distinguished square
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
in lSm/k, there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Y ′ → X ′)→M(Y → X)
in logDMeff(k,Λ). The same holds true in logDAeff(k,Λ).
(2) For every log modification f : Y → X, there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Y )→M(X)
in logDMeff(k,Λ). The same holds true in logDAeff(k,Λ).
Proof. — Let us treat first the case of logDAeff(k,Λ). To show (1), it suffices to
show the homomorphism
HomlogDAeff (k,Λ)(M(Y → X),F)→ HomlogDAeff (k,Λ)(M(Y
′ → X ′),F)
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is an isomorphism for any strictly -invariant complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaf F .
For this it suffices to show there is an isomorphism
(5.2.2)
Hom
D(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(a∗dNisΛ(Y → X),F)→ HomD(Shvlogt (k,Λ))
(a∗dNisΛ(Y
′ → X ′),F).
This follows from the exactness of (4.3.10). Part (2) can be obtained similarly if we
use a dividing distinguished square instead of a strict Nisnevich distinguished square.
To show (1) in the case of logDMeff(k,Λ), it suffices to show the homomorphism
HomlogDAeff (k,Λ)(M(Y → X),F)→ HomlogDAeff (k,Λ)(M(Y
′ → X ′),F)
is an isomorphism for any strictly -invariant complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaf F
with log transfers. This follows from Proposition 5.2.3 since (5.2.2) is an isomorphism.
We omit the proof of (2) because it is similar to the one for (1).
Example 5.2.11. — The commutative square
(5.2.3)
AN (P
1, 0) ≃ 
A1 P1
is a strict Nisnevich distinguished square, so that the induced morphism
M(AN → A
1)→M(→ P1) ≃ Λ(1)[2]
is an isomorphism in logDMeff(k,Λ). This is analogous to the isomorphism
M(A1/Gm)→M(P
1/A1) ≃ Λ(1)[2]
in DMeff(k,Λ) and DAeff(k,Λ). Indeed, applying ω to the square (5.2.3) we retain
the Nisnevich distinguished square
Gm P
1 − {0}
A1 P1
for the standard covering of the projective line. In the log situation, however, we note
that Λltr(AN) is not a subsheaf of Λltr(A
1).
Definition 5.2.12. — Recall that div is the class of morphisms in lSm/k consisting
of log modifications Y → X in lSm/k. We denote by (, div) the class of morphisms
in lSm/k consisting of all the projections X ×  → X , where X ∈ lSm/k, and the
log modifications Y → X in lSm/k.
Example 5.2.13. — A useful property of A1-invariant presheaf F with transfers is
that for any Zariski cover U1 and U2 of an open subscheme U of A
1, there is a split
exact sequence
(5.2.4) 0→ F(U)→ F(U1)⊕F(U2)→ F(U1 ∩ U2)→ 0,
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see [60, Lemma 22.4]. This is no longer true for -invariant presheaves with log
transfers. In what follows we check that Λltr(A
1) provides a counterexample.
For X ∈ lSm/k, we have that
Λltr(A
1)(X) = Cor(X,A1).
Let V be an elementary correspondence from X × P1 to A1. For any point x of X ,
consider the restriction Vx of V to {x} × P1. Since Vx is finite over {x} × P1, Vx is
proper over k. Thus the image of V ′ in A1 is again proper, so the image should be a
union of points. Let y be a rational point of P1, let V ′ (resp. V ′x) be the restriction of
V to X × {y} (resp. {x} × {y}) and let p : X × P1 → X and px : {x} × P1 → {x} be
the projections. From the above we have p∗xV
′
x = Vx and hence p
∗V ′ = V . Thus the
morphism
p∗ : Λltr(A
1)(X)→ Λltr(A
1)(X × P1)
is surjective. Since p has a section, it follows that p∗ is injective. So far we have
observed that Λltr(A
1) is -invariant.
Next we turn to the split exactness of (5.2.4). Set U := A1 = Spec(k[x]), U1 :=
A1 − {0}, and U2 := A1 − {1}. Then there is an element
[1/x+ 1/(x− 1)] ∈ Λltr(A
1)(U1 ∩ U2),
where for f : U1∩U2 → A1, we let [f ] denotes the associated correspondence. On the
other hand, every element in Λltr(A
1)(Uj) is of the form
a1[f1] + · · ·+ ar[fr],
where ai ∈ Λ and fi ∈ k[x, x−1] if j = 1 and fi ∈ k[x, (x− 1)−1] if j = 2. There is no
way to express [1/x+ 1/(x− 1)] as a sum of such elements, so the homomorphism
Λltr(U1)⊕ Λltr(U2)→ Λltr(U1 ∩ U2)
is not even surjective.
Remark 5.2.14. — Let F be an A1-invariant Nisnevich sheaf F with transfers. The
spilt exactness of (5.2.4) is used to prove that also the presheaf HnNis(−,F) is A
1-
invariant, see e.g., [60, Theorem 24.1]. Due to Example 5.2.13, it is unclear whether
for any -invariant strict Nisnevich sheaf F with transfers, the presheaf HnsNis(−,F)
is -invariant.
5.3. Effective e´tale log motives. — In this subsection we define the e´tale versions
of logDMeff(k,Λ) and logDAeff(k,Λ).
Definition 5.3.1. — The derived category of effective dividing e´tale log motives
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ)
is the homotopy category of
C(Shvltrde´t(k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure. The motive of X ∈ lSm/k is
the object
M(X) := a∗de´tΛltr(X) ∈ logDM
eff
de´t(k,Λ).
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Similarly, we write logDAeffde´t(k,Λ) for the homotopy category of C(Shv
log
de´t(k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure and M(X) for a∗de´tΛ(X).
The derived category of effective log e´tale log motives
logDMeffle´t(k,Λ)
is the homotopy category of C(Shvltrle´t(k,Λ)) with respect to the -local descent
model structure. The effective log e´tale motive of X ∈ lSm/k is the object
M(X) := a∗le´tΛltr(X) ∈ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Similarly, we write logDAeffle´t(k,Λ) for the homotopy category of C(Shv
log
le´t (k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure and M(X) for a∗le´tΛ(X).
By Proposition B.1.8, logDMeffde´t(k,Λ), logDA
eff
de´t(k,Λ), logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ), and
logDAeffle´t(k,Λ) are symmetric monoidal triangulated categories such that for all
X,Y ∈ lSm/k,
M(X)⊗M(Y ) =M(X × Y ).
With respect to the descent model structures, there are Quillen adjunctions
a∗de´t : C(Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ)) : ade´t∗
and
a∗le´t : C(Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
le´t(k,Λ)) : ale´t∗.
Owing to [41, Theorem 3.3.20(1)], this is again a Quillen adjunction with respect
to the -local model structures. By passing to the homotopy categories we obtain
the adjunctions
La∗de´t : logDM
eff(k,Λ)⇄ logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) : Rade´t∗
and
La∗le´t : logDM
eff
de´t(k,Λ)⇄ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ) : Rale´t∗.
Definition 5.3.2. — Let Y → X be a morphism in lSm/k, and let X be a sim-
plicial object of lSm/k. As in Definition 5.2.7, we associate objects
M(Y
f
→ X) and M(X )
in logDMeffde´t(k,Λ), logDA
eff
de´t(k,Λ), logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ), and logDA
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Definition 5.3.3. — A complex of dividing e´tale sheaves F is strictly -invariant
if for every fs log scheme X log smooth over k and integer i ∈ Z, the projection
X ×→ X induces an isomorphism on sheaf cohomology groups
Hide´t(X,F)→ H
i
de´t(X ×,F).
Similarly, a complex of log e´tale sheaves F is strictly -invariant if for every fs log
scheme X log smooth over k and integer i ∈ Z, the projection X ×  → X induces
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an isomorphism on sheaf cohomology groups
Hile´t(X,F)→ H
i
le´t(X ×,F).
Proposition 5.3.4. — Let F be a strictly -invariant complex of dividing e´tale
(resp. log e´tale) sheaves with log transfers. Then, for every fs log scheme X log
smooth over k and integer i ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X),F) ≃ H
i
de´t(X,F)
(resp. HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X),F) ≃ H
i
le´t(X,F)).
Proof. — The proof is parallel to that of Proposition 5.2.3.
Definition 5.3.5. — We denote by
logDMeffde´t,prop(k,Λ) (resp. logDM
eff
le´t,prop(k,Λ))
the smallest triangulated subcategory of logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) (resp. logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ)) that
is closed under small sums and shifts, and contains M(X), where X ∈ lSm/k and its
underlying scheme is proper over Spec(k).
Remark 5.3.6. — Suppose k has positive characteristic p > 0. In contrast to
Theorem 8.2.17, we do not have an equivalence of triangulated categories between
logDMeffde´t,prop(k,Z) and DM
eff
e´t (k,Z).
To wit, note that Z/p ≃ 0 in DMeffe´t (k,Z) by [60, Example 9.16]. Notice that since
Z ≃ M(k) ∈ logDMeffde´t,prop(k,Z), we have Z/p ∈ logDM
eff
de´t,prop(k,Z). In Example
9.7.2 we will see that Z/p is nontrivial in logDMeffde´t,prop(k,Z).
Proposition 5.3.7. — Suppose that k has finite e´t-cohomological dimension for Λ-
linear coefficients. Then the effective log motives M(X)[n] indexed by X ∈ lSm/k
and n ∈ Z form a set of compact generators for the categories
logDAeffde´t(k,Λ), logDM
eff
de´t(k,Λ), logDA
eff
le´t(k,Λ), and logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — Argue as in Proposition 5.2.5 by appealing to Corollary 5.1.7.
5.4. Construction of motives using SmlSm/k. — We may use the results of
Section 4.7 to construct categories of effective log motives for objects in SmlSm/k.
Definition 5.4.1. — Let
logDMeff(SmlSm/k,Λ)
be the homotopy category of
C(ShvltrdNis(SmlSm/k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure.
Similarly, we let
logDMeffde´t(SmlSm/k,Λ)
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be the homotopy category of
C(Shvltrde´t(SmlSm/k,Λ))
with respect to the -local descent model structure.
Proposition 5.4.2. — There are naturally induced equivalences of triangulated cat-
egories
logDMeff(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ logDMeff(k,Λ),
logDMeffde´t(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ logDM
eff
de´t(k,Λ),
logDMeffle´t(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — We will only consider the dividing Nisnevich topology since the proofs are
similar. Owing to Proposition 4.7.5 there is an equivalence of categories
ShvltrdNis(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ).
Let us consider the descent model structures on the categories
C(ShvltrdNis(SmlSm/k,Λ))
and
C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)).
Since the descent model structures is invariant under equivalences of categories, there
is a Quillen equivalence with respect to the descent model structures
C(ShvltrdNis(SmlSm/k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ)).
Owing to [41, Theorem 3.3.20(1)] this becomes a Quillen equivalence if we impose
the -local descent model structure.
Construction 5.4.3. — Suppose F is a complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves with
log transfers on SmlSm/k. Recall that XSmdiv denotes the category of log modifications
Y → X , where Y ∈ SmlSm/k. Owing to Lemma 4.7.6, we can naturally extend F
to a complex i♯F on lSm/k via the formula
ι♯F(X) := colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
F(Y ).
By Lemma 4.7.2 there is an equivalence of categories
ShvdNis(SmlSm/k,Λ) ≃ Shv
log
dNis(k,Λ).
This implies that for every X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z we have an isomorphism
of cohomology groups
(5.4.1) HidNis(X,F) ≃ H
i
dNis(X, ι♯F).
If F is strictly -invariant, i.e., for every X ∈ SmlSm/k
HidNis(X,F) ≃ H
i
dNis(X ×,F),
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(5.4.1) shows ι♯F is strictly -invariant too. Owing to Proposition 5.2.3, for every
X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z, we obtain an isomorphism
(5.4.2) HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯F [i]) ≃ H
i
dNis(X,F).
If F is a complex of dividing e´tale (resp. log e´tale) sheaves with log transfers on
SmlSm/k, then we can argue similarly to conclude the isomorphisms
(5.4.3) HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯F [i]) ≃ H
i
de´t(X,F)
and
(5.4.4) HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯F [i]) ≃ H
i
le´t(X,F).
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6. Calculus of fractions and homotopy theory of presheaves
Throughout this section, T is a small category with finite limits. Let pt denote
the final object in T . Suppose A is a set of morphisms in T that admits a calculus of
right fractions. We let I be an object of T admitting morphisms
i0, i1 : pt→ I, p : I → pt
in T and a morphism
µ : I × I → I
in T [A−1] satisfying
µ(i0 × id) = µ(id× i0) = i0p,
µ(i1 × id) = µ(id× i1) = id.
Moreover, we assume
i0 ∐ i1 : pt ∐ pt→ I
is a monomorphism. Note that I is an interval of T [A−1] in the sense of [64, §2.3].
Recall that A admits a calculus of right fractions if the following conditions holds
[35, dual of I.2.2].
(i) The set A contains the isomorphisms and is closed under composition.
(ii) (Right Ore condition) For any diagram Y
f
→ X
g
← X ′ in C with f ∈ A, there is
a commutative diagram
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′ f
g
in C such that f ′ ∈ A.
(iii) (Right cancellability condition) For any diagram
Z Y X
f
g
u
in C with u ∈ A and u ◦ f = u ◦ g, there is a morphism v : W → Z in A such
that f ◦ v = g ◦ v.
In [64, §2.3], Morel-Voevodsky constructs the singular functor Sing for an interval
I of T . Since our assumption is that I is an interval of T [A−1], instead of T , we cannot
apply the same arguments verbatim. For example, in the proof of [64, Corollary 3.5,
p. 89] it is essential that µ ∈ T when dealing with the multiplication map µ : I×I → I.
In this section, we construct a singular functor Sing for µ in T [A−1]. We argue that
there is another way of constructing Sing in [6] without assuming the existence of µ.
The style of this construction is different from that in [64, §2.3]. See [9, Section 4.5]
for a way of constructing the Sing functor obtained by forming a weak interval object
[9, Definition 2.19] in the category of simplicial presheaves on T .
6.1. Properties of localization functors. —
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Definition 6.1.1. — Let sPsh(T ) denote the category of simplicial presheaves on
T . A morphism f : F → G of simplicial presheaves is called
(i) a pointwise weak equivalence if F (X)→ G(X) is a weak equivalence of simplicial
sets for any object X of T .
(ii) an injective cofibration if F (X) → G(X) is a cofibration of simplicial sets for
any object X of T .
(iii) an injective fibration if it has the right lifting property with respect to injective
cofibrations that are pointwise weak equivalences.
(iv) a projective fibration if F (X) → G(X) is a fibration of simplicial sets for any
object X of T .
(v) a projective cofibration if it has the left lifting property with respect to projective
fibrations that are pointwise weak equivalences.
Recall that the model structure on sPsh(T ) with the pointwise weak equivalences,
injective cofibrations, and injective fibrations is called the injective model structure
(see [45, Theorem 5.8]). The model structure on sPsh(T ) with the pointwise weak
equivalences, projective cofibrations, and projective fibrations is called the projective
model structure (see [45, §5.5]).
Definition 6.1.2. — Associated to the localization functor
v : T → T [A−1]
we let
v∗ : sPsh(T [A−1])→ sPsh(T )
denote the functor given by
v∗F (X) := F (X).
Here F is a simplicial presheaf on T [A−1] and X is an object of T .
By [2, Proposition I.5.1], there exist adjoint functors
sPsh(T ) sPsh(T [A−1]),
v♯
v∗
v∗
where v♯ is left adjoint to v
∗, and v∗ is left adjoint to v∗.
Definition 6.1.3. — For any object X of T , we denote by A ↓ X the category
where an object is a morphism Y → X in A, and a morphism is a commutative
diagram
Y ′ Y
X
g
in T such that g ∈ A.
Since A admits a calculus of right fractions, by the dual of [35, I.2.3], we have the
formula
(6.1.1) HomT [A−1](X,S) ≃ colim
Y ∈A↓X
HomT (Y, S).
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Proposition 6.1.4. — The functor v♯ is given by
(6.1.2) v♯F (X) ≃ colim
Y ∈A↓X
F (Y ).
Proof. — By [2, I.5.1.1], we reduce to the case when F = Z ×∆[n], where Z ∈ T . In
this case (6.1.2) follows from (6.1.1).
Proposition 6.1.5. — The adjunction
v♯ : sPsh(T )⇄ sPsh(T [A
−1]) : v∗
is a Quillen pair with respect to the projective model structures.
Proof. — The functor v : T → T [A−1] commutes with finite limits by using the dual
of [35, Proposition I.3.1]. Thus v is a morphism of sites with respect to the trivial
topologies. We are done by [29, Corollary 8.3].
Proposition 6.1.6. — The functor
v∗ : sPsh(T [A−1])→ sPsh(T )
preserves pointwise weak equivalences and injective cofibrations. In particular, the
adjunction
v∗ : sPsh(T [A−1])⇄ sPsh(T ) : v∗
is a Quillen pair with respect to the injective model structures.
Proof. — Pointwise weak equivalences and injective cofibrations are defined object-
wise, so the claim follows from the fact that v : T → T [A−1] is essentially surjective
([35, 1.1]).
Definition 6.1.7. — For simplicial presheaves F and G on T , let S(F,G) denote
the simplicial enrichment (or internal hom), which is given by the simplicial set
S(F,G)n := HomsPsh(T )(F ×∆[n], G).
Definition 6.1.8. — Let A be a set of morphisms in T .
(1) A simplicial presheaf F on T is A-invariant if the morphism
F (X × Z)→ F (Y × Z)
is a pointwise weak equivalence for any morphism Y → X in A and any Z ∈ T .
(2) A morphism f : F → G of simplicial presheaves on T is a A-weak equivalence if
for any A-invariant simplicial presheaf H on T , f induces a weak equivalence of
simplicial sets
S(G,H)→ S(F,H).
(3) A morphism f : F → G of simplicial presheaves on T is an injective A-fibration
if it has the right lifting property with respect to injective cofibrations that are
A-weak equivalences.
Recall that the left Bousfield localization of the injective model structure on
sPsh(T ) by A-weak equivalences is called the injective A-local model structure,
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which exists by [64, Theorem 2.5, p. 71]. Note that the classes of A-weak equiv-
alences, injective cofibrations, and injective A-fibrations form the injective A-local
model structure.
Proposition 6.1.9. — The functor v♯ : sPsh(T ) → sPsh(T [A−1]) maps A-weak
equivalences to pointwise weak equivalences.
Proof. — Let C be the class of morphisms f : F → G of simplicial presheaves on T
such that v♯f is a pointwise weak equivalence. By [3, Proposition 4.2.74], it suffices
to check the following conditions.
(i) C contains pointwise weak equivalences and morphisms of the form
u× id : Y × F → X × F,
where F is a simplicial presheaf on T , and u : Y → X is a morphism in A.
(ii) C has the 2 out of 3 property.
(iii) The class of morphisms in C that are projective cofibrations is stable by pushouts
and transfinite compositions.
By [35, Proposition I.3.1] the functor v commutes with finite limits. Therefore
v♯(u× id) is an isomorphism since v♯u is an isomorphism. If f : F → G is a pointwise
weak equivalence, then F (X) → G(X) is a weak equivalence for any object X of T .
According to [28, Proposition 7.3], filtered colimits of pointwise weak equivalences are
pointwise weak equivalences. Since A admits a calculus of right fractions, A ↓ X is
cofiltered. From the formula (6.1.2) we deduce that v♯F (X)→ v♯G(X) is a pointwise
weak equivalence. This verifies condtion (i).
The conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from Proposition 6.1.5 and the fact that the
class of pointwise weak equivalences and class of projective cofibrations satisfy (ii)
and (iii).
Proposition 6.1.10. — Let F be a simplicial presheaf on T . If F is A-invariant,
then the unit map
F → v∗v♯F
is a pointwise weak equivalence.
Proof. — By Proposition 6.1.4, we need to show that the induced morphism
(6.1.3) F (X)→ colim
Y ∈A↓X
F (Y )
is a pointwise weak equivalence for any X ∈ T . Each F (X)→ F (Y ) with Y ∈ A ↓ X
is a pointwise weak equivalence since F is A-invariant, and the category A ↓ X is
cofiltered since A admits a calculus of right fractions. Thus (6.1.3) is a pointwise
weak equivalence since any filtered colimit of pointwise weak equivalences is again a
pointwise weak equivalence by [28, Proposition 7.3].
Proposition 6.1.11. — The unit of the adjunction id → v∗v♯ is an A-weak equiv-
alence.
Proof. — Let F be a simplicial presheaf on T and choose an injective A-fibrant
resolution f : F → G. Note that G is A-invariant. Then v∗v♯f is a pointwise weak
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equivalence according to Propositions 6.1.6 and 6.1.9. Hence to show that F → v∗v♯F
is anA-weak equivalence, it suffices to show thatG→ v∗v♯G is anA-weak equivalence.
For the latter see Proposition 6.1.10.
Definition 6.1.12. — Let (I,A) denote the set of morphisms {i0 : pt→ I}∪A in T .
From Definition 6.1.8(2), we have the notions of I-weak equivalences and (I,A)-weak
equivalences.
Proposition 6.1.13. — The functor
v∗ : sPsh(T [A−1])→ sPsh(T )
maps I-weak equivalences to (I,A)-weak equivalences.
Proof. — Let C be the class of morphisms f : F → G of simplicial presheaves on
T [A−1] such that v∗f is an (I,A)-weak equivalence. By [3, Proposition 4.2.74], it
suffices to check the following conditions.
(i) C contains pointwise weak equivalences and morphisms of the form
i0 × id : pt× F → I × F,
where F is a simplicial presheaf on T [A−1].
(ii) C has the 2 out of 3 property.
(iii) The class of morphisms in C that are injective cofibrations is stable by pushouts
and transfinite compositions.
Since v∗ is a right adjoint of v♯, it follows that v
∗ commutes with limits. Thus
to show v∗(i0 × id) is an (I,A)-weak equivalence, it suffices to show that v∗i0 is an
(I,A)-weak equivalence. Note that v∗i0 ≃ v∗v♯i0. Consider the induced commutative
diagram
pt I
v∗v♯pt v
∗v♯I
i0
v∗v♯i0
of simplicial presheaves on T . The upper horizontal morphism is an I-weak equiv-
alence, and the vertical morphisms are A-weak equivalences by Proposition 6.1.11.
Hence v∗v♯i0 is an (I,A)-weak equivalence. By Proposition 6.1.6, C contains the
pointwise weak equivalences. This verifies condition (i).
The conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from Proposition 6.1.6 and the fact that the
(I,A)-weak equivalences and the injective cofibrations satisfy (ii) and (iii).
6.2. Construction of the singular functor Sing. — Since I is an interval in
T [A−1], we are entitled to the cosimplicial presheaf
∆•I ∈ T [A
−1]
defined as follows, see [64, p. 88]. On objects we set ∆nI := I
n. Let p : In → pt
denote the canonical morphism to the final object, and let prk : I
k → I denote the
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k-th projection. For any morphism f : {0, . . . , n} → {0, . . . ,m} in ∆, let
ϕ(f) : {1, . . . ,m} → {0, . . . , n+ 1}
denote the function given by
ϕ(f)(i) :=
{
min{l ∈ {0, . . . , n} : f(l) ≥ i} if this set is nonempty
n+ 1 otherwise.
The morphism ∆I(f) : I
n → Im is given by
prk ◦∆I(f) :=

prϕ(f)(k) if ϕ(f)(k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}
i0 ◦ p if ϕ(f)(k) = n+ 1
i1 ◦ p if ϕ(f)(k) = 0.
We also have the simplicial presheaf
SingI•(F ) ∈ T [A
−1]
defined in [64, p. 88]. Recall that SingI•(F ) is the diagonal simplicial presheaf of the
bisimplicial presheaf
(∆•I , F•) : (m,n) 7→ HomPsh(T [A−1])(∆
m
I , Fn).
Definition 6.2.1. — For any simplicial presheaf F on T , we set
Sing(I,A)• (F ) := v
∗SingI•(v♯F ).
For simplicity we shall often omit the superscript (I,A) in Sing(I,A)• (F ).
Definition 6.2.2. — Let f, g : F → G be two morphisms of simplicial presheaves
on T . An elementary (I,A)-homotopy is a morphism
H : v♯F × I → v♯G
of simplicial presheaves on T [A−1] such that
H ◦ i0 = v♯f and H ◦ i1 = v♯g.
Two morphisms of simplicial presheaves on T are (I,A)-homotopic if they can be
connected by a finite number of (I,A)-homotopies.
A morphism f : F → G of simplicial presheaves on T is a strict (I,A)-homotopy
equivalence if there is a morphism g : G→ F of simplicial presheaves on T such that
f ◦ g and g ◦ f are (I,A)-homotopic to the identity morphism.
In the following results, we argue following [64, Proposition 3.4 - Corollary 3.8, pp.
89-90] and [9, Proposition 4.23 - Proposition 4.26].
Proposition 6.2.3. — The canonical morphism
i0 : pt→ I
is a strict (I,A)-homotopy equivalence.
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Proof. — The diagram of simplicial presheaves on T [A−1]
I I × I I
i0×id
i1×id
µ
displays an elementary (I,A)-homotopy from id = µ ◦ (i0 × id) to i0p = µ ◦ (i1 × id).
Since pi0 is the identity morphism on pt, we are done.
Proposition 6.2.4. — Suppose f, g : F → G are (I,A)-homotopic morphisms of
simplicial presheaves on T . Then the induced morphisms
Sing•(f), Sing•(g) : Sing•(F )→ Sing•(G)
are simplicially homotopic.
Proof. — We may assume there is an elementary (I,A)-homotopy H : v♯F×I → v♯G
from f to g. Then H is an I-homotopy from v♯f to v♯g, so Sing•(v♯f) and Sing•(v♯g)
are simplicially homotopic by [64, Proposition 3.4 in p. 89]. It remains to show that
v∗ preserves simplicial homotopies.
Since v∗ is a right adjoint of v♯, it follows that v
∗ commutes with limits. Thus
v∗(F ×∆[1]) ≃ v∗F ×∆[1]
for any simplicial presheaf F on T [A−1], so v∗ preserves simplicial homotopies.
Corollary 6.2.5. — For any simplicial presheaf F on T , the morphism
Sing•(X)→ Sing•(X × I)
induced by i0 : pt→ I is a pointwise weak equivalence.
Proof. — Follows from Propositions 6.2.3 and 6.2.4.
Proposition 6.2.6. — For any simplicial presheaf F on T , the canonical morphism
F → Sing•(F )
is an (I,A)-weak equivalence.
Proof. — We have the factorization
F → v∗v♯F → v
∗SingI•(v♯F ).
The first morphism is an A-weak equivalence due to Proposition 6.1.11. Thus, by
Proposition 6.1.13, it suffices to show the canonical morphism
v♯F → Sing
I
•(v♯F )
is an I-weak equivalence. This follows from [64, Corollary 3.8, p. 89].
Recall that Λ is a commutative unital ring.
Definition 6.2.7. — Let sPsh(T,Λ) denote the category of simplicial sheaves of
Λ-modules on T , and let C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) denote the category of complexes F of
sheaves of Λ-modules on T such that Hi(F) = 0 for any i > 0.
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By the Dold-Kan correspondence [90, Theorem 8.4.1], there are equivalences of
categories
N : sPsh(T,Λ)⇄ C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) : Γ
and
N : sPsh(T [A−1],Λ)⇄ C≤0(Psh(T [A−1],Λ)) : Γ
Definition 6.2.8. — An object F of C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) is A-invariant if Γ(F ) is A-
invariant. A morphism f : F → G in C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) (resp. C≤0(Psh(T [A−1],Λ)))
is a (I,A)-weak equivalence (resp. A-weak equivalence) if Γ(f) : Γ(F ) → Γ(G) is a
(I,A)-weak equivalence (resp. A-weak equivalence).
Let C−(Psh(T,Λ)) denote the category of bounded above complexes of sheaves of
Λ-modules. Then an object F ∈ C−(Psh(T,Λ)) is called A-invariant if there exists
an integer n ∈ Z such that F [n] ∈ C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) is A-invariant.
The (I,A)-weak equivalences in C−(Psh(T,Λ)) and the A-weak equivalences in
C−(Psh(T [A−1],Λ)) are defined similarly.
Suppose G is a presheaf of Λ-modules on T and consider the simplicial presheaf
Λ-modules Sing(I,A)• (G) on T . Taking the alternating sum of the face maps yields the
Suslin complex of presheaves
C
(I,A)
∗ G.
We let C∗G be shorthand for C
(I,A)
∗ G when no confusion seems likely to arise, and
define
CDK∗ (G) := N(Sing
(I,A)
• (G)).
Here CDK∗ (G) is canonically a normalized subcomplex of C∗(G). The morphism
CDK∗ (G)→ C∗(G)
is a quasi-isomorphism but not an isomorphism in general.
If F is a bounded above complex of presheaves on T , we can consider C∗F
and CDK∗ F as double complexes and form their total complexes Tot(C∗F ) and
Tot(CDK∗ F ).
Suppose H ∈ sPsh(T,Λ). The Eilenberg-Zilber theorem says that there is a quasi-
isomorphism
(6.2.1) N(Sing(I,A)• (H)) ≃ Tot(C
DK
∗ (N(H))).
As in Definition 6.1.2 there exist adjoint functors
C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) C≤0(Psh(T [A−1],Λ)),
v♯
v∗
v∗
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where v♯ is left adjoint to v
∗, and v∗ is left adjoint to v∗. For F ∈ C≤0(Psh(T [A−1],Λ))
and X ∈ T , we have
Γ(v∗F )(X) ≃ Γ(v∗F (X)) = Γ(F (v(X)) = Γ(F )(v(X)) ≃ v∗(Γ(F ))(X).
Thus Γ commutes with v∗. Similarly, we can show that N commutes with v∗. By
adjunction we see that both Γ and N commute with v♯.
Proposition 6.2.9. — Let F be a bounded above complex of presheaves of Λ-modules
on T . Then the following properties hold.
(1) If F is A-invariant, then the unit of the adjunction
F → v∗v♯F
is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2) The unit of the adjunction
F → v∗v♯F
is an A-weak equivalence.
(3) The morphism
Tot(C∗F )→ Tot(C∗(F × I))
induced by i0 : pt→ I is a quasi-isomorphism.
(4) The canonical morphism
F → Tot(C∗F )
is an (I,A)-weak equivalence.
Proof. — We observe that all the results in this section hold verbatim for simplicial
presheaves of Λ-modules. It suffices to prove these assertions for the shifted complex
F [n], n ∈ Z. Thus we may assume F ∈ C≤0(Psh(T,Λ)). As noted above both Γ
and N commute with both v♯ and v
∗. Moreover, quasi-isomorphisms (resp. A-weak
equivalences, resp. (I,A)-weak equivalences) inC≤0(Psh(T,Λ)) corresponds to point-
wise weak equivalences (resp. A-weak equivalences, resp. (I,A)-weak equivalences) in
sPsh(T,Λ) under Γ and N .
Suppose F is A-invariant. Then Γ(F ) is A-invariant, and the Λ-module version of
Proposition 6.1.10 shows the morphism
Γ(F )→ v∗v♯Γ(F )
≃
−→ Γ(v∗v♯F )
is a pointwise weak equivalence. Thus F → v∗v♯F is a quasi-isomorphism, which
shows (1). A similar argument shows (2). Due to (6.2.1) we have isomorphisms
Tot(C∗F ) ≃ Tot(C
DK
∗ F ) ≃ N(Sing
(I,A)
• (Γ(F ))),
Tot(C∗(F × I)) ≃ Tot(C
DK
∗ (F × I)) ≃ N(Sing
(I,A)
• (Γ(F × I))).
Owing to the Λ-module version of Corollary 6.2.5 the composite morphism
Sing(I,A)• (Γ(F ))→ Sing
(I,A)
• (Γ(F ) × I)
≃
−→ Sing(I,A)• (Γ(F × I))
is an isomorphism. Combining the above we deduce (3). A similar argument shows
(4).
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7. Properties of logarithmic motives
In this section, we formulate and prove fundamental properties of our categories of
logarithmic motives. Most of these properties can be stated for categories associated
to a base scheme S, not necessarily a field, subject to a list of axioms listed below.
This setup affords the case of logDMeff(k,Λ) and its variants, see Proposition 7.0.2.
It can be quite interesting to observe that certain implications hold among the
axioms. For example, (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance can be deduced by assuming Nisnevich
descent (Nis-desc), -invariance, and dividing-descent, see Proposition 7.3.1. On the
other hand, we can include (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance as part of the axioms. In that case
dividing-descent can be deduced from (Nis-desc) and (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance for every
n ≥ 1. We refer to Section 7.7 for further details.
After proving some general properties about Pn-bundles and 
n
-bundles, we begin
by showing an invariance property for certain admissible blow-ups. This is used for
showing that log motives satisfies the (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance property. We proceed by
defining Thom motives, a.k.a. motivic Thom spaces, prove a log version of homotopy
purity, and construct Gysin maps for closed embeddings.
Assuming that k admits resolution of singularities allow us to prove a stronger
invariance property for proper birational morphisms, see Theorem 7.6.7. Finally
we discuss strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant and strictly dividing invariant complexes of
sheaves on SmlSm/k. This can be seen as a convenient tool for constructing objects
of logDMeff(k,Λ) without explicitly verifying the dividing-invariance property on the
level of sheaf cohomology.
Throughout this section, we fix a base scheme S and let S /S denote either lSm/S
or SmlSm/S. Moreover, we fix a symmetric monoidal triangulated category T , and
we fix a monoidal functor
M : SquareS /S → T
satisfying (Sq) and (MSq). For the category SquareS /S , n-squares, and the condi-
tions (Sq) and (MSq), we refer to Appendix C. The reason why we choose to use n-
squares is that this is a convenient way to construct certain cones canonically within
triangulated categories without referring to model categories or ∞-categories. For
example, 2-squares are used in [26] to develop the theory of Gysin triangles in A1-
motivic theory. In most of our argument we only need n-squares for n ≤ 2, but we
need 3-squares in Subsection 7.4.
We shall often assume some of the following properties.
(Zar-sep) Zariski separation property. If {X1, . . . , Xr} is a finite Zariski cover of X and
I = {i1, . . . , is} ⊂ {1, . . . , r}, we set
XI := Xi1 ×S · · · ×S Xis .
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Then for any commutative square of the form
(7.0.1)
Y ′ Y
X ′ X,
the morphism
M(Y ′ → X ′)→M(Y → X)
is an isomorphism if for every nonempty I ⊂ {1, . . . , r} there is an isomorphism
M(Y ′I → X
′
I)→M(YI → XI)
where
YI := Y ×X XI , X
′
I := X
′ ×X XI , and Y
′
I := Y
′ ×Y YI .
(-inv) -invariance property. For any X ∈ S /S the projection X ×  → X induces
an isomorphism
M(X ×)
≃
−→M(X).
(sNis-des) sNis-descent property. Every strict Nisnevich distinguished square of the form
(7.0.1) induces an isomorphism
M(Y ′ → X ′)
≃
−→M(Y → X).
(div-des) div-descent property. Every log modification f : Y → X in S /S induces an
isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
((P•,P•−1)-inv) (P•,P•−1)-invariance property. For any X ∈ S /S and positive integer n > 0
the projection X × (Pn,Pn−1)→ X induces an isomorphism
M(X × (Pn,Pn−1))
≃
−→M(X).
Here we consider Pn−1 as the hyperplane of Pn defined by the equation xn = 0
with respect to the coordinates [x0 : · · · : xn].
(adm-blow) Admissible blow-up property. For every proper birational morphism f : Y → X
in S /S such that the naturally induced morphism Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X is an
isomorphism, there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
The following figure illustrates how these properties are related.
(Zar-sep)
(-inv)
(sNis-des)
(adm-blow)
S = lSm/k
(Zar-sep)
(-inv)
(sNis-des)
(div-des)
S = lSm/S
(Zar-sep)
(sNis-des)
((P•,P•−1)-inv)
S = SmlSm/S
>
Trivial if S = k
<
Theorem 7.6.7
>
Proposition 7.3.1
<
Construction 7.8.4
Definition 7.0.1. — The Tate object in T is defined by
M(S)(1) :=M(S
i0→ P1S)[−2],
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where i0 : S → P1S is the 0-section.
For n ≥ 0, we set
M(S)(n) :=M(S)(1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(S)(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,
where M(S)(0) :=M(S) by convention. The nth Tate twist of K ∈ T is defined as
K(n) := K ⊗M(S)(n).
Proposition 7.0.2. — The conditions (Sq) and (MSq) of Appendix C and the prop-
erties (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des) hold in the triangulated categories
logDMeff(k,Λ), logDAeff(k,Λ), logDMeffde´t(k,Λ), logDA
eff
de´t(k,Λ),
logDMeffle´t(k,Λ), logDA
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — We work in logDMeff(k,Λ) since the proofs for the other categories are
similar. For every n-square C, we set
M(C) := Tot(Λltr(C)).
For every n-square C with n ≥ 1, there exists a naturally induced sequence
Tot(Λltr(s
∗
i,0C))→ Tot(Λltr(s
∗
i,1C))→ Tot(Λltr(C))→ Tot(Λltr(s
∗
i,0C))[1].
Moreover, for every n-square C andm-squareD, there exists a canonical isomorphism
(not just a quasi-isomorphism) of complexes
Tot(Λltr(C)) ⊗ Tot(Λltr(D))→ Tot(Λltr(C ⊗D)).
The latter is reminiscent of an Eilenberg-Zilber map, but it is in fact much simpler
since no shuffles are involved. We can readily deduce that the conditions (Sq) and
(MSq) hold.
Property (-inv) holds by construction. Proposition 5.2.10 implies (sNis-des) and
(div-des). To show (Zar-sep), let X be the Cˇech nerve of the covering {X1, . . . , Xr},
and set
X
′ := X ′ ×X X ,Y := Y ×X X ,Y
′ := Y ′ ×X X .
Then, by assumption, we have the homotopy cartesian diagram
M(Y ′) M(Y )
M(X ′) M(X ).
This allows us to conclude that (Zar-sep) holds owing to the isomorphisms
M(X) ≃M(X ),M(Y ) ≃M(Y ),M(X ′) ≃M(X ′), and M(Y ′) ≃M(Y ′).
7.1. Some toric geometry and examples of bundles. — Let d ≥ 0 and suppose
σ is a d-codimensional cone of a fan Σ. We can naturally associate a d-dimensional
closed subscheme V (σ) of AΣ, which is the closure of the orbit space orb(σ) in AΣ,
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see [70, Proposition 1.6, Corollary 1.7]. Let us explain the structure in the case that
Σ = Spec(P ) for some fs monoid P . Note that the only maximal cone of Σ is P∨.
The cone σ is associated with a face F of P∨, which corresponds by duality to the
face
G := F⊥ ∩ P = {x ∈ P : 〈x, y〉 = 0 for all y ∈ F}.
Then orb(σ) is identified with
Spec(Z[F⊥ ∩ P gp]) ≃ Spec(Z[Ggp]),
see [33, p. 52]. Owing to [71, Proposition I.3.3.4] the closed immersion
V (σ)→ AΣ
is induced by the natural epimorphism
Z[P ]→ Z[P ]/Z[P −G],
where we regard Z[P −G] as an ideal of Z[P ].
If more specifically P = Np ⊕Nq and F is the face Np ⊕ 0 of P∨ for some integers
p, q ≥ 0, then G = 0⊕ Nq. Thus if we express Z[P ] as Z[x1, . . . , xp+q], then
Z[P ]/Z[P −G] = Z[x1, . . . , xp+q]/(x1, . . . , xp).
Definition 7.1.1. — Let Σ be a fan. Suppose that Σ′ is a subfan of Σ, i.e., every
cone of Σ′ is a cone of Σ. We denote by
A(Σ,Σ′)
the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme is AΣ and whose log structure is the
compactifying log structure associated with the open immersion
(AΣ −
⋃
σ∈Σ′−{0}
V (σ))→ AΣ.
For the convenience of the reader we will often draw figures illustrating the fans Σ
and Σ′. In our drawings of 2-dimensional fans, thick (resp. thin) lines record the
1-dimensional cones in Σ′ (resp. not in Σ′), and dark (resp. light) grey regions records
the 2-dimensional cones in Σ′ (resp. not in Σ′). For example, the figure
(7.1.1)
depicts the pair of fans
Σ = {Cone((1, 0), (0, 1)),Cone((0, 1), (−1, 0))}, Σ′ = {Cone((0, 1), (−1, 0))}.
Here, the notation Σ = {σ, . . .} means that Σ consists of all faces of the elements of
the set {σ, . . .}. The algebraic variety encoded in the figure (7.1.1) can be described
as follows. We set σ1 = Cone((1, 0), (0, 1)), σ2 = Σ
′ = Cone((0, 1), (−1, 0)), M = Z2,
and N = HomZ(M,Z). The toric variety AΣ is obtained by glueing the two affine
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schemes
Aσ1 = Spec(Z[σ
∨
1 ∩N ]) = Spec(Z[x, y])
and
Aσ2 = Spec(Z[σ
∨
2 ∩N ]) = Spec(Z[x
−1, y])
along their common open subset
Spec(Z[τ∨ ∩N ]) = Spec(Z[x, x−1, y]),
where τ is the 1-dimensional cone (0, 1). The underlying scheme is
X = P1 × A1,
where x is the coordinate on P1 and y is the coordinate of A1. Consider the divisor
∂X =∞×A1+P1×0 on X . The corresponding compactifying log structure (X, ∂X)
can be identified with the fs log scheme A(Σ,Σ′).
In our drawings of 3-dimensional fans, thick points records 1-dimensional cones in
Σ′, thick (resp. thin) lines record 2-dimensional cones in Σ′ (resp. not in Σ′), and dark
(resp. light) grey regions record 3-dimensional cones in Σ′ (resp. not in Σ′).
Before going into the discussion of motives of general fs log schemes, we will first
investigate some elementary examples of P1- and -bundles.
Let us define the geometric notion of vector bundles over fs log schemes.
Definition 7.1.2. — Let X be an fs log scheme. A vector bundle ξ : E → X is a
morphism of fs log schemes such that ξ : E → X is a usual vector bundle and the
diagram
E X
E X
ξ
ξ
is cartesian where the vertical arrows are the canonical morphisms removing the log
structures. In other words, the log structure on E is the pullback of the log structure
on X along ξ.
Example 7.1.3. — The projection X×S AnS → X is a vector bundle. This is called
the trivial vector bundle of rank n.
Definition 7.1.4. — We say that “an fs log scheme X satisfies Zariski locally a
property P” if for any point x of X and Zariski neighborhood V of x, there is a
Zariski neighborhood U of x inside V such that U satisfies P .
Definition 7.1.5. — Let X be an fs log scheme. A Pn-bundle ξ : P → X is a
morphism of fs log schemes that Zariski locally on X is isomorphic to the projection
X × Pn → X .
Similarly, a (Pn,Pn−1)-bundle ξ : P → X is a morphism of fs log schemes that
Zariski locally on X is isomorphic to the projection X × (Pn,Pn−1)→ X . Note that
we have (P1,P0) = .
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Recall that we view Pn−1 as the hyperplane defined by xn = 0 where [x0 : · · · : xn]
is the coordinate on Pn.
Lemma 7.1.6. — The blow-up X of Pn along the point [0 : · · · : 0 : 1] is a P1-bundle
over Pn−1.
Proof. — While this should be a well-known fact, since we need to fix some notation
for later use, we give a proof using the language of toric geometry. Let e1, . . . , en
be the standard coordinates of Zn. The blow-up X in question is the toric variety
associated to the fan with maximal cones
σi := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en, e1 + · · ·+ en) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
σ′i := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en,−e1 − · · · − en) (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
For a fixed i, the toric variety Ui formed by σi and σ
′
i is isomorphic to A
n−1 × P1.
Recall that Pn−1 is the toric variety associated to the fan with maximal cones
τi := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en−1,−e1 − · · · − en−1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
τn := Cone(e1, . . . , en−1).
For the homomorphism of lattices
ϕ : Zn → Zn−1
mapping (x1, . . . , xn) to (x1 − xn, . . . , xn−1 − xn), we have that
ϕ(σi ∪ σ
′
i) = τi.
Thus the morphism X → Pn−1 induced by ϕ is a P1-bundle.
Lemma 7.1.7. — The blow-up of (Pn,Pn−1) along the point [0 : · · · : 0 : 1] is a
-bundle over Pn−1.
Proof. — The cones σi and σ
′
i appearing in the proof of Lemma 7.1.6 correspond to
Ui := Spec
(
Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xi−1
xn
])
and
U ′i := Spec
(
Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xn
xi−1
])
,
respectively. Their log structures induced by (Pn,Pn−1) are given by
N
(
xn
xi−1
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xn
xi−1
]
.
In the proof of Lemma 7.1.6 we noted that
Ui ∪ U
′
i ≃ A
n−1 × P1.
If we impose the above log structure, then this becomes An−1 × , and the claim
follows.
Lemma 7.1.8. — For n ≥ 2 we let X be the blow-up of Pn at the point [0 : · · · : 0 : 1].
Let H be the divisor of Pn defined by (x0 = 0), let E be the exceptional divisor on X,
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and let H ′ be the strict transform of H in X. Then
(X,H ′ + E)
is a -bundle over (Pn−1,Pn−2).
Proof. — Recall the schemes Ui and U
′
i appearing in the proof of Lemma 7.1.7. We
equip Ui with the log structures
N
(
x0
xi−1
)
⊕ N
(
xi−1
xn
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xn
xi−1
]
if i > 1,
N
(
x0
xn
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xn
xi−1
]
if i = 1,
and U ′i with the log structures
N
(
x0
xi−1
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xi−1
xn
]
if i > 1,
0→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xi−1
xn
]
if i = 1.
Let Xi and X
′
i denote the associated fs log schemes, and let Yi be the fs log scheme
associated with
N
(
x0
xi−1
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
]
.
With these definitions we have
Xi ∪X
′
i ≃ Yi ×.
This finishes the proof because the Yi’s glue together to form (P
n−1,Pn−2). Here we
consider Pn−2 as the divisor on Pn−1 defined by (x0 = 0).
Lemma 7.1.9. — Let X be the blow-up of Pn along the point [0 : · · · : 0 : 1], and
let E be the corresponding exceptional divisor on X. Then (X,E) is a -bundle over
Pn−1.
Proof. — Recall the schemes Ui and U
′
i appearing in the proof of Lemma 7.1.7. Their
log structures induced by (X,E) are given by
N
(
xi−1
xn
)
→ Z
[
x0
xi−1
, . . . ,
xi−2
xi−1
,
xi
xi−1
, . . . ,
xn−1
xi−1
,
xi−1
xn
]
.
Our claim follows by noting there is an isomorphism
Ui ∪ U
′
i ≃ × A
n−1.
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Proposition 7.1.10. — Suppose Y is a -bundle over X ∈ S /S. If T satisfies
(-inv) and (sNis-des), then the projection Y → X induces an isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — Use induction on the number of open subsets in a trivialization of Y , then
from (sNis-des) we may assume Y ≃ X ×. To conclude we apply (-inv).
7.2. Invariance under admissible blow-ups along smooth centers. — In this
subsection, assuming the properties (Zar-sep), (-inv), and (sNis-des) we will extend
the invariance under log modifications (div-des) to admissible blow-ups along smooth
centers, whose definition is given below.
Definition 7.2.1. — Suppose that Z is an effective Cartier divisor on X ∈ Sm/S,
and let i : Z → X be the corresponding closed immersion. Then Z is a strict normal
crossing divisor on X over S if Zariski locally on X , there is a cartesian square
Z S × Spec(Z[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1 · · ·xr))
X S × Spec(Z[x1, . . . , xn])
i
of schemes over S for some r ≤ n, where the horizontal morphisms are e´tale.
We say the divisors Z1, . . . , Zr on X ∈ Sm/S form a strict normal crossing divisor
if
Z1 + · · ·+ Zr
is a strict normal crossing divisor on X over S.
Suppose that Z is a strict normal crossing divisor on X over S, and let v :W → X
be a closed immersion of schemes smooth over S. We say that W has strict normal
crossing with Z over S if Zariski locally on X , there is a commutative diagram of
cartesian squares of schemes over S
Z S × Spec(Z[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1 · · ·xr))
X S × Spec(Z[x1, . . . , xn])
W S × Spec(Z[x1, . . . , xn]/(xi1 , . . . , xis))
i
v
for some r ≤ n and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < is ≤ n, where the right vertical morphisms are the
evident closed immersions and the horizontal morphisms are e´tale. Note that, a priori,
in this formulation W can be contained in a component of Z. If r ≤ i1 < · · · is ≤ n,
we get, in particular, that the restriction of Z to W is again a Cartier divisor, and
that it forms a strict normal crossing divisor on W .
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Definition 7.2.2. — For divisors Z1, . . . , Zr forming a strict normal crossing divisor
on X ∈ Sm/S, for 1 ≤ s ≤ r, we use the convenient “associative” notation
((X,Zs+1 + · · ·+ Zr), Z1 + · · ·+ Zs) := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)
where Z ′i is any fs log scheme such that Z
′
i ≃ Zi (we refer to Definition 1.1.1 for the
notation (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)).
To illustrate, suppose X ∈ SmlSm/S has compactifying log structure given by
Zs+1 + · · · + Zr, written (X,Zs+1 + · · · + Zr). And let us consider a strict normal
crossing divisor Z1 + · · · + Zs on X such that Z1 + · · · + Zs + Zs+1 + · · · + Zr is
again strict normal crossing. This determines another object of SmlSm/S, namely
(X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr), equipped with a canonical map
(X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)→ (X,Zs+1 + · · ·+ Zr)
obtained by adding the divisor Z1 + · · ·+ Zs to the log structure.
For instance, if Y := (X,Zs+1, · · · , Zr), then we obtain
(Y, Z1 + · · ·+ Zs) = (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr).
If Y = P1 × = (P1 × P1,P1 × {∞}) and Z ′1 = {∞} ×, then
(P1 ×, {∞} ×) = 
2
.
Definition 7.2.3. — An admissible blow-up along a smooth center over S (or along
a smooth center for short) is a proper birational morphism
f : X ′ → X
in SmlSm/S for which the following properties hold.
(1) f is the blow-up along a center Z in X such that Z is smooth over S.
(2) ∂X ′ is the union of f−1(Z) and the strict transform of ∂X with respect to f .
(3) Z is contained in ∂X and has strict normal crossing with ∂X over S in the sense
of Definition 7.2.1.
Note that by Lemma A.5.10, we may assume that ∂X is a strict normal crossing
divisor on X , so that condition (3) makes sense. The open immersion X − Z → X
lifts to X ′. Hence the log structure on X ′ is precisely the compactifying log structure
associated with the composite open immersion
X − ∂X → X − Z → X ′.
If Z has codimension d in X , then we say that f is an admissible blow-up along a
codimension d smooth center. Let ABlSm/S denote the smallest class of morphisms
in S /S containing all admissible blow-ups along a smooth center and closed under
composition.
Let us give a fundamental example of admissible blow-ups along a smooth center.
Example 7.2.4. — Let X = ApN × A
q and let e1, . . . , ep+q denote the standard
coordinates on Zn. We set
σ := Cone(e1, . . . , ep+q), σ
′ := Cone(e1, . . . , ep),
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and form the associated fans
Σ := {σ}, Σ′ := {σ′}.
Then X can be written as A(Σ,Σ′).
Let X ′ be the admissible blow-up of X along the origin. Then
X ′ = AΓ,
where Γ denotes the star subdivision Σ∗(σ) of Σ relative to σ. Let Γ′ be the fan
consisting of all cones σ ∈ Γ satisfying
σ ⊂ Cone(e1, . . . , ep, e1 + · · ·+ ep).
Note that
∂X = V (e1) ∩ · · · ∩ V (ep).
The strict transform of V (ei) ⊂ X for 1 ≤ i ≤ p with respect to f is again V (ei) ⊂ X ′.
The exceptional divisor on X ′ is V (e1 + · · · + ep). Using these descriptions of the
divisors we deduce that
X ′ = A(Γ,Γ′).
For p = q = 1, we are considering A2 with log structure given by the affine line
(x = 0) = H ⊂ A2, and X ′ is B(0,0)(A
2) with log structure H˜ + E, where H˜ is the
strict transform of H . Note that X ′ → X is not a log modification. In fact, since the
log structure on A2 is given by N → Spec(Z[x, y]), n 7→ xn, there are no non-trivial
log modification.
We will first prove a special case of Theorem 7.2.10 (invariance under admissible
blow-ups), which in fact is the key point of the proof in the general case. Roughly
speaking, it says that the cone of an admissible blow-up morphism is insensitive to
the addition of a smooth component of the boundary divisor, provided that it stays
normal crossing with the centre. This is carried out, however, without constructing
directly any map between the two cones. A posteriori, this invariance property could
be re-interpreted using the Gysin triangle.
Proposition 7.2.5. — Assume that T satisfies (-inv) and (sNis-des). For X ∈
S /S, let H1 and H2 be the axes of Y := X×A2, let H ′1 and H
′
2 be the strict transforms
in the blow-up Y ′ := X ×B{(0,0)}A
2 at (0, 0), and let E be the exceptional divisor on
Y ′. Then the naturally induced morphism
M(Y ′, E +H ′2)→M(Y,H2)
is an isomorphism if and only if the naturally induced morphism
M(Y ′, E +H ′1 +H
′
2)→M(Y,H1 +H2)
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. — It is enough to prove the claim for X = Spec(Z). We consider the following
cones
σ1 := Cone((1, 0), (1, 1)), σ2 := Cone((1, 1), (0, 1)), σ3 := Cone((0, 1), (−1, 0)),
σ4 := Cone((−1, 0), (0,−1)), σ5 := Cone((0,−1), (1, 0)).
Form the following fans
Σ1 := {σ1 ∪ σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5}, Σ2 := {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5}, Σ3 := {σ1, σ2 ∪ σ3, σ4, σ5},
Σ4 := {σ1 ∪ σ2}, Σ5 := {σ1, σ2}, Σ6 := {σ3, σ4, σ5}, Σ7 := {σ2 ∩ σ3, σ1 ∩ σ5},
Σ8 := {σ2, σ3}, Σ9 := {σ2 ∪ σ3}, Σ10 := {σ1, σ4, σ5}, Σ11 := {σ1 ∩ σ2, σ3 ∩ σ4},
Σ′1 = Σ
′
6 := {σ3, σ4}, Σ
′
2 := {σ2, σ3, σ4}, Σ
′
3 := {σ2 ∪ σ3, σ4},
Σ′4 = Σ
′
7 := {σ2 ∩ σ3}, Σ
′
5 := {σ2}, Σ
′
8 := {σ2, σ3},
Σ′9 := {σ2 ∪ σ3}, Σ
′
10 := {σ1 ∩ σ2, σ4}, Σ
′
11 := {σ1 ∩ σ2, σ3 ∩ σ4}.
For the convenience of the reader we include a figure illustrating the above fans.
(Σ1,Σ
′
1) (Σ2,Σ
′
2) (Σ3,Σ
′
3)
(Σ4,Σ
′
4) (Σ5,Σ
′
5) (Σ6,Σ
′
6) (Σ7,Σ
′
7)
(Σ8,Σ
′
8) (Σ9,Σ
′
9) (Σ10,Σ
′
10) (Σ11,Σ
′
11)
Here we have A(Σ1,Σ′1) = ×(P
1, 0+∞), and A(Σ2,Σ′2) = B(0,0)(P
1×P1) with divisor
the strict transform of the divisor on  × (P1, 0 +∞) together with the exceptional
divisor. Finally, A(Σ3,Σ′3) is (isomorphic to) the blow-up of P
2 at the point [1 : 0 : 0],
with the coordinate lines X0 = 0, X1 = 0 and X2 = 0 as divisors. Note that there
is also a blow-up morphism B(0,0)(P
1 × P1) → A(Σ3,Σ′3). We consider the following
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Zariski open coverings of these log schemes.
(7.2.1)
A(Σ7,Σ′7) A(Σ6,Σ′6)
A(Σ4,Σ′4) A(Σ1,Σ′1),
A(Σ7,Σ′7) A(Σ6,Σ′6)
A(Σ5,Σ′5) A(Σ2,Σ′2),
(7.2.2)
A(Σ11,Σ′11) A(Σ10,Σ′10)
A(Σ8,Σ′8) A(Σ2,Σ′2),
A(Σ11,Σ′11) A(Σ10,Σ′10)
A(Σ9,Σ′9) A(Σ3,Σ′3).
Here, the second diagram in (7.2.1) and the first diagram in (7.2.2) are two different
open charts for the blow-up of P1× P1 at (0, 0) (and the toric notation helps keeping
track of the different log structures). Note that A(Σ6,Σ′6) is a common Zariski open
subset of P1 × P1 and of the blow-up B(0,0)(P
1 × P1), namely it is the open subset
P1× P1−{(0, 0)} (which does not contain the centre of the blow-up). Similarly, note
that A(Σ10,Σ10′ ) is a common Zariski open subset of A(Σ3,Σ′3) and of the blow-up of
P1 × P1 at (0, 0) (this time containing the center of the blow-up).
Using (sNis-des) we have a zig-zag of isomorphisms
M(A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ2,Σ′2))
≃
−→M(A(Σ4,Σ′4) → A(Σ1,Σ′1)),
M(A(Σ8,Σ′8) → A(Σ2,Σ′2))
≃
−→M(A(Σ9,Σ′9) → A(Σ3,Σ′3)).
The squares in (7.2.1) can be completed to a 3-dimensional commutative diagram
with back side
A(Σ5,Σ′5) A(Σ2,Σ′2)
A(Σ4,Σ′4) A(Σ1,Σ′1),
where the morphisms A(Σ2,Σ′2) → A(Σ1,Σ′1) and A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ4,Σ′4) are induced by
the blow-up morphisms B(0,0)(P
1×P1)→ P1×P1 and B(0,0)(A
2)→ A2, respectively.
Taking into account the log structures, the morphism (Y ′, E+H ′2)→ (Y,H2) is equal
to the morphism A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ4,Σ′4). Similarly, we can complete the squares in
(7.2.2) to a 3-dimensional commutative diagram with back side
A(Σ8,Σ′8) A(Σ2,Σ′2)
A(Σ9,Σ′9) A(Σ3,Σ′3),
where the vertical morphisms are again induced by the blow-ups. More precisely, via
the linear transformation
Z2 → Z2
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mapping (a, b) to (a− b, a), the morphism (Y ′, E +H ′1 +H
′
2)→ (Y,H1 +H2) can be
identified with A(Σ8,Σ′8) → A(Σ9,Σ′9) (note that AΣ9 = Spec(Z[x
−1, yx−1])). Due to
Proposition C.1.7 there are induced isomorphisms
M(A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ4,Σ′4))
≃
−→M(A(Σ2,Σ′2) → A(Σ1,Σ′1)),(7.2.3)
M(A(Σ8,Σ′8) → A(Σ9,Σ′9))
≃
−→M(A(Σ2,Σ′2) → A(Σ3,Σ′3)).(7.2.4)
Thus from (7.2.3) and (7.2.4) we reduce to showing the equivalence of
M(A(Σ2,Σ′2) → A(Σ1,Σ′1)) = 0
and
M(A(Σ2,Σ′2) → A(Σ3,Σ′3)) = 0.
Both A(Σ1,Σ′1) and A(Σ3,Σ′3) are -bundles over , so that Proposition 7.1.10 gives
isomorphisms
M(A(Σ1,Σ′1))→M(Spec(Z)), M(A(Σ3,Σ′3))→M(Spec(Z)).
This finishes the proof.
Recall now some terminology from [25].
Definition 7.2.6 ([25, Definition 4.5.3]). — A closed pair (X,Z) smooth over S is
a closed immersion Z → X where both X and Z are object in Sm/S. A cartesian
(resp. excisive) morphism (f, f ′) of closed pairs (X,Z) → (X ′, Z ′) smooth over S is
a commutative diagram of S-schemes
Z X
Z ′ X ′
f ′ f
which is cartesian (resp. such that f ′ : Z → Z ′ is an isomorphism).
Definition 7.2.7 ([25, Definitions 4.5.8]). — Let (X,Z) be a closed pair smooth
over S, and consider the smooth closed pair (Ar+sS ,A
r
S) given by
a0 × id : A
s
S → A
r+s
S ,
where a0 : S → ArS is the 0-section. A parametrization of (X,Z) is a cartesian
morphism (f, f ′) : (X,Z)→ (Ar+sS ,A
s
S) such that f is e´tale.
Construction 7.2.8. — We will use the following technique appearing in the proof
of homotopy purity in [64, Lemma 2.28, p. 117] — see also [25, §4.5.2] for another
exposition, and see [39, §7] for formulations in related settings. Let (X,Z) be a closed
pair smooth over S. Then by [27, IV.17.12.2], Zariski locally on X , there are e´tale
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morphisms w and w′ making the diagram
Z ArS
X Ar+sS .
w′
w
cartesian. Setting X1 := A
s
Z the morphism id × w
′ : X1 → A
r+s
S is e´tale. Let ∆ be
the diagonal of Z over Ar+sS . This is a closed subscheme of Z ×Ar+sS
Z, and we define
X2 := X ×Ar+sS
X1 − (X ×Ar+sS
Z −∆) ∪ (Z ×
A
r+s
S
X1 −∆).
By [25, Lemma 4.5.6], ∆ is a closed subscheme of X2, and X2 is an open subscheme
of X ×
A
r+s
S
X1. Let i2 : Z ≃ ∆ → X2 be the closed immersion. There are cartesian
excisive morphisms of closed pairs smooth over S
(7.2.5) (X,Z)
(u,id)
←− (X2, Z)
(v,id)
−→ (X1, Z) = (A
s
Z , Z),
where u (resp. v) denotes the e´tale morphism induced by the projection
X ×
A
r+s
S
X1 → X(resp. X ×Ar+sS
X1 → X1).
By working Zariski locally on X , the above morphisms of closed pairs smooth over S
allow us to reduce claims about X and Z to claims about X1 and Z.
Example 7.2.9. — If Z = S, then r = 0 and X1 → A
r+s
S = A
s
S is an isomorphism.
Thus X2 ≃ X , and the morphism v : X2 → X1 is the parametrization map X → AsS .
Theorem 7.2.10. — Assume that T satisfies (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and
(div-des). Let Y ′ → Y be a morphism in ABlSm/S. Then
(7.2.6) M(Y ′)→M(Y )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — We may assume that Y ′ is an admissible blow-up of Y along a connected
codimension d smooth center Z for some integer d ≥ 2. We set X := Y and X ′ := Y ′.
Write Z ′ for the exceptional divisor, Z ′ := Z ×X X ′. Let Z1, . . . , Zr be divisors on X
smooth over S such that ∂Y = Z1+ · · ·+Zr. We write Z ′i for the strict transform of
Zi in the blow-up X
′, and set
Y := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr), Y
′ := (X ′, Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z
′
r + Z
′).
Let Wi := A
i−1 × Spec(Z) × An−i denote the smooth divisor of An given by yi = 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where (y1, . . . , yn) are coordinates on An. Write C1, . . . , Cl for the
irreducible components of the intersections Z ∩ (Zi1 . . . ∩ Zik), where (i1, . . . , ik) is a
subset of (1, . . . , r) of length k, for k = 1, . . . , r. Finally we set
(7.2.7) X(s) := max{c1, . . . , cl},
where ci is the codimension of Ci in X .
Next, observe the question is Zariski local on X , owing to (Zar-sep), so that we
may assume there exists an e´tale morphism u : X → S × An in Sm/S for which
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(i) u−1(S ×Wi) = Zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r ,
(ii) u−1(S ×W ) = Z, where
W := Ar−p × (Spec(Z))p × (Spec(Z))q × An−r−q
for some 1 ≤ p ≤ r and 0 ≤ q ≤ n− r.
Note that W is a smooth closed subscheme of codimension p+ q in An having strict
normal crossing with W1 + . . .+Wi for every i = 1, . . . , n.
Assume that S = Spec(Z) for simplicity of notation (the general case is deduced
from this one by base change S → Spec(Z)). For r + 1 ≤ i ≤ r + q we set
Zi := u
−1(Wi), T := u
−1((Spec(Z))r+q × An−r−q).
Note that T ⊆ Z and that d = p + q is the codimension of Z in X . Moreover,
Zariski-locally, the codimension of T in X agrees with X(s) defined in (7.2.7). We
also observe that (7.2.6) is trivially an isomorphism if dimX = q = r = 0. Similarly,
if X(s) = 1, then Z = T is a divisor in X and coincides with one of the components of
∂X . Thus the blow-up is trivially an isomorphism. We can now proceed by induction
on X(s) > 1.
Step 1 Reduction to the case when X = Ap+q and r = p. Starting with a smooth
pair (X,T ) and (X,T ) → (An,An−r−q), we may use the technique of Construction
7.2.8 with respect to the parametrization u : (X,T ) → (An,An−r−q) to form the
schemes X1 and X2. In this case X1 = A
r+q
T , X2 is open in X ×An X1, and there
exist e´tale morphisms X2 → X , X2 → X1.
Let X ′2 be the pullback X
′ ×X X2. We equip X2 (resp. X
′
2) with the log structure
induced by Y (resp. Y ′), setting
Y2 := Y ×X X2, Y
′
2 := Y
′ ×X X2.
Next we consider the open complement of T in X
U := (X − T, (Z1 − T ) + · · ·+ (Zr − T )),
and the pullbacks
U ′ := U ×Y Y
′, U2 := U ×X X2, U
′
2 := U
′ ×X X2.
We obtain strict Nisnevich distinguished squares in S /S
U2 Y2
U Y
U ′2 Y
′
2
U ′ Y ′.
By (sNis-des) there are isomorphisms
(7.2.8) M(U2 → U)
≃
−→M(Y2 → Y ), M(U
′
2 → U
′)
≃
−→M(Y ′2 → Y
′).
Observe that by removing T , we obtain strict inequalities
U(s) < X(s), U2(s) < X(s).
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Thus, by induction, there are isomorphisms
M(U ′2 → U2) ≃M(U
′ → U) ≃ 0,
which by Proposition C.1.7 imply the isomorphism
(7.2.9) M(U ′2 → U
′)
≃
−→M(U2 → U).
Combining (7.2.8) and (7.2.9), we reduce to showing
M(Y ′2 → Y2) ≃ 0.
Here we can replace X by X2. Similarly, we can repeat the argument using the right
excisive square in (7.2.5) and replace X2 by X1. We note that X1 = A
r+q × T , and
that the subschemes Zi and Z of X correspond to the subschemes
Ai−1 × Spec(Z) × Ar+q−i × T and Ar−p × (Spec(Z))p × (Spec(Z))q × T,
respectively. Thus we have reduced to the case
(7.2.10) X = Ar+q × T, Zi = A
i−1 × Spec(Z)× Ar+q−i × T,
Z = Ar−p × (Spec(Z))p × (Spec(Z))q × T.
Note that under (7.2.10), we have further an identification
Y ≃ Ar−pN × A
p
N × A
q × T.
Using the monoidal structure in T , we may further assume that T = Spec(Z) and
r = p, i.e.,
X = Ap+q, Zi = A
i−1 × Spec(Z) × Ap+q−i, Z = Spec(Z),
and
Y ≃ ApN × A
q.
Step 2 Cases when d = 2. If p = 2 and q = 0, then the morphism
(X ′, Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z
′
r + Z
′)→ (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)
in T is a log modification since this is AM → A
p
N, where M is the star subdivision of
Np relative to itself as in Definition A.3.14. Thus we are done by (div-des). The case
when p = q = 1 is already done in Proposition 7.2.5. Together with Step 1, we see
that
M(Y ′)→M(Y )
is an isomorphism for general Y ′ → Y if d = 2.
Step 3 General case. Recall that we may assume
X = Ap+q, Zi = A
i−1 × Spec(Z) × Ap+q−i, Z = (Spec(Z))p × (Spec(Z))q.
We will construct X ′ from X by suitable blow-ups and blow-downs along codimension
2 smooth centers.
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Let {e1, . . . , ep+q} denote the standard basis of Zp+q. Starting with Σ0 := Np+q,
for i = 1, . . . , p+ q−1 we inductively let Σi be the star subdivision Σ∗i−1(ηi+1), where
ηi := Cone(e1, . . . , ei).
Let Σ′i be the fan consists of cones σ ∈ Σi such that
σ ⊂ Cone(e1, e2, . . . , ep, e1, e1 + e2, . . . , e1 + · · ·+ ei).
Let Γ′0 be shorthand for Σ
∗
0(ηp+q). For i = 1, . . . , p+ q − 2, we inductively define Γ
′
i
to be the star subdivision Γ′∗i (ηi+1). We let Γ
′
i be the fan consisting of cones σ ∈ Γ
′
i
such that
σ ⊂ Cone(e1, e2, . . . , ep, e1, e1 + e2, . . . , e1 + · · ·+ ei, e1 + · · ·+ ep+q).
Note that (Σp+q−1,Σ
′
p+q−1) = (Γp+q−2,Γ
′
p+q−2). We have naturally induced maps
(Σp+q−1,Σ
′
p+q−1)→ · · · → (Σ0,Σ
′
0), (Γp+q−2,Γ
′
p+q−2)→ · · · → (Γ0,Γ
′
0).
The following figure illustrates the fans in the case when p = 2 and q = 1.
(Σ0,Σ
′
0) (Σ1,Σ
′
1) (Σ2,Σ
′
2) = (Γ1,Γ
′
1) (Γ0,Γ
′
0)
e1 e2
e3
←− ←− −→
From the description of admissible blow-ups in Example 7.2.4, we see that all the
induced morphisms
A(Σp+q−1,Σ′p+q−1) → · · · → A(Σ0,Σ′0), A(Γp+q−2,Γ′p+q−2) → · · · → A(Γ0,Γ′0)
are admissible blow-ups along a codimension 2 smooth center. Step 2 shows that the
induced morphisms
M(A(Σp+q−1,Σ′p+q−1))→ · · · →M(A(Σ0,Σ′0)),
M(A(Γp+q−2,Γ′p+q−2))→ · · · →M(A(Γ0,Γ′0))
are isomorphisms. This implies there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(A(Γ0,Γ′0))
≃
−→M(A(Σ0,Σ′0)),
which can be identified with
M(Y ′)
≃
−→M(Y ).
Definition 7.2.11. — Let ABldiv/S denote the smallest class of proper birational
morphisms in lSm/S that is closed under composition and contains ABlSm/S to-
gether with all the dividing coverings.
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Proposition 7.2.12. — Assume that T satisfies (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des),
and (div-des). Let f : Y → X be a morphism in ABldiv/S. Then there is a naturally
induced isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — If f is a dividing cover, then apply (div-des). If f is in ABlSm/S, then
apply Theorem 7.2.10. Since any morphism in ABldiv/S is a composition of dividing
covers and morphisms in ABlSm/S, we are done.
Proposition 7.2.13. — For X ∈ SmlSm/S and Y → X ∈ ABldiv/S, there exists
a log modification Z → Y such that the composite morphism Z → X is in ABlSm/S.
Proof. — Without loss of generality we may assume f is a dividing cover. Proposition
A.11.9 shows that f is a log modification. Owing to Theorem A.14.12 the morphism
f is dominated by a sequence of log modifications Xn → . . . → X1 → X along a
smooth center, see Definition A.14.10. This suffices to conclude the proof.
7.3. Blow-up triangles and (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance. — Throughout this section
we shall assume that the triangulated category T satisfies the properties (Zar-sep),
(-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des). Our aim is to conclude that ((P•,P•−1)-inv) holds.
As in the formulation of ((P•,P•−1)-inv), recall that we write
[x0 : · · · : xn]
for the coordinates on Pn and view Pn−1 = Hn as the hyperplane defined by xn = 0.
The next result is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.2.10.
Proposition 7.3.1. — For every X ∈ S /S the projection X × (Pn,Pn−1) → X
induces an isomorphism
M(X × (Pn,Pn−1))
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — Owing to the isomorphism
M(X × (Pn,Pn−1)) ≃M(X)⊗M(Pn × S,Pn−1 × S),
it suffices to consider the case X = S. We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 0
is trivial, and the case n = 1 is precisely the (-inv) property, so we may assume
n > 1. For the standard coordinates e1, . . . , en on Z
n, recall that Pn is the toric
variety associated to a fan Σ1 with the maximal cones
Cone(e1, . . . , en),
Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en,−e1 − · · · − en) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
τ := Cone(e1, . . . , en−1,−e1 − · · · − en).
We shall compare Pn with Pn−1× P1. Both are dominated by a common blow-up,
which we describe next. Consider the star subdivision
Σ3 := (Σ
∗
1(τ
′))∗(τ),
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where
τ ′ := Cone(en,−e1 − · · · − en).
The maximal cones of Σ3 are given by
σ1 := Cone(e1, . . . , en),
σi2 := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en,−e1 − · · · − en−1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
σi3 := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en−1,−e1−· · ·−en,−e1−· · ·−en−1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n−1),
σi4 := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en,−e1 − · · · − en,−en) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
σ5 := Cone(e1, . . . , en−1,−en).
Moreover, Pn−1×P1 is the toric variety corresponding to a fan Σ2 with the maximal
cones
σ1, σ5,
σi2 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
σi6 := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en−1,−en,−e1 − · · · − en−1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).
Since the maximal cones of the star subdivision (σi6)
∗(τ ′′) are σi3 and σi4, where
τ ′′ := Cone(−en,−e1 − · · · − en−1), we observe that Σ3 = Σ∗2(τ
′′).
Form the following fans
Σ′1 := {Cone(−e1 − · · · − en)}, Σ
′
2 := {τ
′′},
Σ′3 := {Cone(−e1 − · · · − en,−e1 − · · · − en−1),Cone(−e1 − · · · − en,−en)}.
When n = 2, the following figure describes the above fans.
(Σ1,Σ
′
1)
← →
(Σ3,Σ
′
3) (Σ2,Σ
′
2)
The scheme associated to the left hand drawing is (P2,P1), where P1 is the line at
infinity x2 = 0. The middle drawing is the blow-up of P
1 × P1 at (∞,∞) with log
structure given by the exceptional divisor, indicated by the diagonal line, together
with the strict transforms of ∞× P1 + P1 ×∞ (cf. the proof of Proposition 7.2.5).
Finally, the right hand drawing is  × . Note that the blow-up dominates both
× and (P2,P1). From the description of admissible blow-ups along smooth centers
discussed in Example 7.2.4, we observe that the morphisms
A(Σ1,Σ′1) ← A(Σ3,Σ′3) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)
are admissible blow-ups along smooth centers. More precisely, the morphism
A(Σ3,Σ′3) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)
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is a dividing cover, while the morphism
A(Σ3,Σ′3) → A(Σ1,Σ′1)
is an admissible blow-up, albeit not a dividing cover.
Theorem 7.2.10 shows there are naturally induced isomorphisms
M(A(Σ1,Σ′1) × S)
≃
←−M(A(Σ3,Σ′3) × S)
≃
−→M(A(Σ2,Σ′2) × S).
Since we have
A(Σ1,Σ′1) ≃ (P
n,Pn−1) and A(Σ2,Σ′2) ≃ (P
n−1,Pn−2)×,
there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M((Pn,Pn−1)× S) ≃M((Pn−1,Pn−2)× S)⊗M(× S)
Using induction the above implies there is an isomorphism
M(Pn × S,Pn−1 × S) ≃M(× S)⊗n.
This finishes the proof by appealing to the property (-inv).
Proposition 7.3.2. — Suppose Y is a (Pn,Pn−1)-bundle over X ∈ S /S. Then the
projection Y → X induces an isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — As in the proof of Proposition 7.1.10 by using induction on the number
of open subsets in a trivialization of Y , we may assume Y ≃ X × (Pn,Pn−1). We
conclude by reference to Proposition 7.3.1.
In the next theorem, we compare the relative motive M(Z → X) for a smooth
closed pair (X,Z) with the relative motive of the blow-up of X along Z. The result
would be automatic in presence of the localization property, which does not hold in
our log setting (cf. the example in Section 7.5).
Theorem 7.3.3. — Let (X,Z) be a closed pair smooth over S, and let X ′ be the
blow-up of X along a smooth center Z. For Z ′ := Z×XX ′ there is a naturally induced
isomorphsm
M(Z ′ → X ′)
≃
−→M(Z → X).
Proof. — Note that both X and Z have trivial log structure. By Proposition C.1.7,
it suffices to show there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Z ′ → Z)
≃
−→M(X ′ → X).
This question is Zariski local on X by (Zar-sep), so that we may assume there exists
an e´tale morphism u : X → Ar+s × S of schemes for which u−1(W × S) = Z, where
W denotes the subscheme (Spec(Z))r ×As of Ar+s. Using u and Z →֒ X , we obtain
schemes X1 and X2 over k as in Construction 7.2.8, together with the corresponding
excisive squares.
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In S /S there are strict Nisnevich distinguished squares
X2 − Z X2
X − Z X
X ′2 − Z
′ X ′2
X ′ − Z ′ X ′
where X ′2 := X2×XX
′ (recall that Z ≃ ∆ →֒ X2). Property (sNis-des) implies there
are isomorphisms
M((X2 − Z)→ (X − Z))
≃
−→M(X2 → X),
and
M((X ′2 − Z
′)→ (X ′ − Z ′))
≃
−→M(X ′2 → X
′).
On account of the identifications X2 − Z ≃ X ′2 − Z
′ and X − Z ≃ X ′ − Z ′, there
is an isomorphism
M(X ′2 → X
′)
≃
−→M(X2 → X).
By Proposition C.1.7 we find the isomorphism
M(X ′2 → X2)
≃
−→M(X ′ → X).
Similarly, letting X ′1 denote the blow-up of X1 along Z, there is a naturally induced
isomorphism
M(X ′2 → X2)
≃
−→M(X ′1 → X1).
By the above we may replace X by X1 and assume X = A
r × Z. Using the
monoidal structure on T , we can further reduce to the case X = Ar and Z = {0}.
Then X ′ is B0(A
r) and Z ′ = E is the exceptional divisor. Let Y be shorthand for
(Pn×S,Hn×S), where Hn = Pn−1 is the hyperplane at infinity. Let Y ′ be the object
of S /S with log structure induced by Y and whose underlying scheme is the blow-up
of Pn at the origin.
Using the open immersionX →֒ Y , we obtain strict Nisnevich distinguished squares
in S /S
(7.3.1)
X − Z X
Y − Z Y
X ′ − Z ′ X ′
Y ′ − Z ′ Y ′.
By (sNis-des), there are isomorphisms
M((X − Z)→ (Y − Z))
≃
−→M(X → Y ),
M((X ′ − Z ′)→ (Y ′ − Z ′))
≃
−→M(X ′ → Y ′).
Since X ′ − Z ′ ≃ X − Z and Y ′ − Z ′ ≃ Y − Z, we obtain an isomorphism
M(X ′ → Y ′)
≃
−→M(X → Y ).
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Using Proposition C.1.7, and the relevant cube obtained by combining the two squares
in (7.3.1), we obtain the isomorphism
M(X ′ → X)
≃
−→M(Y ′ → Y ).
Hence it suffices to show there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Z ′ → Z)
≃
−→M(Y ′ → Y ).
Due to Proposition 7.3.1 there is an isomorphism
M(Z)
≃
−→M(Y ),
given by the inverse of the projection (Pn,Pn−1) → S. Hence we are reduced to
consider M(Z ′) → M(X ′). Lemma 7.1.7 shows that X ′ is a -bundle over Pn−1S .
Thus by Proposition 7.3.2, the projection X ′ → Pn−1S induces an isomorphism
M(X ′)
≃
−→M(Pn−1S ).
This concludes the proof since the composition Z ′ → X ′ → Pn−1S is an isomorphism
of schemes.
7.4. Thom motives. — Throughout this section we shall assume that T satisfies
the properties (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des). Let E be a vector bundle
over a scheme X ∈ Sm/k with the 0-section Z. The Thom motive associated with E
in DMeff(k,Λ) is defined as
M((E − Z)→ E).
In the log setting, taking the open complement E − Z of the 0-section in E does not
give the “correct” homotopy type: we can see this by taking the Betti realization of
the log scheme, as discussed in [71, V.1]. See also Proposition 7.4.4 below. In the
following, we will discuss an appropriate definition, and then prove some properties
of our Thom motives.
Definition 7.4.1. — Suppose Z1, . . . , Zr form a strict normal crossing divisor on
X ∈ Sm/S, and that a smooth closed subscheme Z has strict normal crossing with
Z1+ · · ·+Zr over S. For Y := (X,Z1+ · · ·+Zr) the blow-up of Y along Z is defined
as
BZY := (BZX,W1 + · · ·+Wr),
where BZX is the blow-up of X along Z and Wi is the strict transform of Zi. If
E is the corresponding exceptional divisor on X , then there is a naturally induced
morphism of schemes
BZX − (E ∪W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wr)→ X − (Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr).
Since the construction of compactifying log structure is functorial by [71, §III.1.6],
the above morphism induces a morphism of fs log schemes
(BZY,E)→ Y.
See Definition 7.2.2 for the notation. By definition, we say that (BZY,E) is the blow-
up of Y along Z. On the other hand, we do not have a naturally induced morphism
of fs log schemes BZY → Y in general.
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Regard BZY as the strict transform of Y ×{0} in BZ×{0}(Y ×). The deformation
space of a pair (Y, Z) is defined as
DZY := BZ×{0}(Y ×)−BZY.
The strict transform of Z × in BZ×{0}(Y ×) does not intersect with BZX , so we
may and will consider Z × as a smooth divisor on DZY .
Consider the normal bundle p : NZX → X of Z in X . The normal bundle of Z in
Y is defined as
NZY := (NZX, p
−1(Z1) + · · ·+ p
−1(Zr)).
Note that NZY → Y is a vector bundle.
Proposition 7.4.2. — Suppose Z1, . . . , Zr are divisors forming a strict normal
crossing divisor on X ∈ Sm/S over S, and that Z has strict normal crossing with
Z1 + · · · + Zr over S. Let f : X ′ → X be an e´tale morphism in Sm/S such that
Z ′ := f−1(Z)→ Z is an isomorphism, and let E (resp. E′) be the exceptional divisor
on the blow-up BZX (resp. BZ′X
′). Let
Y := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr), Y
′ := (X ′, Z ′1 + · · ·+ Z
′
r),
where Z ′i denotes the pullback of Zi along f . Then f induces an isomorphism
M((BZ′Y
′, E′)→ Y ′)
≃
−→M((BZY,E)→ Y ).
Proof. — For notational convenience we set
U := (X − Z, (Z1 − Z) + · · ·+ (Zr − Z)), U
′ := U ×Y Y
′.
Since X ′ ∐ X − Z → X and BZ′X ′ ∐ X − Z → BZX are Nisnevich covers by
assumption, there are induced strict Nisnevich distinguished squares
U ′ (BZ′Y
′, E′) U ′ Y ′
U (BZY,E) U Y.
By passing to motives, property (sNis-des) shows there are naturally induced iso-
morhisms
M(U ′ → U)
≃
−→M((BZ′Y
′, E′)→ (BZY,E)),
M(U ′ → U)
≃
−→M(Y ′ → Y ).
This finishes the proof by appealing to Proposition C.1.7 and the isomorphism
M((BZ′Y
′, E′)→ (BZY,E))
≃
−→M(Y ′ → Y ).
Associated to vector bundles over fs log schemes we have the fundamental notion
of a Thom motive; this plays a crucial role in the theory of log motives.
Definition 7.4.3. — Suppose Z1, . . . , Zr form a strict normal crossing divisor on
X ∈ Sm/S. For Y := (X,Z1+ · · ·+Zr) and a vector bundle ξ : E → Y of fixed rank,
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let Z be the 0-section of E . Then
ξ−1(Z1), . . . , ξ
−1(Zr)
form a strict normal crossing divisor on E , and Z has strict normal crossing with
ξ−1(Z1) + · · · + ξ−1(Zr) over S. Let E be the exceptional divisor on the blow-up
BZ(E). The Thom motive of E over X is defined as
MThX(E) :=M((BZ(E), E)→ E).
We often omit the subscript X in the notation when no confusion seems likely to
arise.
According to the following proposition, the Betti realization of the motivic Thom
space is homotopy equivalent to the quotient of the unit disk bundle by the unit
sphere bundle, which is a formulation of Thom spaces in algebraic topology.
Proposition 7.4.4. — Suppose X is a separated scheme over Spec(C), and let
ξ : E → X be a vector bundle. Then the Betti realization of E (resp. E˜ := (BZ(E), E))
is homotopy equivalent to a unit disk bundle (resp. unit sphere bundle).
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that ξ is a trivial
rank n vector bundle. Consider the fs log scheme Y := (B{0}A
n
C, D) where D is the
exceptional divisor. Then by Proposition A.9.2, the Betti realization of Y is homotopy
equivalent to
(Y − ∂Y )log ≃ (A
r
C − {0})an ≃ S
2r−1,
where Si denotes the i-dimensional unit sphere. Recall the Betti realization of ArC is
homotopy equivalent to the 2r-dimensional unit disk D2r. Since E ≃ X ×C AnC and
E˜ ≃ X ×C Y , we are done.
We prove an analogue of [64, Proposition 2.17(3), p. 112] as follows. Note that
our proof, which involves the blow-up along the zero section of the vector bundle, is
different from the proof given by Morel-Voevodsky [64].
Proposition 7.4.5. — Let E be a rank n vector bundle over X in SmlSm/S, and
view P(E) as the closed subscheme of P(E ⊕O) at infinity. Then there is a canonical
isomorphism
MTh(E)
≃
−→M(P(E)→ P(E ⊕ O)).
In particular, if n = 1 and E is trivial, then
MTh(X × A1) ≃M(X)(1)[2].
Proof. — Let Y (resp. Y ′) be the blow-up of E (resp. P(E⊕O)) along the zero section
Z0, and let E (resp. E
′) be the exceptional divisor on Y (resp. Y ′). View E as the
open subscheme P(E⊕O)−P(E) of P(E). Owing to (sNis-des) and Proposition C.1.7,
the cartesian square
(Y,E) (Y ′, E′)
E P(E ⊕ O)
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induces an isomorphism
(7.4.1) MTh(E) =M((Y,E)→ E)
≃
−→M((Y ′, E′)→ P(E ⊕ O)).
Since Z0 ∩P(E) = ∅, we can view P(E) as a divisor Z of Y ′ not intersecting with E′.
We claim the closed immersion Z → (Y ′, E′) induces an isomorphism
M(Z)
≃
−→M(Y ′, E′).
Due to (Zar-sep), we reduce to the case when E is trivial. In this case, owing to
Lemma 7.1.10, (Y ′, E′) is a -bundle over Pn−1X . The composite morphism Z →
(Y ′, E′)→ Pn−1X is an isomorphism. Hence the composite morphism
M(Z)→M(Y ′, E′)→M(Pn−1X )
is also an isomorphism. The second morphism is an isomorphism by Proposition 7.3.2.
Thus the first morphism is an isomorphism, which proves the claim.
From the above and Proposition C.1.6, we deduce the isomorphism
(7.4.2) M((Y ′, E′)→ P(E ⊕ O)) ≃M(P(E)→ P(E ⊕ O)).
To conclude the proof we combine (7.4.1) and (7.4.2).
Definition 7.4.6. — For a smooth fan Σ with a cone σ, we have used the notation
Σ∗(σ), which is the star subdivison (see Definition A.3.14) relative to σ. If x is the
center of σ, i.e., x = (a1 + · · ·+ an) whenever σ = Cone(a1, . . . , an), we set
Σ∗〈x〉 := Σ∗(σ).
In A1-homotopy theory, the construction of the Thom space of a vector bundle E
on X is compatible with the monoidal structure. That is, if Ei a vector bundle on Xi
for i = 0, 1, there is a canonical isomorphism
ThX1(E1)⊗ ThX2(E2) ≃ ThX1×X2(E1 × E2).
This follows immediately from the construction, see [64, Proposition 2.17 (1)]. Alas,
in our setting this property is less evident. In the following we address this problem
for double and triple products of vector bundles. This will be applied later in the
proof of Proposition 7.4.17, see also Remark 7.4.18.
Remark 7.4.7. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities as in Definition
7.6.3. In this case, the compatibility between Thom motives and products can be
deduced a posteriori from the one in DMeff(k,Λ), provided the underlying scheme X
is proper. This is a consequence of Proposition 8.2.10.
Lemma 7.4.8. — Let X be an irreducible separated scheme with two nowhere dense
closed subschemes Z1 and Z2. We set W1 := Z1 ×X BZ2X and W2 := BZ2X ×X Z2.
If Y is the closure of the generic point of BZ1X ×X BZ2X whose image in X is the
generic point, then there are isomorphisms
Y ≃ BW2(BZ1X) ≃ BW1(BZ2X).
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Proof. — Due to [34, Section B.6.9], BW2(BZ1X) is a closed subscheme of BZ1X×X
BZ2X . Since BW2(BZ1X) is proper and birational over X , we have Y ≃ BW2(BZ1X).
We can similarly show Y ≃ BW1(BZ2X).
Lemma 7.4.9. — Let Σ be a fan in N with two partial subdivisions Σ1 and Σ2. We
set Σ12 := Σ1 ×Σ Σ2, i.e.,
Σ12 = {σ1 ∩ σ2 : σ1 ∈ Σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ2}.
If Y is the closure of the generic point ξ of AΣ1 ×AΣ AΣ2 whose image in AΣ is the
generic point, then there is an isomorphism
Y ≃ AΣ12 .
Proof. — We only need to show this for cones of Σ, Σ1, and Σ2. Hence we may
assume
Σ = Spec(P ), Σ1 = Spec(P1), Σ2 = Spec(P2),
where P , P1, and P2 are fs submonoids of the dual lattice M of N such that
M ≃ P gp ≃ P gp1 ≃ P
gp
2 .
There is an isomorphism
AP1 ×AP AP2 ≃ AP1⊕monP P2 ,
where P1 ⊕monP P2 denotes the amalgamated sum in the category of monoids. The
amalgamated sum P1⊕intP P2 in the category of integral monoids is the image of P1⊕P2
in M , i.e.,
P1 ⊕
int
P P2 = P1 + P2.
There is a naturally induced homomorphism
f : Z[P1 ⊕
mon
P P2]→ Z[M ],
and since Y is the closure of ξ we observe that Y = Spec(Im f). Thus
Y ≃ Spec(Z[P1 + P2])
since Im f agrees with Z[P1 + P2]. The fan Σ12 has only one maximal cone P
∨
1 ∩P
∨
2 ,
which corresponds to P1 + P2 by duality. This shows Y ≃ AΣ12 .
Construction 7.4.10. — For X1, X2, X3 ∈ Sm/S and vector bundles Ei → Xi of
fixed rank for i = 1, 2, 3, we will for future usage construct 55 blow-ups of the triple
product
T := E1 ×S E2 ×S E3.
Let Zi be the 0-section of Ei for i = 1, 2, 3, and we set
W1 := Z1 ×S E2 ×S E3, W2 := E1 ×S Z2 ×S E3, W3 := E1 ×S E2 ×S Z3,
W4 := Z1 ×S Z2 ×S E3, W5 := E1 ×S Z2 ×S Z3, W6 := Z1 ×S Z2 ×S Z3.
For every subset I = {i1, . . . , in} ⊂ {1, . . . , 6} with i1 < . . . < in, consider the fiber
product
BWi1 (T )×T · · · ×T BWin (T )
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Collect its all generic points whose image in T are also generic, and let TI denote
the union of the closures of these generic points. Due to Lemma 7.4.8 if j /∈ I, then
TI∐{j} is the blow-up of TI along the preimage WI,j of Wj in TI .
We claim that WI,j is smooth if
I ∩ {4, 5, 6} = {4, 5}.
This question is Zariski local on X1, X2, and X3, so we may assume that Ei is a
trivial vector bundle of rank pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. We set n = p1 + p2 + p3. Let e1, . . . , en
be the standard coordinates in Zn, and let Σ be the fan whose only maximal cone is
Cone(e1, . . . , en). We define the following sets
S0 := ∅, S1 := {e1, . . . , ep1},
S2 := {ep1+1, . . . , ep1+p2}, S3 := {ep1+p2 , . . . , en},
S4 := S1 ∪ S2, S5 := S2 ∪ S3, S6 := S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3.
We set
f1 := e1 + · · ·+ ep1 , f2 := ep1+1 + · · ·+ ep1+p2 , f3 := ep1+p2+1 + · · ·+ en,
f4 := f1 + f2, f5 := f2 + f3, f6 := f1 + f2 + f3.
For every subset I = {i1, . . . , im} ⊂ {1, . . . , 6} with i1 < . . . < im we set
ΣI := Σi1 ×Σ · · · ×Σ Σim ,
i.e.,
ΣI = {σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σm : σ1 ∈ Σi1 , . . . , σm ∈ Σm}.
By convention Σ∅ := Σ. Due to Lemmas 7.4.8 and 7.4.9 there is an isomorphism
TI ≃ AΣI × (X1 ×S X2 ×S X3).
Hence it suffices to show that ΣI∐{j} is a star subdivision of ΣI relative to a smooth
cone. This will be done in Lemma 7.4.12 after proving several preliminary results.
For u ∈ S1, v ∈ S2, w ∈ S3, p ∈ {0, 1, 4, 6}, q ∈ {0, 2, 4, 5, 6}, and r ∈ {0, 3, 5, 6},
we set
σpqruvw := {(a1, . . . , an) ∈ N
n : au ≤ ai if i ∈ Sp, av ≤ ai if i ∈ Sq, aw ≤ ai if i ∈ Sr}.
Note that if p = 0 (resp. q = 0, resp. r = 0), then the condition au ≤ ai (resp. av ≤ ai
resp. aw ≤ ai) has no meaning. For notational convenience, in this case we also write
u = ∗ (resp. v = ∗, resp. w = ∗).
If inequalities of the form ai ≤ aj and aj ≤ ai enter in the condition for some
i 6= j when forming σpqruvw, then dim σ
pqr
uvw < n. By using this criterion, we can list all
possible values of (p, q, r) such that dimσpqruvw = n, see Table 1.
We say that (p, q, r) is concise if it has a value as listed in the table. A concise
triple (p, q, r) is called standard if {4, 5} 6⊂ {p, q, r}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ 6 to
simplify notation we set
f i0 := ei, f
i
t := ft.
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p q r p q r p q r
0 or 1 0 or 2 0 or 3 6 0 or 2 0 or 3 4 5 0 or 3
4 0 or 2 0 or 3 0 or 1 6 0 or 3 4 0 or 2 5
0 or 1 4 0 or 3 0 or 1 0 or 2 6 0 or 1 4 5
0 or 1 5 0 or 3 4 0 or 2 6
0 or 1 0 or 2 5 6 0 or 2 5
Table 1. List of all concise (p, q, r).
If (p, q, r) is standard, then we can check by hand that
σpqruvw = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f
u
p , f
v
q , f
w
r ).
We regard {0, . . . , 6} as a partially ordered set whose order ≺ is generated by
(0 ≺ 1, 2, 3), (1 ≺ 4, 5), (2 ≺ 4, 5, 6), (3 ≺ 5, 6), (4 ≺ 6), (5 ≺ 6).
We use the following shorthand notation:
ps := sup{p, s} (if s ∈ {1, 4, 6}), qs := sup{q, s} (if s ∈ {2, 4, 5, 6}),
rs := sup{r, s} (if s ∈ {3, 5, 6}),
where sup is taken with respect to the order ≺. Note that
(7.4.3) ps = p or s, qs = q, s, or 6, rs = r or s.
If p 6= 0 and s ∈ {1, 4, 6}, then we have
σpqruvw ∩ σ
s00
u∗∗
={(a1, . . . , an) ∈ N
n : au ≤ ai if i ∈ Sp ∪ Ss, av ≤ ai if i ∈ Sq, aw ≤ ai if i ∈ Sr}
=σp
sqr
uvw .
(7.4.4)
We similar have
σpqruvw ∩ σ
0s0
∗v∗ = σ
pqsr
uvw (if q 6= 0), σ
pqr
uvw ∩ σ
00s
∗∗w = σ
pqrs
uvw (if r 6= 0),
σ0qr∗vw ∩ σ
s00
u∗∗ = σ
sqr
uvw , σ
p0r
u∗w ∩ σ
0s0
∗v∗ = σ
psr
uvw , σ
pq0
uv∗ ∩ σ
00s
∗∗w = σ
pqs
uvw
(7.4.5)
for all appropriate s. Moreover, we have
(7.4.6) dimσpqruvw ∩ σ
s00
u′∗∗ < n if u 6= u
′, p 6= 0, s ∈ {1, 4, 6}
since the inequalities au ≤ au′ and au′ ≤ au are appeared. Similarly, we have
dimσpqruvw ∩ σ
0s0
∗v′∗ < n if v 6= v
′, q 6= 0, s ∈ {2, 4, 5, 6},
dim σpqruvw ∩ σ
00s
∗∗w′ < n if w 6= w
′, r 6= 0, s ∈ {3, 5, 6}.
(7.4.7)
Lemma 7.4.11. — With notations as above, let I be a subset of {1, . . . , 6} such that
I ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5}.
Then any n-dimensional cone of ΣI has can be written as σ
pqr
uvw for some standard
triple (p, q, r).
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Proof. — Suppose s ∈ {1, . . . , 6} − I and (I ∐ {s}) ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5}. Any n-
dimensional cone of ΣI∐{s} is of the form σ ∩ σ
′ for some σ ∈ ΣI and σ′ ∈ Σs. Thus
from (7.4.3), (7.4.4), (7.4.5), (7.4.6), and (7.4.7), we observe that any n-dimensional
cone of ΣI∐{s} takes the form σ
pqr
uvw with p, q, r ∈ I ∐ {0, s} if any maximal cone of
ΣI can be written as σ
pqr
uvw with p, q, r ∈ I ∐ {0}. Now use induction on the number
of elements of I to deduce this holds for all I satisfying I ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5}.
Let σpqruvw be an n-dimensional cone of ΣI . If (p, q, r) is not concise, then σ
pqr
uvw is
not an n-dimensional cone. Thus (p, q, r) is concise. If (p, q, r) is not standard, then
{4, 5} ∈ {p, q, r}. We have shown in the above paragraph that this implies {4, 5} ∈ I.
From the condition I ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5} we have 6 ∈ I. Then there are six cases
according to Table 1:
σpqruvw = σ
450
uvw , σ
453
uvw, σ
405
uvw , σ
425
uvw , σ
045
uvw, σ
145
uvw .
In the first and second (resp. third and fourth, resp. fifth and sixth) cases, au, av /∈
σpqruvw (resp. au, aw /∈ σ
pqr
uvw , resp. av, aw /∈ σ
pqr
uvw). Thus in all cases σ
pqr
uvw is not
contained in any of
σ600u′∗∗, σ
060
∗v′∗, σ
060
∗∗w′ .
This contradicts the fact that 6 ∈ I. Thus (p, q, r) is standard.
Lemma 7.4.12. — With notations as above, let I be a subset of {1, . . . , 6}, and let
s be an element of {1, . . . , 6} − I. If
{4, 5, 6} ∩ I 6= {4, 5} and {4, 5, 6} ∩ (I ∐ {s}) 6= {4, 5},
then
ΣI∐{s} = Σ
∗
I(τ),
where τ is the cone of ΣI generated by fs.
Proof. — Let σpqruvw be a maximal cone of ΣI . Lemma 7.4.11 shows that (p, q, r) is
standard. Suppose we have
{σpqruvw} ×Σ Σj 6= {σ
pqr
uvw}.
Due to (7.4.4), (7.4.5), (7.4.6), and (7.4.7), its n-dimensional cones are of the following
forms:
σsqruvw (if p 6= 0 and s 6= 2, 3, 5), σ
psr
uvw (if q 6= 0 and s 6= 1, 3),
σpqsuvw (if q 6= 0 and s 6= 1, 2, 4), σ
sqr
1vw , . . . , σ
sqr
p1vw (if p = 0 and s 6= 2, 3, 5),
σpsru(p1+1)w, . . . , σ
psr
u(p1+p2)w
(if q = 0 and s 6= 1, 3),
σpqsuv(p1+p2+1) . . . , σ
pqs
uvn (if r = 0 and s 6= 1, 2, 4).
Note that some of these cones can have dimension < n.
Suppose σsqruvw = σ
pqr
uvw ∩ σ
s00
u∗∗ is a cone in {σ
pqr
uvw} ×Σ Σj and has dimension n with
s ∈ {1, 4, 6} and p ≺ s. Lemma 7.4.11 shows that (s, q, r) is standard. Then
σpqruvw = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f
u
p , f
v
q , f
w
r ),
σsqruvw = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, fs, f
v
q , f
w
r ).
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As a special case we have
σ0qr∗vw = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, eu, f
v
q , f
w
r ).
Since σpqruvw contains σ
sqr
uvw, we have fs ∈ σ
pqr
uvw. Let τ be the subcone of σ
pqr
uvw gener-
ated by fs, and let {d1, . . . , dl} be the generator of τ . Since fs ∈ τ , it follows that
{fs, d1, . . . , dl} is linearly independent. It follows that if f
u
p /∈ τ , then dimσ
sqr
uvw < n.
This contradicts the fact that (s, q, r) is standard. In conclusion, we have:
(Rule 1) To obtain σsqruvw from σ
pqr
uvw replace f
u
p by fs. To obtain σ
sqr
uvw from σ
0qr
∗vw replace
eu by fs.
(Rule 2) fup should be in τ .
We have similar rules for σpsruvw and σ
pqs
uvw also under similar assumptions.
If Cone(ε1, . . . , εt) is an arbitrary cone with the star subdivision Γ relative to a
subcone Cone(ε1, . . . , εt′), then we have:
(Rule 1’) To obtain a maximal cone of Γ replace εi by ε1 + · · ·+ εt′ .
(Rule 2’) εi should be in Cone(ε1, . . . , εt′).
Compare (Rule 1) and (Rule 2) with (Rule 1’) and (Rule 2’) to deduce that
(7.4.8) {σpqruvw} ×Σ Σs = {σ
pqr
uvw}
∗(τ),
which finishes the proof.
Example 7.4.13. — Let us illustrate (7.4.8) with an example. If (p, q, r, s) =
(4, 2, 0, 6), then
σ420uv∗ = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f4, f2, ew),
σ620uv∗ = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f6, f2, ew),
σ460uv∗ = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f4, f6, ew),
σ426uvw = Cone(e1, . . . , eu−1, eu+1, . . . , ev−1, ev+1, . . . , ew−1, ew+1, . . . , en, f4, f2, f6).
The cone σ460uv∗ has dimension < n, and
σ620uv∗, σ
426
uv(p1+p2+1)
, . . . , σ426uvn
are precisely all the maximal cones of {σ420uv∗} ×Σ Σ6. In addition,
τ = Cone(f4, ep1+p2+1, . . . , en)
is the subcone of σ420uv∗ generated by f6, and
{σ420uvw} ×Σ Σ6 = {σ
420
uvw}
∗(τ).
Construction 7.4.14. — For X1, X2, X3 ∈ SmlSm/S and vector bundles Ei → Xi
of fixed rank for i = 1, 2, 3, we may apply Construction 7.4.10 to the vector bundles
E1 → X1, E2 → X2, and E3 → X3. In this way we obtain the blow-up TI of
T := E1 ×S E2 ×S E3
for every subset I of {1, . . . , 6} such that
I ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5}.
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For i = 1, 2, 3 let Zi be the 0-section of Ei, and set
U := (E1 − ∂E1)×S (E2 − ∂E2)×S (E3 − ∂E3), U1 := U − Z1 ×S E2 ×S E3,
U2 := U − E1 ×S Z2 ×S E3, U3 := U − E1 ×S E2 ×S Z3,
U4 := U − Z1 ×S Z2 ×S E3, U5 := U − E1 ×S Z2 ×S Z3, U6 := U − Z1 ×S Z2 ×S Z3.
If I = {i1, . . . , in}, then the open immersion
jI : UI := Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uin → T
can be lifted to TI since the images of the exceptional divisors on TI in T lie in the
complement of jI . Let TI denote the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme is TI and
whose log structure is the compactifying log structure associated with jI : UI → T . If
I = {i1, . . . , in}, for simplicity of notation, we set
Ti1...in := TI
In particular, we set T := T∅.
We can divide all the TI ’s into the following groups such that if TI and TJ belong
to the same group, then UI = UJ .
(7.4.9)
{T }, {T1, T14, T16, T146}, {T2, T24, T25, T26, T246, T256, T2456},
{T3, T35, T36, T356}, {T4, T46}, {T5, T56}, {T6},
{T12, T124, T125, T126, T1246, T1256, T12456},
{T13, T134, T135, T136, T1346, T1356, T13456},
{T23, T234, T235, T236, T2346, T2356, T23456},
{T15, T156, T1456}, {T34, T346, T3456},
{T123, T1234, T1235, T1236, T12346, T12356, T123456}, {T456}.
If UI = UJ and |J | = |I|+ 1, then TJ is an admissible blow-up of TI along a smooth
center since we have shown that WI,j in Construction 7.4.10 is smooth.
We can now turn to proving compatibility between Thom motives and products.
As can be expected, since blow-ups are involved in our formulation, this requires some
extra arguments than in the A1-setting.
Proposition 7.4.15. — For X1, X2 ∈ SmlSm/S and vector bundles E1 → X1 and
E2 → X2, there exists a canonical isomorphism
(7.4.10) MThX1(E1)⊗MThX2(E2)
≃
−→MThX1×SX2(E1 ×S E2).
Proof. — Step 1 Apply Construction 7.4.14 to the vector bundles E1 → X1, E2 →
X2, and S → S to obtain an fs log scheme TI ∈ SmlSm/S for every subset I of
{1, 2, 4}. According to Construction 7.4.14, the morphisms
T124 → T12, T14 → T1, T24 → T2
are admissible blow-ups along smooth centers. Theorem 7.2.10 shows the naturally
induced morphisms
(7.4.11) M(T124)→M(T12), M(T14)→M(T1), M(T24)→M(T2)
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are isomorphisms.
Step 2 Form the naturally induced 3-squares
Q :=
T124 T14
T24 T
T4 T4
T4 T
Q′ :=
T124 T14
T24 T
T24 T4
T24 T
with C1 := the bottom square of Q, C2 := the top square of Q, D1 := the front
square of Q, D2 := the back square of Q, C
′
1 := the bottom square of Q
′, C′2 := the
top square of Q”, D′1 := the front square of Q
′, and D′2 := the back square of Q
′. By
(Sq), there exist canonical distinguished triangles
M(D′2)→M(D
′
1)→M(Q
′)→M(D′2)[1],(7.4.12)
M(T24 → T24)→M(T → T )→M(D
′
1)→M(T24 → T24)[1].(7.4.13)
Due to Proposition C.1.5 and (7.4.13) we have M(D′1) = 0. We will show in Step 3
that M(D′2) = 0. Assuming this, from (7.4.12), we have
M(Q′) = 0.
There exists a morphism of distinguished triangles due to (Sq)
(7.4.14)
M(C′2) M(C
′
1) M(Q
′) M(C′2)[1]
M(C2) M(C1) M(Q) M(C2)[1].
The first and fourth vertical morphisms are the identity, and the second vertical
morphism is an isomorphism since we also have a morphism of distinguished triangles
M(T24 → T24) M(T4 → T ) M(C
′
1) M(T24 → T24)[1]
M(T4 → T4) M(T4 → T ) M(C1) M(T4 → T4)[1].
Thus the third vertical morphism in (7.4.14) is an isomorphism. It follows that
M(Q) = 0.
Using (Sq) we deduce that the naturally induced morphism
(7.4.15) M(C2)→M(C1)
is an isomorphism.
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Let C3 be the square
T12 T1
T2 T.
Since the morphisms in (7.4.11) are isomorphism, by Proposition C.1.6, the naturally
induced morphism
(7.4.16) M(C2)→M(C3)
is an isomorphism. By (MSq) there is a canonical isomorphism
(7.4.17) MThX1(E1)⊗MThX2(E2) ≃M(C3).
Combine (7.4.15), (7.4.16), and (7.4.17) to obtain (7.4.10).
Step 3 It remains to verify that M(D′1) = 0, which is equivalent to showing the
naturally induced morphism
M(T124 → T24)→M(T14 → T4)
is an isomorphism due to (Sq). By (Zar-sep), this question is Zariski local on X1 and
X2. Hence we may assume that E1 and E2 are trivial, say of rank p1 and p2. In this
case, we can further reduce to the case when X1 = X2 = S by applying (MSq).
For simplicity of notation we suppose that S = Spec(Z). Recall the notations f1,
f2, and ΣI for I ⊂ {1, 2, 4} in Construction 7.4.10. We set
Σ′4 := {Cone(f1 + f2)}, Σ
′
14 := {Cone(f1, f1 + f2)}, Σ
′
24 := {Cone(f2, f1 + f2)},
Σ′124 := {Cone(f1, f1 + f2),Cone(f2, f1 + f2)}.
With these definitions we have
T124 = A(Σ124,Σ′124), T14 = A(Σ14,Σ′14), T24 = A(Σ24,Σ′24), T4 = A(Σ4,Σ′3).
When p = 2 and q = 1, we can describe the fans as follows.
e1 e2
e3
(Σ124,Σ
′
124) (Σ14,Σ
′
14) (Σ24,Σ
′
24) (Σ4,Σ
′
4)
For any cone σ, we write {σ} for the fan whose only maximal cone is σ. Due to
(Zar-sep) it suffices to check that the naturally induced morphism
(7.4.18) M(T124×AΣ4 A{σ} → T24×AΣ4 A{σ})→M(T14×AΣ4 A{σ} → T4×AΣ4 A{σ})
is an isomorphism for every cone σ of Σ4. Equivalently, owing to Proposition C.1.7,
it suffices to check that the naturally induced morphism
(7.4.19) M(T124×AΣ4 A{σ} → T14×AΣ4 A{σ})→M(T24×AΣ4 A{σ} → T4×AΣ4 A{σ})
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is an isomorphism. If
σ ⊂ Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , ep1+p2 , f1 + f2)
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ p1, then the naturally induced morphisms
T124 ×AΣ4 A{σ} → T24 ×AΣ4 A{σ}, T14 ×AΣ4 A{σ} → T4 ×AΣ4 A{σ}
are isomorphisms. Thus the morphism (7.4.18) is also an isomorphism. On the other
hand, if
σ ⊂ Cone(e1, . . . , ep1+j−1, ep1+j+1, . . . , ep1+p2 , f1 + f2)
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ p2, then the naturally induced morphisms
T124 ×AΣ4 A{σ} → T14 ×AΣ4 A{σ}, T24 ×AΣ4 A{σ} → T4 ×AΣ4 A{σ}
are isomorphisms. Thus the morphism (7.4.19) is also an isomorphism.
Proposition 7.4.16. — For X1, X2, X3 ∈ SmlSm/S and vector bundles Ei → Xi
for i = 1, 2, 3, there are naturally induced isomorphisms rendering the diagram
(7.4.20)
MThX1(E1)⊗MThX2(E1)⊗MThX3(E1) MThX1(E1)⊗MThX2×SX3(E2 ×S E3)
MThX1×SX2(E1 ×S E2)⊗MThX3(E3) MThX1×SX2×SX3(E1 ×S E2 ×S E3)
≃
≃
≃
≃
commutative.
Proof. — We note the isomorphisms are obtained from Proposition 7.4.15. Applying
Construction 7.4.14 to the vector bundles E1 → X1, E2 → X2, and E3 → X3 we obtain
an fs log scheme TI ∈ SmlSm/S for every subset I of {1, . . . , 6} such that
I ∩ {4, 5, 6} 6= {4, 5}.
For i = 1, 2, 3, let Zi be the 0-section of Ei, and let Ei be the exceptional divisor on
the blow-up BZi(Ei). All of the blow-ups TI contains
(E1 − ∂E1)×S (E2 − ∂E2)×S (E3 − ∂E3)
as an open subscheme. Let TI denote the fs log scheme whose underlying scheme
is TI and whose log structure is the compactifying log structure associated with the
above open immersion.
Form the 3-squares
Q1 :=
T123 T13
T23 T3
T12 T1
T2 T
Q2 :=
T1234 T134
T234 T3
T124 T14
T24 T
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Q3 :=
T34 T34
T34 T3
T4 T4
T4 T
Q′2 :=
T1235 T135
T235 T35
T125 T1
T25 T
Q′3 :=
T15 T15
T5 T5
T15 T1
T5 T
Q :=
T123456 T13456
T23456 T356
T12456 T1456
T2456 T
Q′ :=
T6 T6
T6 T6
T6 T6
T6 T.
Then form the 2-squares
C1 :=
T34
T3
T4
T
C2 :=
T346
T36
T46
T
C3 :=
T6
T6
T6
T
C :=
T13456
T356
T1456
T
C′1 :=
T15 T1
T5 T
C′2 :=
T156 T16
T56 T
C′3 :=
T6 T6
T6 T
C′ :=
T12456 T1456
T2456 T.
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From the above there is a naturally induced commutative diagram
M(Q1) M(Q2) M(Q3) M(C1)
M(Q′2) M(Q) M(C) M(C2)
M(Q′2) M(C
′) M(Q′) M(C3)
M(C′1) M(C
′
2) M(C
′
3) M(T6 → T ).
(a)
(a) (c)
(b) (a)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(e)
(e) (d)
(b)
(a) (d) (f)
(f)
(a)
(a) (b) (a)
The morphisms labeled (a) and (b) are isomorphisms, see the proof of Proposition
7.4.15. Moreover, after inverting all the morphisms with label (b), the outer diagram
can be identified with (7.4.20) by means of (MSq). The morphisms with labels (c)
and (d) are isomorphisms by Proposition C.1.6, Theorem 7.2.10, and the discussion
about admissible blow-ups along smooth centers (7.4.9). It follows that the morphisms
labeled (e) are also isomorphisms.
Ley C′′ denote the square
C′′ :=
T6 T6
T6 T6.
By (Sq) there are distinguished triangles
M(C′′)→M(C3)→M(Q
′)→M(C′′)[1], M(C′′)→M(C′3)→M(Q
′)→M(C′′)[1],
M(T6 → T6)→M(T6 → T6)→M(C
′′)→M(T6 → T6)[1].
Since M(T6 → T6) = 0 by Proposition C.1.5, it follows that M(C′′) = 0. Thus the
morphisms labeled (f) are isomorphisms. The diagram remains commutative after
inverting all morphisms with labels (a), (c), (e), and (f). This means that also the
diagram (7.4.20) commutes.
Proposition 7.4.17. — For every X ∈ SmlSm/S and integer n ≥ 1, there is a
canonical isomorphism
MThX(X × A
n) ≃M(X)(n)[2n].
Proof. — Owing to Proposition 7.4.5 there are isomorphisms
MThX(X × A
1) ≃M(X)(1)[2], MThS(S × A
1) ≃M(S)(1)[2].
Then apply Proposition 7.4.15 to obtain an isomorphism
MThX(X × A
r)⊗MThS(S × A
1) ≃MThX(X × A
r+1)
for every integer r ≥ 1. Induction on n concludes the proof.
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Remark 7.4.18. — We can also produce an isomorphism
MThX(X × A
n)
≃
−→M(X)(n)[2n]
by applying Proposition 7.4.15 in a different order, e.g., as in
MTh(X × A1)⊗ (MThS(S × A
1)⊗MThS(S × A
1))
→MTh(X × A1)⊗MThS(S × A
2)→MThX(X × A
3).
Proposition 7.4.16 ensures that the isomorphism MThX(X × An) ≃M(X)(n)[2n] is
indeed independent of choosing such an order.
Corollary 7.4.19. — For every X ∈ SmlSm/S and integer n ≥ 1, there is a
canonical isomorphism
M(Pn−1X → P
n
X) ≃M(X)(n)[2n].
Proof. — By (MSq) there is a canonical isomorphism
M(X)⊗M(Pn−1S → P
n
S)
≃
−→M(Pn−1X → P
n
X).
Thus we may reduce to the case when X = S, and conclude by applying Propositions
7.4.5 and 7.4.17.
Remark 7.4.20. — This corollary is analogous to the isomorphism
Pn/Pn−1 ≃ T n
in A1-homotopy theory of schemes [64, Corollary 2.18, p. 112].
7.5. Gysin triangles. — Throughout this section we shall assume T satisfies the
properties (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des). In DMeff(k,Λ), recall from
[60, Theorem 15.15] that for any smooth scheme X with a smooth closed subscheme
Z with codimension c, there is the Gysin isomorphism
M((X − Z)→ X) ≃M(Z)(c)[2c].
This does not hold in logDMeff(k,Λ). For example, if X = P1 and Z = {∞}, then
the said Gysin isomorphism would imply
M(A1 → P1) ≃ Λ(1)[2].
It follows that M(A1) ≃ Λ, so that A1 is invertible in logDMeff(k,Λ). This is
evidently a contradiction since the object Ga ⊗ Λ is in logDM
eff(k,Λ), but
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(A
1),Ga ⊗ Λ) 6≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(k),Ga ⊗ Λ),
see Theorem 9.7.1.
Our goal in this section is to formulate a Gysin isomorphism in logDMeff(k,Λ).
As for the construction of Thom motives performed in the previous section, we need
to “compactify” X − Z without changing the “homotopy type” of X − Z. This can
be done by taking the blow-up BZX of X along Z and add the log structure given
by the exceptional divisor E on BZX . In this case, our formulation of the Gysin
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isomorphism should take the form
gX,Z :M((BZX,E)→ X)
≃
→MTh(NZY ).
Here MTh(NZY ) is the Thom motive associated with the normal bundle NZY . We
shall formulate the Gysin isomorphism more generally in Construction 7.5.3 allowing
nontrivial log structures on X .
Recall that the technique of deformation to the normal cone is used in the proof
of purity for A1-homotopy theory of schemes [64, Theorem 2.23, p. 115]. We will
develope a log version of the said technique based on our unit interval .
Definition 7.5.1. — Let X ∈ Sm/S, and let Z be a smooth closed subscheme of
X . We have the commutative diagram of deformation to the normal cone
(7.5.1)
Z Z × Z
X DZX NZX
{1}  {0}
i1 i0
where
(i) each square is cartesian,
(ii) i0 is the 0-section, and i1 is the 1-section,
(iii) Z → NZX is the 0-section,
(iv) DZX →  is the composition DZX → BZ(X × ) → X ×  →  where the
third arrow is the projection.
Suppose Z1, . . . , Zr form a strict normal crossing divisor on X , and that Z has strict
normal crossing with Z1+ · · ·+Zr over S. For Y := (X,Z1+ · · ·+Zr) we obtain the
commutative diagram
(7.5.2)
BZY BZ×(DZY ) BZ(NZY )
Y DZY NZY
{1}  {0}.
i1 i0
Remark 7.5.2. — A difference between the technique of deformation to the normal
cone used in the proof of [64, Theorem 2.23, p. 115] and ours is that we use X × 
instead of X × A1.
Construction 7.5.3. — We are ready to formulate and prove our purity theorem
for log motives. With the above definitions, let E (resp. ED, EN ) be the exceptional
divisor on BZY (resp. BZ×(DZY ), resp. BZ(NZY )). In the case Z has codimension
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1 in Y , we have E = Z (resp. ED = Z ×, resp. EN = Z) by convention. From the
diagram (7.5.2), we have the naturally induced morphisms
M((BZY,E)→ Y )→M((BZ×(DZY ), E
D)→ DZY ),
M((BZ(NZY ), E
N )→ NZY )→M((BZ×(DZY ), E
D)→ DZY ).
If these morphisms are isomorphisms, then via a zig-zag we obtain the isomorphism
gY,Z :M((BZY,E)→ Y )→MTh(NZY )
that is refered to as the Gysin isomorphism for the closed pair (X,Z). This will be
the log analogue to [64, Theorem 2.23].
Theorem 7.5.4. — Suppose that Z1, Z2, . . . , Zr are smooth divisors forming a strict
normal crossing divisor on X ∈ Sm/S and that Z is a smooth closed subscheme of X
having strict normal crossing with Z1 + · · ·+ Zr over S such that Z is not contained
in any component of Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr. Let E (resp. ED, resp. EN ) be the exceptional
divisor on BZX (resp. BZ×(DZX), resp. BZ(NZX)). For Y := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)
the morphisms
M((BZY,E)→ Y )→M(BZ×(DZY ), E
D)→ DZY ),
M((BZ(NZY ), E
N )→ NZY )→M(BZ×(DZY ), E
D)→ DZY ).
induced by (7.5.2) are isomorphisms and functorial in the pair (Y, Z).
Proof. — Step 1 We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7.2.10, using a local
parametrization of (X,Z). For i = 1, . . . , r, consider the divisor
Wi := A
i−1 × Spec(Z)× Ar+s−i
on Ar+s, and let W denote the subscheme Ar × (Spec(Z))p × As−p. The question
is Zariski local on X by (Zar-sep), and Z is not contained in any component of
Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr, so we may assume there exists an e´tale morphism u : X → A
r+s
S of
schemes over S for which u−1(S ×Wi) = Zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and u−1(S ×W ) = Z.
Step 2 Using u and Z → X , Construction 7.2.8 produces schemes Xj over S for
j = 1, 2. Form Yj from Xj in the same way as we obtained Y from X , and let Ej
(resp. E) be the exceptional divisor on BZYj (resp. BZY ).
Step 3 Since blow-ups commute with flat base change, we have the cartesian square
DZX2 X2 ×
DZX X ×
of fs log schemes over S. It follows that DZX2 → DZX is e´tale. Let ED2 (resp. E
N
2 )
be the exceptional divisor on BZ×(DZY2) (resp. BZ(NZY2)). Since X2 → X and
NZX2 → NZX are also e´tale, Proposition 7.4.2 implies there are isomorphisms
M((BZY2, E2)→ Y2)
≃
−→M((BZY,E)→ Y ),
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M((BZ×(DZY2), E
D
2 )→ DZY2)
≃
−→M((BZ×(DZY ), E
D)→ DZY ),
and
M((BZ(NZY2), E
N
2 )→ NZY2)
≃
−→M((BZ(NZY ), E
N )→ NZY ).
Hence we can replace X by X2. Similarly, we can replace X2 by X1. This reduces to
the situation when X = T × Ar+s, Zi = T ×Wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and Z = T ×W for
some T ∈ Sm/S.
Step 4 Let F (resp. FD, resp. FN ) be the exceptional divisor on B{0}(A
p) (resp.
B{0}×(D{0}(A
p
S)), resp. B{0}×(N{0}(A
p
S))). Setting V := (Z,Z∩Z1+ · · ·+Z∩Zr)
we observe that
V = (T ×W,T × (W1 ∩W ) + · · ·+ T × (Wr ∩W )) ≃ T × A
r
N × (Spec(Z))
p × As−p,
(BZY,E) = (T ×BW (A
r+s), T ×W1 + · · ·+ T ×Wr) ≃ V × (B{0}(A
p), F ).
and
Y = (T × Ar+s, T ×W1 + · · ·+ T ×Wr) ≃ V × A
p.
By (MSq), it remains to show that (7.5.1) induces isomorphisms
M(V )⊗M((B{0}(A
p
S), F )→ A
p
S)
≃
−→M(V )⊗M((B{0}×(D{0}(A
p
S), F
D)→ D{0}(A
p
S),
M(V )⊗M((B{0}(N{0}(A
p
S)), F
N )→ N{0}(A
p
S))
≃
−→M(V )⊗M((B{0}(D{0}(A
p
S)), F
D)→ D{0}(A
p
S).
Step 5 Due to Step 4 we may assume that X = ApS , r = 0, and Z = {0} × S. We
set S = Spec(Z) for simplicity. Let e1, . . . , ep denote the standard coordinates in Z
p.
There are corresponding cones
τ := Cone(e1, . . . , ep−1), σ1 := Cone(e1, . . . , ep−1, e1 + · · ·+ ep),
σ2 := Cone(e1, . . . , ep−1,−ep), σ3 := Cone(e1, . . . , ep−1,−e1 − · · · − ep),
and their fans
Σ1 := {σ1, σ2}, Σ2 := {σ1, σ3}, Σ
′
1 := {Cone(−ep)}, Σ
′
2 := {Cone(−e1 − · · · − ep)}.
Moreover, we shall cosider the star subdivisions
Σ3 := Σ
∗
2(σ3), Σ4 := Σ
∗
1(τ), Σ5 := Σ
∗
2(τ), Σ6 := Σ
∗
3(τ),
and the subfans
Σ′3 := {Cone(−ep,−e1 − · · · − ep)}, Σ
′
4 := {Cone(e1 + · · ·+ ep−1,−ep)},
Σ′5 := {Cone(e1 + · · ·+ ep−1,−e1 − · · · − ep)},
Σ′6 := {Cone(e1 + · · ·+ ep−1,−ep),Cone(−ep,−e1 − · · · − ep)}.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, we set
ηi := Cone(e1, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , ep−1,−ep,−e1 − · · · − ep),
and form the fans
Σ7 := {η1, . . . , ηp−1}, Σ
′
7 := Σ
′
3.
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When p = 3, the above fans take the following forms.
e1 e2
e1 + e2 + e3
−e3
(Σ1,Σ
′
1)
−e1 − e2 − e3
(Σ2,Σ
′
2) (Σ3,Σ
′
3)
(Σ4,Σ
′
4) (Σ5,Σ
′
5) (Σ6,Σ
′
6) (Σ7,Σ
′
7)
Observe that
DZY = A(Σ1,Σ′1), (BZ×(DZY ), E
D) = A(Σ4,Σ′4).
The fan {σ1} corresponds to the trivial line bundle Y × A1, and the 0-section (resp.
1-section) of the bundle is Y (resp. NZY ). Hence there are naturally induced com-
mutative diagrams
A(Σ1,Σ′1)
Y A(Σ3,Σ′3) NZY
A(Σ2,Σ′2),
A(Σ4,Σ′4)
(BZY,E) A(Σ6,Σ′6) (BZ(NZY ), E
N )
A(Σ5,Σ′5).
Due to these diagrams we are reduced to showing the naturally induced morphisms
M(A(Σ4,Σ′4) → A(Σ1,Σ′1))→M(A(Σ6,Σ′6) → A(Σ3,Σ′3)),(7.5.3)
M(A(Σ6,Σ′6) → A(Σ3,Σ′3))→M(A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)),(7.5.4)
M((BY Z,E)→ Y )→M(A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)),(7.5.5)
M((BZ(NZY ), E
N )→ NZY )→M(A(Σ5,Σ′5) → A(Σ2,Σ′2))(7.5.6)
are isomorphisms.
The naturally induced morphisms
A(Σ6,Σ′6) → A(Σ5,Σ′5), A(Σ3,Σ′3) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)
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are admissible blow-ups along
V (Cone(e1 + · · ·+ ep−1,−e1 − · · · − ep)), V (σ3).
Theorem 7.2.10 shows that
M(A(Σ3,Σ′3) → A(Σ2,Σ′2)) = 0, M(A(Σ6,Σ′6) → A(Σ5,Σ′5)) = 0.
Proposition C.1.7 allows us to deduce that (7.5.4) is an isomorphism.
We can identify A(Σ2,Σ′2) and A(Σ5,Σ′5) with
Y ×, (BZY,E)×.
The fibers at 0 ∈  (resp. 1 ∈ ) correspond to NZY and (BZ(NZY ), EN ) (resp. Y
and (BZY,E)). Thus (-inv) shows that (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) are isomorphisms.
There are strict Zariski distinguished squares
A(Σ1,Σ′1) ∩ A(Σ7,Σ′7) A(Σ7,Σ′7)
A(Σ1,Σ′1) A(Σ3,Σ′3),
A(Σ4,Σ′4) ∩ A(Σ7,Σ′7) A(Σ7,Σ′7)
A(Σ4,Σ′4) A(Σ6,Σ′6).
Since
A(Σ1,Σ′1) ∩ A(Σ7,Σ′7) = A(Σ4,Σ′4) ∩ A(Σ7,Σ′7),
we can use (sNis-des) to obtain the isomorphism
M(A(Σ4,Σ′4) → A(Σ6,Σ′6))
≃
−→M(A(Σ1,Σ′1) → A(Σ3,Σ′3)).
Combined with Proposition C.1.7 we deduce that (7.5.3) is an isomorphism, which
finishes the proof. Moreover, functoriality follows from the construction.
Definition 7.5.5. — With reference to Theorem 7.5.4, the Gysin isomorphism is
the isomorphism
gY,Z :M((BZY,E)→ Y )→MTh(NZY ),
7.6. Invariance under admissible blow-ups. — In this section, we assume that
T satisfies the properties (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des), S = Spec(k),
and k admits resolution of singularities. Under these hypothesis we prove that motives
are invariant under admissible blow-ups. This invariance will be used for comparing
logDMeff(k,Λ) with DMeff(k,Λ). We start by introducing the following (weaker)
version of the notion of admissible blow-up in Definition 7.2.1.
Definition 7.6.1. — An admissible blow-up Y → X in S /S is a proper birational
morphism of fs log schemes such that the induced morphism
Y − ∂Y → X − ∂X
of schemes is an isomorphism. We denote by ABl/S the class of admissible blow-ups.
Note that ABlSm/S and ABldiv/S are subclasses of ABl/S.
Remark 7.6.2. — The classABl/S is equivalent to the class Sb in [9] if S = Spec(k)
and S /S = SmlSm/k.
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Definition 7.6.3. — The field k admits resolution of singularities if the following
conditions hold.
(1) For any integral scheme X of finite type over k, there is a proper birational
morphism Y → X of schemes over k such that Y is smooth over k.
(2) Let f : Y → X be a proper birational morphism of integral schemes over k such
that X is smooth over k, and let Z1, . . . , Zr be smooth divisors forming a strict
normal crossing divisor on X . Assume that
f−1(X − Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr)→ X − Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr
is an isomorphism. Then there is a sequence of blow-ups
Xn
fn−1
→ Xn−1
fn−2
→ · · ·
f0
→ X0 = X
along smooth centers Wi ⊂ Xi such that
(i) the composition Xn → X factors through f ,
(ii) Wi is contained in the preimage of Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr in Xi,
(iii) Wi has strict normal crossing with the sum of the strict transforms of
Z1, . . . , Zr, f
−1
0 (W0), . . . , f
−1
i−1(Wi−1)
in Xi.
Note that k must be perfect in order to satisfy (1). If k has characteristic 0, then (1)
(resp. (2)) is satisfied by [40, Main theorem I] (resp. [40, Main theorem II]).
Proposition 7.6.4. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then the
class ABldiv/k admits a calculus of right fractions.
Proof. — By definition, the class in question contains isomorphisms and is closed
under composition. If f, g : X → Y and s : Y → Z are morphisms of fs log schemes
log smooth over k such that s◦ f = s◦ g and s ∈ ABldiv/k, then f and g agree on the
dense open subscheme X − ∂X of X since the morphism Y − ∂Y → Z − ∂Z induced
by s is an isomorphism. Thus f = g by Lemma 2.3.1 and the right cancellabilty
condition holds.
It remains to check the right Ore condition. Suppose f : Y → X and g : X ′ → X
are morphisms where f ∈ ABldiv/k. By Proposition A.10.2, we can choose a dividing
cover Y1 → Y such that ∂Y1 is a strict normal crossing divisor. Then by resolution
of singularities, there is a morphism Y ′ → Y1 in ABldiv/k that factors through the
projection Y1 ×X X ′. Thus we have the commutative diagram
Y ′ Y
Y X.
f
g
Here the left vertical arrow is in ABldiv/k, so the right Ore condition is satisfied.
Proposition 7.6.5. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. For any
morphism f : Y → X in ABl/k, there is a morphism Y ′ → X in ABldiv/k that
factors through f .
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Proof. — There exists a dividing cover g : X1 → X such that X1 is smooth over k
and ∂X1 is a strict normal crossing divisor, see Proposition A.10.2. Applying part
(2) of Definition 7.6.3 to the projection p : X1 ×X Y → X1, we obtain a morphism
h : Y ′ → X1 in ABlSm/k that factors through p. Then the composition gh is in
ABldiv/k and factors through f .
Proposition 7.6.6. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then
ABl/k admits a calculus of right fractions.
Proof. — The right Ore condition follows from Propositions 7.6.4 and 7.6.5. The
proof of the right cancellability condition is similar to that in Proposition 7.6.4.
Theorem 7.6.7. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then any
morphism f : Y → X in ABl/k induces an isomorphism
M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — Propositions 7.6.4 and 7.6.6 show that A = ABl/k and B = ABldiv/k
satisfy a calculus of right fractions. All the conditions in Lemma C.2.1 are met by
Propositions 7.2.12 and 7.6.5, so we are done.
Remark 7.6.8. — By Theorem 7.6.7, we can apply the results in 6 to
A = ABl/k; I = ; T = lSm/k,Cor/k.
For example, for any (I,A)-weak equivalence f : F → G of bounded above com-
plexes of presheaves (resp. presheaves with transfers) on lSm/k, the image of f in
logDAeff(k,Λ) (resp. logDMeff(k,Λ)) is an isomorphism.
7.7. Invariance under log modifications. — In this section we assume that
S = SmlSm/S and T satisfies the properties (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and
((P•,P•−1)-inv). Under these hypothesis we show that the property (div-des) holds.
Lemma 7.7.1. — Let H1 and H2 be the closed subschemes {0} ×A1 and A1 × {0}
of A2, let H ′1 and H
′
2 be the strict transforms of H1 and H2 in Bl{(0,0)}(A
2), and
let E be the exceptional divisor on Bl{(0,0)}(A
2). Then for any X ∈ S /S there is a
naturally induced isomorphism
M(X × (Bl{(0,0)}A
2, H ′1 +H
′
2 + E))
≃
−→M(X × (A2, H1 +H2)).
Proof. — Assume that S = X = Spec(Z) for simplicity of notation as usual. Due to
Proposition 7.2.5 it suffices to show there is a naturally induced isomorphism
M(Bl{(0,0)}A
2, H ′1 + E)
≃
−→M(A2, H1).
Let H1 and H2 be the closure of H1 and H2 in P
2, and let H ′1 and H
′
2 be the closures
of H ′1 and H
′
2 in Bl{O}(P
2), where O := [0 : 0 : 1]. There are Zariski distinguished
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squares
(A2, H1)− {O} (A2, H1)
(P2, H1)− {O} (P2, H1)
(A2, H1)− {O} (Bl{(0,0)}A
2, H ′1 + E)
(P2, H1)− {O} (Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E).
Applying (sNis-des) to these squares yields an isomorphism
M((Bl{(0,0)}A
2, H ′1 + E)→ (Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E))
≃
−→M((A2, H1)→ (P
2, H1))
By Proposition C.1.7 we find the isomorphism
M((Bl{(0,0)}A
2, H ′1 + E)→ (A
2, H1))
≃
−→M((Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E)→ (P
2, H1)).
Hence we only need to show that the morphism
M(Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E)→M(P
2, H1)
is an isomorphism. Since (Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E)) is a -bundle over  by Lemma 7.1.8,
((P•,P•−1)-inv) gives
M(Bl{O}P
2, H ′1 + E) ≃M(Z) ≃M(P
2, H1).
Definition 7.7.2. — For a number r ∈ N+, let Fanr denote the category where
objects are r-dimensional fans and morphisms are subdivisions. For an r-dimensional
smooth fan Σ, let Fansmr /Σ denote the full category of Fanr/Σ consisting of smooth
r-dimensions fans that are subdivisions of Σ. Let SD/Σ be the class of morphisms in
Fanr/Σ, and let SD2/Σ denote the class of morphisms in Fan
sm
r /Σ that are obtained
by finite successions of star subdivisions relative to two-dimensional cones.
Lemma 7.7.3. — Let Σ be a fan. The class SD/Σ admits a calculus of right
fractions. If in addition Σ is smooth, then the class SD2/Σ also admits a calculus of
right fractions.
Proof. — Let r be the dimension of Σ. By definition, SD2/Σ and SD2/Σ are closed
under compositions. For any objects Σ1 and Σ2 of Fanr/Σ or Fan
sm
r /Σ, there is
at most one morphism from Σ2 to Σ1. Thus the right cancellabilty condition holds
for SD/Σ and SD2/Σ. It remains to check the right Ore condition. Suppose that
f : Σ2 → Σ1 and g : Σ′1 → Σ1 are in SD/Σ. Let Σ
′
2 be the fan generated by Σ2 and
Σ′1. We have the naturally induced commutative diagram of fans
Σ′2 Σ2
Σ′1 Σ1.
f ′ f
g
This shows the Ore condition for SD/Σ.
Suppose that Σ, Σ1, Σ
′
1, and Σ2 are smooth. The fan Σ
′
2 is not necessarily smooth,
but Σ′2 has a subdivision Σ
′′
2 that is smooth by toric resolution of singularities, see
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[22, Theorem 11.1.9]. By Lemma A.3.15, there exists a morphism f ′ : Σ′′′2 → Σ1 in
SD2/Σ that factors through
Σ′′2 → Σ
′
2
f ′
→ Σ′1.
This shows the right Ore condition for SD2/Σ.
Theorem 7.7.4. — Every log modification f : Y → X in SmlSm/S induces an
isomorphism
M(f) :M(Y )
≃
−→M(X).
Proof. — By (Zar-sep), the question is Zariski local on X . Hence by definition, we
may assume that there exists a morphism g : Z → Y such that both fg and g are
log blow-ups. It suffices to show that M(fg) : M(Z)→ M(X) and M(g) : M(Z)→
M(X) are isomorphisms, so we reduce to the case when f is a log blow-up.
The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X has an fs chart P
with P ≃ Nr for some r such that X → AP is smooth by Lemma A.5.9. By [71,
Lemma III.2.6.4], we may further assume that f is the projection X ×AP AM → X
for some subdivision of fans M → Spec(P ). Consider the dual monoid P∨ as a fan,
and consider M as a fan that is a subdivision of P∨.
We have the functors SD/P∨ → T and SD2/P
∨ → T given by
(N ∈ Fanr/P
∨) 7→M(X ×AP AN ).
By Lemma 7.7.3, both SD/P∨ and SD2/P
∨ admit a calculus of right fractions. Owing
to Lemma C.2.1, to have the isomorphism
M(f) :M(X ×AP AM )
≃
−→M(X).
Hence we are reduced to showing that
M(g) :M(X ×AP AN ′)→M(X ×AP AN)
is an isomorphism for any morphism N ′ → N in SD2/P∨. It suffices to consider the
case when N ′ is the star subdivision of N relative to a 2-dimensional cone. Using
Zariski locality, we reduce to the case when N is a 2-dimensional cone and N ′ is its
star subdivision. Since X is smooth over AP , we see that X ×AP AN is smooth over
AN . Hence we can replace X by X ×AP AN and N
′ by M , so that it suffices to show
M(f) :M(X ×AP AM )→M(X)
is an isomorphism when P = N2 and M is the star subdivision of P∨.
Next we set
Z := X ×AP ptP .
Since X is smooth over its chart AP , Zariski locally on X , there is a strict e´tale
morphismX → An×AP such that the composition with the projectionAn×AP → AP
is equal to X → AP . In this case, (X,Z) has a parametrization (An+2,An) and
Construction 7.2.8 produces schemes Xj for j = 1, 2. Give X2 the log structure
induced by that of X , and we obtain an fs log scheme X2. Set X1 := Z × AP , which
gives the log structure on X1. Now define Y1 := X1 ×AP AM and Y2 := X2 ×AP AM .
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Let E, E1, and E2 be the exceptional divisors on Y , Y1, and Y2. Note that E2 → E
and E2 → E1 are isomorphisms since Z is unchanged in X2 → X and X2 → X1.
Owing to Lemma 7.7.1, M(Y1)→M(X1) is an isomorphism, i.e., we have
M(Y1 → X1) ≃ 0.
We obtain strict Nisnevich distinguished squares in SmlSm/S
X2 − Z X2
X − Z X
Y2 − E2 Y2
Y − E Y.
By (sNis-des), there are isomorphisms
M((Y2 −E2)→ (Y −E))
∼
→M(Y2 → Y ), M((X2 −Z)→ (X −Z))
∼
→M(X2 → X).
Since Y2 − E′2 ≃ X2 − Z and Y − E ≃ X − Z, there is an isomorphism
M(Y2 → Y ) ≃M(X2 → X2)
Using Proposition C.1.7, we obtain an isomorphism
M(Y2 → X2) ≃M(Y → X).
Similarly, there is an isomorphism
M(Y2 → X2) ≃M(Y1 → X1).
Thus M(Y → X) ≃ 0 since M(Y1 → X1) ≃ 0, so M(Y )→M(X) is an isomorphism.
7.8. Strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant complexes. — In this section we introduce the
notions of strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant and strictly dividing invariant complexes of
sheaves on SmlSm/k. We show that these two notions are equivalent. As a con-
sequence, we provide another way of constructing objects of logDMeff(k,Λ) and
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ).
Definition 7.8.1. — We denote by (P•,P•−1) the class of projections
(Pn,Pn−1)×X → X
for all X ∈ SmlSm/k and positive integers n > 0.
Definition 7.8.2. — Let F be a complex of t-sheaves on SmlSm/k, where t is
one of sNis, se´t, or ke´t. We say that F is strictly dividing invariant if for every log
modification Y → X in SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
Hit(X,F) ≃ H
i
t(Y,F).
We say that F is strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant if for every X ∈ SmlSm/k, i ∈ Z,
and integer n > 0 there is an isomorphism
Hit(X,F) ≃ H
i
t(X × (P
n,Pn−1),F).
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Theorem 7.8.3. — Let F be a complex of t-sheaves on SmlSm/k, where t is one
of sNis, se´t, or ke´t. Then F is strictly dividing invariant if and only if F is strictly
(P•,P•−1)-invariant.
Proof. — We only consider the strict Nisnevich topology since the proofs are similar.
Without loss of generality we may assume that F is strict Nisnevich local.
On C(ShvsNis(SmlSm/k,Λ)) we have the div-local descent model structure and
the (P•,P•−1)-local descent model structure. Let Hodiv and Ho(P•,P•−1) denote the
corresponding homotopy categories. Proposition 7.0.2 shows the properties (Zar-sep),
(-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des) hold in logDAeff(k,Λ). We can similarly prove
that (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), and (div-des) hold in Hodiv, while (Zar-sep),
(-inv), (sNis-des), and ((P•,P•−1)-inv) hold in Ho(P•,P•−1). Owing to Proposition
7.3.1 and Theorem 7.7.4, we see that (Zar-sep), (-inv), (sNis-des), (div-des), and
((P•,P•−1)-inv) hold in both Hodiv and Ho(P•,P•−1).
Suppose now that F is strictly dividing invariant. Then F is a fibrant object with
respect to the div-local descent model structure on C(ShvsNis(SmlSm/k,Λ)). Thus
for every X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HomHodiv(Λ(X),F [i]) ≃ H
i
sNis(X,F).
Since ((P•,P•−1)-inv) holds in Hodiv this shows F is strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant.
Conversely, if F is strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant, then F is a fibrant object with
respect to the (P•,P•−1)-local descent model structure on C(ShvsNis(SmlSm/k,Λ)).
Thus for every X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HomHo(P•,P•−1)(Λ(X),F [i]) ≃ H
i
sNis(X,F).
Since (div-des) holds in Ho(P•,P•−1), this shows F is strictly dividing invariant.
Construction 7.8.4. — Let us begin with a strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant bounded
below complex F of strict Nisnevich sheaves with log transfers on SmlSm/k. Owing
to Theorem 7.8.3 we see that F is strictly dividing invariant. Applying Theorem 5.1.8,
this means that for every X ∈ SmlSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there are isomorphisms
(7.8.1) HidNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
HisNis(Y,F) ≃ H
i
sNis(X,F).
This shows that a∗dNisF is strictly -invariant. Then using Construction 5.4.3, we see
that ι♯a
∗
dNisF is strictly -invariant too. In this way to obtain an object ι♯a
∗
dNisF of
logDMeff(k,Λ) from F . Combining (5.4.2) and (7.8.1) we have that
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯a
∗
dNisF) ≃ H
i
dNis(X, a
∗
dNisF) ≃ H
i
sNis(X,F).
Similarly, if F is a strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant bounded below complex of strict
e´tale (resp. Kummer e´tale) sheaves with log transfers, then there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯a
∗
de´tF) ≃ H
i
se´t(X,F),(7.8.2)
(resp. HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X), ι♯a
∗
le´tF) ≃ H
i
ke´t(X,F).)(7.8.3)
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8. Comparison with Voevodsky’s motives
Our main results in this section are the projective bundle theorem and a comparison
result showing that Voevodsky’s category of derived motives DMeff(k,Λ) identifies
with the full subcategory of A1-local objects in our derived category of log motives
logDMeff(k,Λ).
8.1. Presheaves with transfers and direct image functors. —
Lemma 8.1.1. — Let F be an A1-invariant Nisnevich sheaf with transfer on Sm/k.
Let X be a scheme log smooth over k and let j : U → X be an open immersion whose
complement is a strict normal crossing divisor on X. If k is perfect, then for any
i ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism
HiNis(X, j∗j
∗F) ≃ HiNis(U,F).
Proof. — Let Z1, . . . , Zr be the divisors forming the complement of j, and set
Ui := X − (Zi+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr).
Now let ji : Ui → Ui+1 denote the induced open immersion. By the Leray spectral
sequence
Epq2 = H
p(Ui+1, R
qji∗j
∗
i F)⇒ H
p+q(Ui,F),
it suffices to show that
Rqji∗j
∗
i F = 0
for any q > 0. Thus we reduce to the case when X−U is a smooth divisor on X . Let
c : X − U → X denote the complement of j : U → X .
For every q ∈ Z, let HqNis(F) denote the presheaf given by
X 7→ HqNis(X,F).
Owing to [60, Theorem 24.1] the presheaf HqNis(F) is A
1-invariant. By [60, Proposi-
tion 23.5, Example 23.8, Theorem 23.12] we obtain the vanishing
Rqj∗j
∗F ≃ c∗H
q
Nis(F)(X×A1,Z×A1) ≃ c∗(H
q
Nis(F)−1)Nis = 0
for q > 0. This allows us to proceed as in the proof of [60, Proposition 24.3].
Definition 8.1.2. — Suppose F is a presheaf on a category C equipped with a
topology t. We denote the t-sheafification of F by
Ft := atF .
Definition 8.1.3 (cf. [83, §4.2]). — Let X be a smooth scheme over k with a
strict normal crossing divisor W . Let Z be an irreducible component of W with
corresponding closed immersion i : Z → X . For a presheaf F on X , we set
F(X,W,Z) := i
∗(Coker(u∗u
∗F → v∗v
∗F))Zar.
Here u : X − (W − Z) → X and v : X − W → X are the naturally induced open
immersions.
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There is an exact sequence
(8.1.1) (u∗u
∗F)Zar → (v∗v
∗F)Zar → i∗F(X,W,Z) → 0
of Zariski sheaves on X as in [83, Remark 4.10].
Lemma 8.1.4. — With the above notations, let f : X ′ → X be an e´tale morphism
of smooth schemes over k such that Z ′ := f−1(Z) → Z is an isomorphism. For
W ′ := f−1(W ) there is a naturally induced isomorphism
F(X,W,Z)
≃
−→ F(X′,W ′,Z′)
of sheaves on Z.
Proof. — First note that W ′ is a strict normal crossing divisor on X ′ and Z ′ is an
irreducible compoenent of Z ′ since f is e´tale, so we can use the notation F(X′,W ′,Z′).
Let
u′ : X ′ − (W ′ − Z ′)→ X ′
and
v′ : X ′ −W ′ → X ′
be the naturally induced open immersions, and let U be an open subscheme of X .
For U ′ := U ×X X
′ we have the commutative diagram with exact rows
F(U ×X (X − Z)) F(U ×X (X −W )) Coker(u∗u∗F → v∗v∗F)(U) 0
F(U ′ ×X′ (X ′ − Z ′)) F(U ′ ×X′ (X ′ −W ′)) Coker(u′∗u
′∗F → v′∗v
′∗F)(U ′) 0.
ϕ
Let a be an element of Coker(u∗u
∗F → v∗v
∗F)(U). If ϕ(a) = 0, then Zariski locally
on U , we have a = 0 by [83, Proposition 4.12(1)]. On the other hand, suppose b is
an element of Coker(u′∗u
′∗F → v′∗v
′∗F)(U ′). Then, Zariski locally on U , b is in the
image of ϕ by [83, Proposition 4.12(2)].
Lemma 8.1.5. — Let Z be a smooth scheme over k with a strict normal crossing
divisor Y , and let j : Z − Y → Z be the obvious open immersion. For any presheaf F
with transfers, there is a canonical isomorphism
(j∗j
∗F−1)Zar ≃ F(Z×A1,(Z×{0})∪(Y×A1),Z×{0})
of Zariski sheaves on Z.
Proof. — We shall argue as in the proof of [83, Proposition 4.11] (see also the proof
of [60, Proposition 23.10]). Fix a point z of Z. Let U be an affine open neighborhood
of z in Z, and let V be an affine open neighborhood of U ×{0} in U ×A1. Following
the proof of [60, Proposition 23.10], there exists a neighborhood U ′ of z in U and an
affine open subscheme T of P1k such that U
′ × T contains both P1U ′ − V and U
′ ×{0}
where V ′ := (U ′ × A1)×U×A1 V . We form the fiber product YU ′ := Y ×Z U
′.
Since Y is given by a Cartier divisor, we may further assume that U ′−YU ′ is affine,
and hence (U ′ − YU ′) × T is affine. Setting V ′′ := V ′ ×U ′ (U ′ − YU ′) we deduce the
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standard triple (in the sense of [60, Definition 11.5])
TU ′,V ′ := (P
1
U ′−YU′
,P1U ′−YU′ − V
′′, (U ′ − YU ′)× {0}),
see the second paragraph in the proof of [60, Proposition 23.10]. Next we form
TU ′ := (P
1
U ′−YU′
, (U ′ − YU ′ )× {∞}, (U
′ − YU ′)× {0}) and V
′′
0 := V
′′ − (U ′ × {0}).
Following the proof of [60, Proposition 23.10] we see the identity on P1U ′ is a finite
morphism of standard triples TU ′,V ′ → TU ′ in the sense of [60, Definition 21.1]. Using
[60, Theorem 21.6], we obtain a split exact sequence
0→ F((U ′ − YU ′ )× A
1)→ F((U ′ − YU ′)× (A
1 − {0}))⊕ F(V ′′)→ F(V ′′0 )→ 0.
Since F is homotopy invariant, the morphism
F((U ′ − YU ′)× A
1)→ F((U ′ − YU ′ )
is injective. This implies that the morphism F(V ′′)→ F(V ′′0 ) is injective and
(j∗j
∗F−1)(U
′) ≃ F(V ′′0 )/F(V
′′).
The right side is Coker(u∗u
∗F → v∗v∗F)(V ′), where
u : (Z × A1)− (Y × A1)→ Z × A1, v : Z × A1 − ((Z × {0} ∪ (Y × A1))→ Z × A1
are the naturally induced open immersions. We are done by passing to the limit over
all U ′ and V ′.
Lemma 8.1.6. — Let X be a scheme smooth over k with a strict normal crossing
divisor W , let Z be an irreducible component of W , and let
j : (X − (W − Z))×X Z → Z
be the naturally induced open immersion. For any presheaf F with transfers, Zariski
locally on X, there is an isomorphism
(j∗j
∗F−1)Zar ≃ F(X,W,Z)
of Zariski shaves on X.
Proof. — Since the question is Zariski local on X , we may assume there exists an
e´tale morphism f : X → Ank of schemes over k such that W is the preimage of the
union of axes in Ank and Z = f
−1({0} × An−1k ), see Definition 7.2.1.
Consider the morphism of closed pairs
(Z,X)← (Z,X2)→ (Z,X1)
in Construction 7.2.8. Note that X1 = Z × Am where m is the codimension of Z
in X . Using Lemma 8.1.4 twice, we can replace (Z,X) by (Z,X1). In this case, W
becomes the strict normal crossing divisor
(Z × {0}) ∪ ((Z ∩ ((W − Z))× A1)
on X1 = X × A1. We are done by Lemma 8.1.5.
Remark 8.1.7. — If W = Z, then Lemma 8.1.6 is a special case of [83, Theorem
4.14].
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Lemma 8.1.8. — Let F be an A1-invariant presheaf with transfer on Sm/k. Let X
be a smooth scheme over k and let j : U → X be an open immersion whose complement
is a strict normal crossing divisor Z on X. If k is perfect, then the sheafification
morphism F → FNis induces an isomorphism
(8.1.2) (j∗j
∗F)Nis
≃
−→ (j∗j
∗FNis)Nis ≃ j∗j
∗(FNis).
Proof. — Assume the sheafification morphism F → FZar induces an isomorphism
(8.1.3) (j∗j
∗F)Zar
≃
−→ (j∗j
∗FZar)Zar ≃ j∗j
∗(FZar).
The functors j∗ and j∗ map Nisnevich sheaves to Nisnevich sheaves, and FZar ≃
FNis by [83, Proposition 5.5]. Thus j∗j∗(FZar) is a Nisnevich sheaf on Sm/X , so
(j∗j
∗F)Zar is a Nisnevich sheaf on Sm/X due to (8.1.3). It follows that (8.1.2) is an
isomorphism. Therefore it suffices to show that (8.1.3) is an isomorphism.
We proceed by induction on the number r of connected components of Z. If r = 0,
then j is an isomorphism, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose r ≥ 1, and let
Z1, . . . , Zr be the irreducible components of Z. For each i, set Si := Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zi,
and let
ui : X − Si → X, ji : X − Si+1 → X − Si. zi : Zi → X
be the naturally induced immersions.
For any open immersion v : V ′ → V of schemes, the functor v∗ commutes with
Zariski sheafification and satisfies smooth base change with respect to w∗ for any open
immersion w : W → V . The latter means that v∗w∗ ≃ w′∗v
′∗ where v′ : V ′×V W →W
and w : V ′ ×V W →W are the projections. Hence the problem is Zariski local on X .
Moreover, by [83, Corollary 4.19, Proposition 4.34], Lemma 8.1.6 and induction, we
may assume there are isomorphisms
F(X,Si+1,Zi+1) ≃ (ji∗j
∗
i F−1)Zar ≃ ji∗j
∗
i ((FZar)−1)
and an exact sequence
0→ ui∗u
∗
iFZar → ui+1,∗u
∗
i+1(FZar)→ zi∗(ji∗j
∗
i (FZar)−1)→ 0
of Zariski sheaves on X . Using (8.1.1), there is an induced commutative diagram with
exact rows
(ui∗u
∗
iF)Zar (ui+1,∗u
∗
i+1F)Zar zi∗((ji∗j
∗
i F−1)Zar) 0
0 ui∗u
∗
i (FZar) ui+1,∗u
∗
i+1(FZar) zi∗(ji∗j
∗
i (FZar)−1) 0,
where the vertical morphisms are induced by the Zariski sheafification functor. Here
the left vertical morphism is an isomorphism by induction, and the right vertical
morphism is an isomorphism since (ji∗j
∗
i F−1)Zar ≃ ji∗j
∗
i ((F−1)Zar) by induction on
r and (F−1)Zar ≃ (FZar)−1. The snake lemma implies that also the middle vertical
morphism is an isomorphism.
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The above paragraph shows that (ui∗u
∗
iF)Zar → ui∗u
∗
i (FZar) is an isomorphism
by induction on i. When i = 0, this is trivial since u0 is the identity. Specializing to
the case i = r finishes the proof because ur = j.
We refer to (4.3.4) the definition of the functor
ω∗ : ShvtrNis(k,Λ)→ Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ).
Lemma 8.1.9. — Let F be a strictly A1-invariant complex of Nisnevich sheaves
with transfer on Sm/k. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and let j : U → X be an
open immersion whose complement is a strict normal crossing divisor on X. If k is
perfect, then for every i ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism
HiNis(X, j∗j
∗F) ≃ HiNis(U,F).
In particular, for every Y ∈ SmlSm/k and i ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism
HisNis(Y, ω
∗F) ≃ HiNis(Y − ∂Y,F).
Proof. — For any complex G of presheaves and i ∈ Z, we let Hi(G) denote the
associated cohomology presheaf. The Nisnevich cohomological dimensions of X and
U are finite, see e.g., [60, Example 11.2]. Hence by [90, 5.7.9], there are two strongly
convergent hypercohomology spectral sequences E and E′ given by
Epq2 = H
p
Nis(X, (H
q(j∗j
∗F))Nis)⇒ H
p+q(X, j∗j
∗F),
and
E′pq2 = H
p
Nis(U, (H
q(F))Nis)⇒ H
p+q(U,F).
There is a naturally induced morphism of spectral sequences E → E′.
Since j∗ and j
∗ are both exact functors between presheaf categories there is an
isomorphism
Hq(j∗j
∗F) ≃ j∗j
∗(Hq(F)).
Thus (Hq(j∗j
∗F))Nis ≃ j∗j
∗(Hq(F)Nis) by Lemma 8.1.8. We deduce the maps
on E2 terms are isomorphisms by Lemma 8.1.1 since (H
q(F))Nis is an A1-invariant
Nisnevich sheaf by [60, Proposition 14.8]. Owing to the strong convergence of both
the spectral sequences above the induced maps between the filtered target groups is
also an isomorphism.
Lemma 8.1.10. — Let F be a strictly A1-invariant complex of Nisnevich sheaves
with transfers on Sm/k. For every X ∈ lSm/k and integer i ∈ Z there is a naturally
induced isomorphism
(8.1.4) HidNis(X,ω
∗F) ≃ HiNis(X − ∂X,F).
Proof. — If Y → X is a log modification there is a naturally induced isomorphism
Y − ∂Y
≃
−→ X − ∂X.
Due to Lemma 4.5.6 we deduce the isomorphism
a∗dNisΛ(Y )
≃
−→ a∗dNisΛ(X).
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Moreover, we conclude there are isomorphisms
HidNis(X,ω
∗F) ≃ HomD(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))(a
∗
dNisΛ(X), ω
∗F)
≃ HomD(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))(a
∗
dNisΛ(Y ), ω
∗F)
≃ HidNis(Y, ω
∗F).
This shows both sides of (8.1.4) are invariant under log modifications. By Proposition
A.10.2, we may assume that X is smooth and ∂X is a strict normal crossing divisor.
Choose a fibrant resolution f : F → G in the model categoryC(ShvtrNis(k,Λ)) with
respect to the descent model structure. This implies that f is a quasi-isomorphism
and
(8.1.5) HiNis(X − ∂X,F) ≃ H
i(G(X − ∂X)).
Let us show that ω∗G is a fibrant object in the model categoryC(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)) with
respect to the descent model structure. By definition of ω∗, for every integer i ∈ Z,
there is an isomorphism
(8.1.6) Hi(ω∗G(X)) ≃ Hi(G(X − ∂X)).
We need to show that for every dividing Nisnevich hypercover X → X we have an
isomorphism
Hi(ω∗G(X))→ Hi(Totπ(ω∗G(X ))),
see (B.1.1).
Since X − ∂X → X − ∂X is a Nisnevich hypercover, the assumption that G is
fibrant in C(ShvtrNis(k,Λ)) implies
(8.1.7) Hi(G(X − ∂X)) ≃ Hi(TotπG(X − ∂X )).
Using (8.1.6) we have that
(8.1.8) Hi(Totπ(G(X − ∂X ))) ≃ Hi(Totπ(ω∗G(X ))).
By combining (8.1.6), (8.1.7), and (8.1.8) we deduce that ω∗G is fibrant. Hence there
is an isomorphism
(8.1.9) HidNis(X,ω
∗G) ≃ Hi(ω∗G(X)).
Due to Lemma 8.1.9 there are isomorphisms
HisNis(X,ω
∗F) ≃ HiNis(X − ∂X,F)
and
HisNis(X,ω
∗G) ≃ HiNis(X − ∂X,G).
Since f is a quasi-isomorphism, we deduce that ω∗f is a quasi-isomorphism for the
strict Nisnevich topology. Thus ω∗f is a quasi-isomorphism for the dividing Nisnevich
topology. It follows that
(8.1.10) HidNis(X,ω
∗F) ≃ HidNis(X,ω
∗G).
To conclude the proof we combine (8.1.5), (8.1.6), (8.1.9), and (8.1.10).
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Lemma 8.1.11. — Let F be a Nisnevich (resp. an e´tale) sheaf on Sm/k. Then
ω∗F is a dividing Nisnevich (resp. log e´tale) sheaf on lSm/k.
Proof. — Let p : U → X be a dividing Nisnevich (resp. log e´tale) cover. We need to
show that the naturally induced sequence
ω∗F(X)→ ω∗F(U)⇒ ω∗F(U ×X U)
is exact. This sequence is isomorphic to
F(X − ∂X)→ F(U − ∂U)⇒ F(U − ∂U ×X−∂X U − ∂U),
which is exact since U − ∂U → X − ∂X is a Nisnevich (resp. an e´tale) cover and F
is a Nisnevich (resp. an e´tale) sheaf.
Proposition 8.1.12. — Let F be a strictly A1-invariant complex of Nisnevich
sheaves with transfers on Sm/k. Then ω∗F is a both strictly (P•,P•−1)-invariant
and strictly A1-invariant complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves with log transfers.
Proof. — Lemma 8.5.2 shows that ω∗F is a complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves
with transfers. For X ∈ lSm/k, owing to Lemma 8.1.10 there are isomorphisms
HidNis(X,ω
∗F) ≃ HiNis(X − ∂X,F),
HidNis(X × (P
n,Pn−1), ω∗F) ≃ HiNis((X − ∂X)× A
n,F),
HidNis(X × A
1, ω∗F) ≃ HiNis((X − ∂X)× A
1,F).
To conclude the proof we use the assumption that F is strictly A1-invariant.
8.2. A1-local objects in logDMeff(k,Λ). — We denote by
v : lCor/k → lCor/k[(ABl/k)−1]
the evident localization functor, where ABl/k is the class of admissible blow-ups in
Definition 7.6.1. As observed in Definition C.2.1 there exist adjoint functors
C≤0(Psh(lCor/k,Λ)) C≤0(Psh(lCor/k[(ABl/k)−1],Λ)).
v♯
v∗
v∗
Here v♯ is left adjoint to v
∗ and v∗ is left adjoint to v∗.
Proposition 8.2.1. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be
a smooth and proper scheme over k, and let Y be an fs log scheme log smooth over k.
Then there is a naturally induced isomorphism
v∗v♯Λltr(X)(Y ) ≃ Λltr(X)(Y − ∂Y ).
Proof. — Let Y ′ → Y be an admissible blow-up. The induced morphism
Y ′ − ∂Y → Y − ∂Y
of schemes over k is an isomorphism. Thus we can form the composite homomorphism
of Λ-modules
ϕY ′ : Λltr(X)(Y
′)→ Λltr(X)(Y
′ − ∂Y ′)
∼
→ Λltr(X)(Y − ∂Y ).
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From the formula (6.1.2) we have the isomorphism
v∗v♯Λltr(X)(Y ) ≃ colim
Y ′∈(ABl/k)↓Y
Λltr(X)(Y
′).
Collecting the ϕY ′ ’s, we get the induced homomorphism of Λ-modules
ϕ : v∗v♯Λltr(X)(Y )→ Λltr(X)(Y − ∂Y ).
Let V ∈ lCor(Y ′, X) be a finite log correspondence. If ϕY ′(V ) = 0, then V = 0 since
V is the closure of ϕY ′(V ) in Y
′ ×X . Thus ϕ is injective. It remains to show that ϕ
is surjective.
Let W ∈ Cor(Y − ∂Y,X) be an elementary correspondence. By Raynaud-Gruson
[74, The´ore`me 5.7.9], there is an algebraic space Y ′ and a blow-up f : Y ′ → Y such
that f is an isomorphism on Y − ∂Y and the closure W ′ of W in Y ′ ×X is flat over
Y ′. The algebraic space Y ′ is a scheme because it is a blow-up of a scheme. Further,
W ′ is finite over Y ′ since Y ′ ×X is proper over Y ′.
By resolution of singularities, there is a blow-up g : Y ′′ → Y ′ such that Y ′′ is
smooth over k and the complement of (f ◦ g)−1(Y − ∂Y ) in Y ′′ consists of strict
normal crossing divisors Z ′1, . . . , Z
′
r. Setting Y
′′ := (Y ′′, Z ′1 + · · · + Z
′
r) the induced
morphism Y ′′ → Y of fs log schemes log smooth over k is an admissible blow-up.
Since the closure W ′′ of W in Y ′′ × X is a closed subscheme of W ′ ×Y ′ Y ′′, W ′′ is
finite over Y ′′. It follows that W can be extended to a finite correspondence from Y ′′
to X . Since X has the trivial log structure, such a finite correspondence gives a finite
log correspondence from Y ′′ to X by Example 2.1.3(2). Thus ϕ is surjective.
Proposition 8.2.2. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. For every
smooth and proper scheme X over k there is an isomorphism
a∗dNisΛltr(X) ≃ ω
∗Λtr(X)
in logDMeff(k,Λ). Likewise, there are isomorphisms
a∗de´tΛltr(X) ≃ ω
∗Λtr(X) and a
∗
le´tΛltr(X) ≃ ω
∗Λtr(X)
in logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) and logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ), respectively.
Proof. — We only treat the case of dividing Nisnevich coverings since the proofs are
similar. Owing to Lemma 4.4.3 we have an isomorphism
a∗dNisv
∗v♯Λltr(X) ≃ v
∗v♯a
∗
dNisΛltr(X).
Moreover, Proposition 8.2.1 implies
a∗dNisv
∗v♯Λltr(X) ≃ a
∗
dNisω
∗Λtr(X),
and from Remark 7.6.8 we deduce
v∗v♯a
∗
dNisΛltr(X) ≃ a
∗
dNisΛltr(X).
To conclude, note that ω∗Λtr(X) is a dividing Nisnevich sheaf, see Lemma 8.5.2.
For a bounded above complex F of presheaves with log transfers, recall the Suslin
double complex C∗F from Definition C.2.1. If F is a presheaf with log transfers, then
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for U ∈ lSm/k, we have
C∗F(U) := (· · · → colim
Y ∈(ABl/k)↓(U×∆1

)
F(Y )→ colim
Y ∈(ABl/k)↓U
F(Y )).
For a bounded above complex F of presheaves with log transfers, we also have the
Suslin double complex CA
1
∗ F . If F is a presheaf with transfers, then for U ∈ Sm/k,
CA
1
∗ F(U) := (· · · → F(U ×∆
1
A1)→ F(U)).
Proposition 8.2.3. — Suppose F is a bounded above complex of presheaves with
log transfers on Sm/k. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism of total complexes
Tot(C∗ω
∗F) ≃ Tot(ω∗CA
1
∗ F).
Proof. — Using the technique in [60, Lemma 9.12], we reduce to the case when F is a
presheaf with log transfers. For every X ∈ lSm/k, admissible blow-up Y → ∆n

×X ,
m ∈ Z, and n ∈ N, we have
ω∗F(Y ) = F(Y − ∂Y ) ≃ F(∆nA1 × (X − ∂X)).
Thus for the internal hom object
Hom(∆nA1 ,F)
mapping U ∈ Sm/k to F(U ×∆n
A1
), we have that
colim
Y ∈(ABl/k)↓(∆n

×X)
ω∗F(Y ) = F(∆nA1 × (X − ∂X)) ≃ (ω
∗Hom(∆nA1 ,F))(X).
Since
C∗ω
∗F(U) := (· · · → colim
Y ∈(ABl/k)↓(U×∆1

)
ω∗F(Y )→ colim
Y ∈(ABl/k)↓U
ω∗F(Y )),
and
ω∗CA
1
∗ F(U) := (· · · → ω
∗Hom(∆1A1 ,F)(X)→ ω
∗Hom(∆0A1 ,F)(X)),
we deduce the desired isomorphism.
Proposition 8.2.4. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be
a scheme smooth over k. Then there are isomorphisms
ω∗Λtr(X) ≃ C∗ω
∗Λtr(X) ≃ ω
∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X)
in logDMeff(k,Λ), logDMeffde´t(k,Λ), and logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — For the first isomorphism, apply Proposition 6.2.9(4) and Remark 7.6.8.
For the second isomorphism, apply Proposition 8.2.3.
Proposition 8.2.5. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be
a scheme smooth over k, and let Y be an fs log schemes log smooth over k. Then for
every integer i ∈ Z there is a naturally induced isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y ), ω
∗Λtr(X)[i]) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y ),M(X)[i]).
Proof. — Due to Proposition 8.2.4 we have an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y ), ω
∗Λtr(X)[i]) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y ), ω
∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X)[i]).
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Since the Suslin complex CA
1
∗ Λtr(X) is strictly A
1-invariant for the Nisnevich topology
by [60, Corollary 14.9], we deduce ω∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X) is strictly -invariant for the dividing
Nisnevich topology by Proposition 8.1.12. Thus owing to Proposition 5.2.3 there is
an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y ), ω
∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X)[i]) ≃ H
i
dNis(Y, ω
∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X)).
From Lemma 8.1.10 we obtain the isomorphism
HidNis(Y, ω
∗CA
1
∗ Λtr(X)) ≃ H
i
Nis(Y − ∂Y,C
A1
∗ Λtr(X)).
We also have an isomorphism due to [60, Proposition 14.16]
HiNis(Y − ∂Y,C
A1
∗ Λtr(X)) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y ),M(X)[i]).
To conclude we combine the above isomorphisms.
Proposition 8.2.6. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be
a smooth and proper scheme over k, and let Y be an fs log scheme log smooth over k.
Then for every i ∈ Z there is a natural isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],M(X)).
Proof. — Immediate from Propositions 8.2.2 and 8.2.5.
Remark 8.2.7. — We do not expect that Proposition 8.2.6 holds for non-proper
schemes.
Recall from (5.2.1) the adjunction
ω♯ : logDM
eff(k,Λ)⇄ DMeff(k,Λ) : Rω∗.
Proposition 8.2.8. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be
a proper and smooth scheme over k. Then the unit of the adjunction id → Rω∗ω♯
induces an isomorphism
M(X)→ Rω∗ω♯M(X)
in logDMeff(k,Λ).
Proof. — Appealing to the generatorsM(Y )[i] of logDMeff(k,Λ), where Y ∈ lSm/k
and i ∈ Z, it suffices to show there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], Rω
∗M(X)).
This follows from Proposition 8.2.6 and the isomorphisms
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], Rω
∗M(X))
≃HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y )[i],M(X))
≃HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],M(X)).
Proposition 8.2.9. — Let Z1, . . . , Zr be divisors forming a strict normal crossing
divisor on a smooth scheme X over k. Suppose the smooth subscheme Z of X has
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strict normal crossing with and is not contained in Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zr. Let E be the
exceptional divisor of the blow-up BZX. Then for
Y := (X,Z1 + · · ·+ Zr)
there is a commutative diagram in logDMeff(k,Λ)
M((BZY,E)→ Y ) Rω∗M((Y − ∂Y z → Y − ∂Y )
MTh(NZY ) Rω
∗(MTh(NZ−∂Y∩Z(Y − ∂Y ))).
∼ ∼
The vertical morphisms are the Gysin isomorphisms, and the horizontal morphisms
are induced by the unit of the adjunction id→ Rω∗ω♯.
Proof. — With the same notations in the proof of Theorem 7.5.4, we set
U := (BZY,E), V := Y, U
′ := (BZ×(DZY ), E
D), V ′ := BZ×(DZY ),
U ′′ := (BZ(NZY ), E
N ), V ′′ := NZY.
The diagram
M(U → V ) Rω∗M((U − ∂U)→ (V − ∂V ))
M(U ′ → V ′) Rω∗M((U − ∂U)→ (V ′ − ∂V ′))
M(U ′′ → V ′′) Rω∗M((U ′′ − ∂U ′′)→ (V ′′ − ∂V ′′))
commutes because the horizontal morphisms are obtained from an adjunction. Our
assertion follows from this.
Proposition 8.2.10. — Let X be an fs log scheme in SmlSm/k with a rank n
vector bundle E. View P(E) as the closed subscheme of P(E ⊕ O) at infinity. Then
F := E − ∂E is a vector bundle over X − ∂X, and there is a commutative diagram
(8.2.1)
MTh(E) Rω∗MTh(F)
M(P(E)→ P(E ⊕ O)) Rω∗M(P(F)→ P(F ⊕O)).
Here the vertical morphisms are obtained from Proposition 7.4.5 and [64, Proposition
2.17, p. 112], and the horizontal morphisms are induced by the unit of the adjunction
id→ Rω∗ω♯.
Proof. — We form the fs log schemes Y , Y ′ and the divisors E, E′ as in the proof of
Proposition 7.4.5, and set
V := (Y,E)− ∂(Y,E), V ′ := (Y ′, E′)− ∂(Y ′, E′).
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Then there is a commutative diagram
M((Y,E)→ E) M((Y ′, E′)→ P(E ⊕ O)) M(P(E)→ P(E ⊕ O))
Rω∗M(V → F) Rω∗M(V ′ → P(F ⊕O)) Rω∗M(P(F)→ P(F ⊕O)).
In the proof of Proposition 7.4.5 and [64, Proposition 2.17, p. 112] it is shown that the
horizontal morphisms in the right hand side square are isomorphisms. After inverting
these, we obtain the required commutative diagram.
Theorem 8.2.11. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let X be an
fs log scheme log smooth over k. If the underlying scheme X is proper over k, then
the unit of the adjunction id→ Rω∗ω♯ induces an isomorphism
M(X)→ Rω∗ω♯M(X).
Therefore, for every Y ∈ lSm/k and integer i ∈ Z, there is a natural isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],M(X − ∂X)).
Proof. — The question is dividing local on X , so we may assume that X ∈ SmlSm/k
by Proposition A.10.2. Then ∂X is a strict normal crossing divisior formed by smooth
divisors Z1, . . . , Zr on X , and we can form
X1 := (X,Z2 + · · ·+ Zr), U := X − ∂X, U1 := X1 − ∂X1,
V := Y − ∂Y, W1 := Z1 − ∂X ∩ Z1.
The proof proceeds by induction on r. Proposition 8.2.8 implies the claim for r = 0.
Assuming r > 0, by Proposition 8.2.10 there is a commutative diagram
MTh(NZ1X) Rω
∗MTh(NW1U)
M(P(NZ1X)→ P(NZ1X ⊕O)) Rω
∗M(P(NW1U)→ P(NW1U ⊕O)).
The vertical morphisms are isomorphisms by Proposition 7.4.5 and [64, Proposition
2.17, p. 112]. By induction there are isomorphisms
M(P(NZ1X))
≃
−→ Rω∗M(P(NW1U))
and
M(P(NZ1X ⊕O))
≃
−→ Rω∗M(P(NW1U ⊕O)).
It follows that the lower horizontal morphism is an isomorphism, and hence the upper
horizontal morphism is an isomorphism.
Due to Proposition 8.2.9 there is a commutative diagram
M(X → X1) Rω∗M(U → U1)
MTh(NZ1X) Rω
∗MTh(NW1U).
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The above shows the lower horizontal morphism is an isomorphism. The vertical
morphisms are isomorphisms by Theorem 7.5.4 and [60, Theorem 15.15], respectively.
This allows us to conclude for the upper horizontal morphism.
By induction M(X1) → Rω∗M(U1) is an isomorphism. The five lemma implies
M(X)→ Rω∗M(U1) is an isomorphism.
Proposition 8.2.12. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then
there is an adjunction
Rω∗ : DMeff(k,Λ)⇄ logDMeff(k,Λ) : Rω∗
Proof. — By [19, Proposition 1.3.19] we need to show that DMeff(k,Λ) admits a set
of objects G with the following properties.
1. For each K ∈ G, K (resp. Rω∗K) is compact in DMeff(k,Λ) (resp.
logDMeff(k,Λ)).
2. DMeff(k,Λ) (resp. logDMeff(k,Λ)) is generated by G (resp. Rω∗G).
3. logDMeff(k,Λ) is compactly generated.
By Remark 5.2.6 (resp. Proposition 5.2.5), DMeff(k,Λ) (resp. logDMeff(k,Λ)) is
generated by compact objects M(X)[i] for X ∈ Sm/k (resp. X ∈ lSm/k). Hence it
remains to check that Rω∗M(X) is a compact object in logDMeff(k,Λ).
By resolution of singularities, there is a projective fs log scheme X in SmlSm/k
with X ≃ X − ∂X. Theorem 8.2.11 shows there is an isomorphism
M(X)
≃
−→ Rω∗M(X − ∂X) ≃ Rω∗M(X).
Thus Rω∗M(X) is compact in logDMeff(k,Λ) since the motive M(X) is compact in
logDMeff(k,Λ).
To summarize the above we note there are adjunctions
logDMeff(k,Λ) DMeff(k,Λ).
ω♯
Rω∗
Rω∗
Theorem 8.2.13. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then the
functor
Rω∗ : DMeff(k,Λ)→ logDMeff(k,Λ)
is fully faithful.
Proof. — We need to show that the unit of the adjunction id → Rω∗Rω∗ is an
isomorphism. By invoking the generatorsM(X)[i] of DMeff(k,Λ), where X ∈ Sm/k
and i ∈ Z, we only need to show there is an isomorphism
M(X)→ Rω∗Rω
∗M(X).
Again by invoking the generators, we are reduced to showing there is an isomorphism
HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], Rω∗Rω
∗M(X))
for any Y ∈ Sm/k and i ∈ Z.
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By resolution of singularities, there are projective fs log schemes X and Y in
SmlSm/k such that X ≃ X − ∂X and Y ≃ Y − ∂Y . Owing to Theorem 8.2.11 we
have that
Rω∗M(X) ≃M(X), Rω∗M(Y ) ≃M(Y ).
Applying Theorem 8.2.11 we deduce the isomorphisms
HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X)) ≃HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(X))
≃HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(Rω
∗M(Y )[i], Rω∗M(X)).
By adjunction, this concludes the proof.
Definition 8.2.14. — An object F of logDMeff(k,Λ) is called A1-local if for any
X ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z the projection X × A1 → X induces an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X)[i],F)→ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X × A
1)[i],F).
We note that if a complex F of dividing Nisnevich sheaves with log transfers
is both strictly A1-invariant and strictly -invariant, then the associated object in
logDMeff(k,Λ) is A1-local.
Proposition 8.2.15. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let F be
an A1-local object of logDMeff(k,Λ). Then, for every Y ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z, there
is a natural isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],F).
Proof. — By taking a fibrant replacement, we may assume F is a strictly -invariant
complex of dividing Nisnevich sheaves with log transfers. Then, by Proposition 5.2.3,
there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F) ≃ H
i
dNis(Y,F).
If Y has the trivial log structure, then the dividing Nisnevich topology on Y agrees
with the Nisnevich topology on Y , and we obtain
(8.2.2) HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F) ≃ H
i
Nis(Y,F).
Thus the restriction G of F on Sm/k is a strictly A1-invariant complex of Nisnevich
sheaves with transfers.
The claim is dividing Nisnevich local on Y , so we may assume ∂Y is a strict normal
crossing divisor formed by smooth divisors Z1, . . . , Zr on Y . We set
Y1 := (Y , Z2 + · · ·+ Zr),
W = (Z1, Z1 ∩ Z2 + · · ·+ Z1 ∩ Zr),
and proceed by induction on r. The claim is evident for r = 0.
In the following we assume r ≥ 1 and set
Y ′ := (DZ1Y1, Z1 ×), Y
′
1 := DZ1Y, Y
′′ := (NZ1Y1, Z1), Y
′′
1 := NZ1Y1.
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There is a naturally induced commutative diagram
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y → Y1)[i],F) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y → Y1 − ∂Y1)[i],G)
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y
′ → Y ′1)[i],F) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y
′ − ∂Y ′ → Y ′1 − ∂Y
′
1)[i],G)
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y
′′ → Y ′′1 )[i],F) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y → Y
′′
1 − ∂Y
′′
1 )[i],G).
The left vertical morphisms are isomorphisms by Theorem 7.5.4, and the right vertical
morphisms are isomorphisms by (8.2.2) and the proof of [84, Proposition 3.5.4]. The
lower horizontal morphism is an isomorphism by induction, so the upper horizontal
morphism is also an isomorphism. By induction there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y1)[i],F)→ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y1 − ∂Y1)[i],G)
This finishes the proof on account of the five lemma.
Theorem 8.2.16. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then the
essential image of the functor
Rω∗ : DMeff(k,Λ)→ logDMeff(k,Λ)
is the full subcategory of logDMeff(k,Λ) consisting of A1-local objects.
Proof. — Let G be an object of DMeff(k,Λ). Then, for every Y ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z,
the isomorphisms
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], Rω
∗G) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y )[i],G)
≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],G)
≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M((Y − ∂Y )× A
1)[i],G)
≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y × A
1)[i],G)
≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y × A
1)[i], Rω∗G)
show that Rω∗G is A1-local.
Now let F be an A1-local object of logDMeff(k,Λ). To show that F is in the
essential image ofRω∗, it suffices to show that the unit of the adjunction F → Rω∗ω♯F
is an isomorphism. We show this by checking that, for any Y ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z,
there is a naturally induced isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F)→ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y )[i], ω♯F).
The open immersion Y − ∂Y → Y induces a commutative diagram
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y )[i], ω♯F)
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],F) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(ω♯M(Y − ∂Y )[i], ω♯F).
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The left vertical homomorphism is an isomorphism by Proposition 8.2.15, and the
right vertical homomorphism is an isomorphism since
ω♯M(Y ) ≃M(Y − ∂Y ) ≃ ω♯M(Y − ∂Y ).
Hence to show the upper horizontal homomorphism is an isomorphism, it suffices to
show the lower horizontal homomorphism is an isomorphism, i.e., we are reduced to
the case when Y ∈ Sm/k.
We may view F as a strictly -invariant object of C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)). Recall from
(4.3.5) the adjunction
Lλ♯ : D(Shv
tr
Nis(k,Λ))⇄ D(Shv
ltr
dNis(k,Λ)): λ
∗ ≃ Rλ∗ ≃ ω♯.
Thus, for every Y ∈ Sm/k and i ∈ Z, there are isomorphisms
HomD(ShvtrNis(k,Λ))(Λtr(Y )[i], ω♯F) ≃ HomD(ShvtrNis(k,Λ))(Λtr(Y )[i], λ
∗F)
≃ HomD(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))(Lλ♯Λtr(Y )[i],F)
≃ HomD(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))(Λltr(Y )[i],F)
≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F)
Together with the assumption that F is A1-local, we deduce ω♯F is A1-local, and
HomD(ShvtrNis(k,Λ))(Λtr(Y )[i], ω♯F) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], ω♯F).
This shows the isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],F) ≃ HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i], ω♯F),
To conclude the proof we note that
ω♯M(Y ) ≃M(Y ).
Theorem 8.2.17. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then there
is an equivalence of triangulated categories
logDMeffprop(k,Λ) ≃ DM
eff(k,Λ).
Proof. — Owing to Theorem 8.2.16 it suffices to identify logDMeffprop(k,Λ) with the
essential image of the functor
Rω∗ : DMeff(k,Λ)→ logDMeff(k,Λ).
The essential image of Rω∗ is the smallest triangulated subcategory of logDMeff(k,Λ)
that is closed under small sums and contains Rω∗M(X) for every X ∈ Sm/k.
On the other hand, logDMeffprop(k,Λ) is the smallest triangulated subcategory of
logDMeff(k,Λ) that is closed under small sums and contains the motive M(Y ) for
every Y ∈ lSm/k, where Y is proper over k.
Owing to Theorem 8.2.11, there is an isomorphism
M(Y ) ≃ Rω∗M(Y − ∂Y ).
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Thus logDMeffprop(k,Λ) ⊂ ImRω
∗. By resolution of singularities, there exists an
object X ′ ∈ SmlSm/k such that X ′−∂X ′ ≃ X . Moreover, by Theorem 8.2.11, there
is an isomorphism
M(X ′) ≃ Rω∗M(X).
Thus we have the inclusion
ImRω∗ ⊂ logDMeffprop(k,Λ).
Example 8.2.18. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Then the
functor
Rω∗ : DMeff(k,Λ)→ logDMeff(k,Λ)
is not essentially surjective. Indeed, in Theorem 9.7.1 we show that for every X ∈
SmlSm/k and i, j ≥ 0 there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j
−/k) ≃ H
i
Zar(X,Ω
j
X/k).
However, the groupsHiZar(X,Ω
j
X/k) andH
i
Zar(X×A
1,ΩjX×A1/k) are non-isomorphic,
so that Theorem 8.2.16 implies ΩjX/k is not in the essential image of Rω
∗.
8.3. Projective bundle formula. — In this subsection we formulate and prove
the projective bundle formula under the assumption of resolution of singularities. We
begin by discussing orientations on logDMeff(k,Λ).
Definition 8.3.1. — We say that logDMeff(k,Λ) admits an orientation if for any
X ∈ lSm/k, there is a morphism
c1 : Pic(X)→ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Λ(1)[2])
of sets, functorial in X , such that the class of the canonical line bundle in Pic(P1)
corresponds to the canonical morphism M(P1)→ Λ(1)[2].
Example 8.3.2. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Recall that
Λ(1)[2] =M(pt→ P1). Since pt and P1 are smooth and proper, by Proposition 8.2.6,
we have
Pic(X − ∂X) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Λ(1)[2]).
Thus we are entitled to the composition
Pic(X)
u∗
→ Pic(X − ∂X)
∼
→ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Λ(1)[2]),
where u : X−∂X → X is the induced open immersion. Hence logDMeff(k,Λ) admits
an orientation.
Construction 8.3.3. — Let X be a fs log scheme log smooth over k, and let P be
a Pn-bundle over X , i.e., Zariski locally on X , the morphism P → X is isomorphic
to the projection Pn × X → X . If logDMeff(k,Λ) admits an orientation, then the
canonical line bundle over P induces a morphism
τ1 : M(P)→ Λ(1)[2]
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in logDMeff(k,Λ). More generally, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a morphism
(8.3.1) τi : M(P)→ Λ(i)[2i]
given by the composition
M(P)
∆
−→M(P)⊗i
τ⊗i1−→ (Λ(1)[2])⊗i ≃ Λ(i)[2i].
We also have a morphism
σi : M(P)→M(X)(i)[2i]
given by the composition
M(P)
∆
−→M(P)⊗M(P)
id×τi−→ M(P)⊗Λ(i)[2i] −→M(X)⊗Λ(i)[2i] ≃M(X)(i)[2i].
This defines an induced morphism
σ : M(P)→
n⊕
i=0
M(X)(i)[2i].
Proposition 8.3.4. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. For every
X ∈ lSm/k and integer n ≥ 0, the morphism
σ : M(PnX)→
n⊕
i=0
M(X)(i)[2i]
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Using the monoidal structure, we have that
M(P) ≃M(X)⊗M(Pn) ∈ logDMeff(k,Λ).
Hence we may assume that X = Spec(k), i.e., for our purposes it suffices to show
there is an isomorphism
M(Pn) ≃
n⊕
i=0
Λ(i)[2i].
It suffices to show that for Y ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(P
n)) ≃ HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],
n⊕
i=0
Λ(i)[2i]).
By Proposition 8.2.6, there is a commutative diagram with vertical isomorphisms
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],M(P
n)) HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y )[i],
⊕n
i=0 Λ(i)[2i])
HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],M(P
n)) HomDMeff (k,Λ)(M(Y − ∂Y )[i],
⊕n
i=0 Λ(i)[2i]).
∼ ∼
Hence it suffices to show there is an isomorphism
M(Pn) ≃
n⊕
i=0
Λ(i)[2i]
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in DMeff(k,Λ), which is noted in [60, Corollary 15.5, Exercise 15.11].
Theorem 8.3.5. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let E be a
vector bundle of rank n + 1 over an fs log scheme X log smooth over k. Then the
naturally induced morphism
σ : M(P(E))→
n⊕
i=0
M(X)(i)[2i]
is an isomorphism in logDMeff(k,Λ).
Proof. — We argue as in [26, Theorem 3.2]. For P := P(E) and an open immersion
U → X of fs log schemes over k, consider the induced commutative diagram
PU PU × P
P P × P
of fs log schemes over k, where PU := P ×X U and the horizontal morphisms are the
graph morphisms. There are induced morphisms
M(PU → P)→M(PU×P → P×P)
∼
→M(PU → P)⊗M(P)→M(U → X)⊗M(P).
Using the morphism M(P)→
⊕n
i=0 Λ(i)[2i] from Construction 8.3.3, we obtain
M(PU → P)→
n⊕
i=0
M(U → X)(i)[2i].
We use induction on the finite number m of Zariski open subsets appearing in
a trivialization of E . The case m = 1 is already done in Proposition 8.3.4. Hence
suppose m > 1. Then there exists a Zariski cover {V1, . . . , Vm} such that E is trivial
on Vi for every i. Set
U1 := V1, U2 := V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm, and U12 := U1 ∩ U2.
There is a naturally induced commutative diagram in logDMeff(k,Λ)
M(PU12 → PU2)
⊕n
i=0M(U12 → U2)(i)[2i]
M(PU1 → P)
⊕n
i=0M(U1 → X)(i)[2i].
The vertical morphisms are isomorphisms by Mayer-Vietoris since {U1, U2} is a Zariski
cover of X . By induction the claim holds for U1, U2, and U12. This implies the upper
horizontal morphism is an isomorphism, so that the lower horizontal arrow is also an
isomorphism.
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As in [26, Lemma 3.1] there is a commutative diagram
M(PU1) M(P) M(PU1 → P) M(PU1)[1]
⊕
iM(U1)(i)[2i]
⊕
iM(X)(i)[2i]
⊕
iM(U1 → X)(i)[2i]
⊕
iM(U1)(i)[2i+ 1]
The first and third vertical morphisms are isomorphisms, so that the second vertical
morphism is also an isomorphism.
Remark 8.3.6. — In the proof of [60, Theorem 15.12] an extra argument is needed
to justify the induction argument, see the proofs of [26, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 8.3.7. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. Let E be a
rank n vector bundle over X ∈ SmlSm/k. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
MTh(E) ≃M(X)(n)[2n].
Proof. — Recall that we have the morphisms
τi : M(P(E))→ Λ(i)[2i] and τi : M(P(E ⊕ O))→ Λ(i)[2i]
The pullback of the canonical line bundle over P(E ⊕ O) by the closed immersion
u : P(E)→ P(E ⊕O) is isomorphic to the canonical line bundle over P(E). This means
that there is a commutative diagram
M(P(E)) Λ(1)[2]
M(P(E ⊕ O)) Λ(1)[2].
τ1
M(u) id
τ1
Thus for every integer i ≥ 0, there is a commutative diagram
M(P(E)) M(P(E))⊗i Λ(1)[2]⊗i
M(P(E ⊕ O)) M(P(E ⊕ O))⊗i Λ(1)[2]⊗i.
∆ τ
⊗i
1
id
∆ τ
⊗i
1
Applying the above for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 we obtain the commutative diagram
M(P(E))
⊕n−1
i=0 M(X)(i)[2i]
M(P(E ⊕ O))
⊕n
i=0M(X)(i)[2i]
⊕n−1
i=0 M(X)(i)[2i],
M(u)
σ
β:=σ◦M(u)◦σ−1
id
σ p
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where p is the canonical projection. It follows that there is a canonical commutative
diagram with horizontal split distinguished triangles and vertical isomorphisms⊕n−1
i=0 M(X)(i)[2i]
⊕n
i=0M(X)(i)[2i] M(X)(n)[2n]
⊕n−1
i=0 M(X)(i)[2i+ 1]
M(P(E)) M(P(E ⊕ O)) MTh(E) M(P(E))[1].
≃
β
≃
0
≃
0
The canonical composite morphism
α : M(X)(n)[2n]→
n⊕
i=0
M(X)(i)[2i]
≃
−→M(P(E ⊕ O))→MTh(E)
makes the above diagram into a morphism of distinguished triangles, where the first
morphism is the canonical embedding. By the five lemma α is an isomorphism.
Corollary 8.3.8. — Assume that k admits resolution of singularities. For X ∈
SmlSm and Z a codimension n smooth subscheme of X such that Z has strict normal
crossing with ∂X and is not contained in ∂X, there is a canonical isomorphism
M((BZX,E)→ X)→M(Z)(n)[2n].
Here E is the exceptional divisor of the blow-up BZX.
Proof. — Immediate from Theorems 7.5.4 and 8.3.7.
8.4. Motives with rational coefficients. — If Λ is a Q-algebra, then according
to [60, Theorem 14.30], there is an equivalence of Voevodsky’s triangulated categories
of Nisnevich motives and e´tale motives
DMeff(k,Λ) ≃ DMeffe´t (k,Λ).
In what follows, we argue as in [60, Lecture 14] and prove an analogue in the log
setting: If Q ⊂ Λ, then there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
logDMeff(k,Λ) ≃ logDMeffde´t(k,Λ).
Lemma 8.4.1. — Let F be a strict Nisnevich sheaf of Q-modules with log transfers.
Then F is a strict e´tale sheaf.
Proof. — Owing to Proposition 4.5.4 the strict e´tale topology is compatible with log
transfers. Thus a∗se´tF is a strict e´tale sheaf of Q-modules with log transfers. We need
to show there is a naturally induced isomorphism
p : F → ase´t∗a
∗
se´tF .
To that end it suffices to show that
a∗se´t(Ker p) = a
∗
se´t(Coker p) = 0.
Hence we are reduced to consider the case when a∗se´tF = 0.
We may assume that F is nontrivial. Then there exists a henselization T of an fs
log scheme in lSm/k such that F(T ) 6= 0, i.e., T is a henseliization of Z for some
Z ∈ lSm/k and T = T ×Z Z. Choose a nonzero element c ∈ F(T ). Since a∗se´tF = 0,
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there exists a strict e´tale cover f : X → T such that f∗(c) ∈ F(X) is zero. Owing
to the implication (a) ⇒ (c′′) in the proof of [27, The´ore`me IV.18.5.11] there exists
a factorization g : Y → T of f , where g is a finite e´tale morphism. It follows that
g∗(c) = 0 ∈ cF (Y ).
The graph of g : Y → T gives an elementary log correspondence h ∈ lCor(T, Y ). If
d is the degree of g, then the composition g ◦ h ∈ lCor(T, T ) is equal to d times the
identity correspondence. Thus the composition
F(T )
g∗
→ F(Y )
h∗
→ F(T )
is an isomorphism since F is a sheaf of Q-modules. This implies c = 0 since g∗(c) = 0,
which is a contradiction.
Remark 8.4.2. — The proof of Lemma 8.4.1 does not work for the Kummer e´tale
topology. Indeed, in this case, Y is not necessarily strict over X , and hence the graph
of g is not an elementary log correspondence from S to Y .
Lemma 8.4.3. — Suppose F be a dividing Nisnevich sheaf of Q-modules with log
transfers. Then F is a dividing e´tale sheaf. Thus if Q ⊂ Λ, there is an equivalence of
categories
ShvltrdNis(k,Λ) ≃ Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — Owing to Lemma 8.4.1 F is a strict e´tale sheaf. For any log modification
Y → X in lSm/k there is an isomorphism F(X)→ F(Y ) since F is a dividing sheaf.
To conclude we apply Lemma 4.4.3.
Proposition 8.4.4. — If Q ⊂ Λ, there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
logDMeff(k,Λ) ≃ logDMeffde´t(k,Λ).
Proof. — Let G be the set of objects of the form Λltr(X) for X ∈ lSm/k. With
respect to this set, we are entitled to the corresponding descent model structures and
the equivalent categories
C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ)) and C(Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ)),
and hence a Quillen equivalence
C(ShvltrdNis(k,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
de´t(k,Λ)).
Due to [41, Theorem 3.3.20(1)] the above is also a Quillen equivalence with respect
to the -local descent model structures, and we are done by passing to the homotopy
categories.
8.5. Locally constant log e´tale sheaves. — If Λ is a torsion ring coprime to the
exponential characteristic of k, then [60, Theorem 9.35] shows there is an equivalence
of triangulated categories
D−(ke´t,Λ)→ DM
eff,−
e´t (k,Λ).
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The proof relies on Suslin’s rigidity theorem [60, Theorem 7.20]. We refer to [18] for
a way to remove boundedness. In this subsection, we discuss the log e´tale version of
the above equivalence.
Let η : ke´t → lSm/k denote the inclusion functor. Then η is a continuous and
cocontinuous functor with respect to the e´tale topology on ke´t and the log e´tale
topology on lSm/k. Since η preserves finite limits, η is a morphism of sites due to [2,
IV.4.9.2]. As a consequence there exist adjunct functors
(8.5.1) Shv(ke´t,Λ) Shv
log
le´t (k,Λ),
η♯
η∗
η∗
and η♯ is exact.
Definition 8.5.1. — A log e´tale sheaf F on lSm/k is locally constant if the counit
of the adjunction η♯η
∗F → F in (8.5.1) is an isomorphism.
Proposition 8.5.2. — The functor η♯ : Shv(ke´t,Λ)→ Shv
log
le´t (k,Λ) is fully faithful.
Proof. — The functor η : ke´t → lSm/k is fully faithful, so for every X ∈ ke´t the unit
Λ(X)→ η∗η♯Λ(X)
is an isomorphism. Since η♯ and η
∗ commute with colimits, for every F ∈ Shv(ke´t,Λ)
we have
η∗η♯F ≃ η
∗η♯ colim
X→F
Λ(X) ≃ colim
X→F
η∗η♯Λ(X) ≃ colim
X→F
Λ(X) ≃ F .
It follows that η♯ is fully faithful.
Proposition 8.5.3. — Suppose that there is a cartesian square of locally noetherian
fs log schemes
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′
g′
f
g
with the following properties.
(i) X and X ′ have trivial log structure, and X ′ ≃ limXi for some projective system
of e´tale schemes of finite type over X such that every transition morphism Xj →
Xi is affine.
(ii) f is a morphism of finite type.
Then for every F ∈ D(Xle´t,Λ) there is a base change isomorphism
g∗Rf∗F
≃
−→ Rf ′∗g
′∗F .
Proof. — As in the proof of [18, Theorem 1.1.14], this can be reduced to showing that
for every log e´tale sheaf F of Λ-modules on Xle´t there is a base change isomorphism
(8.5.2) g∗f∗F
≃
−→ f ′∗g
′∗F .
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We can also replace X ′ by Xi in the projective system and Y
′ by Y ×X Xi and then
apply the limit. Hence we reduce to the case when g is e´tale. In this case, (8.5.2) can
be proved directly.
Proposition 8.5.4. — Suppose Λ is a torsion ring coprime to the exponential char-
acteristic of k. Let X be an fs log scheme in lSm/k and q ∈ Z. For every com-
plex F of locally constant sheaves of Λ-modules on lSm/k, the projection morphism
p : X ×→ X induces an isomorphism of log e´tale cohomolgy groups
p∗ : Hqle´t(X,F)
≃
−→ Hqle´t(X ×,F).
Proof. — By applying Proposition 8.5.2 to the case when g is Spec(ks) → Spec(k),
we reduce to the case when k is separably closed. Then X and X ×  have finite
cohomological dimension by virtue of [66, Theorem 7.2(2)]. Apply [90, 5.7.9] to
obtain two strongly convergent hypercohomology spectral sequences
E2pq = H
p(X, a∗le´tH
q(F))⇒ Hp+qle´t (X,F).
and
E′2pq = H
p(X ×, a∗le´tH
q(F))⇒ Hp+qle´t (X ×,F).
Since there is a naturally induced morphism of spectral sequences Epq → E′pq, we
reduce to case when F is a locally constant sheaf of Λ-modules on Xle´t.
Since k has become separably closed, F is a constant torsion sheaf. We can further
reduce to the case when F = Z/nZ for some integer n > 0 invertible on k. Thanks
to [66, Theorem 5.17] there are isomorphisms
Hqke´t(X,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqle´t(X,Z/nZ), H
q
ke´t(X ×,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqle´t(X ×,Z/nZ).
For this reason it suffices to show that there is an isomorphism of Kummer e´tale
cohomology groups
p∗ : Hqke´t(X,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqke´t(X ×,Z/nZ).
Owing to [44, Corollary 7.5] there are isomorphisms
Hqke´t(X,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqe´t(X − ∂X,Z/nZ),
Hqke´t(X ×,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqe´t((X − ∂X)× A
1,Z/nZ).
By A1-homotopy invariance of e´tale cohomology [2, Corollaire XV.2.2] there is an
isomorphism
Hqe´t(X − ∂X,Z/nZ)
≃
−→ Hqe´t((X − ∂X)× A
1,Z/nZ).
Combining these isomorphisms concludes the proof.
Example 8.5.5. — For every integer n > 1 coprime to the exponential characteristic
of k, the sheaf of nth roots of unity µn is not strictly -invariant in the strict e´tale
topology. Indeed, for every integer i ∈ Z, we have
Hise´t(, µn) ≃ H
i
e´t(P
1, µn).
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In general, the latter group is non-isomorphic to Hie´t(Spec(k), µn). In particular, if k
contains all nth roots of unity, then Z/n is not strictly -invariant in the strict e´tale
topology.
Proposition 8.5.6. — With Λ as above, every locally constant log e´tale sheaf F on
lSm/k admits a unique log transfer structure.
Proof. — Owing to [60, Lemma 6.11] F has a unique transfer structure on Sm/k.
For every X ∈ lSm/k, apply Proposition 8.5.4 to have an isomorphism
F(X) ≃ F(X − ∂X).
Thus for every finite log correspondence V ∈ lCor(X,Y ), where Y ∈ lSm/k, the
transfer map
(V − ∂V )∗ : F(X − ∂X)→ F(Y − ∂Y )
extends uniquely to a transfer map
V ∗ : F(X)→ F(Y ).
With Λ as above, as a consequence we have an adjunction
(8.5.3) η♯ : Shv(ke´t,Λ)⇄ Shv
ltr
le´t(k,Λ) : η
∗,
and η♯ is exact and fully faithful. From (8.5.3) we deduce the canonical Quillen
adjunction
η♯ : C(Shv(ke´t,Λ))⇄ C(Shv
ltr
le´t(k,Λ)) : η
∗
with respect to the descent model structure on the left side and the -local descent
model structure on the right side. On the corresponding homotopy categories, we
obtain the canonical adjunction:
Lη♯ : D(Shv(ke´t,Λ))⇄ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ) : Rη
∗
Since η♯ is exact, Lη♯ ≃ η♯.
Proposition 8.5.7. — With Λ as above, the functor
η♯ : D(Shv(ke´t,Λ))→ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ)
is fully faithful.
Proof. — Let F be an object of C(Shv(ke´t,Λ)). By Proposition 8.5.4, η♯F is strictly
-invariant, and hence there is an isomorphism
Rη∗η♯F ≃ η
∗η♯F .
To conclude we observe that the functor
η♯ : C(Shv(kle´t,Λ))→ C(Shv
ltr
le´t(k,Λ))
is fully faithful since the functor η♯ : Shv(kle´t,Λ)→ Shv
log
le´t (k,Λ) is fully faithful.
Next we state a rigidity conjecture which is a log analogue of [60, Theorem 9.35].
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Conjecture 8.5.8. — With Λ as above, the functor
η♯ : D(Shv(kle´t,Λ))→ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ)
is an equivalence.
Related to Conjecture 8.5.8 we have the following log analogue of Suslin’s rigidity
theorem [60, Theorem 7.20].
Conjecture 8.5.9. — Every strictly -invariant log e´tale sheaf F equipped with log
transfers and torsion coprime to the exponential characteristic of k is locally constant.
Remark 8.5.10. — It is unclear whether one can expect that every -invariant log
e´tale sheaf with log transfers is locally constant. The sheaf a∗le´tΛltr(A
1) is a potential
counterexample, see Example 5.2.13.
8.6. Comparison with Voevodsky’s e´tale motives. — In this section we state
our expectations regarding an e´tale version of Theorem 8.2.17. Since Lemma 8.1.1
fails in the e´tale topology, the proof of Theorem 8.2.17 cannot be directly adopted to
e´tale log motives.
Conjecture 8.6.1. — There is an equivalence of triangulated categories
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) ≃ logDM
eff
le´t(k,Λ).
Remark 8.6.2. — Theorem 9.7.1 on Hodge sheaves provides some first evidence for
Conjecture 8.6.1 in form of the isomorphism
HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j
/k[i])
≃
−→ HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j
/k[i]).
On the other hand, since Z/n is not strictly -invariant for the strict e´tale topology,
it is unclear whether the cohomology groups
HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Z/n[i]) and HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Z/n[i])
are isomorphic, see Example 8.5.5.
Conjecture 8.6.3. — Suppose that Λ = Z/n, where n is invertible in k. Then there
are equivalences of triangulated categories
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ)← logDM
eff
de´t,prop(k,Λ)→ DM
eff
e´t (k,Λ),
and
logDMeffle´t(k,Λ)← logDM
eff
le´t,prop(k,Λ)→ DM
eff
e´t (k,Λ),
Remark 8.6.4. — The Hodge sheaves Ωj/k ∈ logDM
eff
de´t(k,Λ) by Theorem 9.7.1.
We expect the same holds for the de Rham-Witt sheavesWmΩ
j
/k. Moreover, one may
guess that all the objects of logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) can be build from WmΩ
j
/k and objects
of DMeffe´t (k,Λ). Due to the vanishing
WmΩ
j
X/k(X)⊗ Z[1/p] = 0,
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where p denotes the characteristic of the base field k, the de Rham-Witt sheaves
may become trivial in logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) under our assumption. This indicates that
logDMeffde´t(k,Λ) and DM
eff
e´t (k,Λ) are comprised of the same objects.
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9. Hodge sheaves
The main goal of this section is to show that Hodge cohomology for (log) schemes
defined over a perfect field k is representable in the category of effective log motives
logDMeff(k,Λ). This demonstrates in clear terms a fundamental difference between
our category and Voevodsky’s category of motives DMeff(k,Λ). Hodge cohomology
is not representable in the latter category.
In the main step towards representability of Hodge cohomology, see Theorem 9.6.4,
we show that the presheaf Ωj on lSm/k given by the assignment
X 7→ ΩjX/k(X)
extends to a presheaf with log transfers on lSm/k in the sense of Section 2. Analogous
to an argument in [12, §6.2], showing (P•,P•−1)-invariance is then fairly straightfor-
ward by using a suitable interpretation of the projective bundle formula.
The action of finite correspondences on Hodge sheaves (without log structure)
is well-known, and follows for example from the computations in [57] (at least in
characteristic zero). A more conceptual approach, based on coherent duality and
cohomology with support, was developed by Chatzistamatiou and Ru¨lling in [15] and
[16]. We will basically adapt the same script to the logarithmic setting.
9.1. Logarithmic derivations and differentials. — For every fs log scheme X
over k and i ≥ 0 the sheaf of logarithmic differentials on X is defined by
ΩiX/k :=
{
OX i = 0
∧iΩ1X/k i > 0.
We shall often omit the subscript /k and write ΩiX when no confusion seems likely
to arise. Recall that Ω1X is the sheaf of OX -modules generated by universal log
derivations. We refer to [71, Chapter IV] and Section A.7.1 for details.
If X ∈ SmlSm/k, and (t1, . . . , tn) are local coordinates, we recall that Ω1X is the
free OX -module generated by the symbols dt1, . . . dtn. For the open immersion
j : X − ∂X → X,
the sheaf
Ω1X = Ω
1
X(log ∂X)
of differentials with log poles along ∂X is the subsheaf of j∗j
∗Ω1X generated by
d log t1, . . . , d log tr, dtr+1, . . . dtn.
Here, the ideal sheaf of ∂X in X is locally defined by I = (t1 · · · tr).
A quasi-coherent sheaf F on an fs log scheme X is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X. We
similarly define coherent sheaves and locally free coherent sheaves on X . For example,
ΩiX is a coherent sheaf for every fs log scheme X of finite type over k. Indeed, if i = 1
this is [71, Lemma IV. 1.2.16] and ΩiX is the ith exterior power of Ω
1
X for i > 1.
Moreover, if X ∈ SmlSm/k, then ΩiX is locally free.
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By generalizing [62, Proposition III 3.7, Remark III 3.8] to the Nisnevich case we
obtain isomorphisms
(9.1.1) HiZar(X,F) ≃ H
i
sNis(X,F) ≃ H
i
se´t(X,F)
for every quasi-coherent sheaf F on X and integer i ≥ 0.
Lemma 9.1.1. — Let X be an fs log scheme. Then every quasi-coherent sheaf F
on X is a log e´tale sheaf.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X . Hence we may assume that there exists
a presentation of the form ⊕
j∈J
OX →
⊕
i∈I
OX → F → 0.
Since the sheafification functor is exact, we only need to show that OX is a log e´tale
sheaf. This follows from [53, §3.3].
9.2. (Pn,Pn−1)-invariance of logarithmic differentials. — For every n ≥ 1, let
(Pn,Pn−1) be the log smooth log scheme Pn = Pnk with compactifying log structure
induced by the open immersion
j : An = Pn −H →֒ Pn,
where H ≃ Pn−1 ⊂ Pn is a k-rational hyperplane. If X is an fs log scheme in lSm/k,
we form the product X × (Pn,Pn−1) and the projection
π : X × (Pn,Pn−1)→ X.
Proposition 9.2.1. — Suppose X ∈ SmlSm/k. For every i ≥ 1 the naturally
induced map
π∗ : ΩiX → Rπ∗Ω
i
X×(Pn,Pn−1)
is an isomorphism in the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves Db(XZar).
Proof. — (Cf. [12, §6.2]). We begin by setting our notation. Let X = (X, ∂X),
where ∂X is a strict normal crossing divisor in X. Let ιH : H → Pn be the closed
embedding of the rational hyperplane H ≃ Pn−1 in Pn. We need to prove there is an
isomorphism
(9.2.1) π∗ : ΩiX(log ∂X)→ Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn(logH + ∂X)
in Db(XZar). On the right hand side of (9.2.1), we write H+∂X for the strict normal
crossing divisor on X × Pn given by X ×H + ∂X × Pn. We shall prove the claim by
induction on the number of components of ∂X .
Let us write
∂X = ∂X1 + . . .+ ∂Xm,
where the ∂Xi’s are the irreducible components of ∂X . When ∂X = ∅, the statement
follows from the projective bundle formula for the sheaves of logarithmic differential
forms. This should be well known, but for the lack of a reference we give the argument.
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Write ResH for the residue map along X×H ⊂ X×Pn that fits into a short exact
sequence (see e.g., [31, §2.3])
(9.2.2) 0→ ΩiX×Pn → Ω
i
X×Pn(logH)
ResH−−−→ ιH,∗Ω
i−1
X×H → 0
of OX×Pn -modules. Pushing forward to X we get a distinguished triangle
(9.2.3) RπH,∗Ω
i−1
X×H [−1]
f
−→ Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn → Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn(logH)→ RπH,∗Ω
i−1
X×H
in Db(XZar), where πH : X × H → X is the projection. Taking cup products with
the powers of the first Chern class
ξ = c1(OPn(H)) ∈ H
1
Zar(P
n,Ω1Pn)
of H determines an isomorphism in the derived category of bounded complexes of
OX -modules
(9.2.4)
⊕
0≤j≤n
Ωi−jX [−j]
≃
−→ Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn , (a0, . . . , an) 7→
∑
0≤j≤n
π∗(aj) ∪ ξ
j .
This implies the projective bundle formula in Hodge cohomology for the trivial bundle.
The existence of this map is clear once one interprets ξ as a section of R1π∗Ω
1
X×Pn ,
and the quasi-isomorphism is well-known to follow from a direct local computation.
See for example [1, Lemma 3.2] but the result is much older (see [36]).
Similarly, there is an isomorphism
(9.2.5)⊕
0≤j≤n−1
Ωi−1−jX [−j]
≃
−→ R(πH)∗Ω
i−1
X×H , (a0, . . . , an−1) 7→
∑
0≤j≤n−1
π∗H(aj) ∪ ξ
j
H ,
where
ξH ∈ H
1(H,Ω1H/k)
is the restriction ι∗H(ξ) of ξ to H . For every local section a ∈ Ω
i−1−j
X a direct local
computation and the definition of the residue map imply
(9.2.6) f(π∗H(a) ∪ ξ
j
H) = π
∗(a) ∪ ξj+1.
Combining (9.2.3), (9.2.4), (9.2.5), and (9.2.6) we obtain the commutative diagram
(9.2.7)
⊕
0≤j≤n−1 Ω
i−1−j
X [−j − 1] RπH,∗Ω
i−1
X×H [−1]
⊕
0≤j≤n Ω
i−j
X [−j] Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn
≃
ν f
≃
where the left vertical morphism ν is given by the (split) inclusion into the direct sum⊕
0≤j≤n
Ωi−jX [−j]
and the horizontal morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms. Using (9.2.3) and the equality
π∗(−) = π∗(−) ∪ ξ0. We deduce the isomorphism (9.2.1) by noting that the cokernel
of ν is exactly ΩiX .
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Next, we assume that ∂X 6= ∅, so that m ≥ 1. We proceed following the script of
Sato [78, §2] (a sketch for relative differentials can be found in [12, §6.2]).
Write I = {1, . . . ,m} and for 1 ≤ a ≤ m, we define the disjoint union
∂X [a] =
∐
1≤i1<···<ia≤m
∂Xi1 ∩ . . . ∩ ∂Xia .
Note that each ∂X [a] is regular (since ∂X is a strict normal crossing divisor on X),
and that there is a canonical morphism
νa : ∂X
[a] → X
for each a ≥ 1. The log structure on X induces the compactifiying log structure on
each ∂X [a]. More explicitely, we have
Ea =
∐
1≤i1<...<ia≤m
(
(∂Xi1 ∩ . . . ∩ ∂Xia) ∩
∑
j /∈{i1,...,ia}
∂Xj
)
.
This is a normal crossing divisor on ∂X [a] (with strictly less then m components on
each irreducible component of ∂X [a]). The cdh-covering of ∂X given by the ∂X [a]’s
gives rise to the exact sequence of sheaves
0→ ΩiX
εX−−→ ΩiX(log ∂X)→ν1,∗Ω
i−1
∂X[1]
ρ2
−→ ν2,∗Ω
i−2
∂X[2]
→ . . .(9.2.8)
. . .→ νa,∗Ω
i−a
∂X[a]
ρa
−→ νa+1,∗Ω
i−a−1
∂X[a+1]
→ . . . ,
on X, where each morphism ρa is induced by the alternating sum on residues, see
e.g., [78, Proposition 2.2.1].
We may repeat the construction above for X × (Pn,Pn−1). First note that there
is an evident canonical morphism of log schemes
X × (Pn,Pn−1)→ X × (Pn,Pn−1).
Letting νa denote the natural map ∂X
[a] × Pn → X × Pn, we get the following exact
sequence of sheaves on X ×Pn (using the above convention that H stands for X ×H
as a divisor on X × Pn)
0→ ΩiX×Pn(logH)
εX×Pn
−−−−→ ΩiX×Pn(logH + ∂X)→ ν1,∗Ω
i−1
∂X[1]×Pn
ρ2
−→ . . .(9.2.9)
. . .→ νa,∗Ω
i−a
∂X[a]×Pn
ρa
−→ νa+1,∗Ω
i−a−1
∂X[a+1]×Pn
→ . . .
Here, on each scheme ∂X [a]×Pn we consider the compactifying log structure given by
the inclusion of the complement of the normal crossing divisor E[a]×Pn+∂X [a]×H .
To simplify the notation, we set
Aa := Ω
i−a
∂X[a]×Pn
and Ba := Ω
i−a
∂X[a]
.
Let FA be the cokernel of εX×Pn and let FB be the cokernel of εX . Then using (9.2.9)
we obtain the spectral sequence
Ra+qπ∗(νa+1,∗Aa+1)⇒ R
a+qπ∗FA.
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Now, by induction, there is an isomorphism
π∗ : νa+1,∗Ba+1
≃
−→ Ra+qπ∗(νa+1,∗Aa+1),
and hence also
FB
≃
−→ Rπ∗FA
using the above spectral sequence. The proposition follows now from the 5-lemma
and the case ∂X = ∅ by comparing the two distinguished triangles
ΩiX
εX−−→ ΩiX(log ∂X)→ FB → Ω
i
X [1]
and
Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn(logH)
εX×Pn
−−−−→ Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn(logH+∂X)→ Rπ∗FA → Rπ∗Ω
i
X×Pn(logH)[1]
in the bounded derived category Db(XZar).
Corollary 9.2.2. — Let X be an fs log scheme in SmlSm/k. Then for every i, j,
and n, there is an isomorphism
HiZar(X × (P
n,Pn−1),Ωj) ≃ HiZar(X,Ω
j).
Proof. — This is immediate from Proposition 9.2.1.
Proposition 9.2.3. — Let X be an fs log scheme, and let F be a quasi-coherent
sheaf on X. Then for every i ≥ 0 there is an isomorphism
Hise´t(X,F)
≃
−→ Hike´t(X,F).
Proof. — The question is strictly e´tale local on X . Hence we may assume that X is
affine. Our claim follows now from Kato’s [53, Proposition 6.5] with a proof given by
Niziol in [69, Proposition 3.27].
Proposition 9.2.4. — Let f : Y → X be a log modification in lSm/k, and let F
be a locally free coherent sheaf on X. Then for every i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 there is an
isomorphism
Hise´t(X,F)
≃
−→ Hise´t(Y, f
∗F).
Proof. — The question is strict e´tale local on X , so we may assume that X has an fs
chart P . Owing to Proposition A.11.5 there is a subdivision Σ of Spec(P ) such that
there is an isomorphism
Y ×AP AΣ
≃
−→ X ×AP AΣ.
Let p : X ×AP AΣ → X and q : Y ×AP AΣ → X be the projections. There is a
naturally induced commutative diagram
Hise´t(X,F) H
i
se´t(X ×AP AΣ, p
∗F)
Hise´t(Y, f
∗F) X ise´t(Y ×AP AΣ, q
∗F).
≃
The horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms due to [81, Remark 5.19], which is a
consequence of [52, Theorem 11.3] and the projection formula [79, Tag 01E8]. Thus
also the left vertical morphism is an isomorphism.
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Corollary 9.2.5. — Let f : Y → X be a log modification in lSm/k. Then for every
i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 there is an isomorphism
f∗ : Hise´t(X,Ω
j)
≃
−→ Hise´t(Y,Ω
j).
Proof. — Since f is log e´tale we have f∗ΩjX ≃ ΩY . Proposition 9.2.4 allows us to
conclude the proof.
Proposition 9.2.6. — Let X be an fs log scheme in lSm/k. For every i ≥ 0 and
j ≥ 0 there exist functorial isomorphisms
HiZar(X,Ω
j) ≃(1)HisNis(X,Ω
j) ≃(3) HidNis(X,Ω
j)
≃(1)Hise´t(X,Ω
j) ≃(3) Hide´t(X,Ω
j)
≃(2)Hike´t(X,Ω
j) ≃(3) Hile´t(X,Ω
j)
(9.2.10)
Proof. — The isomorphisms labeled (1) follow from the fact that the cohomology of
coherent sheaves with respect to the Zariski, Nisnevich, and e´tale topologies coincides,
see (9.1.1). Proposition 9.2.3 implies (2). Finally, the isomorphisms labeled (3) follow
from Theorem 5.1.2 and Corollary 9.2.5.
Remark 9.2.7. — The comparison of strict e´tale, Kummer e´tale, and log e´tale
Hodge cohomology groups are also carried out in [81, Theorems 6.13, 6.14].
Corollary 9.2.8. — Let X be an fs log scheme in lSm/k. Suppose that t is one of
following topologies: Zar, sNis, se´t, ke´t, dNis, de´t, and le´t. Then for every i, j,
and n, there is an isomorphism
Hit(X × (P
n,Pn−1),Ωj) ≃ Hit (X,Ω
j).
Proof. — Owing to Corollary 9.2.5 and Propositions 9.2.6 and A.10.2, we reduce to
the case when X ∈ SmlSm/k. Then apply Corollary 9.2.2.
9.3. A recollection on Grothendieck duality. — We recall some material from
Grothendieck-Verdier duality theory for coherent sheaves [37]. If X is a separated
scheme of finite type over k, and πX : X → Spec(k) is the structural morphism, we
have a pair of adjoint functors (RπX,∗, π
!
X) between D
b(k) and Db(XZar) = D
b(X)
(since we only consider the Zariski topology we often omit the subscript). More
generally, if f : X → Y is any morphism of finite type, there is an adjoint pair
Rf∗ : D
b(X)⇆ Db(Y ) : f !
between the bounded derived categories of coherent sheaves. The adjunction induces
a natural transformation of functors
Rf∗RHomX(−, f
!(−))
≃
−→ RHomY (Rf∗(−),−)
called the standard Grothendieck duality isomorphism (Hom refers to the inner Hom
of sheaves onXZar to avoid confusion with the inner Hom in the categories of motives).
We denote by DX the dualizing functor
DX = RHomX(−, π
!
X(k)) : D
b(X)→ Db(X)
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If X is smooth of dimension d over k, then there is a canonical isomorphism
π!Xk ≃ Ω
d
X [d].
Moreover, for every j ≥ 0 and n ∈ Z, there is an isomorphism (canonical up to the
choice of a sign)
ΩjX [n]
≃
−→ DX(Ω
d−j
X )[n− d].
The latter isomorphism is induced by taking exterior products of forms
ΩjX
≃
−→ HomX(Ω
d−j
X ,Ω
d
X), ω 7→ (η 7→ ω ∧ η).
Our next goal is to extend the above results to the log setting. For the analytic
setting, see Esnualt-Viehweg [30], which in turn was inspired by analogous results in
the theory of D-modules (see e.g., Bernstein [8]). We begin with the following
Definition 9.3.1. — Let X be an fs log scheme in SmlSm/k. By Lemma A.5.10,
we have that X = (X, ∂X), where X is a smooth k-scheme and ∂X = ∂X1+ . . . ∂Xr
is a strict normal crossing divisor on X. We let I∂X be the invertible sheaf of ideals
defining ∂X .
Lemma 9.3.2. — Let X be an integral fs log scheme in SmlSm/k of dimension
dX . Then, for any j ≥ 0 and every n, there is an isomorphism
(9.3.1) θX : Ω
j
X [n] = Ω
j
X(log ∂X)[n]
≃
−→ DX(Ω
dX−j
X ⊗OX I∂X)[n− dX ]
in Db(X).
Proof. — To prove (9.3.1), we note there is an isomorphism of sheaves
(9.3.2) ΩjX(log ∂X)
≃
−→ HomX(Ω
dX−j
X (log ∂X)⊗OX I∂X ,Ω
dX
X )
induced by the exterior product of forms
ω 7→ (β ⊗ u 7→ ω ∧ (β ⊗ u)),
where u is a local section of I∂X . Here we are implicitly making a choice of sign since
the assignment β ⊗ u 7→ β ∧ (ω ⊗ u) is equally valid. We note the inclusion
ΩdX−jX (log ∂X)⊗OX I∂X ⊂ Ω
dX−j
X
(every section of the sheaf is a regular differential).
To show (9.3.2) is an isomorphism we resort to a computation in local coordinates.
We have
ΩdXX (log ∂X)⊗ I∂X ≃ Ω
dX
X ,
since
(d log x1 ∧ . . . d log xr ∧ dxr+1 ∧ . . . dxdX )x1 · · ·xr = dx1 ∧ . . . dxdX ,
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where (x1 · · ·xr) = I∂X locally around any point of ∂X . Next, note that for every
integer n ∈ Z, we have
HomX(Ω
dX−j
X (log ∂X)⊗OX I∂X ,Ω
dX
X )[n]
(9.3.3)
= Hom•X(Ω
dX−j
X (log ∂X)⊗OX I∂X ,Ω
dX
X [dX ])[n− dX ] (sheaf Hom complex)
= RHomX(Ω
dX−j
X (log ∂X)⊗OX I∂X , π
!
X(k))[n− dX ] (Ω
dX−j
X (log ∂X) is locally free)
Here, we have used the notation Hom•X for the inner Hom of complexes of sheaves on
X, and RHom for the derived functor of HomX . By combining (9.3.2) with (9.3.3)
we get the desired isomorphism.
Remark 9.3.3. — (1) One can use the twisted dualizing functor
DX = DX(−⊗ I∂X)
to prove that (9.3.1) holds more generally for the logarithmic de Rham complex
DR∂X(V) associated to a coherent OX -module V equipped with a meromorphic
connection with regular singularities along ∂X . For details see [30, (A.2)].
(2) Let j : U = X − ∂X →֒ X be the open immersion of the complement of the
boundary divisor on X . Then, for every j ∈ Z, we have
ΩjU = (Ω
j
X)|U ≃ DX(Ω
dX−j
X ⊗ I∂X)|U [−dX ] = DU (Ω
dX−j
U )[−dX ].
9.4. Cohomology with support and cycle classes. — Following [15], in order
to define the action of finite log correspondences on logarithmic differentials, we will
need to construct a cycle class in Hodge cohomology associated to a closed subscheme.
A priori this is potentially a subtle point, since we might need to deal with closed
immersions of schemes which are not strict as morphisms of log schemes (this is the
case for an arbitrary finite log correspondence). As it turns out, this can be avoided
as discussed later in the section, and the following discussion of cohomology with
support in the log setting suffices for our purposes.
Construction 9.4.1. — Let X be an integral fs log scheme of finite type over k,
and let v : Z →֒ X be a strict closed immersion of log schemes. For F a Zariski sheaf
of abelian groups on XZar we set
ΓZ(X,F) := Ker(F(X)→ F(X − Z)).
It is elementary to see that the functor ΓZ(X,−) is left exact and there exists an
induced derived functor
RΓZ(X,−) : D
b(XZar)→ D
b(Ab).
We define cohomology with support by setting
HiZ(X,F) := RΓ
i
Z(X,F).
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Note that we have RΓX(X,−) = RΓ(X,−). For Z ⊂ X strict as above, we define
the Hodge cohomology of X with support in Z (cf. [15, §2]) as the sum
H∗Hodge(X,Z) =
⊕
i,j≥0
HiZ(X,Ω
j
X).
If Z is empty, we write H∗Hodge(X) for H
∗
Hodge(X, ∅).
Construction 9.4.2. — For f : X → Y a morphism and Z a strict closed subscheme
of Y , we write f−1(Z) for X ×Y Z seen as a strict closed subscheme of X . There is
an isomorphism of functors
RΓf−1(Z)
≃
−→ RΓZRf∗.
We say that a strict closed subscheme W of X contains f−1(Z) if the strict closed
immersion f−1(Z) →֒ X admits a factorization f−1(Z) ⊂W →֒ X . In this situation
the latter isomorphism furnishes a natural transformation
(9.4.1) f∗ : RΓZ → RΓZRf∗Lf
∗ ≃−→ RΓf−1(Z)Lf
∗ → RΓWLf
∗.
See [15, §2.1.5] for more details. The displayed natural transformations are morphisms
in the functor category from Db(YZar) to D
b(Ab). Here the log structures on X and
Y are irrelevant since (9.4.1) only involves standard operations on sheaves. The
pullback f∗ in (9.4.1) is compatible with composition, see [15, (2.1.8)].
Remark 9.4.3. — (1) Every object and every morphism involved in the natural
transformation (9.4.1) is defined inside the usual bounded derived category of
coherent sheaves on X or Y . In particular, the sheaf
ΩjX = Ω
j
X(log ∂X)
is considered as a coherent sheaf on X (and likewise for ΩjY and Y ). In other
words, the log structures on X and Y do not play any role in the definition of
the derived categories that we consider, and the log geometric information is
completely captured by the sheaves of log differentials.
Since ΩjY is locally free when Y ∈ SmlSm/k, we have Lf
∗ΩjY = f
∗ΩjY and
composing with the morphism f∗ΩjY → Ω
j
X from [71, Proposition IV.1.2.15] we
obtain
f∗ : RΓZΩ
j
Y → RΓWΩ
j
X .
In particular, this yields the pullback morphism in Hodge cohomology
f∗ : H∗Hodge(Y, Z)→ H
∗
Hodge(X,W ).
In the above Y ∈ SmlSm/k for simplicity but we do not impose the same
assumption on X .
(2) If X ∈ SmlSm/k there is a canonical morphism to the underlying scheme
pX : X → X. For every (irreducible) closed subscheme Z of X, the morphism
Z = Z ×X X → X
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is a strict closed immersion (here the log structure on Z is the restriction of the
log structure of X). Applying Construction 9.4.2 to pX yields the morphism
p∗X : H
∗
Hodge(X,Z) =
⊕
i,j
HiZ(X,Ω
j
X)→
⊕
i,j
HiZ(X,Ω
j
X) = H
∗
Hodge(X,Z).
Here HiZ(X,Ω
j
X) is the cohomology group with support H
i
Z(X,Ω
j
X(log ∂X)).
The morphism p∗X is induced by the inclusion of locally free sheaves
ΩjX → Ω
j
X(log ∂X)
on X or, intrinsically using log geometry, is the canonical morphism discussed
in [71, Example IV 1.2.17].
(3) We can further compose the morphism in (2) with the morphism induced by
the open immersion j : X − ∂X → X to obtain
H∗Hodge(X,Z)
p∗X−−→ H∗Hodge(X,Z)
j∗
−→ H∗Hodge(X − ∂X,Z − ∂Z),
where Z − ∂Z = Z ∩ (X − ∂X). The composite morphism is induced by
ΩjX → j∗Ω
j
X−∂X ,
which clearly factors through the sheaf ΩjX(log ∂X).
Next, we discuss a derived pushforward functor following the script in [15, §2.2].
Owing to Remark 9.4.3(3) it suffices to perform our constructions in the bounded
derived category Db(X).
Construction 9.4.4. — Let f : X → Y be a proper map between integral fs log
schemes. We will assume Y ∈ SmlSm/k and that X is normal with compactifying
Deligne-Faltings log structure ∂X → X , where ∂X is an effective Cartier divisor on
X . A special case is the boundary of X ∈ lSm/k. Recall that DX(−) is the dualizing
functor onDb(X). Using standard coherent duality theory [37] we obtain a morphism
in Db(Y )
(9.4.2) f∗ : Rf∗DX(Ω
q
X)→ DY (Ω
q
Y ),
defined as the composition
Rf∗RHomX(Ω
q
X , π
!
X(k))
≃
−→ Rf∗RHomX(Ω
q
X , f
!π!Y (k))
→ RHomY (Rf∗Ω
q
X , Rf∗f
!π!Y (k))
Trf
−−→ RHomY (Rf∗Ω
q
X , π
!
Y (k))
f∗
−→ RHomY (Ω
q
Y , π
!
Y (k)).
Here Trf is gotten from the trace morphism Rf∗f
! → id, and f∗ : ΩqY → Rf∗Ω
q
X is
the pullback of forms with log poles. If we further assume that f is a strict morphism
of log schemes, then we have
ΩqX ⊗ I∂X = Ω
q
X ⊗ f
∗I∂Y
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where f∗ denotes the pullback of coherent sheaves (locally free, in this case). Further
the strictness assumption implies f−1(∂Y ) = ∂X as effective Cartier divisors on X .
Thus the construction of (9.4.2) furnishes a morphism
(9.4.3) f∗ : Rf∗DX(Ω
q
X ⊗ I∂X)→ DY (Ω
q
Y ⊗ I∂Y ).
Remark 9.4.5. — The assumption that Y ∈ SmlSm/k and X has a compactifying
Deligne-Faltings log structure is needed to incorporate the ideal sheaves I∂X and I∂Y
in Construction 9.4.4, but it is not used to define (9.4.2). In Construction 9.5.3 we
use the assumption on X to define pushforward with proper support.
For the proof of the following result we refer the reader to [15, Proposition 2.2.7].
Lemma 9.4.6. — For the pushforward morphism in (9.4.2) we have (id)∗ = id. If
f : X → Y and g : Y → Z are proper maps between fs log schemes in SmlSm/k, then
(g ◦ f)∗ = g∗ ◦Rg∗(f∗) : Rg∗Rf∗DX(Ω
q
X)→ DZ(Ω
q
Z)
for every q ≥ 0. Moreover, if f and g are strict, the same holds for the pushforward
morphism in (9.4.3).
Let i : X →֒ Y be a strict closed immersion of fs log schemes in SmlSm/k, and
assume that X has pure codimension c in Y , so that X →֒ Y is a closed immersion
of smooth schemes of pure codimension c. If we combine (9.4.3) with Lemma 9.3.1
then for every g ≥ 0 we have the composite
(9.4.4)
i∗Ω
q
X
i∗θX−−−→ i∗DX(Ω
dX−q
X ⊗ I∂X)[−dX ]
i∗−→ DY (Ω
dX−q
Y ⊗ I∂Y )[−dX ]
θY−−→ Ωc+qY [c].
Here θX is the duality isomorphism (9.3.1) for X , θY is the duality isomorphism for
Y , and dX is the dimension of X .
Lemma 9.4.7. — Let i : X →֒ Y be a strict closed immersion of fs log schemes
in SmlSm/k. Let f : Y ′ → Y be a morphism in SmlSm/k and assume there is a
cartesian square
X ′ Y ′
X Y
f ′
i′
f
i
where X ′ ∈ SmlSm/k. Assume that X has pure codimension c = dY−dX = dY ′−dX′ ,
where d(−) denotes the dimension of a scheme.
Then for all q ≥ 0 there is a commutative diagram
i∗Rf
′
∗Ω
′q
X Rf∗Ω
c+q
Y ′ [c]
i∗Ω
q
X Ω
c+q
Y [c].
(9.4.4)′
(f ′)∗
(9.4.4)
f∗
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Proof. — The proof requires an explicit description of the map (9.4.4) using local
cohomology sheaves. Since the log structure does not cause any complications, the
argument in [15, Corollary 2.2.22] applies, mutatis mutandis, to our situation.
Assume that X is integral. Applying RΓX(Y,−) to (9.4.4), we get a morphism
RΓ(X,ΩqX) = RΓX(Y,Ri∗Ω
q
X) = RΓX(Y, i∗Ω
q
X)→ RΓX(Y,Ω
c+q
Y )[c]
in Db(Ab). Furthermore, on cohomology, we obtain
H(i∗) : H
∗(X,ΩqX)→ H
∗+c
X (Y,Ω
q+c
Y ).
In particular, for q = ∗ = 0, there is a morphism
(9.4.5) H(i∗) : H
0(X,OX)→ H
c
X(Y,Ω
c
Y ).
The image of 1 ∈ H0(X,OX) along the mapH(i∗) of (9.4.5) is called the cycle class of
the strict closed subscheme X in Y . In order to extend the definition to an arbitrary
strict closed subscheme, we first establish some auxiliary results.
Lemma 9.4.8. — Let X be a smooth and separated scheme over k, and let Z be
a closed subscheme of X of pure codimension c. Let D be a strict normal crossing
divisor on X. Then, for any i < c and j, we have the vanishing
HiZ(X,Ω
j
X(logD)) = 0.
Proof. — By the localization sequence one is reduced to the case where X is local
and Z is the closed point. In this case the assertion follows from the vanishing of
local cohomology, using that ΩjX(logD) is locally free and that a regular local ring is
Gorenstein, see e.g., [38, Theorem 6.3].
Lemma 9.4.8 immediately implies the following result.
Lemma 9.4.9. — Let X be a smooth and separated scheme over k, and let
W
µ
→ Z
ν
→ X
be closed immersions such that the codimension of ν (resp. µ) is c (resp. ≥ 1). Then
the naturally induced homomorphism
HcZ(X,Ω
c
X)→ H
c
Z−W (X −W,Ω
c
X−W )
is injective.
We can now recall the definition of Grothendieck’s “fundamental class” for a closed
subscheme of a smooth k-scheme.
Lemma 9.4.10. — Let X be a smooth and separated scheme over k, and let Z
be a closed subscheme of X of pure codimension c. Consider the open immersion
j : U = X − Zsing → X, and consider the induced homomorphism (9.4.5)
H(i∗) : H
0
Zreg
(Zreg,OZreg )→ H
c
Zreg
(U,ΩcU ),
where Zreg is the regular (equivalenty, smooth, since k is perfect) locus of Z. Then
the following statements hold.
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(1) The naturally induced homomorphism
j∗ : HcZ(X,Ω
c
X)→ H
c
Zreg
(U,ΩcU ).
is injective.
(2) There exists a unique element cl(Z) in HcZ(X,Ω
c
X) such that
j∗(cl(Z)) = H(i∗)(1).
Proof. — Assertion (1) follows from Lemma 9.4.9 and assertion (2) is explained in
[15, Proposition 3.1.1]
Putting the above together, we arrive at the following construction of a cycle class.
Definition 9.4.11. — Let X be an integral fs log scheme in SmlSm/k, and let
ν : Z → X be a strict closed immersion of fs log schemes such that Z has pure
codimension c in X. In this setting, we define the cycle class of Z
cl(Z) ∈ HcZ(X,Ω
c
X)
as follows: Let j : X − ∂X → X and pX : X → X denote the canonical morphisms to
the underlying scheme of X . In degree c we have the homomorphisms p∗X and j
∗
HcZ(X,Ω
c
X)
p∗X→ HcZ(X,Ω
c
X)
j∗
→ HcZ−∂Z(X − ∂X,Ω
c
X−∂X)
from Remark 9.4.3(3). Since pullbacks are compatible with compositions, the com-
position in question is the restriction map j∗ for cohomology with support on the
underlying schemes (both X and X − ∂X have trivial log structures). Lemma 9.4.9
shows j∗ is injective. It follows that also p∗X is injective, and we set
cl(Z) := p∗X(cl(Z)).
Note that j∗cl(Z) ≃ cl(Z − ∂Z) by Lemma 9.4.10 and Lemma 9.4.7. By the same
token, when Z ∈ SmlSm/k, the class cl(Z) agrees with H(i∗)(1) of (9.4.5).
9.5. Pushforward with proper support. — Let f : X → Y be a strict morphism
of integral fs log schemes in SmlSm/k, and let u : Z →֒ X be a strict closed immersion
of fs log schemes. We will assume that the restriction of f to Z is proper and surjective
onto Y .
Definition 9.5.1. — A good compactification of f as above is a factorization
f = f ◦ j : X →֒ X
f
−→ Y,
where X → Y is a proper and strict map, X is an integral normal fs log scheme with
compactifying Deligne-Faltings log structure ∂X → X , where ∂X an effective Cartier
divisor on X.
Remark 9.5.2. — A good compactification exists for every f as above. Indeed,
Nagata’s compactification theorem [20] shows that every separated morphism of finite
type f : X → Y between Noetherian schemes admits a compactification, i.e., there
exists a factorization into an open immersion followed by a proper map f : X ′ → Y .
Letting X denote the fs log scheme with log structure (f
∗
MY )log on X
′ we obtain a
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morphism f : X → Y . By a standard argument, we may assume that X ′ is normal
(simply take the normalization of X which does not alter the interior) and that the
subscheme ∂X , where the log structure is nontrivial, is the support of an effective
Cartier divisor. If we further assume that resolution of singularities holds over k, we
may assume X ∈ SmlSm/k.
Construction 9.5.3. — Let f : X → Y be a strict morphism of integral schemes
in SmlSm/k. Let u : Z → X be a strict closed immersion of fs log schemes, and
assume that the restriction of f to Z is proper and surjective. Set dX := dimX ,
dY := dimY , and r := dX − dY . In this setting, for every i and j, we will construct
the pushforward morphism
(9.5.1) H(f∗) : H
i+r
Z (X,Ω
j+r
X )→ H
i(Y,ΩjY ).
First recall from Lemma 9.3.1 the duality isomorphisms
θX : H
i+r
Z (X,Ω
j+r
X )
≃
−→ Hi+r−dXZ (X,DX(Ω
dX−j−r
X ⊗ I∂X))(9.5.2)
= Hi−dYZ (X,DX(Ω
dY −j
X ⊗ I∂X)),
and
(9.5.3) θY : H
i+r(Y,Ωj+rY )
≃
−→ Hi−dY (Y,DY (Ω
dY −j
Y ⊗ I∂Y )).
Here θX is obtained from (9.3.1) by applying RΓZ(X,−). Thus we are left to construct
Hi−dYZ (X,DX(Ω
dY−j
X ⊗ I∂X))→ H
i−dY (Y,DY (Ω
dY −j
Y ⊗ I∂Y )).
If f is proper, this is precisely the content of (9.4.2) after applying the cohomology
with support functor (here we use the surjectivity of the map from Z to Y , otherwise
we would have to introduce a support in the target). When f is not proper, choose a
good compactification f in the sense of Definition 9.5.1, which is possible by Remark
9.5.2. Then we have a natural isomorphism
(9.5.4) Hi−dYZ (X,DX(Ω
dY −j
X ⊗ I∂X))
≃
−→ Hi−dYZ (X,DX(Ω
dY −j
X
⊗ I∂X))
by excision since Z ⊂ X →֒ X is a strict closed immersion. Applying (9.4.2) to f we
get
(9.5.5) Hi−dYZ (X,DX(Ω
dY −j
X
⊗ I∂X))→ H
i−dY (Y,DY (Ω
dY −j
Y ⊗ I∂Y )).
Composing (9.5.2), (9.5.4), (9.5.5) and the inverse of (9.5.3), we obtain (9.5.1).
The next lemma is a routine check, see [15, Definition 2.3.2, Proposition 2.3.3].
Lemma 9.5.4. — The map (9.5.1) is independent of the choice of compactification.
Let f : X → Y and g : Y → V be two strict morphisms of integral fs log schemes in
SmlSm/k such that the restrictions f ◦ u and g ◦ f ◦ u are proper and surjective. If
we set l = dimX − dim V , then
H((g ◦ f)∗) = H(g∗) ◦H(f∗) : H
i+l
Z (X,Ω
j+l
X )→ H
i(V,ΩjV ).
9.6. The action of log correspondences. — Suppose Z is an elementary log
correspondence from X to Y in the sense of Definition 2.1.1, where X,Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
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Our aim in this subsection to construct a pullback morphism
Z∗ : Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(X).
If we extend by linearity to all finite log correspondences and verify compatibility
with the composition, this equips the logarithmic differential Ωj with the structure
of a presheaf with log transfers.
Lemma 9.6.1. — Let
Y ′ Y
X ′ X
f ′
g′
f
g
be a cartesian square of fs log schemes. Suppose that g′ is exact. If there exists a
morphism h : X → T such that hg is strict, then g′ is strict.
Proof. — Owing to [71, Definition III.1.2.1] there are naturally induced morphisms
g∗logMX →MX′ , h
∗
logMT →MX , (hg)
∗
logMT →MX′ .
Since hg is strict, the third morphism is an isomorphism. This implies that the first
morphism is an epimorphism, so that
MX′/X := Coker(g
∗
logMX →MX′) = 0.
The question is Zariski local on X ′ and X , so owing to [71, Theorem III.1.2.7], we
may assume that g has a neat chart θ : P → P ′ ([71, Definition II.2.4.4]). This shows
θgp is an isomorphism since MX′/X = 0. The question is also Zariski local on Y , so
we may assume f admits an fs chart P → Q.
By the construction of fiber products in the category of fs log schemes, Y ′ has an
fs chart
Q′ := P ′ ⊕P Q,
which is an amalgamated sum in the category of fs monoids. By [71, Theorem I.1.3.4]
we have an isomorphism
Q′gp ≃ P ′gp ⊕P gp Q
gp.
Since θgp : P gp → P ′gp is an isomorphism, we see that Qgp → Q′gp is an isomorphism.
This implies that Q→ Q′ is an isomorphism since g′ is exact. Thus g′ is strict.
Construction 9.6.2. — Let Z be an elementary log correspondence from X to Y
where X,Y ∈ SmlSm/k. We will first construct
Z∗ : Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(X)
in the case when X is a quasi-projective scheme and has an fs chart P . By definition,
there is a strict finite surjective morphism ZN → X and a morphism ZN → Y . By
Theorem A.11.11, there exists a log blow-up V → X × Y such that the pullback
f ′ : ZN ×(X×Y ) V → V of f is exact. Using Lemma 9.6.1, we deduce that f
′ is strict.
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By Proposition A.11.18, there is a log modification X ′ → X such that the pullback
(ZN ×X×Y V )×X X
′ → ZN ×X X
′
is an isomorphism. Next, note that by Proposition A.11.9, every log modification is
a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism. By [71, Corollary 3.2.4], if f is log e´tale
then f∗Ω1X
≃
−→ Ω1Y , since both X and Y are coherent log schemes. Thus we get an
isomorphism on sections
Ωj(X) ≃ Ωj(X ′).
Let Z ′ be the correspondence from X ′ to Y defined by ZN ×XX ′. If we can construct
a morphism
Z ′∗ : Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(X ′),
then we obtain Z∗ : Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(X) via the composite
Ωj(Y )
Z′∗
→ Ωj(X ′)
∼
→ Ωj(X).
Hence we may replace (X,Y, Z, V ) by (X ′, Y ′, Z, V ′) where V ′ := V ×XX
′. In this
case, the projection
ZN ×(X×Y ) V → Z
N
is an isomorphism, and the projection ZN ×(X×Y ) V → V gives a morphism
ν : ZN → V.
Let U be the maximal open subscheme of V that is strict over X , which exists by
Lemma A.4.4. Since ZN is strict over X , ν factors through µ : ZN → U , and there
is a commutative diagram
ZN U
X × Y Y
X.
µ
pU,Y
Since ZN is quasi-projective, µ admits a factorization
ZN → U ′ → PmU → U
into a closed immersion followed by an open immersion and the projection morphism
for some m ≥ 0. We let pU ′ : U ′ → U (resp. qU ′) be the composition U ′ → PmU → U
(resp. U ′
pU′→ U → X × Y → X). Now using Constructions 9.4.11 and 9.5.3, we have
the homomorphisms
Hi(Y,Ωj)
p∗U,Y
→ Hi(U,Ωj)
p∗U→ Hi(U ′,Ωj)
∪cl(ZN ,U ′)
−→ Hi+m+dYZ (U
′,Ωj+m+dY )
qU∗
→ Hi(X,Ωj).
When i = 0 we deduce the desired correspondence action Z∗ : Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(X).
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For a general X , we choose a Zariski cover {Xa}a∈I of X such that each Xa is
quasi-projective and has an fs chart. Set Xab := Xa ×X Xb, and for each a and b we
choose a Zariski cover {Xabc}c∈Jab of Xab such that each Xabc is quasi-projective and
has an fs chart. Since ΩjX is a Zariski sheaf, there is an exact sequence
0→ Ωj(X)→
⊕
a∈I
Ωj(Xa)→
⊕
a,b∈I,c∈Jab
Ωj(Xabc).
This induces an exact sequence
0→Hom(Ωj(Y ),Ωj(X))→ Hom(Ωj(Y ),⊕a∈IΩ
j(Xa))
→Hom(Ωj(Y ),⊕a,b∈I,c∈JabΩ
j(Xabc)).
Letting Za ∈ lCor(Xa, Y ) and Zabc ∈ lCor(Xabc, Y ) denote the restrictions of
Z ∈ lCor(X,Y ), we have constructed
Z∗a ∈ Hom(Ω
j(Y ),Ωj(Xa)), Z
∗
abc ∈ Hom(Ω
j(Y ),Ωj(Xabc)).
By Lemma 9.6.3 below, we obtain the desired element
(9.6.1) Z∗ ∈ Hom(Ωj(Y ),Ωj(X))
using the above exact sequence. Our construction extends to the log setting the
correspondence action given by Ru¨lling in [48, §A.4].
Lemma 9.6.3. — Let Z ∈ lCor(X,Y ) be a log correspondence where X,Y ∈
SmlSm/k, let j : U → X be an open immersion, and let ZU ∈ lCor(U, Y ) be the
restriction of Z. Consider the naturally induced map
j∗ : Ωj(X)→ Ωj(X).
If X is quasi-projective and has an fs chart P , then we have
j∗ ◦ Z∗ = Z∗U .
Proof. — This is immediate from the construction.
Theorem 9.6.4. — The presheaf Ωj on lSm/k admits a log transfer structure.
Proof. — We will first show that Ωj on SmlSm/k admits a log transfer structure.
Let V ∈ lCor(X,Y ) andW ∈ lCor(Y, Z) be log correspondences. From Construction
9.6.2 we have
V ∗ ∈ Hom(Ωj(Y ),Ωj(X)), W ∗ ∈ Hom(Ωj(Z),Ωj(Y )),
and
(W ◦ V )∗ ∈ Hom(Ωj(Z),Ωj(X)).
It remains to check that
(W ◦ V )∗ = V ∗ ◦W ∗.
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Due to Construction 9.6.2, we may assume that X , Y , and Z are quasi-projective
schemes equipped with fs charts. Consider the diagram
Ωj(Z) Ωj(Y ) Ωj(X)
Ωj(Z − ∂Z) Ωj(Y − ∂Y ) Ωj(X − ∂X).
W∗ V ∗
(W◦)∗ (V ◦)∗
The correspondences V ◦ and W ◦ are as in Lemma 2.3.2.
The vertical morphisms are injective by definition of the differential forms with log
poles as subsheaf of the pushforward of the sheaf of differential forms from the open
subset where the log structure is trivial. By Lemma 9.6.3 and by the construction
[48, §A.4], the pullbacks (V ◦)∗ and (W ◦)∗ render the two squares commutative.
By [48, Theorem A.4.1], the lower horizontal composition (W ◦ ◦ V ◦)∗ agrees with
(V ◦)∗ ◦ (W ◦)∗. Since the vertical maps are injective and (W ◦ V )◦ = W ◦ ◦ V ◦ by
Lemma 2.3.3, we conclude that (W ◦ V )∗ = V ∗ ◦ W ∗ by a diagram chase. This
completes the proof that Ωj admits a log transfer structure on SmlSm/k.
Thanks to Lemma 4.7.6, the presheaf on lSm/k given by
X 7→ colim
Y ∈XSmdiv
Ωj(Y )
admits a log transfer structure. To conclude observe that this presheaf is isomorphic
to Ωj since Ωj is a dividing sheaf.
Remark 9.6.5. — Let X be a smooth k-scheme. By [43, Theorem 3.6] the sections
of the h-sheafification ah(Ω
j) of Ωj on X agree with Ωj(X). This implies that the
sheaves Ωj on Sm/k admit a unique transfer structure. Thus the transfer structure
defined by Ru¨lling and extended in this section to log schemes agrees with the transfer
structure defined in [57], at least with rational coefficients and in characteristic zero.
Proposition 9.6.6. — For every integer j ≥ 0, the differential
d : Ωj → Ωj+1
is a morphism of presheaves with log transfers.
Proof. — We need to show that for every finite log correspondence V ∈ lCor(X,Y ),
with X,Y ∈ lSm/k, the back square in the diagram
Ωj(Y ) Ωj+1(Y )
Ωj(Y − ∂Y ) Ωj+1(Y − ∂Y )
Ωj(X) Ωj+1(X)
Ωj(X − ∂X) Ωj+1(X − ∂X).
commutes. The top and bottom squares commute since d : Ωj → Ωj+1 is a morphism
of presheaves. The left and right squares commute since Ωj is a presheaf with log
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transfers by Theorem 9.6.4. In the proof of Theorem 9.6.4 we have observed that the
homomorphisms
Ωj(X)→ Ωj(X − ∂X) and Ωj(Y )→ Ωj(Y − ∂Y )
are injective. Thus we are reduced to showing that the front square commutes, i.e.,
we may assume that X,Y ∈ Sm/k. This case is checked in [48, Theorem B.2.1].
9.7. Hodge cohomology and cyclic homology. — After having established the
action of log correspondences on the sheaves of logarithmic differentials, we are
ready to establish representability of Hodge cohomology and cyclic homology in
logDMeff(k,Λ).
Theorem 9.7.1. — For t = dNis, de´t, and le´t, the sheaves Ωj are strictly -
invariant t-sheaves with log transfers. Thus for every X ∈ lSm/k and i ∈ Z, there is
a natural isomorphism
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j [i]) ≃ HiZar(X,Ω
j).
Proof. — Lemma 9.1.1, Proposition 9.2.6, Corollary 9.2.8, and Theorem 9.6.4 imply
that Ωj is a strictly -invariant t-sheaves with log transfers on SmlSm/k. For the
isomorphisms
HomlogDMeff (k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j [i]) ≃ HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j[i])
≃ HomlogDMeffle´t(k,Λ)(M(X),Ω
j[i])
≃ HiZar(X,Ω
j),
see (5.4.2) and (5.4.3).
Example 9.7.2. — Suppose k is a field of positive characteristic p > 0 and let Λ
be an Fp-algebra. Then the Artin-Schreier sequence
0→ Ga → Ga → Z/p→ 0
is exact on the small e´tale site of k. By Theorem 9.7.1 the sheaf Ga on SmlSm/k is
a strictly -invariant dividing e´tale sheaf with log transfers. As a consequence, Z/p
is a strictly -invariant dividing e´tale sheaf with log transfers. Applying (5.4.3) we
see that for every X ∈ SmlSm/k there is an isomorphism
HomlogDMeffde´t(k,Z)(M(X),Z/p) ≃ H
0
Zar(X,Z/p).
In particular, if X is nonempty, this is a nontrivial group. It follows that also Z/p is
nontrivial in logDMeffde´t(k,Z). Similarly, Z/p is nontrivial in logDM
eff
le´t(k,Z).
Assume now that k has characteristic zero and let Λ = Q. Let HCn(X) denote
the cyclic homology groups of a smooth k-scheme X . The Zariski descent method of
[91] and the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem [59, Theorem 3.4.12] provide a
natural isomorphism
(9.7.1) HCn(X) ≃
⊕
p∈Z
H2p−nZar (X,Ω
≤2p).
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Proposition 9.6.6 shows that the differentials in the complex Ω• on SmlSm/k are
compatible with the log transfer structure, so that Ω≤2p is a complex of Nisnevich
sheaves with (log) transfers. Theorem 9.7.1 and (9.7.1) imply representability of cyclic
homology in logDMeff(k,Q).
Theorem 9.7.3. — Suppose k has characteristic zero and let Λ = Q. For every
X ∈ Sm/k and n ≥ 0, there is a natural isomorphism
(9.7.2) HomlogDMeff (k,Q)(M(X),
⊕
p∈Z
Ω≤2p[2p− n]) ≃ HCn(X).
Note that for X ∈ lSm/k, the left hand side of (9.7.2) can be taken as definition
of cyclic homology for fs log smooth log schemes over a field of characteristic zero.
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Appendix A. Logarithmic geometry
In this section, we provide a minimal reminder of the basic definitions regarding
logarithmic geometry and state results that are used in the main body of our work.
One can intuitively view the category of log schemes as an extension of the category
of schemes given by essentially allowing “schemes with boundary” meaning pairs
(X, ∂X), where X is a scheme and ∂X ⊂ X is a normal crossing divisor, In many
ways, the log geometry of (X, ∂X) models the geometry on the complement X \ ∂X :
for example, they have the same de Rham cohomology and e´tale sites. Many classical
invariants and properties of schemes extend naturally to log schemes. There are
notions of smooth and e´tale maps, pullbacks, forms and differentials, and of coherent
sheaves. The Kato-Nakayama or Betti analytification functor provides an important
bridge between log schemes and topological spaces; in our motivic setting, this is
clearly expressed in the construction of Thom spaces.
The structure sheaf OX of X is a sheaf of rings in the Zariski topology. Its subsheaf
of invertible elements is a Zariski sheaf of commutative monoids under multiplication
O×X . Moreover, it is related to the sheaf of differentials via the logarithmic differential
(A.0.1) dlog: O×X → ΩX
defined locally by
f 7→
df
f
.
A foundational insight of log geometry is that for a scheme with boundary, (A.0.1)
extends to a morphism
(A.0.2) dlog: O×X(∂X)→ ΩX(∂X)
with values in the sheaf of logarithmic differentials with respect to the normal crossing
divisor ∂X . Here, O×X(∂X) denotes the monoid of functions which are invertible
outside of ∂X (and may have arbitrary order of vanishing at ∂X). Much of the
geometry of the pair (X, ∂X) is captured by the enhanced logarithmic differential map
in (A.0.2). In log geometry one generalizes the above to the “logarithmic boundary
data” of a scheme together a submonoid sheaf.
A textbook reference for logarithmic geometry is [71]. Some of the first accounts
of the subjects include [51] and [44].
A.1. Monoids. —
Definition A.1.1. — A monoid is a commutative semigroup equipped with a unit.
A homomorphism of monoids is required to preserve the unit element. Let Mon
denote the category of monoids.
Given a monoid P , we can associate the group completion
P gp := {(a, b)|(a, b) ∼ (c, d) if ∃ p ∈ P such that p+ a+ d = p+ b+ c}.
Note the canonical morphism P → P gp is universal among the homomorphisms of
monoids P → G such that the target G is an abelian group.
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Let P ∗ denote the set of all p ∈ P such that p+ q = 0 for some q ∈ P . It is called
the unit group of P .
Definition A.1.2. — For a monoid P the image of the homomorphism P → P gp
sending a to (a, 0) is denoted by P int. A monoid P is said to be integral if P → P int
is an isomorphism and finitely generated if there exists a surjective homomorphism
Nk → P for some k. It is called fine if it is integral and finitely generated. For
an integral monoid P we denote by P sat the submonoid of P gp such that whenever
p ∈ P gp and n is a positive integer such that np ∈ P then p ∈ P sat. An integral
monoid P is said to be saturated if P → P sat is an isomorphism. A monoid P is
sharp if its unit group P ∗ is trivial.
We abbreviate the combined condition “fine and saturated” to “fs.”
Definition A.1.3. — For homomorphisms of monoids (resp. integral monoids, resp.
saturated monoids) P → Q and P → P ′, the amalgamated sum Q ⊕monP P
′ (resp.
Q ⊕intP P
′, resp. Q ⊕P P ′) in the category of monoids (resp. integral monoids, resp.
saturated monoids) is the colimit of the diagram Q← P → P ′.
In general, the monoids Q⊕monP P
′, Q⊕intP P
′, and Q⊕P P ′ are not isomorphic to
each other even if P , P ′, and Q are saturated. The monoid Q ⊕intP P
′ is isomorphic
to the submonoid of the abelian group Qgp ⊕P gp P ′gp generated by the images of Q
and P ′. There is an isomorphism
Q⊕P P
′ ≃ (Q⊕intP P
′)sat.
For an explicit description of Q⊕monP P
′ we refer to [71, Proposition I.1.1.5].
Definition A.1.4. — For a monoid P , we set
P := P ⊕monP∗ 0.
Note that P is always sharp.
Definition A.1.5. — A homomorphism of integral monoids θ : P → Q is called
Kummer if it is injective and θ ⊗Q : P ⊗Q→ Q⊗Q is surjective.
Definition A.1.6. — A face F of a monoid P is a submonoid of P such that for
every p, q ∈ P
p+ q ∈ F ⇒ p, q ∈ F.
An ideal I of a monoid P is a subset of P satisfying the condition
p ∈ I, q ∈ P ⇒ p+ q ∈ I.
For an element p of P , let 〈p〉 denote the smallest face containing p, and let (p) denote
the smallest ideal containing p.
Definition A.1.7. — For a face F of a monoid P we set
PF := {(a, b) ∈ P × F |(a, b) ∼ (c, d) if ∃ p ∈ F such that p+ a+ d = p+ b+ c}.
With this definition we have PP = P
gp. We also set
P/F := P ⊕monF 0.
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There is an isomorphism PF ≃ P/F . Finally, for an element f ∈ P , we set
Pf := P〈f〉.
A.2. Logarithmic structures. — For a scheme X , let OX be the structure sheaf.
When we refer to it as a sheaf of monoids, we consider always its multplicative struc-
ture.
Definition A.2.1. — Let X be a scheme. A pre-logarithmic structure on X is a
sheaf of monoids MX on the small Zariski site of X combined with a morphism of
sheaves of monoids
α : MX −→ OX
called the structure morphism. A pre-logarithmic structure is called a logarithmic
structure if α induces an isomorphism
α−1(O∗X) ≃ O
∗
X .
The pair (X,MX) is called a log scheme. For notational convenience, whenever we
abbreviate (X,MX) to Y we set Y := X and MY :=MX . The scheme Y is called
the underlying scheme of Y .
Note that the last condition in Definition A.2.1 gives us a canonical embedding
O∗X →֒ MX as a subsheaf of groups. The quotient sheaf of monoids
MX : =MX/O
∗
X
is called the characteristic monoid of the log structure MX .
Remark A.2.2. — The morphism α is sometimes denoted exp for “exponential”
and an inverse O∗X →MX is denoted log for “logarithmic.” Any scheme X is a log
scheme with MX = O
×
X and α the inclusion. This is the trivial log structure on X .
Definition A.2.3 ([71, Definition III.1.1.1]). — Let LogX denote the category of
log structures on a scheme X .
Definition A.2.4 ([71, Definition III.1.1.5]). — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of
schemes. For a log structure MX → OX on X we set
f log∗ MX := f∗MX ×f∗OX OY .
For a log structureMY → OY on Y , let f∗logMY be the log structure induced by the
prelog structure
f−1(MY )→ f
−1(OY )→ OX .
With these definitions there exists an adjoint pair of functors
f∗log : LogX ⇄ LogY : f
log
∗ .
Definition A.2.5. — A morphism of log schemes (X,MX) → (Y,MY ) is a pair
(f, ϕ), where f : X → Y is a morphism of schemes and ϕ : f−1MY → MX is a
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homomorphism of sheaves of monoids such that the diagram
(A.2.1)
f−1MY
ϕ
//

MX

f−1OY
f∗
// OX
commutes. Note that giving a morphism ϕ : f−1MY →MX is equivalent to giving
a morphism f∗logMY →MX .
We write LogSch for the category of log schemes.
Remark A.2.6. — A log morphism between schemes equipped with their trivial
log structures is just a morphism of schemes.
Example A.2.7. — Let X be a smooth scheme with an effective divisor D ⊂ X .
Then we have a standard logarithmic structure on X associated to the pair (X,D)
or the divisorial log structure induced by D, where
MX := {f ∈ OX | f |X\D ∈ O
∗
X}
with the structure morphism MX → OX given by the canonical inclusion. Note
that any section of O∗X is already in MX . In this case the log structure encodes the
intuition that D as a sort of “boundary” in X . With reference to Section A.5, picking
local equations for the branches of D passing through a point x ∈ X gives local charts
for the log structure with monoid Nn, where n is the number of branches.
Example A.2.8. — To a monoid P one associates the monoid ring Z[P ] of P over
the integers and the affine toric variety AP := Spec(Z[P ]). The standard logarithmic
structure MAP on AP is induced from the pre-logarithmic structure
P → Z[P ] = Γ(OAP )
defined by the obvious inclusion. This is called the canonical log structure on AP ,
and we set AP := (AP ,MAP ). For example, we can consider AN as Spec(Z[N]) with
the log structure associated to the origin. More generally, we may replace Z with a
ring R. In this way obtain a contravariant functor from Mon to LogSch.
Of particular interest is the case when P is a toric monoid.
Example A.2.9. — Any open subscheme of a log scheme can be equipped with the
restriction of the log structure,
Example A.2.10. — Let Q be a sharp monoid. Define the homomorphism α : Q→
k by α(0) = 1 and α(q) = 0 if q 6= 0. The associated log scheme (Spec(k), Q) is a
called a log point in general and a standard log point when Q = N. This log structure
is equivalent to that of α : Q⊕ k∗ → k given by α(0, x) = x and α(q, x) = 0 if q 6= 0.
When Q = {0} we obtain the trivial log structure. If k is algebraically closed, then
every log structure on Spec(k) is equivalent to a log point.
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A log structure isolates the “singular” information carried by a pre-log structure,
i.e., it provides logarithmic behaviour for functions which are not already invertible.
Any pre-log structure can be turned into a log structure. The following provides a
left adjoint of the inclusion functor from pre-log structures into log structures.
Definition A.2.11. — Let α : MX → OX be a pre-logarithmic structure. Then
the associated logarithmic structure MaX is the pushout of the diagram
O∗X α
−1(O∗X)
oo //MX
in the category of sheaves of monoids on the small Zariski site of X , endowed with
MaX → OX (a, b) 7→ α(a)b (a ∈M, b ∈ O
∗
X).
Example A.2.12. — Any morphism of schemes f : X → Spec(Z[P ]) induces a log
structure on X as follows: f gives a morphism of monoids P → OX(X) that induces
α˜ : P → OX , where P is the constant sheaf. It is typically not true that α˜ induces an
isomorphism between α˜−1O×X and O
×
X , but the procedure above fixes the behaviour
of the units, and this produces a log structure α : MaX → OX . The quotient M
a
X/O
×
X
is obtained from P by locally killing the sections of P that become invertible in OX .
In particular, all the stalks of MaX/O
×
X are quotients of the monoid P .
A.3. Monoschemes and fans. — In this section we review the definition of fans
and the relation between monoschemes and fans.
Definition A.3.1. — A monoidal space is a topological space X equipped with a
sheaf of monoids MX .
A monoidal space X is quasi-compact (resp. quasi-separated, resp. connected) if
the underlying topological space is quasi-compact (resp. quasi-separated, resp. con-
nected).
Definition A.3.2. — Let P be a monoid. Its monoidal space Spec(P ) is defined
as follows. The underlying set of Spec(P ) consists of the faces of P . For an element
f ∈ P , we set
D(f) := {F ∈ Spec(P ) : f ∈ F}.
The Zariski topology on Spec(P ) is the topology generated by
B := {D(f) : f ∈ P},
i.e., B is a base for Spec(P ). The assignment
D(f) 7→ Pf
defines a presheaf on B, and its sheafification defines a sheaf MSpec(P ) on Spec(P ).
The pair
Spec(P ) := (Spec(P ),MSpec(P ))
is a monoidal space.
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Remark A.3.3. — The meaning of the notation Spec(Z) in this text, either as the
affine scheme associated with the ring Z or as the monoidal space associated with the
monoid Z, should always be clear from the context.
Definition A.3.4. — A monoidal space X is an fs monoscheme if there is an open
cover {Xi} of X such that for some fs monoid Pi there is an isomorphism
Xi ≃ Spec(Pi).
IfMgpX,x is torsion free for every point x ∈ X , we say that X is toric. If X ≃ Spec(P )
for some fs monoid P , we say that X is affine.
The category of fs monoschemes has fiber products, see [71, Proposition II.1.3.5].
Definition A.3.5 ([71, Definition II.1.6.1]). — A quasi-compact and quasi-
separated fs monoscheme X is separated (resp. proper) if the naturally induced
homomorphism
Hom(Spec(N), X)→ Hom(Spec(Z), X)
is injective (resp. bijective).
Definition A.3.6. — We follow standard notation for toric varieties and set
N := Zd, M := HomZ(N,Z), NR := N ⊗Z R, MR :=M ⊗Z R.
We also often use the notation N∨ := M . If σ ⊂ NR is a strictly convex rational
polyhedral cone, we denote its dual cone by
σ∨ := {m ∈MR|〈m,n〉 = 0, ∀ n ∈ σ}.
Gordan’s lemma tells us that M ∩ σ∨ is a finitely generated monoid.
A fan Σ in N is a finite set of cones in N satisfying the following conditions:
(i) If σ ∈ Σ, then every face of σ is in Σ.
(ii) If σ, τ ∈ Σ, then σ ∩ τ ∈ Σ.
Let AΣ be the toric variety associated to a fan Σ inM . By gluing the log structures
associated to the homomorphisms
M ∩ σ∨ → Z[M ∩ σ∨]
for every cone σ in Σ, we obtain an fs log scheme AΣ over Spec(Z). This is in fact
the divisorial log structure on AΣ coming form the toric boundary ∂AΣ ⊆ AΣ, i.e.,
the complement of the torus orbit in X .
Definition A.3.7. — For a fan Σ in a lattice N , the support |Σ| of Σ is the union
of all cones of Σ.
Definition A.3.8. — For fans Σ and Σ′ in lattices N and N ′, a morphism Σ′ → Σ
of fans is a homomorphism of lattices f : N ′ → N such that for every cone σ′ of N ′,
f(σ′) ⊂ σ for some cone σ of N . A morphism Σ′ → Σ of fans is a partial subdivision
if the associated homomorphism f : N ′ → N of lattices is an isomorphism. A partial
subdivision Σ′ → Σ is a subdivision if |Σ′| = |Σ|. If Σ′ → Σ is a morphism of fans,
then we can naturally associate a morphism AΣ′ → AΣ of fs log schemes.
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Let Fan denote the category of fans, and let MSchfs denote the category of fs
monoschemes.
Theorem A.3.9. — There is a fully faithful functor
(A.3.1) Fan→MSchfs.
The essential image consists of all separated, connected, and toric fs monoschemes
whose underlying topological spaces are finite sets.
Proof. — We refer to [71, Theorem II.1.9.3].
Construction A.3.10. — Here we give an explicit description of the functor
(A.3.1). Let Σ be a fan with the cones σ1, . . . , σr in a lattice N . Consider the
dual cones σ∨1 , . . . , σ
∨
r . We can glue Spec(σ
∨
1 ), . . . , Spec(σ
∨
r ) altogether to canonically
obtain an fs monoscheme. Thus we can regard fans as fs monoschemes and morphisms
of fans as morphisms of monoschemes.
If P is an fs monoid such that P gp is a lattice N , then Spec(P ) corresponds to the
fan with a single maximal cone P∨ in a lattice N∨.
Lemma A.3.11. — Let f : Θ→ Σ be a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) of fans
in a lattice N , and let g : Σ′ → Σ be a morphism of fans with a lattice homomorphism
θ : N ′ → N . Then the fiber product Θ′ := Θ×ΣΣ′ in the category of fs monoschemes is
a fan in N ′, and the projection f ′ : Θ′ → Σ′ is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision).
Proof. — Let σ = Spec(P ) be a cone of Σ, where P is an fs monoid, and let τ =
Spec(Q) and σ′ = Spec(P ′) be cones of Θ and Σ′ where P ′ and Q are fs monoids.
Suppose that f(τ) = σ and g(σ′) = σ. Then Q′ := Q⊕P P ′ is the submonoid of N ′∨
generated by θ∨(Q) and P ′, i.e., Q′ = θ∨(Q)+P ′. Thus we haveQ′∨ = (θ∨(Q))∨∩P ′∨.
From this local description of Θ′, we see that Θ′ is the fan in N ′ whose cones are of
the form
(A.3.2) {θ∨(τ) ∩ σ′ : σ′ ∈ Σ′ and τ ∈ Θ}.
Since Σ′ and Θ′ are in the same lattice N ′, f ′ : Θ′ → Σ′ is a partial subdivision. If
f is a subdivision, then |Θ| = |Σ|. Using (A.3.2) we deduce that |Θ′| = |Σ′|.
Lemma A.3.12. — Let f : Σ′ → Σ be a subdivision of fans in a lattice N . Then f
is a monomorphism in the category of fans.
Proof. — Let ξ and ξ′ are the generic points of the monoschemes Σ and Σ′. There
are isomorphisms
N ≃MΣ,ξ ≃MΣ′,ξ′ .
Here Σ and Σ′ can be viewed as separated fs monoschemes, and we may apply
[71, Corollary II.1.6.4] to conclude that f is a monomorphism in the category of
fs monoschemes. In particular, f is a monomorphism in the category of fans.
Proposition A.3.13. — Let Σ be a fan in a lattice N . Then there is a canonical
bijection
Hom(Spec(N),Σ) ≃ |Σ|.
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Proof. — A homomorphism f : Z → N gives a morphism Spec(N) → Σ precisely
when f(N) lies in a cone of Σ, i.e., when f(N) lies in |Σ|. This implies the bijection.
Definition A.3.14 ([22, Definition 3.3.17]). — Suppose Σ is a fan in Zn, and
let τ be a cone of Σ such that for any cone σ containing τ , σ is smooth. Ex-
press τ as an r-dimensional cone Cone(a1, . . . , ar). Then for each maximal cone
σ = Cone(a1, . . . , ar, ar+1, . . . , an) of Σ containing τ , replace σ by the fan with max-
imal cones
Cone(a1, . . . , ar−1, ar+1, . . . , an, a1 + · · ·+ ar),
Cone(a1, . . . , ar−2, ar, . . . , an, a1 + · · ·+ ar), · · · ,Cone(a2, . . . , an, a1 + · · ·+ ar).
The resulting new fan Σ∗(τ) is called the star subdivision of Σ relative to τ .
Lemma A.3.15. — Let Σ and Σ′ be two smooth fans with |Σ| = |Σ′|. Then there
is a subdivision Σ′′ of Σ obtained by a finite succession of star subdivisions relative to
two-dimensional cones such that Σ′′ is a subdivision of Σ′.
Proof. — See [24] and [70, pp. 39-40].
Lemma A.3.16. — Let Σ be a fan in a lattice N . Then there exists a fan Σ′ in N
containing Σ such that |Σ′| = N .
Proof. — See [70, p. 18].
A.4. Strict morphisms. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes. Given a
logarithmic structure MY on Y , we have defined a logarithmic structure f∗logMY on
X , called the inverse image of MY or the pullback log structure on X . Using the
inverse image of logarithmic structures, we arrive at the following definition which is
incorporated in our notion of finite log correspondences.
Definition A.4.1. — A morphism of log schemes (X,MX) → (Y,MY ) is called
strict if the induced homomorphism f∗logMY →MX is an isomorphism, and it is said
to be a strict closed immersion if it is strict and X → Y is a closed immersion.
Example A.4.2. — In Example A.2.8 the log structure on Spec(R[P ]) can be viewed
as the pullback log structure on Spec(Z[P ]) along the morphism induced by Z→ R.
Example A.4.3. — Let f : X → A1 be a smooth morphism. Then f is a strict
morphism of log schemes with respect to the divisorial log structures given by 0 ∈ A1
and f−1(0) ⊆ X .
Lemma A.4.4. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of fs log schemes. Then there
exists a maximal open subscheme U of X such that the restriction f|U of f to U is
strict over Y .
Proof. — In [50, Lemma 1.5] it is shown that ifX is strict at a point x, then f restricts
to a strict morphism over an e´tale neighborhood. The same argument applies to fs
log schemes equipped with Zariski log structures,
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A.5. Charts of logarithmic structures. —
Definition A.5.1. — Let X be a log scheme and P be a monoid. A chart for MX
is a morphism P → Γ(X,MX) such that the induced map of logarithmic structures
P a → MX is an isomorphism. Here, P
a is the logarithmic structure associated to
the pre-logarithmic structure given by
P → Γ(X,MX)→ Γ(X,OX).
If P is an fs monoid, the chart is said to be an fs chart.
A chart for MX is equivalent to a strict morphism
f : X → AP .
In fact, by [71, III.1.2.9], there is a bijection
HomLogSch(X,AP )→ HomMon(P,Γ(X,MX))
associating to f the composition
P // Γ(X,PX) // Γ(X,MX).
The morphism f : X → AP also gives a morphism of monoidal spaces
X = (X,MX)→ Spec(P ).
Definition A.5.2. — A chart for a morphism of log schemes (X,MX)→ (Y,MY )
is a triple (P →MX , Q→MY , Q→ P ), where P →MX and Q→MY are charts,
and Q→ P is is a homomorphism such that the diagram
(A.5.1)
Q //

P

f∗logMY
//MX
commutes.
Definition A.5.3. — A log scheme X is said to be coherent if e´tale locally there
is a chart P → MX with P a monoid. If moreover P can be chosen to be integral
(resp. fine, resp. saturated, resp. fs), then X is called an integral (resp. fine, resp.
saturated, resp. fs) log scheme. If such a chart exists Zariski locally we say that X
has a Zariski log structure. Finally, if P can be chosen isomorphic to Nk then the
logarithmic structure is called locally free.
We are particularly interested in Zariski log structures, which locally arise from
pullbacks of monoid algebras. The property of being fine and saturated is a log-
arithmic analogue of the property of being normal and of finite type [71, Chapter
IV.1.2].
Definition A.5.4. — Suppose that Y → X and X ′ → X are morphisms of coherent
(resp. integral, resp. saturated) log schemes. The fiber product in the category of
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coherent (resp. integral, resp. saturated) log schemes is denoted by
Y ×cohX X
′ (resp. Y ×intX X
′, resp. Y ×X X
′).
Example A.5.5. — Suppose that Q → P and P ′ → P are homomorphisms of
monoids (resp. integral monoids, resp. saturated monoids). Then there exists an
isomorphism
AQ ×
coh
AP
AP ′ ≃ AQ⊕monP P ′
(resp. AQ ×
int
AP
AP ′ ≃ AQ⊕intP P ′ , resp. AQ ×AP AP
′ ≃ AQ⊕PP ′).
Lemma A.5.6. — Let f : X → S be a strict morphism of fs log schemes. Then for
any morphism S′ → S of fs log schemes, the induced morphism
X ×S S
′ → X ×S S
′
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — From the construction of fiber products in the category of fs log schemes,
see [71, Corollary III.2.1.6], it suffices to show that the fiber product X ×cohS S
′ in
the category of coherent log schemes is an fs log scheme. This question is Zariski
local on S′, so we may assume that S′ has an fs chart S′ → AP . Since f is strict,
the projection X ×cohS S
′ → X is also strict. Then X ×cohS S
′ has an fs chart. Thus
X ×cohS S
′ is an fs log scheme.
Definition A.5.7 ([71, Definition III.2.3.1]). — SupposeX is a coherent log scheme
with a chart β : P →MX , and let x ∈ X be a point. Then β is called exact at x if
βx : P →MX,x
is an isomorphism, and β is called neat at x if it is exact at x and P is sharp.
Remark A.5.8. — (1) Let X be a fine log scheme with a fine chart β : P →MX ,
and let x ∈ X be a point. Then, Zariski locally on X , β factors through an exact
chart at x by [71, Remark III.2.3.2].
(2) Let X is an fs log scheme, and let x ∈ X be a point. Then Zariski locally on
X , there exists a neat chart at x by [71, Proposition III.2.3.7].
Lemma A.5.9. — Suppose X is an fs log scheme log smooth over a scheme S.
Then Zariski locally on X, there is a neat fs chart P such that the induced morphism
X → S × AP is strict smooth. If X is smooth over S, then P ≃ Nr for some integer
r ∈ N.
Proof. — Since the question is Zariski local on X we may assume that X admits a
neat chart P at a point x ∈ X , see Remark A.5.8(2). In particular, since P is sharp,
P gp is torsion-free by [71, Proposition I.1.3.5(2)]. Owing to [71, Proposition III.2.3.7]
there is an isomorphism
MgpX,x ≃ O
∗
X,x ⊕ P.
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This implies that the order of the torsion subgroup ofMgpX,x is invertible in k. Hence
we can apply [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1(3)] to conclude that X → S×AP is strict smooth.
If X is smooth over S, then S×AP is smooth over S by [27, Proposition IV.17.7.7].
This shows that P ≃ Nr for some r by [22, Theorem 1.3.12] because P is sharp.
We refer to Definition 7.2.1 for the notion of a strict normal crossing divisor on a
scheme.
Lemma A.5.10. — Suppose that X ∈ SmlSm/S. Then there exists a strict normal
crossing divisor Z on X and an isomorphism
X ≃ (X,Z).
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X. Owing to Lemma A.5.9 there is an fs
chart P ≃ Nr of X such that the induced morphism f : X → S×AP is strict smooth.
That is, AP ≃ (AP ,W ), where W is the strict normal crossing divisor induced by the
log structure on AP . Using the strict smooth morphism f : X → S × AP , we see the
claimed isomorphism follows for the strict normal crossing divisor Z := f∗W .
Definition A.5.11. — A morphism of fs log schemes f : X → Y is a closed im-
mersion if the following two properties are satisfied:
(i) The underlying morphism of schemes f : Z → X is a closed immersion.
(ii) The homomorphism f ♭ : f∗log(MY )→MX is surjective.
A.6. Logarithmic smoothness. — Log smoothness is one of the central concepts
in log geometry. Kato [51] showed that every log smooth morphism factors e´tale
locally as a usual smooth morphism composed with a morphism induced by a homo-
morphism of monoids, which essentially determines the log structure.
Consider the following commutative diagram of log schemes illustrated with solid
arrows:
(A.6.1)
T0
ϕ
//
i

X
f

T1
ψ
//
>>
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
Y
Here i is a strict closed immersion defined by a square zero ideal (note that T0 and
T1 have the same underlying topological spaces). Logarithmic smoothness is defined
by an infinitesimal lifting property.
Definition A.6.1. — A morphism f : X → Y of fine log schemes is logarithmically
smooth (resp. logarithmically e´tale) if the underlying morphism X → Y is locally of
finite presentation and for any commutative diagram (A.6.1), e´tale locally on T1 there
exists a (resp. there exists a unique) morphism g : T1 → X such that ϕ = g ◦ i and
ψ = f ◦ g.
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We have the following useful criterion for smoothness from [51, Theorem 3.5].
Theorem A.6.2 (K. Kato). — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of fine log schemes.
Assume there is a chart Q → MY , where Q is a finitely generated integral monoid.
Then the following are equivalent:
1. f is logarithmically smooth (resp. logarithmically e´tale).
2. E´tale locally on X, there is a chart (P → MX , Q → MY , Q → P ) extending
Q→MY and satisfying the following properties.
(a) The kernel and the torsion part of the cokernel (resp. the kernel and the
cokernel) of Qgp → P gp are finite groups of orders invertible on X.
(b) The induced morphism X → Y ×Spec(Z[Q]) Spec(Z[P ]) is e´tale in the usual
sense.
Remark A.6.3. — In the second part of Theorem A.6.2, the e´tale locality condition
is used to ensure that X admits a chart. Thus, since we are working with Zariski log
structures, we may assume the required chart exists Zariski locally on X .
Example A.6.4. — Suppose P is a fs monoid such that P gp is torsion free. Let
X = AP and Y = Spec(Z) equipped with the trivial logarithmic structure. Then,
according to the theorem, X is logarithmically smooth relative to Y , though the
underlying toric variety might be singular. This is Kato’s “magic of log.”
Example A.6.5. — Let σ be the cone of MR = R
d generated by the standard basis
vectors ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. For integers aj > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let τ be the subcone of σ
generated by a1e1 + · · · + aded. We set P := M ∩ σ and Q := M ∩ τ . Assuming
the greatest common divisor N := gcd(a1, . . . , ad) is invertible in the field k, we can
identify the fiber product
Spec(k)×Spec(Z[1/N ][Q]) Spec(Z[1/N ][P ])
with the normal crossing variety
X := Spec(k[x1, . . . , xd]/(x
a1
1 · · ·x
ad
d )).
There are morphisms
(A.6.2)
N //
ϕ

k

Nd
ψ
// k[x1, . . . , xd]/(x
a1
1 · · ·x
ad
d ),
where ϕ(1) = a1e1 + · · ·+ aded and ψ(ei) = xi. The induced morphism
(X,Nd)→ (Spec(k),N)
is log smooth.
Example A.6.6. — Suppose (X,MX) is an fs log scheme which is log smooth over
Spec(k). Then X is covered e´tale locally by schemes which are smooth over toric
varieties, and there exists a divisor D of X such that the log structure is equivalent
to that of j∗OX\D ∩OX , where j : X \D → X is the inclusion.
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Example A.6.7. — The endomorphism of AN induced by t 7→ tn is a Kummer
morphism of log schemes, and a log e´tale morphism in case n and char(k) are coprime.
A.7. Logarithmic differentials. — One basic idea in log geometry is that the
sheaves of monoids specify where d log makes sense. To form sheaves of logarithmic
differentials, one adds to the sheaf of differentials symbols of the form d logα(m) for
all elements m ∈MX .
Definition A.7.1. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of fine log schemes. The sheaf
of relative logarithmic differentials Ω1X/Y is given by
Ω1X/Y : =
(
ΩX/Y ⊕ (OX ⊗Z M
gp
X )
)/
K,
where K is the OX -module generated by local sections of the following forms:
1. (dα(a), 0)− (0, α(a)⊗ a) with a ∈MX ;
2. (0, 1⊗ a) with a ∈ Im(f−1MY →MX).
The universal derivation (∂,D) is given by
∂ : OX
d
→ ΩX/Y → Ω
1
X/Y
and
D : MX → OX ⊗Z M
gp
X → Ω
1
X/Y .
Example A.7.2. — Let h : Q→ P be a morphism of fine monoids. For the induced
morphism f : AP → AQ we have
Ω1f = OAP ⊗Z Cokerh
gp.
The generators correspond to the logarithmic differentials d logα(p) for p ∈ P , which
are regular on the torus Spec(Z[P gp]), modulo those coming from Q.
Logarithmic differentials behave somewhat analogously to differentials. Let
X
f
→ Y
g
→ Z
be a sequence of morphisms of fine log schemes.
1. There is a natural exact sequence
f∗Ω1Y/Z → Ω
1
X/Z → Ω
1
Z/Y → 0.
2. If f is log smooth, then Ω1f is a locally free OX -module of finite type, and there
is an exact sequence
0→ f∗Ω1Y/Z → Ω
1
X/Z → Ω
1
X/Y → 0.
In particular, if f is log e´tale, then Ω1f = 0.
3. If gf is log smooth and the sequence in (2) is exact and splits locally, then f is
log smooth.
A proof can be found in [71, Chapter IV].
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Example A.7.3. — Let AΣ be the log scheme introduced in Definition A.3.6. We
have
Ω1AΣ ≃ OAΣ ⊗Z N.
Example A.7.4. — The normal crossing variety
X := Spec(k[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1 · · ·xd))
defines a log structure of “semistable type” over the standard log point (Spec(k),N).
This is a special case of Example A.2.7 with X = Spec(k[Nn]) and D = V (x1 · · ·xd),
corresponding to the submonoid of OX generated by O
×
X and {x1, . . . , xd}. We have
that Ω1X is a free OX -module generated by the logarithmic differentials
dx1
x1
= d log x1, · · · ,
dxd
xd
= d log xd, dxd+1, · · · , dxn
subject to the relation
d log x1 + · · ·+ d log xd = 0.
A.8. Exact morphisms. —
Definition A.8.1. — A homomorphism θ : P → Q of monoids is exact if the
commutative diagram
P P gp
Q Qgp
θ θgp
is cartesian.
Definition A.8.2. — A morphism f : Y → X of log schemes is exact if for every
point y ∈ Y the naturally induced homomorphism
MX,f(x) →MY,y
is exact.
Proposition A.8.3. — Let f be an exact morphism of integral (resp. saturated) log
schemes. Then every pullback of f in the category of integral (resp. saturated) log
schemes is also exact.
Proof. — See [71, Proposition III.2.2.1(2)]. This reference states only the integral
case. However the saturated case can be proved similarly, see [71, Proposition
I.4.2.1(6)].
Proposition A.8.4. — Let f : X → Y be a log e´tale morphism of fs log schemes.
Then f is Kummer if and only if f is exact.
Proof. — We refer to [44, 1.6].
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A.9. Kato-Nakayama spaces of fs log schemes. — If X is a fine and saturated
log scheme that is locally of finite type over Spec(C) we are entitled to the log analytic
space Xan. The idea of Kato-Nakayama is to associate to Xan a topological space
Xlog that embodies the log structure of X in a topological way by using points instead
of sheaves of monoids. By construction there exists a continuous map τ : Xlog → Xan
that is proper and surjective. Let U ⊆ Xan be the trivial locus of the log structure,
i.e., the largest open subset over which O×Xan →֒ MXan is an isomorphism. Then the
open immersion i : U → Xan factors through τ , so that Xlog can be considered as a
“relative compactification” of i. We give a short review of Kato–Nakayama spaces
and refer to [71, Section V.1] for more details.
Let pt† be the log analytic point pt = Spec(C)an with monoid Mpt = R≥0 × S1,
where each factor is given the monoidal multiplicative structure so that Rgp≥0 = 0, and
map α : Mpt → C given by (r, a) 7→ ra. As a set,
Xlog := Hom(pt
†, Xan)
is comprised of morphisms of log analytic spaces from pt† to Xan. One identifies Xlog
with the set of pairs (x, ϕ), where x ∈ Xan and ϕ : M
gp
Xan,x
→ S1 is a homomorphism
of abelian groups such that ϕ(f) = f(x)/|f(x)| ∈ S1 for every f ∈ O×Xan,x. With
this description, τ : Xlog → Xan is the projection to the first coordinate (x, ϕ) 7→ x.
For every open subset U ⊆ Xan and section m ∈ MXan(U), we obtain a function
fU,m : Ulog → S1, defined by (x, ϕ) 7→ ϕ(mx) ∈ S1. Here Ulog denotes the subset of
Xlog of points (x, ϕ) with x ∈ U , i.e., the Kato–Nakayama space of the log analytic
space (U,MXan |U ). The topology on Xlog is the coarsest topology that makes the
projection τ : Xlog → Xan and all the functions fU,m : Ulog → S1 continuous. For
every x ∈ Xan, the fiber τ−1(x) is a torsor under the space of homomorphisms of
abelian groups Hom(MgpXan,x, S
1). If Xan is fs (or more generally if MXan,x is torsion-
free), then τ−1(x) is non-canonically isomorphic to a real torus (S1)r where r is the
rank of the free abelian group M
gp
Xan,x =M
gp
Xan,x
/OX,x.
The construction of Kato-Nakayama spaces is functorial and compatible with strict
morphisms of fine saturated log analytic spaces Xan → Yan, i.e., there is a naturally
induced cartesian square of topological spaces:
Xlog //

Ylog

Xan // Yan
Example A.9.1. —
1. For A1 with its toric log structure N → Spec(N) = A1 we have (A1)log =
R≥0 × S1. The projection map τ : R≥0 × S1 → C sends (r, a) to ra. More
generally, let P be a fine monoid and X the affine toric scheme Spec(C[P ]) with
its toric log structure. Then
Xlog = Hom(P,R≥0 × S
1) = Hom(P,R≥0)×Hom(P, S
1)
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is locally compact with topology induced by the one on R≥0 × S1.
2. If X is smooth andMD is the compactifying log structure coming from a normal
crossing divisorD ⊆ X , then (X,MD)log can be identified with the real oriented
blowup of X along D. This is a “smooth manifold with corners”.
The last example suggests that Xlog should be thought of as the complement of an
“open tubular neighbourhood of the log structure.” Our next observation is used in
Proposition 7.4.4.
Proposition A.9.2. — Let X be an fs log scheme log smooth over C. Then Xlog is
homotopy equivalent to (X − ∂X)an.
Proof. — As observed in [54, Remark 1.5.1], X is a manifold with boundary. Our
assertion follows readily from this.
Example A.9.3. — Let D ⊆ Xan be a simple normal crossings divisor. Then
(X,MD)log is a manifold with boundary; its interior is Xan−D [71, Theorem V.1.3.1].
The inclusion Xan −D → (Xan,MD)log is a homotopy equivalence.
A.10. Log blow-ups. — In this section we briefly recall Niziol’s work on log blow-
ups [68]. Recall that an ideal of a monoid P is a subset I ⊆ P such that P + I ⊆ I.
Definition A.10.1 ([68, Definition 3.1]). — A subsheaf I ⊆ MX of ideals of the
monoidMX is coherent if locally for the e´tale topology ofX there is a chart P →MX
for the log structure and a finitely generated ideal I ⊆ P of the monoid P , such that
I coincides with the subsheaf of MX generated by the image of I.
A subsheaf I ⊆ MX of ideals is invertible if it can be locally generated by a
single element, or equivalently if it is induced locally by a principal ideal of a chart
P →MX . If I is coherent, then it is invertible if and only if Ix ⊆MX,x is a principal
ideal for every x ∈ X . For a coherent sheaf of ideals I of the log structure on X , the
log blow-up of X along I is a log scheme (XI ,MI) equipped with a map fI : XI → X
satisfying a universal property: the ideal generated by f−1I I in MI is invertible and
every morphism of log schemes f : Y → X such that the ideal generated by f−1I on
Y is invertible factors uniquely through fI . Locally on X , for a chart P →MX and
a finitely generated ideal I ⊆ P inducing I, the log blow-up is given by the pullback
along X → Spec(k[P ]) of the blow-up Proj(
⊕
n I
n)→ Spec(k[P ]).
The following result due to Niziol strengthens Kato’s work [52, (10.4)].
Proposition A.10.2. — For X ∈ lSm/k, there is a log blow-up Y → X such that
Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
Proof. — This is a special case of [68, Theorem 5.10].
Remark A.10.3. — When forming triangulated categories of logarithmic motives,
for every log blow-ups Y → X in lSm/k we invert the naturally induced morphism
of motives
M(Y )→M(X).
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Since every fs log schemeX admits a log blow-up equipped with a Zariski log structure,
see [68, Theorem 5.4], we may assume that the log structure of X — and thus of every
log blow-up [68, Proposition 4.5] — is Zariski.
Remark A.10.4. — Log blow-ups performed in the category of fine log schemes or
in the category of fs log schemes differ by a “normalization” or “saturation” on the
level of monoids. See [68, Section 4] for details.
Remark A.10.5. — Let X be a (normal) toric variety equipped with its natural
log structure. Every (saturated) log blow-up of X turns out to be a “toric blow-up”
given by subdivisions of the fan Σ of X . Indeed, by [68, Proposition 4.3], the log
blow-up along a coherent sheaf of ideals I ⊆MX is the same as the normalization of
the blow-up of X along the coherent sheaf of ideals 〈α(I)〉 ⊆ OX for α : MX → OX .
When X = Spec(k[P ]), the global sections of this image form a homogeneous ideal of
k[P ], and the blow-up along this ideal affords a description via a subdivision of the
corresponding cone. Patching together the subdivisions on the affine pieces yields a
subdivision of Σ realizing the log blow-up.
Example A.10.6. — Set X = AN⊕N, and let K be the zero ideal of N ⊕ N. Now
let K be the coherent sheaf of ideals inMX associated with K, and let P1 (resp. P2)
be the submonoid of Z⊕ Z generated by (−1, 1) and (1, 0) (resp. (1,−1) and (0, 1)).
From the construction of log blow-ups in [71, Lemma II.1.7.3, Remark II.1.7.4], we
see that the log blow-up Y of X along K is the gluing of AP1 and AP2 along AZ⊕Z.
On the underlying schemes, we note that Y is the usual blow-up of X = A2k along the
origin.
A.11. Log e´tale monomorphisms. — A morphism of schemes is a closed (resp.
an open) immersion if and only if it is a proper (resp. an e´tale) monomorphism by
[27, Corollaire IV.18.12.6, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1]. Thus a morphism of schemes is an
isomorphism if and only if it is a surjective proper e´tale monomorphism.
In contrast to this, a proper (resp. a log e´tale) monomorphism need not be a closed
(resp. an open) immersion, and a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism not need
be an isomorphism. On the level of log motives, however, we will turn surjective
proper log e´tale monomorphisms into isomorphisms. For this purpose we shall study
log e´tale monomorphisms.
Example A.11.1. — By [71, Proposition III.2.6.3(3)], log blow-ups are universally
surjective proper monomorphisms. Zariski locally on X and Y , f has a chart P → Q
such that P gp → Qgp is an isomorphism, which can be checked by appealing to [71,
Lemma II.1.7.3, Remark II.1.7.4]. Thus f is log e´tale by [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1]. In
conclusion, f is a universally surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism.
Lemma A.11.2 ([72]). — Let f : X → S be a log e´tale morphism of fs log schemes,
and let i : S → X be a section of f . Then i is an open immersion.
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Proof. — According to the assumptions we can form the commutative diagram of fs
log schemes
S X S
X X ×S X X,
i
i i′
f
i
a p2
where
(i) a denotes the diagonal morphism.
(ii) p2 denotes the projection on the second factor.
(iii) Each square is cartesian.
It suffices to show that a : X → X ×S X is an open immersion. Since the diagonal
morphism
X → X ×S X
is radicial, we are reduced to showing that a is strict e´tale by [27, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1].
As in [27, Corollaire IV.17.3.5], the morphism a is log e´tale. Thus it remains to show
a is strict. We divide the proof into three steps.
(I) Locality on S. Let g : S′ → S be a strict e´tale cover of fs log schemes, and set
X ′ = X ×S S′. Then the commutative cartesian diagram of fs log schemes
X ′ X ′ ×S′ X ′
X X ×S X
shows the question is strict e´tale local on S.
(II) Locality on X. Let h : X ′ → X be a strict e´tale cover of fs log schemes. Then
we have the commutative diagram of fs log schemes
X ′ ×S X ′
X ′ X ×S X ′
X X ×S X,
h′′
h
a′
a′′
h′
a
where
(i) The lower square is cartesian.
(ii) a′′ denotes the diagonal morphism.
(iii) h′ := id× h and h′′ := h× id.
Assume that a′′ is a strict morphism. Then a′ is also strict since h′′ is strict, while
a is also strict since h is a strict e´tale cover. Conversely, if a is a strict morphism,
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then a′ is strict and therefore also a′′ is strict. Thus the question is strict e´tale local
on X .
(III) Final step of the proof. By [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1], Zariski locally on X and
S we have an fs chart θ : P → Q of f such that the following holds.
(i) θ is injective, and the cokernel of θgp is finite,
(ii) The induced morphism X → S ×AP AQ is strict e´tale.
Hence by parts (I) and (II), we may assume that (X,S) = (AQ,AP ). Then it suffices
to show that the diagonal homomorphism
AQ → AQ ⊕AP AQ
is strict. In effect, it suffices to show a⊕ (−a) ∈ (Q⊕P Q)∗ for every a ∈ Q. Choose
n ∈ N+ such that na ∈ P gp. Because the summation homomorphism
P gp ⊕P gp P
gp → P gp
is an isomorphism, the two elements (na)⊕0 and 0⊕(na) of Q⊕PQ are equal. Thus we
have n(a⊕(−a)) = 0. Since Q⊕PQ is an fs monoid, it follows that a⊕(−a) ∈ Q⊕PQ.
This means that a⊕ (−a) ∈ (Q ⊕P Q)∗ since n(a⊕ (−a)) = 0.
Lemma A.11.3 ([72]). — Let f : X → S be a log e´tale monomorphism of fs log
schemes, and let P be an fs chart of S. Then Zariski locally on X, there exists a
chart θ : P → Q of f with the following properties.
(i) The induced morphism X → S ×AP AQ is an open immersion,
(ii) θgp : P gp → Qgp is an isomorphism.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X . Let x be a point on X . By appealing
to [71, Theorem IV.3.3.1], we may assume there exists an fs chart θ′ : P → Q′ with
the following properties.
(i)’ The induced morphism X → S ×AP AQ′ is strict e´tale.
(ii)’ θ′ is injective, and the cokernel of θ′gp is finite of order invertibile on OS .
(iii)’ The chart Q′ of X is exact at x.
Note that Q := P gp∩Q′ is an fs monoid by Gordon’s lemma [71, Theorem I.2.3.19].
Then the induced homomorphism P gp → Qgp is an isomorphism, i.e., we have (ii).
Thus the projection
S ×AP AQ → S
is a log e´tale monomorphism. Consider f as the composition X → S ×AP AQ → S.
Then the first arrow is a monomorphism since f is a monomorphism. According to
[71, Remark IV.3.1.2], the first arrow is also log e´tale. Since the inclusion Q → Q′
is Kummer, see Definition A.1.5, replacing X → S by X → S ×AP AQ, we may also
assume that θ′ is Kummer.
Let X1 (resp. S1) be the strict closed subscheme of X (resp. S) whose underly-
ing scheme is {x} (resp. {f(x)}) with the reduced scheme structure. Since f is a
monomorphism, the induced pullback morphism X1 → S1 is also a monomorphism.
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Since this is a morphism of log points, it can be written as
Spec(Q′ ⊕ k′′∗ → k′′)→ Spec(P ⊕ k′∗ → k′),
where Spec(k′′) = X1 and Spec(k
′) = S1.
Suppose for contradiction that θ′ is not an isomorphism. Then the fiber product
X1 ×S1 X1 has more than one point, and hence the diagonal X1 → X1 ×S1 X1 is not
an isomorphism. This contradicts the fact that X1 → S1 is a monomorphism. Thus
θ′ is an isomorphism.
Then by (i)’, f is strict e´tale. Since f is a monomorphism, f is an open immersion
by [27, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1]. Thus we have (i).
Lemma A.11.4. — Suppose P is an fs monoid such that P gp is torsion free and
u : Σ → Spec(P ) is subdivision of fans. Then the morphism Au : AΣ → AP is
universally surjective.
Proof. — Let p : S → AP be a morphism of fs log schemes, and set X := S ×AP AΣ.
We need to show that the projection morphism f : X → S is surjective. This question
is Zariski local on S, so we may assume that p has a factorization
S → AQ
θ
→ AP ,
where the first morphism is strict and θ : P → Q is a homomorphism of fs monoids.
The projection
Σ×Spec(P ) Spec(Q)→ Spec(Q)
is also a subdivision of fans due to Lemma A.3.11. Hence, by replacing P by Q, we
may assume that p is strict. In this case f is a pullback of Au by Lemma A.5.6. Since
Au is surjective and any surjective morphism in the category of schemes is universally
surjective, f is also surjective.
Proposition A.11.5 (cf. [72]). — Let (fi : Xi → S)i∈I be a finite family of log
e´tale monomorphisms where Xi is quasi-compact for every i ∈ I. Suppose that there
is a strict morphism S → AΣ where Σ is a fan. Then there exists a subdivision of
fans
u : Σ′ → Σ
such that for each i ∈ I, the pullback
f ′i : Xi ×AΣ AΣ′ → S ×AΣ AΣ′
is an open immersion. If fi is surjective and proper, then f
′
i is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Let us start with a log e´tale monomorphism f : X → S, where X is quasi-
compact. Suppose that Σ is in a lattice N . Choose fs submonoids {Pj}j∈J of Z
r such
that the dual monoids P∨j corresponds the maximal cones of Σ. Then
Sj := X ×AΣ APj
affords an fs chart Pj , and {Sj → S}j∈J is a finite Zariski cover. By Lemma A.11.3,
there exists a finite Zariski cover {Ujk → Sj}k∈Kj such that for each k, there is
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a homomorphism θk : Pj → Qjk of fs monoids with the properties that θ
gp
k is an
isomorphism and the induced morphism
Ujk → Sj ×APj AQjk
is an open immersion.
Lemma A.3.16 yields a fan Θjk in N such that Q
∨
jk ∈ Θjk and |Θjk| = N . Let Σ0
be the fan in N whose only cone is N , and let Σ′ be the fiber product of Σ and all
Θjk over Σ0. Owing to Lemma A.3.11 we get that Σ
′ is a subdivision of Σ. Moreover,
for each cone σ of Σ′ there is j ∈ J and k ∈ Kj such that σ ⊂ Q∨jk. This implies that
the induced morphism
u′j : Ujk ×AΣ AΣ′ → Sj ×AΣ AΣ′
is an open immersion. In particular, u′j is strict e´tale. Thus the pullback
f ′ : X ×AΣ AΣ′ → S ×AΣ AΣ′
is strict e´tale. Since f ′ is a monomorphism, it follows that f ′ is an open immersion
by [27, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1].
Assuming that f is surjective and proper, we consider the cartesian square
(A.11.1)
X ×AΣ AΣ′ S ×AΣ AΣ′
X S.
f ′
g′ g
f
As a result of Lemma A.11.4, we get that Au is universally surjective, and hence g
and g′ are universally surjective. Thus (fg′)−1(s) is nonempty for every point s ∈ S.
The induced open immersion (fg′)−1(s)→ g−1(s) is proper, and it is an isomorphism
according to Zariski’s main theorem since g−1(s) is connected. Thus f ′ is surjective,
and hence an isomorphism.
In the general case, choose a subdivision of fans Σ′i → Σ for each i ∈ I such that
the pullback
Xi ×AΣ AΣ′i → S ×AΣ AΣ′i
is an open immersion. Letting Σ′ be the fiber product Σ′i1 ×Σ · · · ×Σ Σ
′
ir where
I = {i1, . . . , ir}, we have that the pullback
Xi ×AΣ AΣ′ → S ×AΣ AΣ′
is an open immersion for any i. To conclude we note that the induced morphism
Σ′ → Σ is a subdivision of fans owing to Lemma A.3.11.
Proposition A.11.6. — Suppose f : X → S is a surjective proper log e´tale
monomorphism of fs log schemes. Then any pullback along f is a surjective proper
log e´tale monomorphism. In particular, f is universally surjective.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on S, so we may assume that S is quasi-
compact and has an fs chart P . Then X is quasi-compact since f is proper. By
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Proposition A.11.5, there exists a subdivision of fans u : M → Spec(P ) such that
the morphism f ′ in (A.11.1) is an isomorphism. In the proof of Proposition A.11.5,
we have checked that the morphism g in (A.11.1) is universally surjective. Thus f is
universally surjective. To conclude we use that a pullback along a proper log e´tale
monomorphism is a proper log e´tale monomorphism.
Definition A.11.7. — Recall from [49] that a morphism f : X → S of fs log
schemes is called a log modification if Zariski locally on S, there exists a log blow-up
g : Y → X such that the composition fg is also a log blow-up. (3)
Example A.11.8. — As observed in [49], a morphism of fs log schemes induced by a
subdivision of toric fans in the sense of [71, §I.1.9] is an example of a log modification,
see also [70, pp. 39-40].
Proposition A.11.9. — Let f : X → S be a morphism of fs log schemes. Then f
is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism if and only if f is a log modification.
Proof. — Assume that f is a log modification. The question is Zariski local on S, so
we may assume that there exists a log blow-up g : Y → S such that fg is also a log
blow-up. Since g and fg are surjective proper log e´tale monomorphisms as observed
in Example A.11.1, f is a surjective proper log e´tale morphism. Consider the induced
commutative diagram of fs log schemes
Y ×X Y Y ×S Y
X X ×S X.
∆
Since g and fg are monomorphisms, the diagonal morphisms Y → Y ×S Y and Y →
Y ×X Y are isomorphisms. Thus the upper horizontal morphism is an isomorphism.
The right vertical morphism is surjective since g is universally surjective. Thus ∆
is surjective. By Lemma A.11.2, ∆ is an open immersion, so ∆ is an isomorphism.
Thus f is a monomorphism, and hence a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism.
Conversely, assume that f is a surjective proper log e´tale monomorphism. The
question is Zariski local on S, so we may assume that S is quasi-compact and has a
neat fs chart P . Then X is quasi-compact since f is proper. By Proposition A.11.5,
there exists a subdivision of fans Σ→ Spec(P ) such that the pullback
X ×AP AΣ → S ×AP AΣ
is an isomorphism. As observed in Example A.11.8, there exists a log blow-up T → AΣ
such that the composition T → AP is also a log blow-up. Then the morphisms
X ×AP T → X and X ×AP T → S
are log blow-ups, so f is a log modification.
3. In [49], the condition is e´tale local on S. Since we are only interested in fs log schemes with
Zariski log structures, we may restrict to the Zariski case.
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Proposition A.11.10. — Any composition of log modifications is a log modification.
Any pullback of a log modification is a log modification.
Proof. — See [49, Lemma 3.15(2),(3)]. Alternatively one can use Proposition A.11.9.
Theorem A.11.11. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of noetherian fs log schemes.
Then there exists a log modification Y ′ → Y such that the projection
f ′ : X ×Y Y
′ → Y ′
is integral. In particular, f ′ is exact.
Proof. — See [49, Theorem (1)].
Lemma A.11.12. — Let f : X → S and g : Y → S be morphisms of fs log schemes.
Suppose that g is a log modification. Then there are at most one morphism h : X → Y
such that gh = f . Moreover, if f is a log modification, then h is a log modification.
Proof. — Suppose that such an h exists. The graph morphism u : X → X ×S Y is a
pullback of the diagonal morphism d : Y → Y ×S Y , and d is an isomorphism since
Y is a log modification. Thus u is an isomorphism. This means that h is isomorphic
to the projection X ×S Y → Y . If f is a log modification, then the projection is also
a modification by Proposition A.11.10.
Definition A.11.13. — Let X be an fs log scheme. We denote byXdiv the category
of log modifications over X , and we denote by XSmdiv the full subcategory of Xdiv
consisting of log modifications Y → X such that Y ∈ SmlSm/k.
Proposition A.11.14. — Every exact log e´tale monomorphism f : X → S of fs log
schemes is an open immersion.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on S and X , so we may assume that S has
s neat fs chart P at s ∈ S. Moreover, due to Lemma A.11.3, we may assume there
exists a chart θ : P → Q of f such that X → S ×AP AQ is an open immersion and
θgp : P gp → Qgp is an isomorphism.
Let x be a point of X mapping to s. Then MX,x ≃ Q/F for some face F of Q.
By the assumption that f is exact we see that
P ≃MS,s →MX,x ≃ Q/F
is exact. Thus P → QF is exact owing to [71, Proposition I.4.2.1(3)], i.e.,
P ≃ P gp ×Qgp QF .
Since θgp is an isomorphism, this implies P ≃ QF . This shows the morphism f is
strict. Thus f is a strict e´tale monomorphism, and hence an isomorphism according
to [27, The´ore`me IV.17.9.1].
Proposition A.11.15. — Suppose X is an fs log scheme. Then Xdiv is a filtered
category.
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Proof. — For any Y, Y ′ ∈ Xdiv, we have that Y ×X X ′ ∈ Xdiv owing to Proposition
A.11.10. Thus Xdiv is connected. Owing to Lemma A.11.12 there exists at most one
morphism Y → Y ′ of fs log schemes over X . Thus Xdiv is filtered.
Proposition A.11.16. — For X ∈ lSm/k, the category XSmdiv is cofinal in Xdiv.
Proof. — Follows from Proposition A.10.2.
Proposition A.11.17. — For X ∈ lSm/k, the category XSmdiv is a filtered category.
Proof. — Follows from Propositions A.11.15 and A.11.16.
Proposition A.11.18. — Let f : X → S be an exact morphism of noetherian fs
log schemes. Then for every log modification g : Y → X, there is a log modification
S′ → S such that the pullback
r : Y ×S S
′ → X ×S S
′
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — There exists a log modification S′ → S such that the projection
q : Y ×S S
′ → S′
is exact owing to Theorem A.11.11 Since f is exact, the projection p : X ×S S′ → S′
is exact. It follows that
r : Y ×S S
′ → X ×S S
′
is exact owing to [71, Proposition III.3.2.1(1)]. We deduce that r is an open immersion
owing to Proposition A.11.14. Since r is surjective and proper, it is an isomorphism.
Corollary A.11.19. — Let f : X → S be an exact morphism of noetherian fs log
schemes. Then the functor
f∗ : Sdiv → Xdiv
mapping S′ ∈ Sdiv to S′ ×S X is cofinal.
Proof. — Immediate from Proposition A.11.17.
A.12. Small Kummer e´tale and small log e´tale sites. — In this subsection
we review the small Kummer e´tale site Xke´t and the small log e´tale site Xle´t for a
saturated log scheme X . We also prove some basic properties.
Definition A.12.1. — A saturated log scheme X is log strictly local (resp. a log
geometric point) if X is the spectrum of a strictly henselian local ring (resp. a sep-
arably closed field), and for every integer n > 0 prime to the characteristic of k the
multiplication by n morphism on M(X) is bijective.
A saturated log scheme X is log strictly henselian if X is a finite disjoint union of
log strictly local schemes.
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Definition A.12.2. — For a saturated log scheme X , let Xke´t (resp. Xle´t) denote
the category of Kummer e´tale (resp. log e´tale) morphisms of saturated log schemes
whose target is X . The topology on Xke´t (resp. Xle´t) is generated by the pretopology
with coverings comprised of Kummer e´tale (resp. log e´tale) morphisms {Ui → U}i∈I
for which ∐i∈IUi → U is universally surjective in the category of saturated log
schemes.
Remark A.12.3. — Suppose that X is an fs log scheme. For Xke´t, a family of
morphisms {Ui → U}i∈I is a covering if and only if ∐i∈IUi → U is surjective, see e.g.,
[66, Proposition 3.2]. In particular, a family of morphisms {Ui → U}i∈I is a covering
if and only if ∐i∈IUi → U is universally surjective in the category of fs log schemes.
However, we really need to take the category of saturated log schemes in the def-
inition of coverings in Xle´t. For example, in the proof [66, Proposition 3.14(1)], a
surjectivity of (∐i∈IUi)×U V → V is used for some saturated but non fs log scheme
over U .
Lemma A.12.4. — Let X be a log strictly henselian scheme. Then every saturated
log scheme Y that is finite and strict over X is also strictly henselian.
Proof. — Since X is strictly henselian, Y is strictly henselian too. Let y be a closed
point of Y with image x in X . Then MY,y ≃ MX,x since Y is strict over X . Thus
for every integer n > 0 prime to the characteristic of k the multiplication by n on
MY,y is bijective.
For an integral monoid P and n ∈ N+, we let P 1/n denote the submonoid of P gp⊗Q
given by
(A.12.1) P 1/n := {p ∈ P gp ⊗Q : np ∈ P}.
Lemma A.12.5. — Let S be an fs log scheme with an fs chart P whose underlying
scheme S is strictly local. Then every Kummer e´tale cover f : X → S admits a
refinement of the form of a projection
S ×AP AP 1/n → S
where n ∈ N+ is invertible in T .
Proof. — Any open subscheme of X is again a Kummer e´tale cover since S is strictly
local. Hence, owing to Theorem A.6.2, we may assume that f admits an fs chart
θ : P → Q with the following properties.
(i) A naturally induced strict e´tale morphism
p : X → S ×AP AQ.
(ii) The kernel and cokernel of θgp : P gp → Qgp is finite, and the orders are invertible
in S.
Since f is Kummer, (ii) implies that Q ⊂ P 1/n for some n invertible in S. Replacing
X by X ×AQ AP 1/n , we may assume that Q = P
1/n. Then k[Q] is a locally free k[P ]-
module, so that AQ is finite overAP . Thus S×APAQ is finite over AP . This shows that
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the underlying scheme of S ×AP AQ is strictly henselian, since S is strictly henselian,
and p admits a section. It follows that S ×AP AQ is a refinement of X .
Lemma A.12.6. — Suppose that S is an fs log scheme. Let f : X → S be a
morphism of saturated log schemes, and let g : S′ → S be a Kummer e´tale morphism
of fs log schemes. If X is log strictly henselian, then the projection X×S S′ → X has
a section.
Proof. — We may assume that X is local. Replacing S by its strict henselization at
the image of the closed point of X , we may assume that S is strictly local. Then since
S is local, f admits an fs chart θ : P → Q. Owing to Lemma A.12.5 we may assume
that S′ = S×AP AP 1/n where n > 0 is an integer invertible in k. There is a naturally
induced commutative diagram of saturated monoids
P 1/n P
Q1/n Q.
θ
By the assumption on Q the upper horizontal morphism is an isomorphism. This
means that the homomorphism Q → Q ⊕P P 1/n has a retraction, so the projection
X ×S S′ → X has a section.
A.13. Sharpened fans. — In this subsection we review the notion of Kato’s fan
in [52], which we call sharpened fan, and we study basic properties. Sharpened fan
contains less information and is more flexible than fs monoscheme.
Definition A.13.1. — For a monoidal space Σ = (Σ,MΣ), we set
Σ := (Σ,MΣ).
For a morphism of monoidal spaces f : Σ′ → Σ, let
f : Σ′ → Σ
denote the naturally induced morphism of sharpened fans.
For an fs monoid P , we set
Spec(P ) := Spec(P ).
Note that Spec(P ) ≃ Spec(P ).
Definition A.13.2. — A sharpened fan ∆ is a monoidal space such that there exists
an open cover {Ui} with an isomorphism
Ui ≃ Spec(Pi),
where Pi is a sharp fs monoid. A morphism of sharpened fans is a morphism of
monoidal spaces. A cone of ∆ is an open subset of ∆ that is isomorphic to Spec(P )
for some sharp fs monoid P . Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
cones of ∆ and points of ∆.
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We say that ∆ is affine if there is an isomorphism ∆ ≃ Spec(P ) for some sharp fs
monoid P . We say that ∆ is smooth if every cone of ∆ is isomorphic to Spec(Nr) for
some r.
For any property P of maps of topological spaces, we say that a morphism of
sharpened fan satisfies P if the underlying map of topological spaces satisfies P.
Remark A.13.3. — The reader may want to compare the above with the related
notions of a conical polyhedral complex with an integral structures, a fan satisfying
(Sfan), and an s-fan, see [55, Definitions II.5 and II.6], [52, 9.4], and [71, Remark
II.1.9.4].
In the following we establish some basic properties for sharpened fans. We refer to
[71, Sections II.1.2, II.1.3] for the monoscheme versions.
Proposition A.13.4. — Let P be a sharp fs monoid, and let ∆ be a sharpened fan.
Then there is a canonical bijection
α : Hom(∆, Spec(P ))
≃
−→ Hom(P,Γ(∆,M∆)).
Proof. — We define α by the morphism sending f : ∆ → Spec(P ) to its associated
homomorphism on the global sections
P ≃ Γ(Spec(P ),MSpec(P ))→ Γ(∆,M∆).
Suppose that ∆ = Spec(Q) for some sharp monoid Q. Then α has an inverse
Hom(P,Q)→ Hom(Spec(Q), Spec(P ))
sending g : P → Q to Spec(g) : Spec(Q)→ Spec(P ). Thus α is bijective in this case.
In the general case, let {σi}i∈I be the set of cones of ∆, and let {σijk}k∈Iij be the
set of cones of σi ∩ σj where i, j ∈ I. There is a naturally induced diagram
Hom(∆, Spec(P )) ∐iHom(σi, Spec(P )) ∐i,j,k Hom(σijk , Spec(P ))
Hom(P,Γ(∆,M∆)) ∐iHom(P,Γ(σi,Mσi)) ∐i,j,k Hom(P,Γ(σi,Mσi)).
Here the horizontal diagrams are equalizers. The middle and right vertical morphisms
are bijections by the above. Thus the left vertical morphism is a bijection.
On the category of sharpened fans the Zariski topology is the smallest Grothendieck
topology containing all open covers. The Yoneda lemma allows us to identify any
sharpened fan with its representable sheaf.
Lemma A.13.5. — Let F be a sheaf of sets on the category of sharpened fans, and
suppose that {∆i → F}i∈I is a set of morphisms from sharpened fans ∆i satisfying
the following conditions for every morphism Ψ→ F , where Ψ is a sharpened fan.
(i) For every i ∈ I, the sheaf ∆i ×F Ψ is representable, and the projection
∆i ×F Ψ→ Ψ
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is an open immersion.
(ii) The set {∆i ×F Ψ→ Ψ}i∈I is a Zariski cover.
Then F is representable.
Proof. — For ∆ij := ∆i ×F ∆j for i, j ∈ I, the projections ∆ij → ∆i,∆j are open
immersions by the condition (i). Hence we can glue the morphisms ∆i → F for i ∈ I
to obtain a morphism
f : ∆→ F
from a sharpened fan ∆.
It remains to show that f is an isomorphism. For this purpose we need to show
that for every morphism Ψ→ F from a sharpened fan, the projection
fΨ : ∆×F Ψ→ Ψ
is an isomorphism. The sharpened fan ∆×FΨ is again the gluing of ∆i×FΨ for i ∈ I
along ∆ij ×F Ψ for i, j ∈ I. The condition (ii) shows that fΨ is an isomorphism.
Lemma A.13.6. — Let P → Q and P → P ′ be homomorphisms of sharp saturated
monoids. Then the fiber product
Spec(Q)×Spec(P ) Spec(P
′)
is representable by Spec(Q′), where Q′ is the amalgamated sum Q⊕PP
′ in the category
of saturated monoids.
Proof. — Since Q′ is the amalgamated sum, for every saturated monoid M , there is
a bijection
Hom(Q′,M)
≃
−→ Hom(Q,M)×Hom(P,M) Hom(Q,M).
If M is sharp, then Hom(Q′,M) ≃ Hom(Q′,M), and hence there is a bijection
Hom(Q′,M)
≃
−→ Hom(Q,M)×Hom(P,M) Hom(Q,M).
Specializing the above toM = Γ(∆,M∆), where ∆ is any sharpened fan, and applying
Proposition A.13.4 concludes the proof.
Proposition A.13.7. — The category of sharpened fans has fiber products.
Proof. — Let f : Ψ→ ∆ and g : ∆′ → ∆ be morphisms of sharpened fans. Take the
fiber product Ψ′ := Ψ×∆ ∆′ in the category of sheaves. We need to show that Ψ′ is
representable. Let {σi}i∈I be the set of cones of ∆. For every i ∈ I, let
{τij}j∈Ji and {σ
′
ik}k∈Ki
be the set of cones of Ψ and ∆′. Owing to Lemma A.13.6, we see that
τ ′ijk := τij ×σi σ
′
ik
is representable for every i, j, and k. Moreover, for every morphism Θ → Ψ′ of
sheaves, where Θ is a sharpened fan, there is an isomorphism
(∐i,j,kτ
′
ijk)×Ψ′ Θ ≃ ∐i,j,k(τij ×Ψ Θ)×σi×∆Θ (σ
′
ik ×∆′ Θ).
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The latter is representable and also a cover of Θ. Thus Lemma A.13.5 shows that Ψ′
is representable.
Lemma A.13.8. — Let α be the functor from the category of fs monoschemes to
the category of sharpened fans sending any monoscheme Σ to Σ. Then α preserves
fiber products.
Proof. — Suppose that θ : P → Q and ϕ : P → P ′ are homomorphisms of fs monoids.
Let Q′′ the amalgamated sum P ′⊕P Q in the category of saturated monoids. Observe
that
Spec(P ′)×Spec(P ) Spec(Q) ≃ Spec(P
′ ⊕P Q),
and
Spec(P )×Spec(P ) Spec(Q) ≃ Spec(Q
′′).
There is a naturally induced commutative diagram
P ′ ⊕P Q P ′ ⊕P Q
P ′ ⊕P Q,
which induces a commutative diagram
P ′ ⊕P Q Q′′
P ′ ⊕P Q.
µ
id
The homomorphism P ′ ⊕P Q→ Q′′ is surjective since the homomorphism P
′⊕P Q→
Q′′ is surjective. It follows that the homomorphism P ′ ⊕P Q→ Q′′ is an isomorphism.
We deduce that there is a canonical isomorphism
(A.13.1) α(Spec(P ′)×Spec(P ) Spec(Q))→ α(Spec(P
′))×α(Spec(P )) α(Spec(Q)).
Suppose that Θ → Σ and Σ′ → Σ be morphisms of fs monoschemes. There is an
open cover {σi}i∈I of Σ, an open cover {τij}j∈Ji for every i ∈ I, and an open cover
{σ′ik}k∈Ki for every i ∈ I such that σi, τij , and σ
′
ik are affine for every i, j, and k.
Due to (A.13.1) we have isomorphisms
α(τij ×σi σ
′
ik) ≃ α(τij)×α(σi) α(σ
′
ik).
Gluing these isomorphisms concludes the proof.
Next we explain how to construct an fs monoscheme from the data of a sharpened
fan. We begin with proving the following lemma.
Lemma A.13.9. — Let Σ be an fs monoscheme. Then the map
(A.13.2) Hom(Spec(N),Σ)→ Hom(Spec(N),Σ)
sending f to f is bijective.
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Proof. — If g : Spec(N) → Σ is a morphism, then the image of g lies in a cone of
Σ containing the image of the closed point of Spec(N). Hence we are reduced to the
case Σ = Spec(P ), where P is an fs monoid.
There is a commutative diagram of sets with vertical bijections
Hom(Spec(N), Spec(P )) Hom(Spec(N), Spec(P ))
Hom(P,N) Hom(P ,N),
µ
where µ sends g : P → N to g : P → N. Every homomorphism g : P → N maps the
unit group P ∗ maps to 0. This shows that µ is bijective.
Construction A.13.10. — Let ∆ = (∆,M∆) be a sharpened fan. Suppose that
N∨ →Mgp∆ is a surjective morphism of sheaves, where N is a lattice with dual N
∨.
Then
∆N := (∆, N
∨ ×Mgp∆ M∆)
is a monoidal space. Moreover, ∆N is toric and there is an isomorphism ∆N ≃ ∆.
Let us check that ∆N is an fs monoscheme. For this purpose, we may assume that
∆ = Spec(P ),
where P is a sharp fs monoid. Let x be a point of ∆ corresponding to a face F of P .
Since M∆,x ≃ P/F , there is an isomorphism
M∆N ,x ≃ N
∨ ×(P/F )gp (P/F ).
Applying [71, Proposition I.4.2.1(1)] to PF we obtain the cartesian square
PF P/F
(PF )
gp (P/F )gp.
It follows that
M∆N ,x ≃ N
∨ ×(PF )gp PF ≃ N
∨ ×P gp PF ,
which is a localization of the monoid
PN := N
∨ ×P gp P
with respect to the face FN := N
∨ ×P gp F . Thus there is an isomorphism
∆N ≃ Spec(PN ).
This proves the claim.
Suppose that ∆ is connected. Then ∆N is also connected, so that it has a unique
generic point ξ, see [71, p. 198]. It follows that
Hom(Spec(Z),∆N ) ≃ Hom(M
gp
∆N ,ξ
,Z) ≃ Hom(N∨,Z) ≃ N.
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We obtain the composite map
(A.13.3)
ϕ∆,N : Hom(Spec(N),∆)→ Hom(Spec(N),∆N )→ Hom(Spec(Z),∆N ) ≃ N,
where the first map is the inverse of (A.13.2), and the second map is induced by the
homomorphism N→ Z.
Proposition A.13.11 ([52, Section 9.5]). — Let ∆ be a connected sharpened fan
whose underlying topological space is a finite set. Suppose that N∨ → Mgp∆ is a
surjective morphism of sheaves, where N is a lattice with dual N∨. If the morphism
ϕ∆,N : Hom(Spec(N),∆)→ N
is injective, then the associated fs monoscheme ∆N is a fan.
Proof. — Owing to Theorem A.3.9 we need to show that ∆N is toric and separated.
In Construction A.13.10 we noted that ∆N is toric. If ϕ∆,N is injective, then the
homomorphism
Hom(Spec(N),∆N )→ Hom(Spec(Z),∆N )
is injective. This means that ∆N is separated.
Example A.13.12. — Suppose that Σ is an fs monoscheme. Then ∆ := Σ is a
sharpened fan. If Σ is a fan in a lattice N , then MgpΣ ≃ N
∨. Thus the naturally
induced morphism of sheavesMgpΣ →M
gp
∆ gives a surjective morphism of sheaves
N∨ →Mgp∆ .
Applying [71, Proposition I.4.2.1] to MΣ we deduce the isomorphism
MΣ ≃ N
∨ ×Mgp∆ M∆.
This shows Σ ≃ ∆N , where ∆N is the fs monoscheme in Construction A.13.10.
As in the case of fans, there are notions of subdivision and partial subdivision of
sharpened fans as follows.
Definition A.13.13. — Let f : ∆′ → ∆ be a morphism of sharpened fans. We
say that f is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) if the following conditions are
satisfied.
(i) For any x′ ∈ ∆′, Mgp∆,f(x′) →M
gp
∆′,x′ is surjective.
(ii) For any x ∈ ∆, f−1(x) is a finite set.
(iii) The map
Hom(Spec(N),∆′)→ Hom(Spec(N),∆)
is bijective (resp. injective).
Remark A.13.14. — In [52, Definition 9.7] a subdivision in our sense is called a
proper subdivision.
We note that compositions of subdivisions (resp. proper subdivisions) are again
subdivisions (resp. proper subdivisions).
Lemma A.13.15. — Any subdivision f : ∆′ → ∆ of sharpened fans is surjective.
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Proof. — Let x be a point of ∆, which is the generic point of a cone Spec(P ) of ∆,
where P is a sharp fs monoid. By appeal to [71, Proposition I.2.2.1] there exists
a homomorphism p : P → N such that p−1(0) = 0. Let y be the generic point of
Spec(N), and set h := Spec(p). Then we have that h(y) = x. By condition (iii) in
Definition A.13.13 there is a morphism g : Spec(N) → ∆′ such that f ◦ g = h. It
follows that f(g(y)) = h(y) = x, and hence f is surjective.
Lemma A.13.16. — Let f : ∆′ → ∆ and g : ∆′′ → ∆′ be morphisms of sharpened
fans. If g and f ◦ g are subdivisions, then f is a subdivision.
Proof. — Since g is surjective by Lemma A.13.15, the condition (i) (resp. (ii)) in
Definition A.13.13 for f ◦ g implies the condition (i) (resp. (ii)) for f . Condition (iii)
for g and f ◦ g implies the condition (iii) for f .
Lemma A.13.17. — If f : Σ′ → Σ is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) of
fans, then f : Σ′ → Σ is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) of sharpened fans.
Proof. — Suppose that f is a Σ is in a lattice N . Let x be a point of Σ corresponding
to a cone σ. If x′ is a point of Σ′ such that f(x′) = x, then there are isomorphisms
MgpΣ′,x′ ≃M
gp
Σ,x ≃ N
∨.
It follows that M
gp
Σ′,x′ → M
gp
Σ,x is surjective, which is condition (i) in Definition
A.13.13. There are only finitely many cones in Σ′. This shows that condition (ii)
holds. Since |∆′| → |∆| is bijective (resp. injective), we deduce condition (iii).
Proposition A.13.18. — Let Σ be a fan. Then for every subdivision (resp. partial
subdivision) f : ∆′ → ∆ := Σ of sharpened fans, there exists a subdivision (resp.
partial subdivision) of fans g : Σ′ → Σ such that g ≃ f .
Proof. — Suppose that f is a partial subdivision. We may suppose that Σ lies in a
lattice N . As observed in Example A.13.12, there is a surjective morphism of sheaves
N∨ →Mgp∆ such that Σ ≃ ∆N . Then we have a composite morphism of sheaves
N∨ ≃ f∗N∨ → f∗Mgp∆ →M
gp
∆′ ,
which is surjective because of condition (i). This gives a morphism of fs monoschemes
g : ∆′N → ∆N such that g ≃ f .
Let us check that ∆′N is a fan. Condition (ii) implies that the underlying topological
space of ∆′ is a finite set. Moreover, condition (iii) implies that the map in (A.13.3)
ϕ∆′,N : Hom(Spec(N),∆
′)→ N
is injective. Proposition A.13.11 shows that ∆′N is a fan. Since ∆ and ∆
′ are in the
same lattice N , we deduce that g is a partial subdivision.
If f is a subdivision, then condition (iii) implies that the map
Hom(Spec(N),∆′N )→ Hom(Spec(N),∆N )
is bijective by Lemma A.13.9. Proposition A.3.13 shows that g is a subdivision.
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Definition A.13.19. — There is a notion of star subdivision for smooth sharpened
fans as in the case of toric fans, see Definition A.3.14. Let τ = Spec(Q) be a cone of
a smooth sharpened fan ∆ where Q is a sharp fs monoid. For any cone σ = Spec(P )
of ∆ containing τ where P is a sharp fs monoid, consider the star subdivision Θ of
Spec(P ) relative to Spec(Q). Replace σ by Θ for every σ, then we obtain a new
smooth sharpened fan ∆∗(τ). This is called the star subdivision of ∆ relative to τ .
Lemma A.13.20. — Every partial subdivision f : ∆′ → ∆ of sharpened fans is a
monomorphism in the category of sharpened fans.
Proof. — We show that the diagonal morphism ∆′ → ∆′ ×∆ ∆′ is an isomorphism.
To that end, it suffices to check that for every cone σ of ∆ the induced morphism
∆′ ×∆ σ → ∆
′ ×∆ ∆
′ ×∆ σ
is an isomorphism. Hence we reduce to the case when ∆ = Spec(P ) for some sharp fs
monoid P . In this case, due to Proposition A.13.18, there exists a partial subdivision
g : Σ′ → Σ := Spec(P ) of fans together with an isomorphism g ≃ f . Lemma A.3.12
implies g is a monomorphism. By appeal to Lemma A.13.8 we deduce that f is a
monomorphism.
Lemma A.13.21. — Let f : Ψ → ∆ be a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) of
sharpened fans, and g : ∆′ → ∆ a partial subdivision of sharpened fans. Then the
projection f ′ : Ψ′ := Ψ×∆ ∆
′ → ∆′ is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision).
Proof. — The question is local on ∆, so we may assume that ∆ is affine. Owing to
Proposition A.13.18 there exists a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision) of sharpened
fans u : Θ → Σ and a partial subdivision v : Σ′ → Σ of sharpened fans such that
u ≃ f and v ≃ g. Let u′ : Θ′ := Θ ×Σ Σ′ → Σ′ be the projection. Lemma A.3.11
shows that u′ is a subdivision (resp. partial subdivision). By Lemma A.13.8 we have
u′ ≃ f ′. Due to Lemma A.13.17 we can conclude that f ′ is a subdivision (resp. partial
subdivision).
Lemma A.13.22. — Let f : Y → X and g : Z → Y be monomorphisms in a cate-
gory C with fiber products. Then the projection
f ′ : Y ×X Z → Z
is an isomorphism in C.
Proof. — There is a naturally induced commutative diagram with cartesian squares
Z ×X Z Y ×X Z Z
Z Y X.
g′ f ′
fg
g f
Since the composite fg is a monomorphism, it follows that f ′g′ is an isomorphism.
This shows that f ′ is an epimorphism. Similarly, again since the pullback of a
monomorphism is a monomorphism, it follows that f ′ is a monomorphism. Thus
f ′ is an isomorphism.
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Lemma A.13.23. — Let p : ∆′ → ∆ be a subdivision of smooth sharpened fans. If
the underlying topological space of ∆ is a finite set, then there exists a sharpened fan
∆′′ obtained by a finite succession of star subdivisions from ∆ such that the morphism
∆′′ → ∆ factors through p.
Proof. — Let {σ1 = Spec(P1), . . . , σn = Spec(Pn)} be all the cones of ∆, where
P1, . . . , Pn are sharp fs monoids. We will inductively construct subdivisions
∆n → · · · → ∆0 := ∆
such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the projection
(A.13.4) ∆′ ×∆ ∆i ×∆ σi → ∆i ×∆ σi
is an isomorphism.
Suppose that we have constructed ∆i−1. By Lemma A.13.21 the projection
∆′ ×∆ ∆i−1 ×∆ σi → ∆i−1 ×∆ σi
is a subdivision of sharpened fans. Proposition A.13.11 shows there exist subdivisions
g : Σ → Spec(Pi) and h : Σ′ → Σ of fans such that g and h are isomorphic to the
projections
∆i−1 ×∆ σi → σi and ∆
′ ×∆ ∆i−1 ×∆ σi → ∆i−1 ×∆ σi.
Due to Lemma A.3.15 there is a subdivision Σ′′ of Σ obtained by a finite succession of
star subdivisions from Σ such that Σ′′ → Σ factors through Σ′. Since the underlying
topological space of Σ is an open subset of the underlying topological space of ∆i−1,
we can take the corresponding finite succession of star subdivisions from ∆i−1 to
obtain a subdivision ∆i of ∆i−1. Then the morphism
∆i ×∆ σi → ∆i−1 ×∆ σi
is a subdivision and factors through ∆′ ×∆ ∆i−1 ×∆ σi. The projection
∆′ ×∆ ∆i−1 ×∆ σi → ∆i−1 ×∆ σi
is a subdivision by Lemma A.13.21. Now use Lemmas A.13.20 and A.13.22 to deduce
that the morphism (A.13.4) is an isomorphism. This completes the construction of
∆i and hence, by induction, ∆n.
From (A.13.4) we see that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the projection
∆n ×∆ ∆
′ ×∆ σi → ∆n ×∆ σi
is an isomorphism. It follows that the projection ∆n ×∆∆′ → ∆n is an isomorphism
since {σ1, . . . , σn} comprises all the cones of ∆. Hence the morphism ∆n → ∆ factors
through ∆′.
A.14. Frames of fs log schemes. — Let X be an fs log scheme. If there exists a
fan Σ with a strict morphism
X → AΣ,
then any partial subdivision Σ′ of Σ produces a new fs log scheme X ×AΣ AΣ′ . Alas,
it is unclear whether such a fan Σ always exists in the category of fs log schemes.
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For fs log schemes in lSm/k we shall proceed by means of sharpened fans. As an
application we will show that every log modification Y → X in SmlSm/k admits a
factorization into log modifications
Yn → · · · → Y1 → Y0 := X
such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the morphism
Yi → Yi−1
is a blow-up along along a smooth center.
Definition A.14.1. — Let X be an fs log scheme. A preframe of X is a sharpened
fan ∆ with a morphism of monoidal spaces s : (X,MX)→ ∆.
A preframe ∆ of X is called a frame of X if the following condition is satisfied:
Locally on X and ∆, there exists a chart t : (X,MX)→ Spec(P ) with an fs monoid
P such that t is isomorphic to s : (X,MX) → ∆. Such a frame is an s-frame in the
sense of [71, Definition III.1.12.1].
Proposition A.14.2. — For every X ∈ lSm/k we can associate a frame
sX : (X,MX)→ ∆X
satisfying the following properties.
(i) Every preframe of X uniquely factors through sX .
(ii) The morphism of monoidal spaces sX is open and surjective.
(iii) For every morphism f : X → Y in lSm/k, there exists a unique morphism of
sharpened fans ∆f : ∆X → ∆Y such that the diagram
(X,MX) (Y,MY )
∆X ∆Y
f
sX sY
∆f
commutes.
Proof. — Owing to [71, Theorems III.1.11.1, IV.3.5.1], X is very solid in the sense
of [71, Definition III.1.10.1]. Then apply [71, Proposition III.1.12.3] and its following
paragraph.
Lemma A.14.3. — Let X be a quasi-compact fs log scheme in lSm/k. Then the
underlying space of the associated sharpened fan ∆X is a finite set.
Proof. — There exists a finite Zariski cover {Ui} of X with the property that there
exists a chart ti : (Ui,MUi)→ Spec(Pi) such that the composite morphism
(Ui,MUi)→ (X,MX)
sX→ ∆X
factors through ti. Since the underlying topological space of Spec(Pi) is a finite set,
we can use property (ii) of Proposition A.14.2 to conclude.
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Construction A.14.4. — Suppose X is an fs log scheme with a frame
π : (X,MX)→ ∆,
and let p : ∆′ → ∆ be a partial subdivision of sharpened fans. Let CX,∆′,∆ be the
category of pairs (f, π′), where f : X ′ → X is a morphism of fs log schemes and
π′ : (X ′,MX′)→ ∆
′
is a morphism of monoidal spaces such that the diagram
(X ′,MX′) ∆′
(X,MX) ∆
π′
p
π
commutes. In [52, Proposition 9.9], it is shown that CX,∆′,∆ admits a final object
X ×∆ ∆
′.
Here, the fiber product notation is used for convenience; technically, it is not a fiber
product. Moreover, the morphism π′ gives a framing of X ′.
Let us explain the local description of X ′ in [52, Proposition 9.9]. Suppose that P
is an fs chart of X with a homomorphism θ : P → Q of fs monoids such that θgp is
an isomorphism, ∆ = Spec(P ), and ∆′ = Spec(Q). In this case we have
X ×∆ ∆
′ ≃ X ×AP AQ.
More generally, suppose that ∆ = Spec(P ) and ∆′ = Σ, where P is an fs chart of
X and Σ is a partial subdivision of Spec(P ). Then the local description gives an
isomorphism
(A.14.1) X ×∆ ∆
′ ≃ X ×AP AΣ.
Lemma A.14.5. — Let X be an fs log scheme with a frame ∆, and let ∆′ → ∆
and ∆′′ → ∆′ be partial subdivisions of sharpened fans. Then there is a canonical
isomorphism
(X ×∆ ∆
′)×∆′ ∆
′′ ≃ X ×∆ ∆
′′.
Proof. — We need to show that (X ×∆ ∆′) ×∆′ ∆′′ is a final object in the category
CX,∆′′,∆. Suppose that f : X
′ → X is a morphism of fs log schemes with a morphism
of monoidal spaces (X ′,MX′)→ ∆′′ such that the diagram
(X ′,MX′) ∆′′
(X,MX) ∆
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commutes. The universal property of X×∆∆′ means that there is a unique morphism
X ′ → X ×∆ ∆′ such that the diagram
(X ′,MX′) ∆
′′
(X ×∆ ∆′,MX×∆∆′) ∆
′
commutes. Similarly, the universal property of (X ×∆ ∆′) ×∆′ ∆′′ means that there
is a unique morphism
X ′ → (X ×∆ ∆
′)×∆′ ∆
′′
in CX,∆′′,∆. This shows that (X ×∆ ∆′)×∆′ ∆′′ is a final object in CX,∆′′,∆.
Lemma A.14.6. — Let X be an fs log scheme in lSm/k. Then for every subdivision
of fans p : ∆′ → ∆X , the natural morphism
f : X ×∆X ∆
′ → X
is a log modification.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X admits an
fs chart t : X → Spec(P ) such that t is isomorphic to sX : (X,MX) → ∆X . Owing
to Proposition A.13.18 there exists a subdivision of fans q : Σ′ → Spec(P ) such that
q ≃ p. From the construction of X ×∆X ∆
′ we see that
X ×∆X ∆
′ ≃ X ×ASpec(P ) AΣ′ = X ×AP AΣ′ .
This concludes the proof since the projection X ×AP AΣ′ → X is a log modification
due to Example A.11.8.
Lemma A.14.7. — Suppose X is an fs log scheme in lSm/k with an fs chart
t : X → Spec(P ) where P is an fs monoid. For every subdivision Σ → Spec(P ) of
fans, the associated morphism of sharpened fans
∆X×AP AΣ → ∆X
is a subdivision.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that t is isomorphic
to sX : (X,MX)→ ∆X . Due to (A.14.1) there is an isomorphism
X ×AP AΣ ≃ X ×∆X Σ.
It follows that ∆X×AP AΣ ≃ Σ. Since Σ → Spec(P ) is a subdivision, Σ → ∆X is a
subdivision by Lemma A.13.17.
Lemma A.14.8. — For any log modification f : Y → X in lSm/k, the associated
morphism u : ∆Y → ∆X of sharpened fans is a subdivision.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X is quasi-
compact and admits an fs chart t : X → Spec(P ) such that t is isomorphic to
sX : (X,MX) → ∆X . Owing to Proposition A.11.5 there is a subdivision of fans
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p : Σ→ Spec(P ) such that the pullback
Y ×AP AΣ → X ×AP AΣ =: X
′
is an isomorphism. Therefore we have associated morphisms ∆X′
v
→ ∆Y
u
→ ∆X of
sharpened fans.
We claim that v and u ◦ v are subdivisions. Owing to Lemma A.11.3 there is a
Zariski cover {Ui} of Y such that for every i the morphism Ui → X admits an fs chart
θ : P → Qi such that θgp : P gp → Q
gp
i is an isomorphism. This means that Spec(Qi)
is a partial subdivision of Spec(P ). Lemma A.3.12 shows that the projection
Σi := Spec(Qi)×Spec(P ) Σ→ Spec(Qi)
is a subdivision of fans. Thus by Lemma A.14.7 the associated morphism of sharpened
fans
∆Ui×AP AΣ ≃ ∆Ui×AQi AΣi
→ ∆Ui
is a subdivision. It follows that v is a subdivision. Moreover, Lemma A.14.7 also
shows that u ◦ v is a subdivision. As a consequence, u is a subdivision by Lemma
A.13.16.
Lemma A.14.9. — Let X be an fs log scheme in SmlSm/k. Then the associated
sharpened fan ∆X is smooth.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X admits an
fs chart t : X → Spec(P ) such that t is isomorphic to sX : (X,MX) → ∆X . Lemma
A.5.9 shows that P ≃ Nr for some integer r ≥ 0. Thus ∆X ≃ Spec(Nr) is smooth.
Definition A.14.10. — For X ∈ SmlSm/k, a log modification along a smooth
center is a log modification p : Y → X such that Zariski locally on X there exists a
chart X → ANr such that p is isomorphic to the projection
X ×ANr AΣ → X.
Here Σ is the star subdivision of the dual of Nr.
Lemma A.14.11. — Let X be an fs log scheme in SmlSm/k. Then for every star
subdivision of fans p : ∆′ → ∆X , the natural morphism
f : X ×∆X ∆
′ → X
is a log modification along a smooth center.
Proof. — The question is Zariski local on X , so we may assume that X admits an
fs chart t : X → Spec(P ) such that t is isomorphic to sX : (X,MX) → ∆X . Due to
Lemma A.14.9, P ≃ Nr for some integer r ≥ 0. By the definition of star subdivisions
of sharpened fans, there exists a face Q of P such that ∆′ ≃ Σ, where Σ is the star
subdivision of Spec(P ) relative to Spec(Q). Then (A.14.1) gives an isomorphism
X ×∆X ∆
′ ≃ X ×AP AΣ.
This shows that f is a log modification along a smooth center.
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Theorem A.14.12. — Let f : Y → X be a log modification of quasi-compact fs
log schemes in SmlSm/k. Then there exists a sequence of log modifications along a
smooth center
Xn → · · · → X1 → X
such that the projection Xn ×X Y → Xn is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Lemma A.14.8 shows that the associated morphism ∆Y → ∆X is a sub-
division of sharpened fans. By Lemma A.14.11 the associated sharpened fan ΣX is
smooth. Lemma A.13.23 yields star subdivisions of smooth sharpened fans
∆n → · · · → ∆1 → ∆X
such that the subdivision ∆n → ∆X factors through ∆Y → ∆X . We set
Xi := X ×∆X ∆i
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By definition Xn → X factors through f , and by Lemma A.14.5
there is an isomorphism
Xn ≃ Xn−1 ×∆n−1 ∆n.
Lemma A.14.11 shows that the morphism Xi → Xi−1 is a log modification along a
smooth center for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. To show that the projection Xn ×X Y → Xn is
an isomorphism, use Lemma A.13.22.
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Appendix B. Model structures on the category of complexes
B.1. Descent structures. — In this appendix we recall the construction of model
structures on chain complexes. We follow the approach in [17] using descent struc-
tures.
Definition B.1.1. — Let T be a triangulated category, and let A be an abelian
category.
(i) An object X of T is called compact if the functor
HomT (X,−)
commutes with small sums.
(ii) Let F be a family of objects of A. We say that F generates A if for any object
F of A, there is an epimorphism ⊕X → F from a small sum of objects of F .
(iii) Let F be a family of objects of T . We say that F generates T if the family of
functors
HomT (X [n],−)
for X ∈ F and n ∈ Z is conservative.
(iv) We say that T is compactly generated if there is a family that generates T and
consists of compact objects.
(v) A localizing subcategory of T is a triangulated subcategory of T that is stable
by small sums. For a family F of objects of A, we write 〈F〉 for the smallest
localizing subcategory of T containing F .
Definition B.1.2 ([17, Definition 2.2]). — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian cate-
gory. For G an essentially small set of objects of A, and H an essentially small set of
complexes of A we make the following definitions.
(i) The class of G-cofibrations (or simply cofibrations) is the smallest class of mor-
phisms in C(A) that contains the morphisms
[0 F ]
[F F ],
id
id
where F ∈ G and 0 sits in degree −1, and is closed under shifts, pushouts,
retracts, and transfinite compositions.
(ii) A complex K of A is called G-cofibrant (or simply cofibrant) if 0 → K is a
G-cofibration.
(iii) A complexK ofA is called G-local (or simply local) if for any G-cofibrant complex
L and n ∈ Z the induced homomorphism
HomK(A)(L[n],K)→ HomD(A)(L[n],K)
is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
(iv) A complex K of A is called H-flasque (or simply flasque) if for any n ∈ Z and
L ∈ H we have
HomK(A)(L[n],K) = 0.
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We say that (G,H) is a descent structure for A if G generates A and any H-flasque
complex is G-local.
Assume that A has a closed symmetric monoidal structure. Then (G,H) is called
weakly flat if G is closed under tensor products up to isomorphism, the unit object of
A is in G, and K ⊗ L is acyclic for any K ∈ G and L ∈ H.
Next we recall the injective model structure on chain complexes in Grothendieck
abelian categories.
Definition B.1.3. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category. A monomorphism
in C(A) is called an injective cofibration. By [17, Theorem 2.1], C(A) is a proper
cellular model category with quasi-isomorphisms as weak equivalences and injective
cofibrations as cofibrations. A fibration with respect to the injective model structure
is called an injective fibration.
We shall refer to the following model structure as the descent model structure.
Proposition B.1.4. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category with a descent
structure (G,H). Then the following properties hold.
(1) C(A) is a proper cellular model category with quasi-isomorphisms as weak equiv-
alences and G-cofibrations as cofibrations.
(2) A complex K is G-local if and only if it is H-flasque.
(3) A morphism of complexes is a fibration if and only if it is a degreewise surjection
with a G-local kernel.
(4) Assume that A has a closed symmetric monoidal structure. If (G,H) is weakly
flat, then C(A) is a symmetric monoidal model category.
Proof. — By [17, Theorem 2.5] (resp. [17, Corollary 5.5], resp. [17, Proposition 3.2]),
we have (1) and (2) (resp. (3), resp. (4)).
Proposition B.1.5. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category, and let G be an
essentially small set of objects of A generating A. Then the following properties hold.
(1) G generates D(A).
(2) D(A) = 〈G〉.
Proof. — (1) Let f : F → G be a morphism in D(A). Assume that the induced map
HomD(A)(X [n], F )→ HomD(A)(X [n], G)
is an isomorphism for any X ∈ G and n ∈ Z. For a cone H of f we have
HomD(A)(X [n], H) = 0.
Choose an injective fibrant resolution H → I. If I is not quasi-isomorpic to 0, then
Hn(I) 6= 0 for some n ∈ Z. Choose an epimorphism J → Ker dn from a small sum
J of objects of G, where di is the differential map Ii → Ii+1. Then the J → Kerdn
does not factor through Im dn−1, and we reach the contradiction
HomD(A)(J [−n], H) ≃ HomK(A)(J [−n], I) 6= 0.
Thus I is quasi-isomorphic to 0, and we conclude that f is an isomorphism.
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(2) Since G generatesA, for any object F of A, there is a quasi-isomorphism P → F
where P is a bounded above complex of objects that are small sums of objects of G.
Thus we have an inclusion A ⊂ 〈G〉, which readily implies D(A) = 〈G〉.
Definition B.1.6. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category with a descent
structure (G,H), and let W be an essentially small set of G-cofibrant complexes of A.
Recall the following definitions from [17, §4].
(i) A complex G is called W-local if for any n ∈ Z and F ∈ W we have
HomD(A)(F [n], G) = 0.
(ii) A morphism F → F ′ of complexes is called a W-equivalence if for any W-local
complex G the induced homomorphism
HomD(A)(F
′[n], G)→ HomD(A)(F [n], G)
is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
(iii) A morphism of complexes is called a W-fibration if it is a fibration with respect
to the descent model structure with a W-local kernel.
Example B.1.7 ([17, Example 2.3]). — Let C be a category with a topology t
and sheafification functor a∗t . The category of sheaves Shvt(C,Λ) of Λ-modules has
a descent structure (G,H) given as follows. Let Λ(X) denote the free presheaf of
Λ-modules generated by X ∈ C. For a hypercover X → X we let Λ(X ) denote the
associated complex of sheaves. Now let G be the family of objects a∗tΛ(X) for all
X ∈ C, and let H be the family of cones of the morphisms a∗tΛ(X ) → a
∗
tΛ(X) for
all hypercovers X → X . With these definitions (G,H) gives a descent structure of
Shvt(C,Λ).
Note that a complex F ∈ C(Shvt(C,Λ)) is H-flasque if and only if for every
hypercover X → X we have that
(B.1.1) F(X) ≃ TotπF(X ).
This is equivalent to saying that for every hypercover X → X and integer i ∈ Z we
have that
(B.1.2) HomK(Shvt(C,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X),F [i]) ≃ HomK(Shvt(C,Λ))(a
∗
tΛ(X ),F [i]).
Proposition B.1.8. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category with a descent
structure (G,H), and let W be an essentially small set of G-cofibrant complexes of A.
(1) The category C(A) is a proper cellular model category with W-equivalences as
weak equivalences, G-cofibrations as cofibrations, and W-fibrations as fibrations.
This model structure is the left Bousfield localization of the descent model struc-
ture by the maps 0→ T [n] for T ∈ W and n ∈ Z. Its homotopy category DW(A)
is equivalent to the Verdier quotient D(A)/〈W〉, where 〈W〉 is the smallest lo-
calizing subcategory of D(A) containing W.
(2) Assume that A has a closed symmetric monoidal structure and that (G,H) is
weakly flat. If T ⊗G ∈ W for any T ∈ W and G ∈ G, then C(A) is a symmetric
monoidal model category and the localization functor D(A) → DW(A) is a
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symmetric monoidal functor. This model structure is called the W-local descent
model structure.
Proof. — According to [17, Propositions 4.3, 4.7] (resp. [17, Proposition 4.11]), we
have (1) (resp. (2)).
Proposition B.1.9. — Let A (resp. A′) be a Grothendieck abelian category with a
descent structure (G,H) (resp. (G′,H′)), and let
f∗ : A⇄ A′ : f∗
be a pair of adjoint additive functors. Assume that
(i) for any K in G, f∗K is a direct sum of elements of G′,
(ii) for any K in H, f∗K is in H′.
Then the induced pair of adjunctions
f∗ : C(A)⇄ C(A′) : f∗
is a Quillen pair with respect to the descent model structures.
Proof. — This is the content of [17, Proposition 2.14].
Proposition B.1.10. — Let A be a Grothendieck abelian category with a descent
structure (G,H), let A′ be another Grothendieck abelian category, and let
f∗ : A⇄ A′ : f∗
be a pair of adjoint additive functors. Assume that
(i) f∗ is exact,
(ii) for any complex H in H, f∗H is quasi-isomorphic to 0.
Then (f∗G, f∗H) is a descent structure for A′, and the induced pair of adjunctions
f∗ : C(A)⇄ C(A′) : f∗
is a Quillen pair with respect to the descent model structures.
Proof. — Since f∗ and f∗ are additive functors there is an induced adjoint functor
pair
f∗ : K(A)⇄ K(A′) : f∗
Let us consider the injective model structures on A and A′. For a f∗H-flasque
complex L we choose an injective fibrant replacement p : L → L′ in C(A′). For
any G-cofibrant object K in A, we have the induced commutative diagram of abelian
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groups:
HomD(A′)(f
∗K,L) HomD(A′)(f
∗K,L′)
HomK(A′)(f
∗K,L) HomK(A′)(f
∗K,L′)
HomK(A)(K, f∗L) HomK(A)(K, f∗L
′)
HomD(A)(K, f∗L) HomD(A)(K, f∗L
′)
u
w
u′
∼ ∼
v v′
w′
In the following we show that u is an isomorphism. This implies L is a f∗G-local
complex.
Since p is a quasi-isomorphism, w is an isomorphism. Moreover, f∗p is also an
isomorphism since f∗ is exact. It follows that w
′ is an isomorphism. Since L′ is a
injectively fibrant object, we deduce u′ is an isomorphism. For any H ∈ H, f∗H is
quasi-isomorphic to 0, so HomD(A′)(f
∗H,L′) = 0. Using that u′ is an isomorphism
we obtain
HomK(A′)(f
∗H,L′) = 0.
Thus we have
HomK(A′)(H, f∗L
′) = 0.
That is, f∗L
′ is H-flasque and hence f∗L′ is G-local since (G,H) is a descent structure
for A. This implies v′ is an isomorphism. Since L is a f∗H-flasque complex we have
HomK(A′)(f
∗H,L) = 0.
That is, HomK(A)(H, f∗L) = 0 and hence f∗L is a H-flasque complex. This implies v
is an isomorphism.
To summarize, we have shown that u′, v, v′, w, and w′ are isomorphisms. This
implies u is an isomorphism and that (f∗G, f∗H) is a descent structure for A′. The
remaining assertion follows from Proposition B.1.9.
Proposition B.1.11. — Let A (resp. A′) be a Grothendieck abelian category with
a descent structure (G,H) (resp. (G′,H′)), let W (resp. W ′) be an essentially small
set of G-cofibrant (resp. G′-cofibrant) complexes of A (resp. A′), and let
f∗ : A⇄ A′ : f∗
be a pair of adjoint additive functors. Assume that
(i) for any K in G, f∗K is a direct sum of elements of G′,
(ii) for any K in H, f∗K is in H′,
(iii) for any K in W, f∗ is in W ′.
Then the induced pair of adjunctions
f∗ : C(A)⇄ C(A′) : f∗
is a Quillen pair with respect to the W-local descent model structures.
